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THE IMPACT OF ACCREDITATION ON
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY

H. Denis Hanson

ABSTRACT

Public Service Electric and Gas Company (PSE&G)
became a member of the National Academy of Training
when the last five programs for its Salem Nuclear Genera-
ting Station received INFO accreditation in November
of 1985. In June of 1986, the NRC conducted a
post-accreditation visit at the PSE&G Nuclear Training
Center. In March of 1987, the biannual report for
the first five programs to be accredited was submitted.
The development and conduct of training programs, based
on a detailed analysis of position task requirements,
complemente0 with plant-specific, performance-based
evaluation of trainee performance; has had a positive
impact on station perfoxmance and appearance, as well
as worker attitude and capability. Communication between
station and Nuclear Training Department management
is stronger; and a clearer understanding of the roles,
reponsibilities, and accountabilities of each has
occurred. Lessons learned, activities relating to
the maintenance of accreditation, and the seeking of
accreditation for a newly licensed nuclear plant, Hope
Creek, are discussed in the paper.

ILL1
1 2



INTRODUCTION

PSE&G had made a significant commitment to
comprehensive training for all station workers for
a number of years, da ing well before the advent of
a requirement for INPO accreditation. Six-month long,
apprentice level training in all plant operating and
maintenance positions had been occurring since 1970.
This was largely generic skill training relating to
both the nuclear and fossil generating stations.
Contractor provided courses were also being conducted
in specialized areas tor operator license training,
instrumentation and control (I&C) personnel, etc. As
a result of the 1980 union negotiations, training at
the journeyman level

mechanical, l&C, chemistry and

was begun for the electrical,

radiation protection

recommendations were
the courses conducted by

departments. College credit

available for a number of

the Company. The training staff size was increased
as a result of the Company's
this additional training.

commitment to providing

The Company contracted for two control room refer-
ence simulators, and a 65,000 square foot training
center in 1980 and 1981. Over 20% of the training
facility funding was set aside for
of purchasing training equipment.
furniture, office

this gave us the
equipment and

capability to
and laboratories with an

the expressed purpose

In addition to the
similar requirements,

outfit each of the shops

initial inventory of
plant-specific training equipment. System simulators
for instrumentation and control, actual count room
and other chemistry and radiation protection plant
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equipment, and extensive electrical and mechanical
maintenance training shops were established and
incorporated into the training programs.

MAJOR MILESTONES

While a great deal of training was being conducted

to support the staticns, the training being provided
had to be significantly redeveloped to meet the perform-

ance-based criteria for INPO accreditation. To make
this change, relatively large modifications were required
in each discipline. First, a job analysis had to be
completed in sufficient detail to assure that learning
objectives and materials were supportive of the

comprehensive task list. Secondly, contractor provided
packaged training programs were replaced by the newly
hired instructional staff. They developed programs
aligned to the job analyses so our instructional programs

specifically related to Salem Nuclear Generating Station.
A third significant impact was the incorporation of

a newly acquired control room simulator for Salem into
the licensed operator -training programs, as well as

in support of some training in other areas.

Finally and somewhat surprisingly, the most diffi-

cult challenge and change was to overcome the inertia
of the training staff from its years of providing topic-

based training on a generic basis, to actually accepting
and owning the need to develop and conduct
plant-specific, performance-based training. This
required moving themselves out of the classroom and

into the station procedures and processes. INPO assist

visits, following initial submission of self-evaluation
materials, provided a major incentive for the staff

14
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to incorporate the new instructional systems methodology

and begin the significant transition towards a

performance-based training system.

The demand for qualified personnel throughout the job

analysis and program development period was critical.
During this same timeframe, Salem experienced major
equipment outages and the need to staff up to meet

the operating and maintenance requirements of the newly
licensed Salem Unit 2.

LESSONS LEARNED

First and foremost in the lessons learned category
was to develop a reasonably effective job and task
analysis (JTA) for each discipline. Our analyses were
conducted prior to the availability of the industry
analyses later assembled by INFO. We found that to

do analyses in sufficient depth to determine the require-
ments for successful task accomplishment, more

subject-matter expert personnel time was required than
originally anticipated. We also found that a single,
standardized format for a JTA was not equally effective
in all job areas. Information relating to frequency,
criticality, and importance to public safety, provided

little useful information in either determining detailed

task requirements or assisting in establishing whether
the task should be trained to. For both situations,
experienced subject-matter experts provided better

information and judgment as to what should be included
in the training programs. We ultimately used
standardized job task questionnaires and safilpling

interviews in all job areas, but supplemented the mainte-

15
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nance areas with a comprehensive .7eview of inspection
orders and work orders to assure tasks performed

maintenance personnel were properly identified.

have subsequently related our task analysis and

qualification cards to the maintenance procedures used

at the stations and use a review of inspection orders
and work orders for job task analysis validation.

As most American utilities can attest to by now,
completing a comprehensive job analysis is a significant

undertaking, requiring talented people. The time neces-

sary to do an effective job can be easily underestimated

if the training staff and the plant support personnel
have not previously experienced the commitment required

to produce such a document. Equally important to the
completion of an appropriate job and task analysis

is to assure that effective methods are in place so

that the analysis can be maintained current. It is

very important that I need not repeat the entire job
task analysis process for each discipline regularly.

To avoid that, I must have confidence that the JTA

is being actively kept current.

A second lesson learned is that it takes a long
time for an instructional staff to actually internalize

a change in the training process, so that your programs

reflect products of a new way of doing business. This

was true of staff that had been with the Company a

long time, as well as newly employed instructors. Those

staff that had been with us had to overcome the

i:gnificant inertia of doing things the way they had
been, which in most cases they felt had been successful.

New staff, in addition to understanding and incorporating

16



our way of doing business, had the additional burden
of learning our plant-specific procedures, people,
and equipment. Again in this area, it is important
to guard against regressing from a level of quality
your staff may have achieved. Many staff members are
more confortable or find
programs

you have

training

in a standard

them oriented
in the plant

mockups and models, or

it easier to conduct training
classroom environment. Once
to conduct as much of their
environment with appropriate
in shops and laboratories as

practical; without continued encouragement and incen-
tives, you will find some backsliding into doing it
an easier way. Figure 1 is a taxonomy we include in
our instructor training program to focus our instruc-
tional staff's mind-set, that in dealing with learning
objectives or evaluation, to attempt to conduct the
training

practical.

at the highest performance-based level

Another important lesson is the need to assure
that plant staff and management, as well as, other
senior management, are reasonably aware of the effort,
commitment and resources required to establish and
conduct comprehensive, performance-based, training.
Many senior managers' view of training is the "one
week" type human resource program that are non-site
specific and pretty much taught out of a suitcase by
one consultant trainer. This image, when translated
to nuclear training, leads to a very erroneous view
of the kind of lesson preparation time and research
required to conduct good plant-specific training based
on a systematic analysis of jobs, procedures, equipment,
and operating experience. Additionally, few if any
senior managers have had any direct project or management

17



responsibility for the construction, testing, operation,
an& continued upgrade and maintenance of

plant-referenced, control room simulators. A third
area often encountered is that those senior managers
with experience in -ilitary training systems with large
trainee through-put, may expect trainers to produce
a military-type qualification program for a system
that has an annual replacement need of 2 to 4 techni-
cians. Creatively different approaches are appropriate

for these small groups when compared to systems where
hundreds or thousands of trainees are processed on

an annual basis.

The final lesson learned, I would mention at this
point, is that the acquisition of a quality training
facility and training equipment including simulators,
should not lead one to assume that the training equipment

or training facilities will automatically be effectively

incorporated into training programs. Perhaps the

outstanding challenge to nuclear training today is

the effective training use of a plant-referenced control

room simulator, including the evaluation of individual
and tea.a performance at the completion of training.

RESULTS

In November of 1985, Salem Nuclear Generating
Station became the second plant in the United States
to receive INFO accreditation for all ten programs.

In so doing, PSE&G also became the second member of

the National Academy of Nuclear Training. This succel.;$

reflected a number of achievements. First, the realiza-

tion that the Company's continuing commitment to employ

people at the entry-level in its work force, and provide

is
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in-house training and education to allow employees
to progress to the top of their job classifications,
can be met if an equal commitment is made providing
necessary training and education resources and applying
appropriate standards.

As a result of the job analyses, training programs
we modified significantly; in one program an extension
of over two months was required. In other training
programs, training time could be shortened because
of overemphasis or lack of appropriateness of some
training material that had been historically provided=
The Company/Union Agreement has been revised as it
relates to training for people in the nr=;lear department,
and regular meetings are held by Company and Union
officials to discuss changes in the nuclear training
programs. Communication on a continuing basis between
the station and the training organization at the manage-
ment, as well as individual discipline level has and
continues to be very effective.

The most mportant impact of achieving INPO accredi-
tation has been the internalization of an effective
personnel qualification processes. Station supervision
and employees understand the use of and need for a
detailed job analysis if the employees are going to
be able to compIte required complex work activities
in a correct and timely fashion. Within the training
organization, the understanding and commitment to helping
employees learn what is needed to accomplish their
jobs successfully, is now the center of trainers thought,
rather than each trainer telling people what he/she
believes is important, or sea stories from their work
history which oft-times did not produce focused training

19



of value to the trainee.

PERFORMANCE

Most importantly the operating performance of

Salem Generating Station has shown continued improvement

over the recent past. While there have been a number
of contributing factors, certainly the qualification

and capability of the people working there is one of,
if not, the most important factor. While training

received from a systemically developed training program

is not the only variable that accounts for quality

performance of people, it is certainly an important

ingredient. Salem Unit 1 set a free world electric

production record in calendar year 1985 for a single

generating unit. In 1986, Salem conducted a refueling
outage in the shortest period ever for a four-loop

Westinghouse plant. External measures such as SALP

and INPO Plant Evaluations are improving. Our new

Hope Creek Generating Station set world records for

power ascension testing and initial fuel Joad among

all similar BWR's. All three units have begun 1987

with excellent operating performance.

The experience and lessons learned from INPO

accreditation are being applied to our activities as

we conduct training for our newly licensed Hope Creek
Generating Station. As we continue to conduct programs

for our nuclear generating stations, additional focus

and definition continue to improve the quality of

training we provide.
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Figure 1: Performance-Based Training Taxonomy

Perform
Perform similar
Simulate
Simulate similar
Demonstrate
Walk thru
Audio visual
Discussion
Read-react
Lecture

Note: Often a combination of activities is required
for effective training. For fundamental training and
to support enabling learning objectives, training may
consist of activities less directly tied to task perfor-
mance. For primary tasks, training and trainee evalua-
tions should be accomplished with activities as near
the top of the list as practical.



"TRAINING-RELATED NUMARC ACTIVITIES"

Robert H. Holyoak

NUMARC DESCRIPTION

NUMARC, Nuclear Utilities Management and Resources Committee, was

formed in March of 1984 and is a confederation of 55 utilities that

function day to day in the nuclear area. It's genesis was the initi-

ative by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff in the proposed

SECY-84-76A regulations which the NRC Commissioners were considering.

SECY-84-76A covered regulations in management and people related areas,

rules on training, degrees for shift supervisors, rules in maintenance

activities, senior management on shift and fitness for duty. The execu-

tives of the nuclear industry did not believe that the proposed regu-

lations were in the best interest of nuclear safety and reliability,

and would have a negative impact on industry self-improvement initia-

tives that were underway and actually could have a negative impact on

nuclear power plart operation. Enactment of SECY-84-76A would have

had the effect of freezing the current INPO accreditation program, de-

stroying the dynamics of this growing INPO program. Implementing

SECY-84-76A would have caused a prudent utility industry to wait and

see what the NRC would mandate instead of continuing activities to

enhance programs and strive for excellence, and end up meeting only

minimum standards as specified by law.

In June of 1984 industry representatives met with the Nuclear Re

ulatory Commission recommending that the Industry be allowed to co -rinue

the progress being made without new rule making. Commitments were made

which will be commented on later in this paper and the Commission agreed

delay rulemaking in relation to SECY-84-76A in order to see what the

industry could accomplish on its own.
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NUMARC created a set of four basic goals as a basis of Industry

initiatives, they are:

Perform integrated reviews of management and people-related

issues, identify problems and initiate colutions.

2. Consider NRC goals in areas of industry initiatives and help
the NRC avoid inappropriate action.

3. Establish and maintain a regulatory atmosphere that allows

flexibility for effective management.

4. Into± members of Congress and their staff of the progress that

has been achieved by the nuclear industry in improving the

safety of nuclear power plants.

The NUMARC executive committee makes the final decision on issues

and consists of senior utility executives from each utility.

There is a steering committee whose function is to organize indus-

try initiatives and coordinate all activities including managementwith

other industry groups, the NRC, and Congress.

The steering committee consists of the Presidents of Georgia Power,

Virginia Power, Portland General Electric, Detroit Edison, and Yankee

Atomic; the Executive Vice Presidents of Duke Power, APS, and Consoli-

dated Edison; Senior Vice Presidents from Alabama Power, Arkansas Power

and Light, and Northern States Power; and Vice Presidents from Philadel-

phia Electric and Commonwealth Edison.

Working groups are formed as needed to develop positions on speci-

fic issues.
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Industry Commitments Made On_Training Thru NUMARC

The industry commitments relat ng to training are the following:

Accreditation: That all plants operating as of December 31, 1984

would be ready for accreditation in two years. Each plant would

have ten programs, making a total of 610 programs that would have

to be ready for INPO accreditation by December 31, 1986.

The 10 programs are:

Non-Licensed Operator

Reactor Operator

Senior Reactor Operator

Shift Technical Advisor

I&C Technician

Electrical Maintenance

Mechanical Maintenance

Radiological Protection

Chemistry Technician

Technical Staff and Managers

2. Control Room O.erator Professionalier

The industry committed to enhance the professionalism of control

room operators. This commitment partially evolved out of Senator

Monahan's comments after a visit to a utility control room that the

reactor operators were Indistinguishable from a group of gas sta-

tion attendants. Part of the enhancement of professionalism was

for INPO to include senior reactor operators from other utilities

as peer evaluators on each of their plant evaluation teams to as-

sist in evaluating on-the-job and simulator performance of licensed

operator activities. The evaluators from other utilities help with

the effectiveness of the evaluation process, but also create a lev-

el of professionalism by having senior reactor operators from one
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plant Visit another pLEmnt and see how they operate.

f Shift Personnel

The industry committed to improving the diagnostic capability of
shift operating personmmel. This was to address a concern of the
NRC that all shift sur--anrisors or even all control room operators

should have technical cl_etgrees. The commitment was to upgrade the
training in engineertne_ fundamentals so that shift personnel would
have the capability to diagnose abnormal situations.

4. Shortajeof Quali med. P

5.

NUMARC addrestled the pr=nhlem of the shortage of qualified personnel

at nuclear utilitiee an =1. the excessive use of consultants. Each
utility would develop p:Mans to minimize the use of contracted per-

sonnel in permanent pes-tions.

The industry committed tz-o having a fitness for duty program n
place by January 31, 19%-.5 which covered aberrant behavior, and

chemical substance abueft at nuclear stations, based on the EEI

"Guide to EffectiVe Drug: and Alcohol Policy Development".

6. cen e Re'ualitjcaton Pror

NUMARC set up a working ==sAroup to clear up problems wIth the NRC

conducted license reaual-i,fications.

7 Conduct trainLc2mapps of SROs selected tq_partici ate in SRO

peer _evaluat-o-

The industry committed the utilIties to supply SRO peer evaluators

2 6
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on each plant evaluation and NTOL assistance team. A program of

workshop training for these people was committed.

RC Accomplishments in TraininR

NUMARC since its inception in 1984 has in conjunc ion with INPO

made a remarkable amount of progress in the training area. The major

accomplishment has been that working thru INFO, of meeting the commit-

ment of preparing 610 programs for accreditation within the nuclear

industry. We all know how difficult and expensive it was to do this

commitment within the tight time table.

Efforts to improve control room professionalism has made good pro-

gress. These efforts range from the wearing of uniforms to improvements

in simulator training techniques and this is an ongoing effort.

Diagnostic capability was incorporated into the operating accre-

ditation format with the result that operator initial and requalifica-

tion includes exposure to diagnostic techniques and fundamentals.

An example of meeting this requirement is what we do at the Common-

wealth Edison Production Training Center during license and requalifica-

tion training. 'We teach diagnostics thru all normal and casualty opera-

tions but introduce diagnostics as part of control room skills training

which includes Team Building and Communications.

Diagnostics is structured similar to many available commercially

availablek programs, such as Kepner Traego, BPI or Alamo and others.

Specific classroom exercises introduce diagnostics with made up scenar-

ios with forced data that bring the students to a common conclusion.

Then actual event scenarios using strip charts from recorders, questions

on a group basis that lead to conclusions. This is augmented with diag-

nosis on the simulator in real time. This demonstrates to the operator

that the designer organized the plant systems with problem analysis in



mind and that logic type systems do much of the work for you. This
could be defined as a "class A", diagnostic where problems are self

identified by the plant systems. We work on the, "class B", diagnostics
where the operator has to analyze and work out the problem. One inter-
esting exercise we do is to take an operating procedure and translate it

line by line into diagnostic English. This acts to clarify many things
for the operator.

Utilities have committed to support NUMARC in reducing the exces-
sive use of consultants by filling permanent positions with utility
staff.

Some of the steps taken nclude:

1. Establish a human resource management system covering personnel

activities relevant to nuclear staffing.

2. Support and encourage efforts of area educational institutions

to increase availabiliy of local personnel with solid basic

training at the entry level.

Work with area educational institutions to develop continuing

education programs for utility employes that are directly rele-

vant to nuclear staff qualifications and job progress.

The industry committed toa fitness for duty program and this pro-
gram is in place.

Again I would like to use Co --n-ealth as an example. We started
our first fitness for duty program in 1984 with a program en tled
"Awareness" which covered aberrant behavior, alcohol abuse, drug abuse
and the Edison Employee Assistance Program. The next program called

"Preparedness" about eighteen months later covered the same areas with

the addition of stress control and anger management and control. "The
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current program is being put together and is a reiteration of the pre-

vious programs with stress on Edison's experience and policy in the ar--

of drug and alcohol abuse.

Another effort at the request of the utility industry has been a

coordinated effort to work with the NRC in the area of license requali-

fication exams. Considerable concern existed relating to the NRC ap-

proach to their administration of license requali,7ication exams on a

random basis. The industry in general considered the NRC intvusion into

an area, that the utilities considered adequate, disruptive and the

tests in some cases unfair.

The commi_ _e under John Griffin of Arkansas Power has worked with

the NRC to set up a pilot program where the NRC would be involved in

overseeing a utility conducted requalification exam. To date this ap-

proach has mixed reviews and the pilot program has been extended until

the end of 1987.

The bottom line is that NUMARC since its inception since 1984 has

had a major impact on training. By working with the Institute of Nu-

clear Power it has moved the nuclear utility training systems ahead in

time, doing in two years what would have taken a lot more time. The

existence of a central directorate with the industry INFO organization

has allowed Nuclear Utilities to be quickly responsive to the initiative

of NRC and the public.

A statistical impact of the gro_th of training within the utilitie-

in the training area since the advent of NUMARC can be seen by looking

at the April 1984 and September 1986 reports from INPO "Survey of Nu-

clear - related Training Activity in U.E. Electric Utilities". By

January 1986 training space in the nuclear utilities had increased by

45% over March of 1984. The number of staff in nuclear training ac-

tivities increased 85% by January 1986 over March of 1984.
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NUMARC AND TRAINING THE FUTURE

NUMARC has several training initiatives before it. The NRC commis-

sioners Zech, Bernthal and asselstine have pressed NUMARC to improve

industries maintenance activities. Part of that improvement will center

on maintenance training and factoring industry experience into that
training.

In operator requalification as mentioned, the pilot program with

the NRC has been extende' and a final recommendation will be made to t e
Commission in mid-1987. The working group will be meeting with staff

review the advantages and disadvantages of the pilot program and discuss

ways to improve this approach.

NUMARC has modified the view on the check operator to that of Inde-
pendent Evaluator. A survey of the industry last fall attempted to get

consensus on who does the evaluation, who acts on them and is it an ef-
fective process. These results will be discussed with the NRC staff.

UNPOC

Now let me discuss the reorganization of the nuclear industry or-

ganizations under the leadership of UNPOC, kthe Utility Nuclear Power

Oversight Committee.

UNPOC evolved from an ad hoc group formed in April 1979, to coordi-

nate and oversee the electric utilities' response to the Three Mile

Island accident. The original committee was responsible for forming the

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INFO), the Nuclear Safety Anal-

ysis Center at EPRI, and the U.S. Committee for Energy Awareness.

UNPOC presently includes utility representation from the following

associations: The American Nuclear Energy Council (ANEC), the American

Public Power Association (APPA), the Atomic Industral Forum (AIP),
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the Edison Electric Institute (LEI), the Electric Power Research In-

stitute (EPRI) the institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INFO), the

National Rural Electric Cooperative Associate (NRECA), and the U.S.

Committee for Energy Awareness (USCEA). It has served as a forum for

issues to be considered at the highest executive level for fostering

coordination of our industry organizations. The present Chairman iS

Jim O'Connor chief executive officer at Commonwealth Edison.

As a result of the UNPOC-sponsored Study, a report was issued last

year entitled: "Leadership in Achieving Operational Excellence". The

report has three sections one of which called for the establishment of

a :Iew, unified nuclear industry orgaaization to be the single industry

voice on regulatory issues. This is the section I will discuss brie.Cly,

because of its continuing impact on training.

The new organization will be responsible for coordinating all mat

ters industry-vide regulatory policy issues and ont the regu-

latory aspcc )f operational and technical safety issues affecting the

industry.

The new organization will be free-standing and independently funded

and will operate under the concept of NUMARC -- namely, it will be an

organization run by the 55 nuclear utilities as opposed to by the ven-

dors.

However, the new organization will draw on the collective expertise

of other industry groups such as architect-engineers, vendors, and other

supplies and involve those groups in the regulatory issues to be ad-

dressed.

The new organization will be governed by a board of directors com-

posed of senior executives from each utility that is building or opera-

ting a nuclear plant. It will be very similar to the current NUMARC

executive group. The industry's position on regulatory issues will
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zr.equire an affirmative vote by at least 80 perc nt of the members such
zis NURARC. The new organization will have a permanent staff located

n Washington, D.C. which would have responsibility fay the day-to-day
i_nterface with the NRC.

Ncrw, let me g ve you a quick, short course on the reorganization.

Thc utility Nuclear Power Oversight Committee (UNPO will be -e-
mamed. Its board Will be expanded to include more chiefelecutive of-
f leers nf utIlities. It will be permanently headquartered and staffed
as required. Under this new constitution, UNPOC will assume responsi-
b ility 1-or strategic planning, coordination, international cooperation,
Prid the policy leadership of the nuclear utility industry. This will
elnable tArie oversight committee to coordinate and overseedirectly the
com-oganiztional efforts that are now carried out by AU', ANEC, NUMARC
a_---IdUSCEA. The American Nuclear Energy Council (ANEC) which was formed
izi 1975 and is the governmental affairs arm of the utility, the Atomic
Iiidustry- Forum which was formed in 1953 and handles much of the public
airfairs and technical interface with the NRC and the U.S.Committee on
Eraergy Awareness which was formed in 1983 and has responsibility for
plablie information on nuclear power, will undergo a structural realign-
ment to concentrate their collective resources and capabilities in three

ar.cas.

Ren-ulation and technical support;

2 Communication education and t- hnical services and

3- Government affairs.

Each of these three reconst tuted associations will be organized
with its own board of directors, president and full-thne staff.

Thies reorganization will be completed and implemented by July 1,
1987
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Among other considerations, this reorganization of the nuclear

utility industry is expected to include a merger of the USCEA

and AIF minus AIF's regulatory and technical support functions

which will merge with the functions of NUMARC. ANEC will contirme

to carry out the government affairs functions.

As called for in the UNPOC report, this new, unified industry

organization will attempt to interface with the NRC in a nonadver-

Sarial manner.



TRAINING AND PLANT PERFORMANCE: A STRATEGIC P PAR-ZTNIRSHIP

GPU 112UUCLEAR coRpoRATIoN
or--. Richard P. Coe

Director --- Training and Educ4t1on

ABSTRACT

To no one's surprise, U.S. nucl ear uti 1 ities and
training groups are on a collision course. lhe cour 5 is

bringing dangerously close the potentially oposing F'forces
of the industry's commf -trnent to excellence ardthe pub
relentless pressure for cost effectiveness. As operaicnal
costs continue to esoa late, the cost of replacement power
adds to the mounting pr-essure on the nuclear option.

The industry as a whol e, and specifically VUlluclearr r, is

refocusing its attenti on on performance indicators. This
standardized assessrnenirt of plant operational perforr-Mence
surfaces numerous e,Kampl es of how pe, rfoneanee- --based
training positi vely irr-zipacts pl ant perforM4 nce, Num, tier-ous
examples of high dollat-- savings range from 5crui redukiction
programs to reducing p ersonnel rem exposures. The clVeeper
we look the more we find that training is maid lng a
difference. The questi on now is, how long can Ile con-tatinue
to afford the ever in. creasing demands of -the purso-t--it of

excellence.

Early in 1985, the Tra. ining & Education Uewrtment CPU

Nuclear proactively beman its strategic plat-lining efforrrt in
order to address the i ncreasing industry initiatives While
facing flat or reclucd commitments of resources. The

Training Strategic Plarri addresses detailed plans for each
of the fol 1 owing areas:

Curricul um Planami ng
' Program Developn-nent
o Training & Educ.i.ation Organiz tional S-tructure
Training & Eduction Adminis rative Procedures

° Training Advisovrry Structure and Priority Proces:
o Financial Stratu ,gies

All of the above stratgies are designed to ossure tra-
effectiveness. With th-k-ie nuclear option Under such st- n

public scrutiny, it is in the best interest of all oft-1 the

nucl ear uti 1 iti es to assure the most cost effectje
approach to successfiral operation while achieving our

standards of excellence-

in
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COST VERSUS THE PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE:
COMPATIBLE OR INCOMPATIBLE?

o one's surprise. U.S. nuclear utilities and their training groups
on a collision course. The course is bringing dangerously close
potentially opposing forces of the industry's commitment to

excellence and the public's relentless pressure for cost
effectiveness. As operational costs continue to escalate, the cost of
replacement power only adds to the mounting pressure on the nuclear
option.

The industry as a whole, including GPU Nuclear, is refocusing its
attentior on performance indicators. This standardized assessment of
plant operational performance surfaces many examples of how
performance-based training positively impacts plant performance.
Examples of high dollar savings range from scram reduction programs to
reducing personnel rem exposures. The deeper we look the more we f nd
that training is making a difference.

Led by utility initiatives in the form of the Nuclear Utility
Management and Resources Committee (NUMARC) and the recently formed
Utility Nuclear Power Oversight Committee (UNPOC), a standardized
assessment process will be applied to plant operational performance.
This process uses nine measurable performance indicators. Plants
report to INFO in terms of these indicators and based on their
performance, nuclear units will be rated from "excellent" to "requires
special attention and assistance."

These indicators include:

o Number of significant events per unit

o Number of unplanned automatic scrams

o Personrel exceeding 5 REM at one facility

o Collective radiation exposure per unit

o Low-level solid radioactive waste per unit

Since fully implementing our Training Systems Development (TSD)
process, we have identified numerous instances of training having a

positive and measurable impact on plant performance. Plant shutdowns

o Forced outage rate

o Lost time accident rate

o Thermal exposure

o Equipment availability
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were avoided, personnel exposures were significantly reduced and

costly call-outs were avoided resulting in large visible dollar

savings. Some of the examples are:

' At Oyster Creek, plant scrams had been experienced due to

Nuclear Instrumentation (NI) interlocks with the Reactor

Protection System (RPS) Training was designed and implemented

on the NI and RPS interlocks both in the classroom and on the

simulator. Since this training has been implemented no new

scram incidents have occurred. THIS SAVES 3400,000 PER DAY FOR

REPLACEMENT POWER AND ADDITIONAL CALL OUT COSTS.

' At Oyster Creek, operation of the Turbine Control sYstem had

been a source of recurring problems. A vendor simulator, which

had been used as the simulator for operator training, used a

system which was very different from Oyster Creek's. Another

simulator with a turbine control system more like the one at

Oyster Creek was evaluated and selected. Since switching over

to this simulator, the company has noted a significant

improvement in operator performance on the turbine control

system.

' At Three Mile Island (TMI), operational upsets and problems had

been induced by failures and transients in power supplies and

instrument input signals to the Integrated Control System

(ICS). This is common in B&W plants. As a result of training

designed and implemented by the operator training section, two

of the newest operators were able to properly respond and manage

an ICS power failure while the unit was operating at 100%

power. The plant was able to stay on line at the 100%.power

level as a direct result of their actions. THIS SAVED $400,000

PER DAY IN REPLACEMENT POWER AND ADDITIONAL CALL OUT COSTS.

' At TMI, severe reactor imbalance and soluble boron/rod position

control problems, as experienced at othe: similar plants, were

avoided during startup. This was directly related to the
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awareness and specific pre-startup tqining wh=ich was designed
to manage this problem.

At Oyster Creek the pre-drywell entry tatm=ion train ng was
directly responsible for reducing the gouMul ated dose to QA
inspectors by a factor of two. Thetrainingma consisted of a

short videotape which showed work -Oasin the rlrywell model and
still photographs of the model- This amtpproach reduced
inspection time and improved worl4 plamthg. T--he job had been
estimated at 32 REM and actual total exposure %maas only 14 REM.
THIS IS A 56% REDUCTION PROM THE ESIIVED DOSE.

It is clear from these examples that trainigis magi ng a difference.
Using our Training Systems Development (TsD)approach we are confident
that many more innovative approaches to training p roblems will be
developed as problems in the plants arise. The quest=ion now is, how
long can we afford to pursue the ever, imNasing demands of the
pursuit of excellence without t-aining becom4gtoo bfirg or too costly
to afford?

A POSSIBLE SOLUT/ON

The answer lies in how Training Nanagenient plans for the future.
Early in 1985, the Training & Eduoatiori btpartment at GPU Nuclear
proactively began its strategic planning effort in or--der to address
the ever increasing industry initiatives WhileWing -flat or reduced
commitments of resources. The Training Strategic Plan addresses
detailed plans for each of the followhig are4

o Curriculum Planning

' Program Development

o Training & Education Organizational Strudoe
o Training & Education Administrative Prdcdpes
' Training Advisory Structure and PridnlyPrgess

o Financial Strategies
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Curriculum Planning

Our curriculum architecture organizes various training needs into a

logical sequence of programs or modules. It provides a blueprint to

help and assign priorities in developing and maintaining training

programs. Prior to embarking on the curriculum design process, a

detailed project plan is developed for each curriculum project which

includes estimates of the cost to develop the curriculum and a

statement of the business benefits to be gained. ProJect proposals

are prepared for review and priority setting by the advisory structure.

Program Development

The program development process, as spelled out in our Program

Development Manual (PDM), is the means for creating training programs

that directly support job performance. Trainino has received

corporate-wide support endorsing the use of this process in all

areas. Specifically in Training we have:

' Established program development resource levels to enable high

quality program development

' Implemented a Curriculum Coordination capability among the three

sites

' Implemented a project planning and budgeting system for program

development

Further strengthened the linkage with user organizations

regarding content by a more consistent use of the Technical

Content Review groups

' implemented an expanded training advisory structure to assure

proper attention and a corporate-wide consistency

' Developed and instituted a process to augment our instructor

staff with plant personnel on special assignment.
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Training and Eduvation Organization Structure

A revised organization structure is proposed for the Training and
Education Department to more efficiently and effectively carry out its
mission and roles.

Specifically, we have:

o Created new program development capability at each location
Removed some progN.m development responsibilities from the
delivery groups

o Changed some of the mission and roles of the Educational
Development Department

o Added more responsibilities to the training administrative
support group

o
Provided expertise to help develop training.

o Consolidated certain functions

o Instituted rotational assignments to better distribute and
develop expertise

Training and Education Administrative Procedures

Several administrative systems have been identified which make major

contributions to improvements in both efficiency and effectiveness of
training. Some of these systems are the:

o Establishment of a uniform Training and Education Data System to

measure overall training results and costs

o Revision of the Training and Education Budget to separate

program development from program delivery for priorities and
budget

o Establishment of a uniform registration and scheduling system
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Advisory Stru ture and Priority Process

In addition to the existing Corporate Training Advisory Council, an

expanded advisory structure is planned which will incorporate a new

priority-planning process. T e roles of the overall advisory

structure will be to:

' Provide general guidance and direction to the training functi n
' Identify needed training programs

' Assure that training is meeting overall organizational needs

' Provide assistance in the identification of additional resou. ces

Assist in setting priorities for training programs

While there are good formal and informal linkages between training and

line management at all levels, there is currently no corporate-wide

mechanism for setting priorities.

The Proposed GPUN Training and Educe Ion Advisory Structure is shown

on the chart below.

GPUN Training Advisory Structure
_ -u

GPUN
Training Advisory Council

(Senior Executives)

Corporate
Training Advisory'

Committee

Management Level I

OC Training
Advisory
Committee

TMI Training
Advisory
Commitvee

Management Level
J Management Level
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Financial Strategies

Through January of 1986, all of the Training and Education activities

had been financed through a centralized Training and Education
budget. The line organizations (because of numerous external

initiatives) have been placing increasing pressure on this budget. In

the future, various mechanisms will be established to further share

the burden of training costs between Training and Education and the
users. Beginning in 1987:

o Any additional initiatives requested by the user department must

be funded by the requesting department.

Working with the Advisory Council, a phased-in approach will be
developed for sharing development and delivery costs,

particularly for discretionary programs.

o Training developed and used a charge back system for selected

programs.

SLIWARY

All of the above strategies are designed to assure training

effectiveness. Our intent is to reduce the amount of time in training

without affecting quality, to provide the necessary blend of internal

expertise and staffing levels, and to reduce the overall cost of
training. In addition, we will be establishing a priority process for

training and thus be able to handle new initiatives.

I do not think it is a qii.;tion whether or not to do strategic

planning, but that present &- future events will dictate to us how
much we will have to do, What I have tried to share with you is a
brief overview of the efforts of GPO Nuclear's Training Management who

are committed to the ongoing needs of their nuclear sites and the

industry-wide effort toward the pursuit of excellence. Any plans for

the future will obviously have to remain dynamic and flexible.

Training professionals are going to have to constantly challenge

themselves in order to assure this crucial ongoing support of the
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nuclear option. We will also have to be constantly aware of the need

to rapidly accommodate new initiatives. Regulators, public advocates,

a skeptical public - indeed - the industry itself will not allow us to

adopt goals of status quo. I'm confident that our efforts at GPU

Nuclear have put in motion a process that will assure our ability to

successfully meet these future challenges.

GPU Nuclear's aim is to place TMI-1 and Oyster Creek in the front

ranks of the U.S. operating nuclear plants. With the nuclear option

under such strong public scrutiny, it is in the best interest of all

of the nuclear utilities to assure the most cost effective approach to

successful operation while achieving our standards of excellence.



CLEAR POWER PLANT TRAINING
FROM THE INSURERS VIEWPOINT

John A. Honey

ABSTRACT

Lmerican Nuclear Insurers and Mutual Atomic Energy
Liability Underwriters (ANI/MAELU) provides the
liability insurance policy that responds to the Price
Anderson Act. The policy covers liability claims
brought by the general public and third party radiation
workers resulting from operation of a nuclear facility.
We all recognize the important role training plays in
the continued safe operation of nuclear power plants.
Training also plays a key role in liability claims
evaluation and their defense. This paper deals with
the importance of training programs in reducing the
number of liability claims and the defense of those
claims. ANI/MAELU has some unique concerns in that
regard.

American Nuclear Insurers and Mutual Atomic Energy Liability

Underwriters (ANI/MAELU) are insurance pools that represent

approximately 250 member insurance companies that provide liability and

property insurance for the nuclear industry. The staff of the Nuclear

Engineering Department at ANI/MAELU, are responsible for nuclear

liability risk assessment and reduction for the insurance Pools. These

risk reduction efforts are designed to both reduce the number of claims

and to place the Insurance Pools in a better position to evaluate

claims and, if necessary, to provide the just defense of the claims.

Nuclear power plant training plays an important role in this risk

reduction effort.

Nuclear liability insurance is provided by the Pools for many

types of facilities including power reactors, fuel fabricators,

research reactors, waste burial sites, nuclear laundry facilities and

some manufacturers of products using nuclear materials. Tbe insurance
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policy at power reactors meets the financial protection requirements of
the Price-Anderson Act. Among other things, the nuclear liability
policies issued by the Pools include an omnibus insured provision which
acts to channel all claims for nuclear liability coverages to the Pool
issued insurance policy for all activities undertaken at the facility
by all parties. The ANI/MAELU nuclear liability policy therefore
responds to claims brought by the general public or third party workers
alleging bodily injury or property damage resulting from operat on of
the nuclear facility.

Why is the ANI/MAELU Nuclear Engineering Department concerned with
nuclear liability risk reduction? One could argue that there are many
regulations governing the operation of nuclear facilities designed to
protect the general public. If the nuclear facility operates within
these regulations the public is protected by definition and therefore
they have no grounds on which to file a claim. Unfortunately, that
argument is not supported by reality.

Since the inception of the Pools in 1957 there have been 122

incidents that resulted in claims. Thirty-nine of those incidents

occurred prior to January 1, 1979. Over two thirds of the incidents

resulting in claims have occurred in the last seven years of the

insurance Pools' thirty years of existence. I propose there are three
primary factors that are responsible for that recent upsurge in claims.
These are notoriety, the age of the industry and the number of workers
in the industry.

Notoriety is the factor which most precisely defines the "turning
point" in claim trends, since that point coincides within a few months
with the Silkwood trial and the events at Three Mile Island. In

addition to these well known events, of course, are such controversies

as the Mancuso Study at Hanford; the Najerian study of Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard; the Bross report on the Tri-state Data; the "SMOKEY"
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incident and the much publicized pronouncements of anti-nuclear

activists. Although it cannot be precisely established to the

satisfaction of all, a prudent person would consider such publicity as

having adverse impact on claim trends.

The age of the nuclear industry is a , that becomes more

important each year owing to the increasing _ge of the work force. The

older a worker becomes, the higher the prol-ability for a iii_att_LIAly_

occurring cancer and it is a reasonable assumption that some in the

nuclear workforce who develop cancer will attempt to make a claim

against the nuclear industry, regardless of the cause of his cancer.

Perhaps, the same may be true of members of the public living near

nuclear facilities.

Finally, the increasing number of facilities and larger number of

workers per facility will, as a matter of probability, increase the

number of claims in the future. The degree to which this will be true

depends largely on the

producing new claims.

effectiveness of the first two factors in

In fact, there is a very strong relationship

among these three factors. The importance of these three lies in the

fact that they can only become worse from the insurance viewpoint: the

bad publicity is already occurring (and may well get worse); more and

more workers will develop natural cancers as the industry-ages and the

number of workers will continue to increase for many years.

In my opinion, many of the claims to date have questionable

technical validity. I am sure most of us assembled here woulu not

expect radiation exposures of a few millirem or plant discharges well

below regulatory limits to result in claims. To the contrary, they

have resulted in claims, the more interesting of which are illustrated

in Table 1.

Unfortunately, it is not the responsibility of engineers or
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scientists to pass judgement on the validity of present or future suits

for bodily injury or property damage. Juries made up of members of the

general public make those judgements. They tend to be more sympathetic

to the c]almants than to the nuclear industry.

As I mentioned earlier, there are things we can do to improve the

situation. We can strive to reduce the number of incidents that can

lead to claims by improving the performance of power plants. Also we

can put ourselves in a better position to evaluate and defend claims.

I am sure that we all appreciate the role of training in improving the

performance and hence the safety of nuclear power plants so I have

chosen to limit my comments on that aspect. The combination of the

INPO Training Accreditation Program and the adoption of unit specific

simulators should contribute to an increase in the quality of training

received by plant operators and concurrently decrease even more the

frequency of incidents that might give rise to nuclear liability

claims.

I would like to concentrate on the importance of training in claim
defense. One of the major allegations of claimants is that they were

not properly warned of the radiation hazard or properly instructed on

how to protect themselves from it. Good training programs not only aid

in reducing the number of incidents that may lead to claims but aid in

the defense of claims that result. It is important to be able to

demonstrate worker competence through a good training program and be

able to show that the worker had maintained his/her qualifications. If

an incident were to occur at a time when an operator's qualitications

had lapsed or after he/she had demonstrated a lack of qualifications

then claims associated with that incident may prove difficult to

defend.

Allegations are often made that an employer did not care about the

health and welfare of his employees. An excellent and well documented
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training program provides sound evidence to refute such an allegat on.

ANIMAELU inspects all of the commercial nuclear power plants in

the country. One of the areas we review are training programs because

of their importance in claim defense and evaluation. I would like to

devote the remainder of my talk to some of the specifics we look for.

As I mentioned earlier, there are two areas of concern. These are

claims brought by nuclear workers alleging personal injury from

radiation exposure And claims brought by the general public alleging

personal injury and/or property damage from the release of

radionuclides. The first concern is partially addressed through

General Employee Training which provides sufficient warning of hazards

and adequate training in safe procedures for dealing with those

hazards. It is important to be able to reconstruct the training each

worker received and prove that he received it and was given the

opportunity to be effectively trained. Therefore we recommend that the

syllabus or lesson plan containing topical outlines be retained. Since

much of the instruction may be presented orally, an exact transcript of

the material is often not possible. These documents shotild show the

effective period of use. They should be treated as controlled mater al

with retention of the master copy of each revision.

Appropriate passing grades should be established as a requirement

for the successful completion of the radiation protection portion of

the GET examination. Where the radiation protection examination is

broken down into separate sections, each section should be passed.

Persons requiring re-examination should not be allowed to take the same

exam twice. Examinations cover:Lng radiation protection subjects should

be reviewed formally with students to clear up any misconceptions of

rules, concepts and pract ces. The review should be documented by the

trainee's signature which acknowledges the review and the opportunity

to ask questions.

4 7
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GET refresher training should be conducted annually. Examinations
which measure proficiency in radiation protection may be used in lieu
of the refresher training. However, refresher training should be
conducted biennially on changes, problems, and new policies. If an
individual fails the annual examination, unescorted access should be
withdrawn immediately. Such individuals should receive the complete
initial GET-radiation protection training program and pass another
examination prior to reinstatement of their unescorted access. If an
individual was allowed unescorted access after he had failed an
examination on the subject and then alleged injury due to radiation,
t may be difficult to establish that a reasonable effort had been made

to protect him.

Any person touring the facility on an infrequent basis is a casual
visitor, and even though escorted, presents a concern to the liability
insurance Pools. It does not seem reasonable to devote the time and
effort of GET training but something should be done to warn visitors of
the radiation hazard and assure their protection while on site.
Therefore it is prudent to instruct visitors in the following:

a. Warning of the potential hazards associated with entering
radiation and potentially contaminated plant areas.

b. Radiation zones and signs used to warn of the potential
hazards.

Proper use of pr- -ttive clothing required for entry).

d. Proper use of -tep-off pads (if required).

Escorted individuals should not be separated from escorts.
If an emergency requires that an escort leave, the escort
should give instructions to the escorted individuals to

proceed to the nearest assembly point.

4
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Also escor of casual visitors should have sufficient training to

assure that the casual visitor is protected in all areas of the

facility to be visited.

Another concern arises in relation to female employees. Due to

the increased susceptibility of unborn children to radiation; female

employees, their supervisors, and co-workers should receive instruction

concerning prenatal radiation exposure. Receipt of this training

should be documented.

Our second area of concern is claims brought by the general public

alleging personal iniury and/or property damage from the release of

radionuclides. The frequency and amount of releases during normal

operation and especially upset conditions are strongly related to the

proficiency of the operators. Training obviously plays a significant

role in developing and maintaining that proficiency. We are very

pleased with the progress made in this decade with regard to licensed

and non-licensed operator training. The increased use of plant

specific simulators, the INPO Accreditation Program and training based

on job task analyses are very significant. However, there is one issue

dealing with requalification examinations that deserves note. If an

operator fails a requalification examination, we have recommended that

he should be immediately removed from the watch bill until he can again

demonstrate his qualification. We have taken this position for

reasons. His knowledge of the facility and its operating procedures

has Lecome less than desired. He could cause or contribute to an

incident that directly or indirectly results in increased releases and

a claim by a member of the general public. Such a claim could allege

negligence on the part of the utility for allowing the operator to

continue operating after he has demonstrated a deficiency in his

qualifications.
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In summary, the nuclear insurance Pools have some unique concerns
that we are pursuing regarding third party nuclear liability claims and
the evaluation and possible defense of those claims. Power plant
training programs and their documentation play an important role in the
Pools risk reduction effort. We are pleased with the improvements made
in training programs at nuclear power plants and will continue to work
with the nuclear industry in implementing training program
improvements.



Table 1 Claims of

Category.

Interest

JJlegation

43 Chronic Exposure
Radiation Exposure

20 Negligence in Operation
Failure to follow procedures

Negligence in Maintenancet

Operation, and Inspection

17 Exposure of P-ablic
Plant Releases

17 ALARA Program
Negligence in Cont olling

Exposure

15
General Employee Training

Failure to Train Employees

Failure to Warn of Health hazard

11 Due Care
Conscious indifference to welfare

and rights of worker

Technical Overexposure
Exceeding Regulatory Limits
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TRAINING BENEFITS FROM NSSS OWNERS GROUP PARTICIPATION

R. C. Hine
J. E. Jones
K. C. Ruzich

ABSTRACT

Even though the event at Three Mile Island was a bleak
moment in the history of nuclear power, many advances in
the nuclear industry have evolved_as a result. One such
advancement involves the establishment of NSSS Vendor
Owners Groups. These groups were organized on a voluntary
basis with nearly all utilities participating. The main
purpose was to achieve mutual benefit, both technical and
financial, through joint engineering and plant operation
programs. This paper focuses on the Westinghouse Owners
Group, which is commonly referred to as the WOG, and how it
has benefited and could further benefit_utilTty training.
The paper consists of three sections. The first section
provides_an overview of the WOG structure and how it func-
tions. The second section focuses on the major accomplish-
ments of the WOG with emphasis on the development of the
Emergency ResOonse Guidelines (ERGs). The third section
provides some recommendations as to how utility training
departments can better utilize their owners groups.

WESTINGHOUSE OWNERS GROUP STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS

The Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) was founded in June,

1980. Presently 100 percent of the domestic Westinghouse plants

(totaling twenty-five utilities either operating or under

construction), seven international utility consortiums, and

Westinghouse are members of the WOG.

11.5.1
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The WOG consists of utility representatives from which offi ers,
committees, and working groups are selected. The structure comprises
the Steering Committee, technical subcommittees, and working groups as
shown in Figure 1. The Regulatory Response Group (RRG) and the Issues
Review Group (IRG) provide rapid response to industry and regulatory
issues. The Executive Advisory Committee (EAC) assists and supports
the WOG organization with executive utility management influence and
advice. The W Planning Board (WPB) provides Westinghouse management
counsel on technical issues suitable for WOG involvement.

The WOG functions primarily through the Steering Committee that
receives input from WOG utility members, Westinghouse, the WPB, the
RRG, the IRG, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Input from
the various groups is carefully reviewed by the Steering Committee.
If this committee determines that an issue requires further study and
evaluation, it will assign an appropriate WOG subcommittee to do the
work. The subcommittee further reviews and evaluates the issue and
makes recommendations as to how to resolve it. The recommendations
can include programs that may be funded by the WOG in order to ade-
quately address the issue. Any program or programs that are endorsed
by the subcommittee are returned to the Steering Committee for addi-
tional evaluation and review. If the Steering Committee endorses the
programs submitted by the subcommittee, then they are presented at the
next WOG General Session where they are voted upon by individual

utility representatives.

A two-thirds majority vote is required to approve any program for
funding. Only the domestic utility members have voting rights

(twenty-five votes total); Westinghouse has no voting privileges.

Given a majority vote, the program is then supported by the full WOG
membership with few exceptions. This unanimity of the WOG membership
is desirable. It it ensures more active participation from the full
WOG membership because the program is important and generic to all
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utility members. Also, an important aspect of this process is that

the WOG represents its entire membership to the NRC on any of the

approved programs. After a program is passed by the two-thirds vote,

the Subcommittee that submitted it is tasked to direct and monitor the

program to completion.

The WOG membership financially supports WOG administrative activities

with an annual stipend for this purpose, i.e., project management.

The funds for individually approved programs are allotted at the time

of approval by the WOG. Each WOG member utility pays a fraction of

the total cost of the programs based on its number of shares (one or

one-half) as compared to the total number of shares. The total number

of shares is equivalent to the total number of utility voting shares

plus the seven half international shares plus three shares from

Westinghouse for a total of thirty-one and one-half shares. A utility

share can be exempted from paying for a given project if an exemption

is approved by a two-thirds vote of the WOG membership.

There are some cases where the WOG also allows the development of

specific, nongeneric programs that are applicable to less than a

majority of the membership. These programs are funded only by the

participating utilities.

In conclusion, the WOG functions with a deliberate and formal process

when implementing programs. This process consists of frequent checks

and balances in order to maximize the overall benefits of any funded

programs. It also attempts to use the considerable resources avail-

able within the member utilities to the greatest extent possible.



Steering Committee

The Steering Committee can be considered the s ear head of the WOG.

It consists of the Chairman and Vice Chairman of the WOG, the Chairman

of the RRG, and theCheirman of each subcommittee. Refer to Figure 2.

Each member of the Steering Committee is a utility representative

selected by the WOG membership. The Steering Committee functions as

a filter in the review of all input. If the input has a generic appli-

cation to the WOG, then the Steering Committee assigns the most appro-

priate subcommittee to review it. Most input that is not reasonably

applicable to the majority of WOG membership is discarded. The

Steering Committee has the following responsibilities:

o Review and/or recommend issues to be presented to the full

membership of the WOG

o Review the results of the technical subcommittee evaluation of

issues prior to presentation to the full owners group

o Recommend policies to be presented to -he WOG

o Meet prior to a WOG meeting to formulate recommendations

o Perform a strategy and planning function that reviews

potential future issues; provides integration of planning;

monitors consistency between owners groups, the NRC, and

industry; and interfaces with other owners groups, Institute

for Nuclear Power INPO, and NUMARC

Review the establishment of additional subcommittees, and set

priorities for all work efforts
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Review the establishment of technical subcommittees for

nongeneric issues, and coordinate and set priorities of the

activities of the subcommittees

o Determine methods for funding specific efforts requiring

additional work to envelop all plaots

o Determine technical and financial par icipation by a new

member for work previously performed

o Report once a year on the status of the WOG activities ti -he

EAC

Groups Providing Input to the Steering Committee

Many problems and issues experienced by one utility are common to

other utilities. Utility WOG members can input their concerns and

issues to the Steering Committee for review and possible funding by

the WOG as a generic issue. The WOG provides a cost-effective means

to address common plant issues and problems.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation also provides input to the Steer_ng

Committee concerning issues generic to WOG members. Because of

Westinghouse's involvement with the utility plants, it has a large

pool of engineering information and expertise that can be very bene-

ficial in identifying generic issues that affect all WOG member

utilities. It also has V.s, expertise to resolve many of the issues

funded by the WOG.

The EAC provides easy access to executive management support from

member utilities. Acting primarily through their annually elected

Chairman and Vice Chairman, this committee has the responsibility of



keeping abreast of the WOG's overall direction and program objectives.

The committee is also available to assist the RRG and the subcommittees

in any discussion needed with higher level NRC management or the NRC

Commissioners.

The RRG is a quick-response organization within the WOG that provides

inputs to the Steering Committee regarding regulatory matters. It

functions to provide the NRC with positions or immediate actions on

potential generic plant safety concerns. The RRG membership also

includes the Chairman and Vice Chairman of the EAC who serve as

advisory members.

The WM consists of Westinghouse middle-management personnel. It was

established in late 1985 with the objective of providing counsel to

the WOG Steering Committee in the review and prioritization of

generic issues for potential WOG involvement. Strategic areas

addressed by the group include improved plant availability, improved

maintenance practices, performance optimization, and regulatory

improvements.

The IRG consists of the WOG Chairman, Vice Chairman, RRG Chairman,

and the appropriate technical subcommittee Chairman. This group is

responsible for disposition of industry issues requiring expedient

resolutions, e.g., the Davis Besse Incident.

The technical subcommittees provide support to the Steering Committee

by extensively evaluating issues identified as being generic to the

WOG members and by monitoring their respective programs. Subcom-

mittee recommendations are supported by appropriate information and

documentation. Currently five subcommittees are functioning as part

of the WOG: Operations Subcommittee, Analysis Subcommittee, Technical

Specifications subcommittee, the RRG, and the Materials Subcommittee.

Refer to Figure 1. Special working groups are sometimes included
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within subcommittees. The Trip Reduction Assessment Program Working

Group is such a working group and reports to the Operations Subcommit-

tee. The WOG membership is well represented on each of the subcom-

mittees and working groups. The responsibilities of the subcommittees

are defined as follows:

o Establish technical work to be performed and recommend to

Steering Committee and WOG appropriate direction and costs

because the expenditures on generic WOG efforts are voted on

by the full WOG.

o Maintain records of subcommittee activities, and distribute

meeting minutes to all subcommittee and WOG members

o Monitor and approve costs incurred relative to funding

authorized.

The charter has a provision for smaller groups of utilities to func-

tion under the protection of the full WOG. This provision has been

utilized occasionally to the benefit of subgroups of WOG member

utilities faced with particular issues to resolve. Examples of these

issfEel:;= include further studies into steam generator tube ruptures,

tur.,Ifie governor valve surveillance, outside-containment mass energy

releases, and main steam safety valve discharge capacity.

PROGRAMS COMPLETED BY WESTINGHOUSE OWNERS GROUP

Because the WOG primarily addresses issues that are generic to the

member plants, virtually all the money appropriated for programs to

date has been spent on three major areas of concern. These are generic

analyses, the Emergency Response Guidelines (ERGs) used by the utility

to develop plant-specific emergency operating procedures (EOPs), and
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improvements to plant technical specifications. Table 1 lists the

major post-TMI regulatory action items that have been undertaken by

the WOG since 1980. Table 2 lists the major issues being worked on

by the WOG.

The WOG has generated a large amount of technical information from

its various programs. This information is in the form of periodic

program reports, WCAPs, and letters. These documents are distributed

to utility members through WOG meetings, seminars, and mailings

directly to utility representatives. Reports that are developed from

each WOG program may contain beneficial information for WOG member

plants, especially the training department. The utility training

department can access this information through its WOG Representa-

tive who receives a copy of all of the documents generated from WOG

programs.

The WOG provides generic information which can easily be evaluated by

the utility to determine its proper use and implementation in their

own plant programs. Training Departments that play a role in this

effort can easily assess the material's usefulness in improving

personnel performance in the areas of operation, maintenance,

engineering, and regulation.

The key to effective utilization of the WOG generated materials is

the utility representative to the WOG. This person is the focal

point for any communications between the WOG and the utility person

needing the information. Evaluation and possible implementation of

WOG materials into training programs may result in many unanswered

questions. Training personnel should be able to access their WOG

utility representative with any questions they may have on the

materials. If the representative is unable to answer the questions,

it can be referred to the appropriate subcommittee that developed the

materials. Many times the question may be answered by direct contact

with those who performed the work.
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Table 1. List of Some Issues Undertaken by
Westinghouse Owners Group Since 1980

Operational Issues

1. Development of Emergency Response Guidelines for implemen-

tation into plant specific Emergency Operating Procedures

2. Task analysis of ERGs to identify control room operator tasks

for usa in Control Room Design Reviews

3. Davis-Besse Incident Evaluation of NUREG findings and

assessment of their relevance to WOG plants

4. ERG Training Material Development and Seminars with emphasis

on Pressurized Thermal Shock, Steam Generator Tube Rupture,

and Loss of Coolant Accidents

5. NRC ERG Seminar to familiarize NRC examiners with ERG format

and use

Post Accident Sampling for Core Damage Assessment based on

radioactive isotopes contained in primary coolant after an

accident

Detection and Cause of Voiding during RCS Transients and void

control as per NUREG-0737

Analysis Issues

1. Relief and Safety Valve Performance Test to verify reseating

capability during the relief of steam and water

2. Pressurized Thermal Shock effects of Small Break Loss of

Coolant Accident analysis which allowed less restrictions on

plant operations

Power Operated Relief Valve Failures/Sensitivity Studies which

satisfy the NUREG-0737 requirements for PORV failures and

testing

Auto Trip of Reactor Coolant Pumps during LOCA analysis which

indicated that an auto RCP trip is not necessary during LOCA

conditions for Westinghouse NSSS
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Table 1 (Cont). List of Some Issues Undertaken
by Westinghouse Owners Group Since 1980

5. Experimental Verification of RCP Seal Integrity Performance
with Loss of All AC Power

6. New SBLOCA Model and Plant Specific Analysis to assure

continued safe reactor operation after NRR review as per
NUREG-0737

Technical_Ipp_sifications Issues

1. WOG Techni_al Specification Optimization Program use

probabilistic risk methods to assess and revise as appropriate

outage times and surveillance intervals for reactor protection

systems and engineering safety features instrumentation systems
2. Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) Rule which provides

a diverse turbine zrip from the reactor protection system and

auxiliary feedwater start in order to limit pressure rise

during an ATWS including defense against diverse SCRAM to

address the need for a second reactor trip method
3. Anticipated Transient Without Scram Mitigation System

Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC) Design development and submittal

to the NRC for review and approval

4. Elimination of Diverse SCRAM Program evaluated the need for a

second reactor trip method

5. Reactor Trip Breaker Issues (Maintenance/Qualifications ) which

quantifies a basis for breaker test/maintenance practices

Materials Issues

Pressurized Thermal Shock screening criteria to show that risk

of'vessel failure is acceptably low with options if criteria
exceeded
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by Westinghouse Owners Group Since 1980

2. Irradiation Damage Trend Curve provides greater margin below

PTS screening criteria and increases heatup and cooldown

margins for plant pressure/temperature curves

3. Reactor Vessel Beltline Materials Database to determine best

estimate copper and nickel values for beltline welds

4. WOG Input for NRC NSSS Bolting Concerns, Generic Issue
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Table 2. Recent Issues Undertaken or in Progress
by the Westinghouse Owners Group

Operational Issues

I. Davis Besse Evaluation identifies potential issues from the

incident in order to enhance the safety and reliability of

WOG plants

2. Evaluation of MOV Common Mode Failures During Plant Transients

Resulting from Improper Switch Settings in order to ensure

that torque switch settings are proper

3. Methodology for Elimination of the Spray Additive Tank in

order to simplify plant design, eliminate hardware, reduce

maintenance/testing/radiation exposure, and eliminate

Technical Specification requirements

4. ERG Maintenance Program systematically obtains, documen

evaluates, and reports an feedback from the ERGs

5. Trip Reduction Assessment Program evaluates plant trips and

develops software and hardware modifications that will reduce

the frequency of plant trips

Analysis Issues

I Severe Accident Policy Compliance for Industry Degraded Core
(IDCOR) which follows severe accident evaluation methodology

and minimizes possible major plant specific studies
2. Dropped Rod Protection System which provides an NRC approved

basis and defense for the elimination or relaxation of the

negative flux rate trip or turbine runback for plants which

rely on those features for dropped rod protection
3. Small Break LOCA (SBLOCA) NUREG 0737 development of SBLOCA

code and model to assure continued safe operation per
NUREG-0737
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Table 2 (Cont). Recent Issues Undertaken or in Progress
by the Westinghouse Owners Group

RCP Seal Integrity Program analyses for RCP seal condition

after a loss of all electrical power without any RCP seal

cooling for WOG plant licensing and safety issues

Technical S ecifications Issues

1. Technical Specification Improvement Program which identifies

and evaluates problems with Technical Specifications and

recommends potential solutions to the NRC

2. Reactor Trip Breaker Maintenance/Surveillance Optimization

Programs provided technical information on the RTBs with

emphasis on monitoring and surveillance

WOG Technical Specification Optimization Program uses

probabilistic risk methods to assess and revise as appropriate

outage times and surveillance intervals for reactor protection

systems and engineering safety features instrumentation systems

4. ATWS Mitigation System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC) Generic

Design Program licensed an AMSAC system approved by the NRC

S. -Generic Design of Protection Channel Bypass Circuitry

Materials Issues

NSSS Primary Boundary Bolting and Closures Instruction Manual

provides torque specifications for bolts/fasteners, lubricants,

and bolt materials for WOG plants

2. Irradiation Damage Trend Curve Development

3. Enhancement of Data Base for irradiated RV Beitline Materials

based on surveillance, capsule, and test reactor data

4. Evaluate the Effects of Aging in Cast Stainless Steel on

Structural Integrity for pump casings and valve bodies in

6 4
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Table 2 (Con . Recent Issues Undertaken or in Progress
by the Westinghouse Owners Group

order to eliminate inservice inspections and thus reduce
man-rem exposures

5. UT Inspection of Main Coolant Loop Welds Program which

provides more meaningful inservice inspections on Cast
Stainless Steel piping

6. Flux Thimble Blockage Program identifies causes of blockage
and provides recommendations to reduce or eliminate it thus
reducing utility maintenance costs

7. Plant Life Extension concentrates on critical plant components

evaluation that Tay prohibit the extension of plant life
8. Component Cooling Water System Replacement Corrosion

Inhibitors Evaluation Program which assesses the effectiveness

of alternate corrosion inhibitors on system components and the
environment, thus eliminating chromate releases
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The ERG Development Program is an example of excellent technical

materials that included training programs programs by the WOG. After

TMI, it was determined that the emergency procedures were grossly

inadequate for accidents consisting of multiple failures. The proce-

dures tended to address a single event rather than addressing multiple

plant failures. Therefore, the operators were locked into a single

event with actions that may or may not have been appropriate for the

symptoms in the plant. The actions taken could have even further

degraded the accident. Because of this, the WOG approved a program

to upgrade the emergency procedures. The program went through many

iterations, which ultimately resulted in the Emergency Response Guide-

lines. The ERGs are symptom based rather than event based; they have

the operators take actions based on the most critical plant symptoms.

If a steam generator tube rupture has occurred coincident with a

steamline break, then the ERGs would first address the symptoms of the

steamline break. After the appropriate actions for the steamline

break have been taken, actions for the steam generator tube rupture

symptoms are taken. The ERGs provide flexibility in handling multiple

plant failures in the order of highest priority.

The Emergency Response Guidelines are based on a generic Westinghouse

plant. However, it was recognized that the member plants could be

separated into two categories; the high-pressure injection pjants and

the low-pressure injection plants. Generic guidelines were developed

for both the generic high-pressure and low-pressure plants.

In order to provide consistency in the writing of the guidelines, a

Writers Guide was developed. This Writers Guide provided a rigid set

of rules for writing each guideline consistently. A generic Users

Guide was also developed so that the guidelines would be used as

intended by the developers. Any improper use of a guideline could

result in improper responses and further degradation of plant condi-

tions. Therefore, consistency in writing and use of the ERGs was a

priority in the ERG Development Program.
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With the development of the ERGs, it was recognized that the utility

writer for the plant-specific EOPs would have to understand the intent

of guidelines and guideline steps in order to adapt the ERGs to their
plant. Therefore, extensive background documents were written in order

to provide the utility writer with sufficient information to adapt the

ERGs to plant-specific EOPs. An extensive amount of analysis was per-

formed for the development of the ERGs since the FSAR did not analyze

for multiple events. All this material was incorporated into the

background documents.

Generic issues arose as the ERGs were developed. These issues were

addressed separately from the background documents. However, the

generic issues were referenced in the background documents for any

step or steps that may have needed further amplification. The Writers

Guide, Users Guide, history of the ERG development, and generic issues

were incorporated into one volume, the Executive Volume.

After the ERGs were fully developed, a program called Verification and

Validation was implemented. Each guideline was verified to be written

properly based on the generic Writers Guideline, and they were also

verified to be technically correct. After the verification process,

the ERG network was extensively exercised during rigorous scenarios on

a plant-specific simulator. These exercises allowed the ERGs to be

used in a realistic control room environment by trained operators.

The exercises were carefully evaluated by multi-disciplined teams con-

sisting of operational engineers, licensed operators, human factors

engineers, and training personnel. The validation provided an oppor-

tunity to assess the usefulness of the ERGs during multiple-accident

conditions. It also provided valuable data in determining if the

guidelines had met their intent.
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Many volumes of material was developed to support the writing of

plant-specific EOPs. However, the Procedures Subcommittee (now the

Operations Subcommittee) recognized that the focus was mainly on the

development and implementation of the ERGs with little thought given

to operator training. The ERGs are evolutionary in that they have

little resemblance to the event-based Emergency Operating Instructions

(E0is) of the past. The ERGs and Users Guide should be considered new

and unique to the operator who has been trained on the EOis. Most

operators are not familiar with a two-column format approach to proce-

dures. Even though the seven volumes of material developed for the

writing and implementation of plant-specific EOPs contained informa-

tion of great value to operating staffs, it was not in a form directly

usable in a formal training program. As a result the WOG funded the

development of several training courses.

The first training course was developed as part of the Validation

Program for the ERGs. The operators involved with the validation

received a one-week course that covered the Users Guide and a basic

overview of the ERGs. The materials from this course were made

available to WOG members as part of the Validation Report.

Other significant WOG training courses were authorized to focus on

some other specific issues. The first major training course addressed

the Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) issue. This training course

covered all aspects of PTS, including additional analysis. Two

volumes of generic materials were developed sper-mily to train

utility plant personnel. One volume, the T_ '

technical material for use by the student

tained objectives, text to support object---

references, and self-assessment questions.

contained

' section con-

pertinent

volume, the

Instructor information Yolume, consisted of lesson plans (based on

the text material contained in the Technical Volume), information to

adapt the materials for plant-specific use, examination bank/key, and
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information on how to provide PTS training on a simulator. Even if the

utility did not have the time or the resources to make the materials

plant specific, the generic material could still be effectively used

to train plant personnel 171 the basic principles.

Two other extensive training courses were funded by the WOG for

training plant personnel on ERG-related subjects. The SGTR Training

Course and LOCA Training Course were developed to support ERG

training. Technical information and instructor information volumes

were also developed for these training programs along with the addi-

tion of a third volume, the Guideline Information Volume. It con-

tained extensive information for training personnel on guidelines

pertinent to the training course. The SGTR and LOCA Training Course

development programs each authorized a one-week training seminar.

These seminars provided utility training personnel with the training

materials developed for the programs, explanations of the materials,

and the opportunity to question those individuals who developed the

programs. It was envisioned that the training personnel who attended

the seminar could return to their respective utilities and integrate

the materials into their plant specific training programs.

The final ERG program to be implemented was the ERG Maintenance

Program. It evolved as a means to document and evaluate important

feedback information concerning the ERGs. Any feedback information

that is generic in nature and has merit to improve the ERGs is

collected and evaluated in detail. Worthwhile information is then

systematically returned to the WOG members for possible implementation

into their EOPs. The WOG also retains the information which may be

used for a future ERG revision. Sources of feedback information can

come from any utility source that is associated with the ERGs. For

example, the disciplines of engineering, licensing, training, and

operations have all been suppliers of feedback on the ERGs. Also, a

large amount of feedback material was generated when the Revision 1
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ERGs were validated, and more feedback came when plants performed

their own plant-specific EOP Validations.

The WOG also supported the ERG Program by sponsoring a seminar for

NRC-licensed operator examiners. The NRC seminar provided the NRC

examiners with a better understanding of why the ERGs were written in

their unique format and how the ERGs are expected to be used. The

seminar also provided an opportunity for the examiners to ask ques-

tions and clear up any misunderstandings. Simulator demonstrations

were also run to show the effectiveness of the ERGs during major plant

accidents.

The ERG Development Program is an excellent example of how the WOG

has provided utility training departments direct support in preparing

their operations staff for EOPs implementation. In return, the

training staffs provided important feedback to the WOG on potential

problems with the ERGs. This mutually beneficial arrangement can only

strengthen the usefulness of the WOG and improve overall plant safety.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE THE BENEFITS OF THE WOG FOR TRAINING

The WOG is very well organized and managed by competent and exper-

ienced utility members. However, problems do arise, especially in the

area of communications and dissemination of technical information.

The WOG membership is international and thus encompasses a wide

variety of utilities. Many utilities are unable to send proper

representation to the WOG meetings and seminars. Even though all of

the important information developed by the WOG is sent to utility

representatives, the significance of some of the material may not be

fully understood by the utility representative. The receipt of WOG

documentation by the utility representative does not mean that it will

7 0
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end up in the possession of the individual or group who can most

effectively use it. This problem can be alleviated when the owners

group itself specifies or recommends those utility departments or

groups who could most benefit from the information. The utility

representative could then ensure that the material got to the

appropriate group. Greater use of the documentation will generate

more beneficial feedback to the WOG whether it be in the form of

questions and/or recommendations.

Ahother area involves utility training department resources and

limitations. Since the WOG generates a tremendous amount of

technical material, it is difficult for training staffs to filter all

the information and integrate it effectively into training courses.

This situation can result in vital technical material not being used.

The end result is that the utility supports the WOG and yet does not

fully utilize the benefits of such an organization.

The importance of personnel training has risen steadily since the TM1

accident, especially in the areas of plant operations and maintenance.

Utilities have been required by the NRC to upgrade their training

programs significantly and to invest in new training resources and

facilities. One-time investments of tens of millions Of dollars is

not unheard of along with annual training operation budgets of

millions of dollars. Utilities must now conform with INFO accredi-

tation requirements and seek standards of excellence rather than the

minimum requirements- To this end, the WOG can contribute readily

for its member utilities. Many training issues are generic in

nature. A well-developed set of training documentation for one plant

or a generic plant can easily be modified for a specific plant.

Highly technical or unusually difficult or unique training require-

ments can be handled most efficiently and cost effectively by a joint

organization. This situation could be improved if utility training

departments established a special organization that is focused on
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training within the WOG structure. It is suggested that a Training

Advisory Group (TAG) be chartered to function within the WOG structure.

This group would consist of utility training representatives that would

continuously review the technical information developed by the WOG and

make recommendations as to how the materials coLld be implemented into

utility training programs. The TAG could interface directly with the

Steering Committee and indirectly with thr- indi4.-ival subcommittees.

Any program that may be fwnded by the WOG could be -eviewed by the

TAG and recommendations could be provided en the training aspects of

the program. These recommendations could include no training neces-

sary, training recommended but developed by the individual utility, or

a generic training program developed by the WOG for use in utility

training programs (similar to the ERG Training Programs). The TAG

could also receive direct input from the utility training staffs on

training issues and programs that may help other member utilities.

The TAG could evaluate the training program and assess its feasibility

for generic use by the WOG and then present its results to the

Steering Committee for review. If the Steering Committee determines

that the program requested by the TAG is worthwhile, then it would

send it to the WOG membership for approval by vote. The TAG could

also determine which subcommittee or group could best develop,

implement, and monitor the program. It would provide the WOG with

training representation and insight for all the WOG funded programs.

The actions of TAB would ensure that utility members would receive

Subcommittee reports with training recommendations and/or documen-

tation.

CONCLUSIONS

The NSSS Owners Group provide their utility members with shared

technical expertise, shared experience, and shared costs. The overall

financial savings to each member for the diverse programs funded by

7 2
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the Owners Group is substantial. The Owners Group provides its

members with excellent technical materials to improve plant oper-

ations, design, maintenance, engineering, and training. This

technical information should be used more effectively by individual

utility training departments to improve training programs. The

effectiveness and credibility of utility training could be further

enhanced if training was spotlighted more in Owners Group. A special

training group could advise the Owners Group from a training stand-

point as to how funded program materials can be better implemented by

utility members. It could also recommend generic utility training

materials and courses for funding by the Owners Group. The overall

result of enhancing training quality within the nuclear industry would

be improved plant operations and safety and greater public acceptance

of the Nuclear Power Option.
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:RC IlF UENCES ON NUCLEAR TP MING

John N. Hannon

ABSTRACT

NRC influences on utility training proorams
through prescriptive requirements and evaluation
of industry self-initiatives are discussed.
NRC regulation and industry initiatives are
complimentary and in some instances industry
initiatives are replacing NRC requirements.
Controls and feedback mechanisms designed to
enhance positive NRC influences and minimize
or eliminate negative influences are discussed.
Industry and NRC efforts to reach an acceptable
mix between regulatory oversight and self-
initiatives by the industry are recognized.
Problem areas for continued cooperation to
enhance training and minimize conflicting
signals to industry are discussed. These
areas include:
requalification examination scope and content,
depth of training and examination on emergency
procedures; improved learning objectives as the
basis'for training and examination, and severe
accident trainino.
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PERSONNEL SELECTION AND EMOTIONAL STABJLITY CERTIFICATION:

ESTABLISHING A FALSE NEGATIVE ERROR RATE WHEN CLINICAL INTERVIEWS

ARE DONE "BY EXCEPTION"

Philip E. Berghausen, Jr. , Ph.D.

ABSTRACT

The security plans of nuclear plants generally require that
all personnel who are to have floscorted access to protected
areas or vital islands be screened for emotional instability.
Screening typically consists of first administering the MMPI
and then conducting a clinical interview. Interviews-by-
exception protocols provide for only those employees to be
interviewed who have some indications of psychopathology in
their MMPI resuClts. A problem arises when the indications
are not readily apparent: False negatives are likely to
occur, resulting in employees being erroneously granted
unescorted access. The present paper describes the
development of a predictive equation which permits accurate
identification, via analysis of MMPI results, of those
employees who are most in need of being interviewed. The
predictive equation also permits knowing probable maximum
false negative error rates when a given percentage of
employees is interviewed.

Emotional stability screening is valuable in helping to ensure

reliability on the job. It is also useful for maximizing responsiveness

to training. The psychological factors affecting the former are likely

to be largely the same as those affecting the latter. The person who

is burdened by emotional problems is not likely to benefit as much From

training as the person who is not experiencing such a burden.

The security plans of nuclear plants generally require that all

personnel who are to have unescorted access to protected areas or vital

islands be screened for emotional instabil ity. In virtually all
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instances, the screening involves the administration of one or more

psychological tests, usually including the Minnesota Multiphasic

Personality Inventory (MMPI)--a 566-item true-false inventory designed

to detect serious psychopathology. At some plants, all employees

receive a clinical interview, typically conducted by a psychologist,

after they have taken the MMPI and results have been reviewed. At other

plants, only those employees with "dirty" MMPI's (ones with some

indications of possible psychopathology) are interviewed. This latter

protocol is referred to as "interviews by exception." It is the

protocol specified in Revision 8 of NUMAWs IIIJIjra Guidelines

for Nuclear Power Plant Access Authorization Pro-rams.'

Interviewing all employees, regardless of tovi results, is the most

desirable protocol, as the author has argued elsewhere.2 It is the most

consistent with learned opinion in the field of psychology and with the

known limitations of psychological tests. Ethical problems may exist

when significant decisions are made solely on the basis of the results

from a single test. (There is some disagreement on this issue among

professionals in the field, and there is evidence that what constitutes

an acceptable standard of care is changing.) Employee objections to the

screening generally are fewer when everyone is interviewed: No one is

singled out as "marginal," the results of an admittedly imperfect test

are de-emphasized, and there is an opportunity to get some feedback

regarding the test results.

Perhaps most important of all is the empirical evidence derived

from actual experience with nuclear plants which demonstrates clearly

the potential for error that exists when interviews are omitted.

7 9
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Behaviordyne Psychological Corpo ation, which provides emotional

instability screening services to the nuclear industry, studied the

results obtained from approximately 19,000 employees screened over

almost a 10-year period. All employees who were screened were

interviewed--not only those with dirty MMPI's. It found that 38% of all

employees whom it failed to certify for unescorted access (i.e., 38% of

all "noncertifications") had MMPI results devoid of clear indications of

the presence of psychopathology. In testing jargon, these were "false

negatives." Had these persons been screened by an interviews-by-

exception program, many of them (unwisely) probably would have been

granted unescorted access to nuclear plants. (Ironically, although the

program to screen for emotional instabil-Ry was designed to protect

property and the safety of co-workers and the surrounding community,

interviewing by exception would appear to emphasize protection of the

rights of an individual employee to the relative exclusion of the other

protections that it was created to provide.)

If an interviews-by-exception protocol is implemented, it becomes

extremely important to identify accurately, via psychological testing,

whom to interview: Anyone who is not interviewed will be given

unescorted access without any sort of further review. Behaviordyne

decided to see whether it could develop a predictive equation, which,

when applied to MMPI data, could assure that all persons who should be

interviewed would be, that persons with significant psychopathology

would not go undetected by the MMPI, and that false negatives would be

reduced to an acceptably low (and known) level.

Fortunately, Behaviordyne had a very desirable pool of data with
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which to work. Not only was it large (19,000 cases), it was diverse.

It included data from employees in a variety of professional/managerial,

skil led, and unskilled jobs working at nuclear plent across the

country. It included a wide age range (teenagers throu in their

70's) and spanned almost a decade. Most importantly, Lnere was

interview data on every person who had completed screening, including

those with clean MMPI results--thus permitting -tudy of potential false

negatives.

The protocol by which all of these employees were screened was as

follows: Each employee was administered the MMPI. The MMPI results

were read and interpreted by a licensed psychologist. If the results

were clean, the employee was granted an "interim certification," which

permitted unescorted access for up to 90 days. If the results were

dirty, the employee was given an "interim noncertification " which did

not permit unescorted access. Regardless of test outcome, the employee

was interviewed, typically within several days to several weeks of the

test administration, by a psychologist who sought to ascertain whether

the employee met N.R.C.-specified criteria for emotional instability or

behavioral unrel iability: argumentative hostility toward authority,

irresponsibility, defensive incompetence, adverse reaction to stress,

and emotional and personal inadaptability.3 If he or she appeared to

meet one or more of these criteria, a noncertification would resultbut

only if there was concurrence by another psychologist--and unescorted

access would be denied. If he or she did not appear to meet any of

these criteria (or if there was no coqcurrence from a second

psychologist), certification resulted: The employee was granted
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unescorted access. (Unlike the interim certification, this

certification subsequent to the interview carried no expiration date.)

It was possible indeed, probable), as the data below indicate, for an

employee who had received an interim noncertification to receive a

certification upon being interviewed. (A person can have psychological

problems that pose no risk to a nuclear plant.) Likewise, it was

possible (though relatively rare) for an employee who had received an

interim certification to lose this certification, as a result of

interview findings, and receive a noncertification.

A summary of the results of the screenings is as follows:

--1% of all employees received noncertifications

--78% of all employees received certifications

--21% failed to complete the screening process (were laid off,

terminated for cause, eliminated themselves from further

consideration because they had received an interim

noncertification, became ill, etc.)

--12% of those who failed to complete the screening process had

received interim noncertifications

--12% of all employees received interim rNicertifications

--88% of all employees received interim certifications

--38% of all employees receiving noncertifications had clean M P1's

.e., they had received interim certifications)

--62% of all employees receiving noncertifications had dirty MMPI's

e., they had received interim noncertifications)

--6% of all employees who had received interim noncertifications

and completed screening received noncerti ications

8 2
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0.6% of all employees who had received interim cer i_ications and

completed screening received noncertifications

94% of all employees who had received interim noncertifications

and completed screening were certified

99% of all employees who had received interim certifications and

completed screening were certified

Included in the present data pool used to create a predictive

equation were the MMPI records of all 233 employees who had received

noncertifications. An approximately equal number of MMPI records of

employees who had received certifications were selected essentially

randomly, taking care to see that all years and plant sites were

represented in proportion to their representation in the total data

pool. These latter MMPI records included those that had elicited

interim noncertifications as well as those that had elicited interim

certifications. Excluded were the records of employees who had not

completed the screening process.

The criterion variable was the clinicians' decisions regarding

(final) certification or noncertification (i.e., the decision which

followed the interview). Although the accuracy of clinician interview

judgments, and their appropriateness for use as a criterion variable,

has come under much attack over the years, there is considerable

evidence in defense of their accuracy when the decisions made are global

ones (as they are in making certification/noncertification decisions).

Several studies have demonstrated empirical ly that interviews in

conjunction with psychological testing contribute to the overall

accuracy of the decisions which result.5'6 In addition, in the present
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study, all decisions leading to noncertifications were confirmed

(although not blindly) by a second psychologist. Further reason to

believe in the accuracy of clinician judgments is that, to the author's

knowledge, employees who have received certifications have never baen

1 inked to sabotage in any nuclear plants. The most serious

transgressions have been limited to illicit drug sales and/or use.

(From a methodological point of view, the best validation of clinician

decisions would come from granting unescorted access to all employees--

both those who had received certifications and those who had received

noncertificationsand waiting to see what problems arose. Obviously

the potential costs of such an approach, not to speak of the ethics, are

totally unacceptable.)

The MMPI responses of those employees who had received

certifications after being interviewed were compared to the MMPI

responses of those employees who had received noncertifications. The

data were analyzed using multiple discriminant function analysis, a

technique generally more powerful than multiple regression analysis. On

the first pass, only existing MMPI scales (a scale is a group of items

which measure a common construct) and indices (an index usually is a

score that results from a combination of scales) were used as predictor

variables. In order of predictive strength, the nine with the greatest

loadings were: Social Maturity (index), Addiction Band (index) Meehl-

Dahlstrom Rules (index), ACG Codes (index), Psychotic Point Count

(index), Hysteria Score index), Responsibility Averar (index), MaK (K-

corrected Minnesota standard score on scale 9, the Hypomania Scale), and

Alcohol Band (index).

84
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It should be noted that only one of these variables, MaK, appears

on the original 10-clir ical -scale version of the MMP1. (Scales 4 and 6,

Psychopathic Deviate a -d Paranoia, both among the 10 original scales,

did manifest some pred-I cti ve power on their own but not in conjunction

with the other 9 predic -tor variables.) Thus, MMPI scoring systems which

yield only the 10 oiginal cl inical scales are inadequate for

ascertaining accurately which employees should be interviewed.

Using these 9 vax-iables in a predictive equation yielded an

accuracy rate of 78% i.e., 78% of al 1 employees were correctly

classified by the equation. A second pass through the data was made to

see whether this acc racy rate could be improved upon by using

individual MMPI item responses, as wel 1 as scales and indices, as

predictor variabl es. Forty-four variables with significant loadings

were identified, most of them being individual items. Using these

variab 1 es in a predictive equation, a accuracy rate of 87.5% was

obtained. Cross val id tion using a jack-knife technique resulted in

only minimal shrinkage: The accuracy rate obtained was 85.3%. Present

indications are that 30 plercent of employees wi 1 1 need to be interviewed

in an interviews-by-ex cept ion program which uses the cut-offs that

yielded this accuracy ra-te.

The predicti ve equ at i on wi 1 1 have differing accuracy rates and

types of errors (i.e., tire relative proportions of false negatives and

false positi ves will chnge) when different cut-offs are used and when

different percentages of employees are interviewed.

Client companies, L:ioth ,uti 1 ities and vendors, wi I 1 be abl e make

informed cost/benefit anal. lyses by using this predictive equation. They
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will be abl e to know the maximum number of ft I se negati ves likely to

resu t if a predetermined percentage of erno 1 oyees is interviewed.

Conversely, if they decide upon an acceptable- maximum number of false

negati ves, they will be able to know the perr-7entage of employees who

will have to be interviewed to assure that this maximum is not exceeded.
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AP-I.ICATION OF =MAN FACTORS DESIGN REVIEW

PRINCIPLES AND DATA TO TRAINING

D _ R. Duquette

0. Gaddy

T. Martin

ABSTRACT

Deailed controa_ room design reviews have
been cormducted at nu=lear power plants to evaluate
human f..otors considrations in the control
roorR. Iuman factors is a discipline dedicated to
irnprovirwmg system deogn from the operations
petspecive. The hurrian factors principles
conSider ed during th design reviews are also
appli.olie to trainirxg. In addition, much of the
data generated durin the design reviews can be
used by training peronnel in the development of
leSson p=s,ians and in =lassroom or simulator
presentat ions.

M major hurnarL_ factors iniiative in response to the Thre
Mile sland incide,mt has been 1-le performance of detailed cotrol
room tesi.gn review (DCRDRs) ir-A. nuclear power plants. The U S.
/41.1cler Regulatofy Commission .equired that DCRDRs be conduc-ed
and p=blished tGtli 4del1nes for ontrol Room Design Reviews" (LNZUREG-
0700) The iNrpOS .e of the DCRM)Bs was to review and evaluate
contrt=y1 room desig i from a huni_n factors point of view. The
objecive wag to L_inprove the oritrol room from the operator '
perspctive. 140t nuclear powr plants, to our knowledge, hve
cOmplted DCRDRs a -t this time. Many of the plants are in th
proces of iinPierlie_Titing control_ room modifications based on he
resuls of the Da=R. Also, ca_rrently, the focus of human f..cto
attenlon has expaided from cart trol room design to encompass

I II.A.2.1
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control room procedures, and from the control room to other work

areas in the plant.

Human factors is a discipline dedicated to improving system
design from the user's perspective. During the design process,

decisions are sometimes made without the user in mind, or without

giving due consideration to the user's experience, work

conditions, and task demands. As an example, controls may be

arranged without consideration of their use. A classic example

involves an aircraft cockpit design in which the seat ejection and

seat adjustment levers were inadvertently swapped. This design
change obviously interferred with the pilots expectations for the

lever location based on their previous experience. Even if the
pilots could have been retrained to use the correct lever for its

intended function, behavior under stressful work conditions often

reverts to previously learned responses that have been practiced

extensively in one's past experience. Consideration of the users

expectations during design, or system modification, can usually

eliminate this type of poor design decision.

Other types of human factors problems result when designers

have not considered human capabilities and limitations. Humans
have remarkable mental capabilities, but we also.have our

limitations. Operators can remember impressive amounts of

technical knowledge, but short-term memory should not be
overloaded. For example, requirements for an operator to make

complex mathematical calculations in his or her head is usually

unneuessary and will often result in errors because of the

difficulty of performing complex math mentally. A human factors

recommendation might be to provide a table or other written aid to

assist the operator in performing calculations. Then, the

operator's memory can be focused on the plant situation rather

than on mental math.

Humans have physical capabilities and li itations as well.

At some plants, we have found requirements for control
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manipulations that were uncomfortable, if not impossible. For

example, small pushbuttons that must be depressed for a long

period of time. In this case, some operators' fingers were too

large to depress the button. The operators that could push the

button, reported that their fingers got uncomfortably sore holding

the button down for the period of time required. Once again, the

user was not considered sufficiently during selection of the

controls.

The purpose of this pape to revie- the human factors

principles considered and data generated during DORDRs, and

discuss the potential applications of the principles and data to

training. Seven major DCRDB activities will be discussed: (1)

system function review and task analysis, (2) operating experience

review, (3) control room inventory, (4) control room survey,

(5) human engineering discrepancy (BED) documentation,

(6) evaluation of proposed design changes, and (7) human factors

plan for future design modifications.

SYSTEM FUNCTION REVIEW AND TASK ANALYSIS

During the system function review and task analysis portion

of the DORDR, the functions of plant systems were reviewed,

operator tasks necessary to support system functions wore

documented, and information and control requirements needed by

operations personnel to perform the tasks were defined.

Documentation generated during the system function review and task

analysis can be useful to training in tructors as a source for

"big picture" information about system functions and

interrelationships, and the operator's roles in plant operation.

The delineation of operator tasks could be used to identify

systems operated during emergency tasks, and critical tasks

performed during plant emergencies. Both these applications may

be useful in developing or sequencing lesson plans to support
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emergency oper- ing procedures training. Further, the task
analysis can form the foundation for, or serve as a cross check

of, the job analysis performed for training purposes.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE REVIEW

The operating experience review (OER) portion of the DCRDR

involved gathering historical information on control room

operations with the focus on problems that involved human factors

considerations (primarily at the operator-machine interface).

Sources of information such as licensee event reports were
reviewed. In addition, operations personnel completed

questionnaires and were interviewed to provide a source of

historical information the operators could contribute based on
their experiences. The OER generated examples and case studies
that can be used in training. For example, at one plant, an event
report stated that operators were unaware of the reason for a main
feedwater pump trip which subsequently resulted in a reactor
trip. DCRDR recommendations included annuciator and procedural
changes. Until the problem is remedied, this type of example

would be a good case study to be covered in training.

Further, LERs or other plant incident reports may have

attributed the cause of the problem to operator errors as a result
of training or performance. In fact, human factors design

problems might have led to the error. When the LER or other

report was written, the author may not have been familiar with

human factors design problems that could have contributed to the
incident. The best trained, most competent operators will still
commit errors if the panels, instruments, or controls are very
poorly designed for human operation.
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CONTROL ROOM INVENTORY

The control room inventory was developed to provide DCRDR

team members with a database of control room instrumentation and

controls (I&C) against which to compare information and control

requirements generated during the task analysis (this process was

referred to as "verification"). The inventory can provide a

unique source of information on characteristics of plant I&C. For

example, trainees may have questions about the range, scale, or

multiplier for a meter, or about the functional detentes or range

on a controller. This information may or may not be obvious when

observing the panels. In any case, the information may not be

readily available at a training center.

CONTROL ROOM SURVEY

The control room survey portion of the DCRDR involved the use

of checklists and other data collection forms to evaluate the

control room against human factors guidelines for: workspace,

communications, annunciators, controls, displays, labels,

computers, and panel layout.

Much of the information collected during the survey was

independent of any particular operating sequence or scenario. For

example, if one pair of indicator lights was found to have the red

and green lens covers swapped incorreOtly, an RED would be

recorded regardless of the operational context in which the

operators use the lights. At a later stage of the DORM

walkthroughs were conducted in the simulator, control room, or at

a mock-up. These walkthroughs providd an opportunity for DCRDR

team members to record human factors problems in a dynamic,

operational context (this was referred to as "validation"). Some

control room survey items were further clarified or found during

the walkthroughs.
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ale wults o" the control room survey include documentation
of obVous ami non---obvious design principles used during initial
board c!fle or tcm be used during control room upgrades.
Pr inciles such as arrangements of controls and displays based on
functii=n, criticali ty, sequence of use, or frequency of use will
be of M'_nterest to tL raining instructors. These principles can be
used t.:=, provide an lorganizational scheme for the instructor to use

r3re=.enting train ing material. For example, if a panel
ar_ angrnent of raC _As laid out to be consistent with the system
funetr, (using a m -5mic or other location cues) , an instructor may
want, to.. discuss the logic behind the control panel layout for the
systern -%..lhen he or sr-zrae is teaching the system.

additional, related benefit of using the human factors
principues is that X-A: provides the operators with a mnenomic,
i.e. , tnrrtory aid, tc=. use in remembering the logic of 1-anel
1ayout4 With the esign principle as a memory aid, the operator
rnay finc it easier 4r=t locate IaC or remember the function,
critic53Lity or sequ noe of the operation.

Otl--er human fac -tors design conventions for location, color,,
size, Or- shape codin may not be readily apparent to the new
trainee.

RtiILN ENGINEERING DISCREPANCIES

Devations fron human factors principles that were found
MDR actt_ivities were documented on human engineering

discrepar-3cy (HED) for-ms. The HEDs that will result in changes to
the ccnt=ol room incLude a justification for the modification that
can be tled to justif: to operations trainees or requalifi-cation
crews th basis for ca-ianges to the control room. NEDs for which
no deeigr change was ecommended also have a justification which
the exper lenced operaors mav be especially interested in since
they theITL_eselves may b..ERve suggested the change. At one plant, for
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example, oPerators recouuner7-- ded major changes to the annunciator

system. When the utility I_ ristrumentation an_-_-d control personnel
found that at that point irm time, several ye ars ago, no vendor

could supply the necessary inardware, this Wa explained to the
operations personnel. PorL unately, two inno --aative individuals at
this plant 4Dnfigu red a corrTauterized aid a5 short-term solution
to the probl_en. The utilit-Nr management supp....corted the aid
enthusiastiany. If the d_evelopers of the omputer aid had not
been given Eeedback about Llne unavai abilitY of vendor hardware,
they might have attributed the lack of chang in the annunciator
system to a lack o support by management. fr aen, they might not
have been Me:ativatedi to crea -ime the solution tiat they did.

FjnalJ, 'fixs" to Somme of the HED5 inv.--Jolve training. If a
discrepancy involvs a low robability of eror and low safety

consequences no dsign cham-Ige may be warraned. In these cases,

and selectecl other instance, training may invoked
solution tc poor dsign. TE-ie rationale is tt--at alerting operators
to design fl,aws will increae their attentior= to the problem so
they can cOMEensat for the human factors p,c-blem. One problem

with this is the e.Efect of -tress that was illntioned early in this

paper In Stressnal situat5_cans, the operataz=s may be distracted

by plant events and forget fr_o compensate fof the poor human

factors deOiv.

EVALUATION PROP SED C S ND IMPACT oN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE

Bvaltiation of proposed design changes raa_ be accomplished at
the simulator or at a photnwraphic (or CAD ar awing) mock-up.
Operators in training may asked to provuie comments regarding
the proposed change. They should be encouraaged to give feedback

on the dynamicoperational LTnplications of th--e change. An

instructor m4y want to obser -ye walkthroughs O the simulator or
mock-up to awesS tkie positi e or negative tr4_fansfer that may occur

3
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after the change is made. Positive transfer refers to improve-
ments in operator performance in a new situation based on a
previously learned situation. For example, assume an operator
worked at a nuclear plant that had a good panel layout from a
human factors perspective, and then went to work for another plant
at which the same panel was laid out poorly. If the plant at
which the operator now works changes the poorly-designed panel to
ressemble the good layout at the former plant, the operator would
be expected to perform well on the panel. This is an example of
positive transfer. Negative transfer refers to the opposite
situation in which the old way of performing a task interferes
with the new. For example, if an operator has worked at one plant
for years and has learned to work with a poor panel layout, if the
panel layout is improved, one might expect at least an initial
performance decrement. This operator would be exhibiting negative
transfer because the old way of interacting with the panel might
interfere with the new way. DCRDR team members were tasked with
the responsibility of evaluating the potential for negative
transfer of corrections made to HEDs in the control room. For
ome HEDs, a trade-off was made between the advantage of any g ven
improvement against the disadvantage of negative transfer.
Fortunately, for most corrections, HEDs improvements will be
clearly advantageous. For example, clarifying nameplate label
nomenclature or reducing high control room noise levels would be
expected to improve performance in most cases, or at least not
worsen it.

ONGOING HUMAN F CTORS PLAN

A final product of the DCRDR is a plan for an ongoing human
factors program so that design changes made in the future take
into consideration the human factors gu.elines applied as the
result of, or before, the DCRDR. The plan includes plant-specific
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human factors principles to be used by design engineers (and human

factors engineers for major design changes). Trainees should be

encouraged to provide input regarding positive and negative design

examples to be incorporated in the plan.

SUMMARY

In summary, this paper has prov ded an overview of the

information generated during DCRDRs that can be useful to training

instructors and instructional materials development personnel.

Information related to the human factors review can be of

instructional value in the content portion of lesson plans, for

example, to provide the "big picture" of operator functions and

tasks. In addition, the human factors guidelines used during the

DCRDR, such as arrangement of I&C based on criticality or fre-

quency of use, can provide organizational schemes for presentation

information in lesson plans. Finally, instructors with know-

ledge of the DCRDR can answer trainee questions such as "What is

the rationale behind control room panel I&C arrangements?", "Why

did the control room change, that I recommended, not tj-et

implemented?" _r "Why did the control room change?"'
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THE EXP NDING ROLE OF OFEREIDAN TWAINING
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ABSTRACT

The number of licensed nuclear power pl nts pr oducing commercial
lectr ici ty is cl imbing. Attitudes and skil s succ -.ssfully applied to

developinm4g the industry are less successfully appli .ed to managing plants
in a stea_4cly-state mode of operations. Fine-tuning the complex
relationips between people and technology is a ch allenge that requires
a fresh p .rspective.

creasing number of industry guidelines irdicate that effective
teamwork, communication, leadership, and diagnostic ski 1 ls are aspects of
human per ormance requir ing attention. A totai sys -tern view is suggested
as a frarrwork to integrate these training needs wi th the existi,Ig base
of techni ,,a1 instruction. The total system persper t ive balances the
needs of iDeople and the needs of the physical plant against the unifying
ob jective of prof i table, steady-state operations. -ihis perspective
favors a leadership role- for the training function.

III.A.3.1



Th- e nuclear p

II .A.3.2

INTRODUCTION

indu _-y has put together Oystensof increretIMe

eagnitum-tde nd sophistication. Not only are nuc generating stltcere s

technicar-ally _ndmchanicall C=momOlexo they are iridvidualstiz eSnand

Each Oat contains emelemen

that ex -_eed theautomated syst=ce_ s capability to sustainand CO

Humar intervention i required when Lhe Ii

espabti s are reached.

-f divers'ty andunprediCt:ftatilay

theSe-5-a

need touMerstand and manage the complex netwarkof

dr-aships between people a7nd the automated tecnnOlogythey tt-ave

built. The relationship betweemen people and machines inmclear g pave

plants i s one dftension and r=lgorous performance pre%sure.
Triev e

Mallenges-He for the industry o reconci le these confl icts and I

ork effe-ectivelyin an environmmment that is satu-ated withtechnObLioegy.

CHANGMOMODEE OF OPEEERATION REQUIRE NEW monnves

As vNe shiftour focus fromr, start-up activities to iustainirlt

operaticus, certainconditions and problems emerge. ThetachniCkAal

Oills$ =att tude, and models t :hat we apply successfullyto buildbdirlan

industry are notautomatically transferable

Statoilizi ng an industry.

the challenge of

The Dynamicams of Industry Start-up

As c ontributors in the starv-t-up phase, people are amuraged t tabq

technical ly resourceful, innovat=tive, and driven toward theaccomP:
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ment 4 of speciic milestones. During start-up, the challenges are

visib -le. Our efforts are continually reinforced by the material ev dence

of pra ogress. Individuals closely identify their work efforts with

tanqii tale results and are moti ated by the prospect of finishing things.

Shifting To Steady-State Operations

The elus ve challenge of generating a favorable return on assets

emphaT sizes different skills udes and operating principle_ The

emphat sis shifts from putting pieces in place to getting the pieces to

together, smoothly and profitably.

= In the staining mode of operations, retention of staff and human

iva-ation are compelling issues. The quality of the work environment

gains importance as the intensity of start-up fades. Consrant pressure

to ate-tain a favorable return on assets often reinforces reactive and

authoritari an management sty es. These styles alienate the more

inpt=ndent, creative think- s, and bring a " e/they" attitude into the

Tivironment. These conditions increase our sense of isolatio- and

reducr the level of satisfactior we derive from d ing our jobs.

ours of boredom interrupted by moments of she---r panic." is a

phrsrii used hy airline pilots

nod oftf agr

be the'r job. Thi% line gets a

from experienced control room operators. The operators

plAtant staff who are responsible for sustaining the plant have a

diffei ent relat .nship w th the plant's systems than those who built

theMo There are frustra on ith design decisions that cause unfore- en



difficul ties

patterns thar-

111-IA3.4

and inconvenisoces. Events occi.Er simultan ously, in

re not p edicted, There is t he subtle recogni ion that

technology d=minates the environment and that the indiv idual is

subordinate. The day-todayvisib ility of en.s..d results and personal

identificati=n with a finished proluct are dini nished.

Chmanging Modes Of Operation Raises Has' Questions

Now tha we are here, fning t,)irty to fL_Jrty years of s Lady-

state operati ons, how do we Met V e needs of both the machines and the

people that trt,ake up our plot systrn7 How do we ensure the highest

probability 0-1 athieving the Objecive of prof itable steady-state

operat ns? What are thesost heMpful att tuL4tdes to balance technology

and people in an effective, Jong-'trm r _let ion=sh ip?

THE PREVAILII16 ALTERNATI - IVES:

THE PIEF777,HANICAL WORLD VIEW %.IRSUS THE HUMMANISTIC WORLD VIE

Our attiuds shape theway which we tM-iink and determine the

alternatives 'hat are availabie tC, us. Our attitudes, considered as a

whole, represnt our view of the tdo rid. When e consider the nuclear

facil ty only from a mechatcal our appra_,ach to problems is

mechanical in nature and wears> ove =- time, On tluman limitations. When we

olving some technology,

overlook co, ncerns that are visible from the m chanical systems

view the plant strictly as a human 1=perat

viewpoint. HID-7.4 do we b ce these atcitud toout people and machines,

when each reprsents a vietof the orld that ronsiders the other to be a

l'abiliiy?
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The Mechanical WorldView

The mechanical world view emphasizes theobjective reialityof te

physical plant. The plant, as an intricatear angement of commentsm and

subsystems, demands specific treatment. Precisi n is ese,til for

plant to operate in a manner that approximates its design -gN.pecifica-

tinris. The terms and conditions of this treatment are deseKz-lbed in

,,---growing, ever-changing arra'; of S.O.P.fi industry regcmAlations, rd
diagnostic procedures. These documents outline the specifc roles and
responsibilit es of all licensed operators ad support staAFf. The

implication is, that if people do exact y what is called f r, when it= is

called for, the plant will operate itself.

The viability of the mechanical world view rests on 5 veral pr-

assumpt ns:

People will continue to ass milateand recall mon e= procePur

and specifications accuratel

Procedures are current and reflectMe actual conitIon of

plant.

Properly trained, people will execute the procedure correctl

every

The impact of human personality onprformance is neutr 1ize4i

by procedurally scripting roles.
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A basic prob ew with a purely mechanical view is that it 0 =counts

human limitations, particularly those that surface aver the long term,

and assumes that people will respond consistently to change.

Anothsr blind spot the mechanical view is that it does not

for the existence of personality. Ou'rks, kinks, and unforeseen

interactions between people and the plant are analyzed in isolation and

addressed independently as incidents or events. From the echanical

perspective, we will consider the individual to be a liability, best

aalt with by icolating and limiting human inter ention.

When we were building the nuclear power industry, the mechanical

view helped keep us focused and or track. From the mechanical vivo, we

can stop a system' look at it in still-life, and analyze i t. Once a

system that includes people is up and running, it is no lnnger possible

to freeze and understand it by examining its parts in isolation. In the

sustaining phase of plant operati ns we need to learn how things work

while running at one-hundred percent power.

The humani5

The Humanis is World View

ic world view holds that the harac'teristics of the

human organism are the most effect 'e model for arranging work and

understanding relationships . Machines, once created, are only reliable

when actively controlled by respc,nsible people supported by organiza-

tions that reflect human values.
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The humanistic view assumes n absrj lute dependence on the subjec

qualities and renourres of people. When the plant perturt,ates and

to correct itself, when the eaetor's unique person,7,lity emerges

unexpectedly, people a

element i called on

equired to diagnose

discover the best

The human

-.figuration

ir.errupt an uldeeirahIe

string of events that may lead to equipment damage, Or

altuation that jeopardivas pub ic safety.

Much of human factors enoineerino is ba--d on identifying those

i'utersections of people and ma hines that cause people to become

nefficieIt, uncomfortable or unreliable due to the of the

plant and its controls. The tendency, when th , no from the humanistic

world view , 17 tO find woys to accommodate the machine t- the needs of

peopir.

A problem inherent in the humanistic view is the strong evidence

that multiple, mec 7 ical accommodations may decirade the performance of

technolna in ur.eipected, possibly 1 garithmic v. 7. Given the ize.

complefty, and pote-itial impact of nur ear power plants, t is unwise to

look only for ways to adapt the technolc. r. people or to the

values of the hueanstic world

Einstein ored_,1

people and ,echnol

Man versus Machine?

this fficuity in the rel.-it r between

He foresaw that traditio ap.r -e4es

organ.iZat on and prohlem solvino would not hold up to thr- leno-ter tags).
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menacing technology and its impact on our lives. As Ei nstein and

others surmised, we need new ways of thinking sbout ourselves in relation

the technolog -al environment that we have created. 0 new perspective

that balances the mech lice.). and human aspects of our lives is celled

While concentrating on the immediate tasks of start-up in the

nuclear power industry, we ]nsertod ourselves into a problem. We built

plants that require people and technology to operate togC.ther, in ways we

did

s that

inally anticipate. We are looking for answers from world

. us an incocplete picture of tne situation. We are 60W

chall- ged to redefine our relationships h other people and machines

while we ar perched on the edge of change. The reality of the moment is

upon us, and whatever we elect to do or not do, will have far reaching

consequences.

Within the framew

THE TOTAL SYSTEM VIEW

the total system, everything that happens

.in the system naS an effect on the individual; and conversely,

everything the individual does has an effect on the total system. The

total is the collective identity of all the parts and

subsystems of an operation. This collect ve identity encompasses and

supersedes the identity cf the individual components and establishes the

basis for personal accountability and teamwork.

What is suggested here, is an attitude about re _ ionship that
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he mcc ----_ and hn.r,anit 1%. It

ment framework that allows us to develop more comprehensive, t79.0-

sive relationships with technology and with other people. Thr ugh

process of applying the total system view to our work. we learn to

balance our human needs with the mechanical needs of the plant.

The development of a total stem view cannot be instructed. It is

transferred by modeling behavior that is correspoiderit wtth the att tude

of accountability. The total system view is sponsored rather than

taught. Sponsorship is accomplished by pr--id rg person I e amples for

others to observe and erulate, at the learner's d scrution and pace.

The exemplary model emerges from the inci'vidual, and

orgariiatn that studies theMselves in relation to the system around

them. tuatincludes n_ticing how we feel in diffe ent s;

watching how we and others react to ores _ire. boredom frustrat....,

identifying beha ior that is triggered by human interaction and

interaction ith the plant; monitoring our communication patterns and

tendencies watching how we rospond to confl ct, sarcasm, and criticism.

When we become watchful of our daily activ we see patterns

that support or add difficulty in achieving our goals. We notice the

source of conflicts. When we are capable 1--oking objectively at what we

are doing) we oan then ask, "Wh t or who are we doing it for?" This

question leads us to comp -e our personal needs with the needs of tne

total system. From this comparison we will identify ways to bring our

1 4
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line with the prevai ing objectives of the plant. Eh

alignment of needs and object' eS with those of the total system, is the

cornerstone to _ deeper se- e of contribut__-1 -nd job satisfaction.

When we see ourselves as contributors, as belonging to something

worthwt le and import_ it, our behavior and rcmrnunication begin to reflect

this perspective. We become a model for others to cbc,erve relative W

their experi Our awareness and objective evoresslon of how things

are, becomes a catalyst for change and improvement n others.

Meeting Industry Needs

There are an inrre.cir.o number of industry guidelines that

indicate a need to train liceised operators

CCM

-1. leadership,

rlic.ition, and diagnostic sP _is. Many training s_pervisors aCCePt

these auidelires as just arother curriculum requirement, another

comm- ment, to be sati Some traini no professionals believe thwy

have proorams in place, but are getting signals that their efforts are

irsijffiiprit To others, these guideli DS represent an opport-nity W

eyperiment with concepts and attitudes that w II shape the.

7ation _ approach to optimiins total plant performance in the

phase of operations. From the total syst m view, we see the
DUD

-fulfi Ilmert of these guidelines as an opportunity t_ expand the role mA

methods of trairro.

Several utilit es a-- integratir g the prl -iples of taamworI.,

leadership, and communication with their e
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and course deSi-n. What they are diccovertnq is a process that

emp iasiz rtain premises: 1. 7-othe total system .eiew al Lows eal:h

individual We how their Lalpacts others and how othei 5 have

effect en them; 2. A areness of _nterper onal treiiqths nd aAPC:9-

helps people adjust to new team a-.,signments more quickly; 3. Ihe

attitude of aEcnuntability st irriu tes the -ccepta ice of personal

responsi y for learning and irtrm-ipro 'ng team perfornanca1 Trairg _ trig

ng and ommunicat ion ski-a lls develops empathy and c3nnnderat ion

the medsand objectives of o:hers; 5. Interact ve. par cipant

centered training techniques imprcive

skill_ 6. Exprienced operators

entian and critical thinking

ard sup_ is_ "coaching ro le"

in the reinforcement of training .r1c_l skill development; 7. All

opera 'Ons andsupport staff require expos -e to tra'-' g that emphas zee

consistent approathes to tearnwork w.. communication. and d _gnostic skil ls.

When applied with forethougtit and preparat 1 training tia

re lects thesepremices yields meiningful results. E-: amples ttse

results are: I, Inc _a ing commui-.. -ation and cooperation loot

individuals and funct Dna' groups; -; St imul at -Hg ob ject ve feedback and

a p sitive -reason performance itrprovement opportunitiea;

3. Elim at ing duplication of ef r t ; Team comm. t- e t t .o rummon qals

and achievement levels; 5. ResoIvinQ confl icts and ter tori al di5put

a. Sharpening the sense of person1 accountability and job aticfaCtin
and 7. Clearly identifying strenot zhs and weaknesses

correct performance.
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Applyino thP total system view to baiancirq the needs of people and

technology Q0e." beyond the classroom and challenges the traditional

boundar

functions. There

trainSng T cperatior s. and other line-support

"cookbook" to improving working relatio-,sh

between penple. be ween functional departments. or between people and

machines. Thpre are premice ,nd tech-iques tha_ can be worked

isting programu. There are strateg es and cr,up techr dues that can be

applied to shapino relation:ships. The key, however, is the irdividul.

We cannnt be "made t- be accountable", or "instructed to think in terms

of the total syst

be empathetic.

cohibit them

they think and

No one den force UE9 prnc.ura1ly or ntherwise, to

Pe traits are awak.ened in people aS they see hers

ir wOrk. commu cAt _n, tea r! e: rtn, and in the way

_ problems.

The decision to invrJe aflrje in our relati rships tn other

people, and the machines we wrr. w th, Ic first a choice to pe mit chance

in oursel -s must look at the du ty of uur evperi ce and dec de

whether or not we are ied ui th the way thinos are. We can then

assess our personal convictions about the changes that we be ieve arc-

neessary. From thIs awareness we can choose the ways that we will

demonstrate our conviction through our actionc;.

the rjWar power

nt-_o -moment r_le=s

an increased d rland _

there is a r gorous demand fr
conditi of the total ihere

ndi, ,uals to give, receive, and apply
performan, feeHhark. There is a 1-1Pri to he 0005ietOrtJ accurate,
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timely, and complete in the perception and oc.mmu;ticatioo nf cpr-attoTi

related inforliation. This is the field of opportunity for individuals

and ornaniTations that are committed to ef-ective and profitable

steady-state operat ons.

Ideas For Application

The following quidelinPs are being tested aod flplied in cveral

nuclear power plants to develop a total system view. The

emp_asize strategies that reinforce human learning and adjustment% while

ernnomizino a,;ai' hie resources.

Develooi.nojeamwork

Teamwork, from the total system view, takes on an added dimer:, an.

Pennle agree that there is an absolute nPcessity for each individual to

be knowledgeable and tecnnicaliv rompetent in their rale. Per.1;onai

accountability, in the conteit of the total system, requires personal

awareness and discipline that reaches beyond our traditional approach to

teamwork and rol definit on. lhore Is an implied willinones to

identif/ with sompthin other than the self. and to he open to others

identifyino with us, gaining knowledge of our strengths and wealIP,,se,=.

To hide a weakness or an error damages thP team. Deelooi,-;q

teamwork' involves the trust and insioh to communicate objectiffel,,

moment-to-moment, about the onndition of the total aa each of us

perce yes t If the prevailing culture in an organizational system is
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punitive, _, will _pprc,ss the communi.=ation of fart cooperation

to ,urish, facts must flow unobstrucl-ed, to and from the individuals

that need those facts in order to operate.

Most of us h ye not been trained to recogni,e that a person is

experiencing e-,<treme stress or overload. Ho,- do we notice, in ourselves

and in others, that the limits of knowledgo, endulance or coura-e .5re

be ng reached? People must learn what to look for. What is relevant?

What is different in each situation? Developing t mwork, in the total

em view, relies On self-awareness and sensiti ity to othe

frust and confidence in the integ-- y of the team iS

he accurate ssessment of each situation and to mobilizing an

appropriate responses. Awareness of the trends and tend'ncies oF the

people and the plant, is essential to the early recogniti n of problems

and their cause.

What is the level of teamwork in our facilities today? Do team

members activ-ly discuss trends and tendencies? Are difficult decisions

held off for the next shift to discover and deal with? Are probl with

individuals masked as technical problems? Do we think in terms of the

total system, or only within the prescr bed limits of our roles?

Act -vi to develop teamwork clude:

Examining the quality of relationship within and between

functional groups. LiSt a set of critical variables based on
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the output objec es of the total system. Develop team

profiles that describe strengths and weakness of each

functional unit.

Involving top-management in processes to describe the impact

and nature of counter productive team tendencies. Include

ndividuals at all levels in developing and implementing

strategies that correct weaknesses and capi alize on strengths.

Providing individuals with self development tools to assess

their technical skills, interpersonal strengths' and

nonproductive tendencie Provide training, counseling and

on-the-job coaching in the areas indicated.

Encouraging the __tude of accountabil-ty for team p- formance

by emphasizing individual visibility and specificity of

objectives p- sonal choice, alignment of per (=trial values to

total system objectives, positive reinforcement of successive

approximations to the goal.

IMprovinq Commmication SkIlls

Different modes of communication are required for various s

operation. The efficiency of communication is measured in terms of

accuracy, timeliness completeness, and relevance. The effectiveness of

communication is measured by comparing the results of communication __

the intent. When an individual is monitoring plant functions, they are
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ece ving or l'ster-ng mode. Efficient communicatior, is critical.

When a response is indicated, effectie communication is critical to

ensure that the actions taken correspond directly with what has b

asked for.

Trainino car, be designed to focus on the skills of efficient and

effective communication. Simulator training provides an evrellent

ThP u_e of video cameeas

and playback are being applied to this purpose In several facili

opportunity t evaluate and test these s

From the _otal system view, all com unication between the parts

the system are valued. Operators and supervisors are awar- that .

"source" of communication is often given an extra, judgmental value that

reflects the rece -r's opinion of that source. This results in the

informational content being down-played or ever-emphasized depen

the positive or negative value assigned to the sou by the rec-' _r.

The receiver is often un_ -re that they are applying this bias to the

information. Sourc- bias results in the degradation of the arcuracy and

effectiveness of communication. Self-assessment tools that measure

response bias in communication can be appl id in both mal train 1g and

coaching activities. Reequ ion tr- ning is an excellent

opportunity for operators to explore habits and communication patterns

that may be blocking valuable information on the job.

We are often trained in the bas c mechanics of communicat n; who

whom, when. We receive little or no training regardinn t
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impact that we. as individ als. h_-- on the ommunication proess.

Trair,ing that emphani2es process skills and pers nal awareness cf the

subtlet'___s and respohs bilit f communication is necessary. Tech)

ors, trained in these techniques are able to reinforce positive

communicat on patterns in students in all of their regular course work.

by:

Assessing communication needs and improvements can be accomplished

Identifying the critical modes of op ration and the

communicat an requiremen for each. Speci,y the criteria for

measuring efficiency and effectiveness. Reinforce these

criteria during regular course work and simulator train

Rr_viding individ als with "proCess" training that demon

communication.

Teact instructnrs, senior operato-s. and uprvior s to coach

and reinforce positive communicati n pat erns.

the impact of the individual on the resul

g

es

Providing o ine practi e and coach ng for plant situat --s

that are known to occur frequently. Sk il practice should

mirror the individuals actual job evperience. Deal

cpecifically with the impact of positive and negative "sourcE"

bia, anger, boredom, apathy, and par c. Use deo feedback

and group discuss on technigu-- to encourage feedback between

par pants.
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Emphasizing communication efficiency dun nu Simul3tor training.

Show that the way in wh ch we request information affects the

quality and accuracy of response.

Including operations super in on-theob reinforcement

and coaching str tegies to insure transfer of skills.

Thinkin and Dia nost c Skills TraiminQ

Researcn indicates that human intervention in plant eveY 5 dui-

the first thirty seconds increases the p obab lity that the tuation

be --orsened, by a factor of one.

Simulator instructors have observed that one of the primary causes

of test fail-_ e is the tende-cy to react too quickly; before getting _

"big p cture". Several operatio - managers believe th t many system

trips are caused by people over-operating the plant; not taking time to

observe the situation and to think. When an individual is trained to

respond to specific ind cations and annunciator-- and i5 evaluated

comparatively on the basis of mean-timetoresponse, certain affects are

predictable. The individual will be acutely nsitized to percP ve

information specifically associ ted with their st tion, and they will be

highly motivated to respond quickly.

These response patterns are a direct reflection of how we train

individuals to obtain a license. We teach people "-hat to do" as opposed

"how to think".
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Conversely, when an indi -idual th;nks from the total system view,

th - a-- thinking as a member of the team. When we teach memo '- tion

and test only retention, we are encouraging peopl_ to think of themselves

in Sola There obvious need to qualify and 1 cense people

individually, and there is a defin'

_ruct'on. There is also the probabi

ficiency in traditional modes of

that the exclus' use of

these methods, has a dulling effect an the individual's ability to think

globally. It important to balance i-_s_-uctional methods to stimulate

thinking and the abi 'ty to visualize what is going on in the plant.

Strategies to help balance the instructional approach and to develop

thir- ing skills are:

o Teaching people how to

license and certification courses. Instruct' n '- various

memory and recall stra

at the outset of

assist people in acquiring

fundame tals faster, and in prepar ng for applications and

ulator training.

Training instructors in techniques that cause highel levels of

integration and association jr the learner. Using case

problems in conjunction with group process t_-hniqu S is an

effective method of drawing ou_ thining and commuiication

skills. Havina students anal ze and interp et sitesper.1f1c

event reports bu Ids confidence and analytical skills.

Improving methods for evalua ing structor perfotmarce
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simulator and lab environments. Use student feedback and

"round-table" discussions to learn, from the student

perspective, how the resources in these environments are being

ized by in'atructors.

the -tudents.

0 Providing trainih

Bra' orm ideas fc

visualization techn.que and the use of

mental discipline to overcome emotionality. stress, and

inappropriate reflexive responses. Give students problems with

simple solutions, under high-stress conditions. Train them

"think through" emotional and physical reactions by practic ng

perceptual disciplines, objective assessment of the "facts",

and "at stat n" relaxation techniques. Tie to 'akills of

communication efficiency.

0 Providing training and rei- o cement in the adoption of a

rational model for problem solving and trouble shooting.

Develop efficiency by using the same model plant wide.

Providing opportun' ies in license and re-qualification

training to learn and practice approaches to team problem

Solving and trouble shooting.

Licensed and unlicensed personnel should be introduced to teamwork,

communication, and diagnostics Skills, using methods that will help them

manage their relationships in the work environment. By optimizing the
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timing, deliver and reinforcement of certain principles, ainers can

inject att tudes of teamwork into existing hot-license classes,

requalifacation, and maintenance training.

P '-ciples of team ork can be included as a standard introduction to

System Fundamentals, emphasizing the a of accountability and

empathy for the total system. These principles can be succe-= v-ly

reinforced in subsequent Fundamentals ModAes that teach procedures and

mechanical repair skills that are team dependent.

The standard instruction of system diagnostics, trouble shooting,

and plant maintenance will be enhanced by the Introduction of thinking

skills and rational problem solving techniques. All groups that receive

specific skills trai 'ng in d agnosing and correcting plant systems, can

be simultaneously exposed to critical thinking skills-.

Ut the simulator during re-qualifiCation training' senior

operators and supervisors should be exposed to coaching skills that can

be applied to their regular shift duties. When license candidates __e

as-igned to a unit for 0.3.1 .9 the senior staff and supe visors will be

1_15 ng the same techniques that the trainee's simulat_

use in the next phase of their license course.

instructors will

A LEADERSHIP ROLE FOR TRAINING IN STEADY-STATE OPERATIONS

The challe g, of providing leadersh s not limited to those with

management authority. Each functional group can contribure
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es. blishing direction and positive momentum. Training, as a functional

discipline, has mult. le opportunities to introduce attitudes and values

that have a positive influence on total plant opera rons. lntroducin g

these attitudes requires instructors and training managers to lead by

personal example.

Many technical training -s have a skeptical attitude

regarding change. lterations to the core curricula require massi

efforts from staf hat are already bur' d. Most technical training

professionals are reluctant to make sweeping changes for fe-- of

"throwing the baby out with the bath water." What is suggested is not a

replacement or reconstruction of content, but rather an infusion o5 the

total system view into a base of traininn that already works. The

training function can assume a leadership role in the Introduction and

reinforcement -f concepts that support teamvmrk, communication,

1- dership, and diagnostics. These skills and attitudes have a unifying

influence, when applied from the t_ al systern vie

Challenges

Several challenge5 need to be met or Trainn to effectiely assume

a leadership role:

0 Elim'nate the territor.alism and infighting that eyi-

between most trainir.g departments.

0 Expand the basis for on-ao ng collaboration between training

and operati-ls group% by establis-hing cooperativ objectiwes.



lgpntifv the improvements needed in instructor s|illc to

effectively model and emulate the attitudes desir H in Eilhers.

Align the strategic vision for training wi i the strategy of

onerations. Involve operations manaaement and licensed staft

in a team approach to planning, curricula desion,

implementation, p,a]uation and reinforcemeni of tralning

systems.

Apply learnina strateoies that are participant centered. Tearh

methods that reduce the learning curve in areas that are memory

and recall intensi-,:e.

Integrate process concepts into the establinhed seLoience of

trainina fr.,- licensed and non-licensed persnnel.

o Adopt coaching and facilitation that will improve the

performance of simulator natructors.

CONCLUSION

Each indi,/idual must consider their role and response to integrating

the people and technology in their operation. When we adopt the attitude

uf iccountahility, onr specific role, and contribution tates on a broader

scone, allowing more personal satisfaction.

the. environment matures. we are swept daily into the unknown.

s
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a, ..ed to look io -ri our performance. our reltioroh nd our abi Ii ty to pe,rsQnally

atft tie for the entire nmer

Hi the nuclear power I rdutry performs or the oext thir

si v ears will have a much or little to do with us as we choose.

ou or I stand up , d declare, "I am accountable for this industry,

ter -:ology, the people, the trai 1 d I -ii 11 by my presence and

choir:e, ha-- a poitiv effect on the outcome!" Who wo_ ' argue?

Weuld it male a differ )ce7 The choices, J5 I see them, are to work

consciously to improve the odds for succe %. or to %it on the edge of

change and wait.

11



D.PNIVED MON PEkFORMMICE
ThhOUGN_ OPR-OPP;ATE WORK_ sCHE_DHLING.
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ABSTRACT

The Nuclear Regulatory Commision (NRC) has had a policy,
_neric Letter 82-12, on hours of work since ic,82. The

poli,:y states that licensees should establish controls to
prevnt situations where fatigue could reduce the ability
of operating personnel to perform their auties safely
(USNRC 1982). While that policy does give guidance on
hours of work and overtime, it does not address periods
of longer than 7 days or work schedules other than the
routine 8-hour day, 40-hour week. Recognizing that NRC
policy could provide broader guidance for shift schedules
and hours of overtime work, the Division of Human Factors
Safety conducted a project with Pacific Northwest
Laboratories (PNL) to help the NRC better understand the
human factors principles and issues concerning hours of
work so that the NRC could consider updating their policy
as necessary.

The results of this project are recommendations for
guidelines and limits tor periods of 14 days, 28 days,
and 1 year to take into account the cumulative effects of
fatigue. In addition, routine 12-hour shifts are
addressed. This latter type of shift schedule has been
widely adopted in the petroleum and chemical industries
and several utilities operating nuclear power plants have
adopted it as well. Since this is the case, it is
important to consider including guidelines for
implementing this type of schedule.

This paper discusses the bases for the PNL
recommendations which are currently being_ studied by the
NRC.

This project is one example of how human factors
specialists can help trainers, workers, and licensees
achieve improved human performance by providing rationale
for appropriate work schedules.
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IDUCTION

Since 1982, NRC policy on hours of .nrk in the nuclear power industr'
has consisted of the guidance in Generic Letter 82-12. While thet
policy addressed hours of work and overtime, it only dealt with

periods of up to 7 days and work schedules of routine G-hour days and
40-hour weeks. Routine 12-hour shifts were not considered. This
latter type of shift schedule has been widely adopted in the

petroleum and chemical industries and several utilities operating

nuclear power plants have adopted rou e 12-hour shifts. While
there is nothing in present guidance or regulation against such
shifts, reither are there any guidelines for implementing this type
of schedule.

Recognizing that NRC policy could provide broader guidance for 7hift
schedules and overtime work the Division of Human Factors

Safety, in conjunction with Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL),
conducted a project to help the NRC better understand the issues

concerning hours of work so that the NRC could consider updating

their policy as necessary.

PROJECT TASKS

During the early stages of the project, the PNL project staff

produced a critical review of the literature en shift scheduling and
overtime. It was originally proposed that the initial phase would be

a review and evaluation of the available literature pertaining to
shift scheduling and overtime practices in nuclear power plants. It
soon became evident that little or no research had been conducted in
these plants. Me solution was to review research in nonnuclear
industries that have similarities to the nuclear power industry. The
study included federally regulated industries, the military, and a

number of field and laboratory studies conducted on hours of work and
performance.
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lhe s cond major task of the project was to assemble a panel of

experts to consider limits on total hours of work. Panel members

were nine well-known researchers, medical doctors, physiologists,

psychologists, and administrators whose experience spanned the Navy,

Air Force, and the Coast Guard, and the commercial airline, railroad,

and petro-chemical industries. All the members of the panel were

selected because of their professional concerns in the area of

fatigue and human performance. During a 2-day workshop, the panel

developed suggested imits on total hours of work for both 8-hour and

12-hour daily shift schedules for weekly, biweekly, monthly, and

annual work periods.

The final phase of the project was to provide recommendations to the

VIRC for new or modified guidelines on shift scheduling and hours of

work for nuclear power plant personnel who perform safety-related

work in nuclear power plants. The recommendations covered four

aspects of shift scheduling and hours of work:

(1) limits on hours of work (including overti e)

(2) routine 8-hour/day shift schedules

(3) routine 12-hour/day shift schedules

(4) total number of control room operators at a plant.

SOURCES OF DATA

The primary sources of data that were used as technical bases for the

recommendations were:

field and experimental studies in nonnuclear occupations, i.e.,

airline pilots, truck drivers, railroad operators, air traffic

controllers; laboratory experiments on reading speed, vigilance,

mathematical ability; scores on a variety of coonitive tests.

Most of these studies were reviewed in the project's first

report (Lewis 1985 a).
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the exper ence and knrwiedge of the panel of experts assemhled

as part of this project.

fa_igue indexes that were developed fur 7 rline pilots. (A

fatigue index is an algorithm that estAmates the level of

fatigue or performance based on factors that rause fa igue,

especially hours of work.)

interviews with empl

nonnuclear industries.

the nucl a- industry and in

In general, the recommendations are based on a judgmental evale tion

of 3ccumulated evidence from many sources, rather than on a sinole

piece of evidence (Lewis 1985 b). This approach was influenced by

the experience of other branches of the federal government that have
also studied fatigue.

RECOMRENHATIONS

Hours of

The recommendations concerning limits on hours of work were actually

built on the limits included in current VPC policy. The difference
lies in that the recommendations were designed to take into

conside ation the cumulative effects of fatigue. Simply put, you may
be able to work extraordinarily long hours for a week or even two,

but if you continue to do that for a month or tw or six, you will
begin to feel increasingly fatigued. Consequently, the

ecommendations on hours ol work include guidelines for 14 days,
days, and I year.
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;-'ecommended Policy on Hours of Work

lime Period

Utility Must

Plant 1anager Least inform

Apprcval Required NPC if These

to Exceed These Limits are to

Limits be Exceeded

1 day

2 days

7 days

14 days

2P days

] year

12 (16 *

24

60

192

2260

72

132

22E

2300

*If an operator is absent, his replacement may work up to 16 hours.

The recommendPtions in thE box in the tehle above are those incl ded

in current policy with the exception of the 12-hour limit in 1 day.

Present NRC policy allows an individual to work up to 16 hours in 1

day, eYcluding shift turnover time. The recommendation for a

12-hour limit in 1 day is based on a number of sources. Numerous

reports on nonnuclear industries indicate that fatigue increases

after P hours and increases rapidly after 12 hours. both present and

recommended limits are less stringent than in other regulated

industries, i.e., airline pilots and truckers. It is possible,

however, that the difference can be justified because the nuclear

industry has more backup safety systemic,. ExperimeW.P.l research shows

performance decrements in a variety -f cognitive and psychomotor

tasks. For instance, reading speed slows after 4 hours and, after E

hours. pilo -' performance in fli0t simulators declines, and error;
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on complex tasks increase. In actual on-the-job situations, after

hours, aircraft accidents and occupational injuries increase and

drivers take greater risks. Observations of flight crews indicate

that after 12 hours, pilots become more irritable, less

communicative, take more risks, neglect more factors, and fur et

more Lewis, 1985 a).

The bases for the limits on the remaining time period are the

recommendations of the expert panel, various fatigue indexes, and

limits for other regulated occupations. In addition, a 2-year study

by one nuclear utility shows that productivity "drastically

decreases" after 72 hours, i.e., 6 consecutive days of 12-hour

shifts. If productivity decreases drastically, the rationale for

working such long hours decreases drastically along with the quality

of the work.

Recommended Guidelines for Routine 8-Hour/Day Schedules

Since the majority of nuclear power plants still maintain routine

8-hour/day schedules, it is important that they be implemented in

such a way as to minimize fatigue. For this reason, PNL made

recommendations for this type of shift, as follows:

1. The schedule should be limited to a maximum of 7 consecutive days
of work.

2. The schedule should not exceed 21 days of work (including

training) in any 4-- eek period.

The schedule should include at least 2 consecutive full days off

in any period of 9 consecutive days.

A series of night shifts should be fo lowed by at least 2 full

days of rest.
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5. The scheOule should ro ate forward, not backward.

Once again, the bases for these recommendations are the panel's

expertise and a great deal of existing research on fatigue, especially

as it relates to rotating shifts. Evidence indicates that fatigue

accumulates toward the end of a long series of work days. The 21-day

limit in a 4-week period follows the same reasoning as does the

recommendation that there be at least 2 consecutive full days off in 9

consecutive days. Two full days in this context means 64 hours, which

is the number of hours in normal weekend. Two full days off are

recommended after 6 or 7 consecutive night shifts because this shift

disturbs one's circadian rhythms most. (Circadian rhythms are bodily

rhythms that oscillate within a period of approximately one day. Not

only is there a sleep/wake cycle, but body temperature, gastric

secretions, and many other bodily functions have circadian rhythms.)

When on the night shift, one works when one would normally sleep. In

addition, people have difficulty sleeping during the day, so a sleep

deficit occurs. Therefore, a longer rest period is advisable after

the night shift to readjust one's circadian rhythms to day work and

night sleep, and to make up the sleep deficit. Forward rotation,

i.e., days to evenings to night, theoretically allows faster

adjustment of circadian rhythms if (1) the worker anticipates the

next shift and begins to adjust his sleep/wake cycle before rotation,

and (2) the worker maintains the sleep/wake cycle appropriate for

work even on days off. There also needs to be sufficient time off

between rotations. If these conditions are not met, a forward

rotation may fail to reduce fatigue. It should be noted that the

benefits of forward rotation are still being debated by researchers.

However, a number of operators interviewed stated that they found

forward ro ation less fatiguing.
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Recommended Guidelines for Routine 12-Hou- y Schedules

It is understood that many utilities aaopt 12-hour/day schedules when

overtime is expected to continue for a period of time. This is not
the type of schedule to which these recommendations apply. Routine
12-hour schedules are generally designed so that the work week still
averages 40 hours. It also usually entails renegotiation of the
basic wage rate so that base pay plus "overtime pay" still yields the

same total salary as did the routine 8-hour/day schedule. As

previously mentioned, there is nothing in current NRC policy that

precludes routine 12-hour shifts; neither are there any ouidelines

for implementing such schedules. This type of schedule has already

been adopted by one utility and other plants are considering it.

With this in mind, PNL made the following recommendations:

The schedule should contain a maximum of 4 consecutive 1

work day:,

2. Four consecutive 12-hour work days should be followed by no
fewer than 4 days off.

The basic 12-hour/day schedule should be "2-on, 2-off," n,

3-off," "4-on, 4-off," or a systematic combination of these such

as the "every-other-weekend-off" schedule, which combines "2-on,
2-off" with "3-on, 3-off."

4. The general safety record of the plant should be satisfactory,

based on criteria such as those used in NRC's Systematic

Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) ratings.

5. The plant should have the ability to cover unexpe,ted absences

satisfactorily without having any individual work more than 12
hours per day.
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G. The -ound-trip ornmute times for the operators ShOLild not excee
2-1/2 hours.

The first three recorzimendations are based on existing 12-hour/day
schedules. One nuclar plant adapted a "4-on, 2-off" schedule, but
later abandoned it bcause operators became too fatigued. Although

the bulk of evidence collected so far indicates that 12-hour shifts
are safe and raise employee morale, they are relatively new and
unused compared to 8hour schedules. Until NRC and the nuclear
industry gain more eperience with this shift schedule, some
consideration certair--fly needs to be given to the overall safety
record of the plant. The fifth recommendation is necessary because
you cannot fall back on having someone work a double shi ft (24 hours I)
to cover for an uneApkected absence. Possible solutions are to
maintain people on ea 11 or staff each crew with extra operators.

The last recommendatf on was included because excessive commute time
inherently leaves les.s time fur sleep. European researchers inc ude
adequate sleep time a_ s a criterion for the acceptability of a
12-hour/day shift scl-aedule.

It should be noted ti-;at since the completion of this project, PNL
conducted a study of the 12-hour shift schedule at the Fast Flux
Facility (FFTF) at t nford, Washington. (The 12-hour schedule used
at FFTF was as follev.rs : 4 nights; 3 off; 4 days; 7 off; 3 days; 4
8-hour training days!i.. 3 off; repeat.) The schedule was changed

from 4 routine 5-hoor-/day s.Hft schedule with the primary objectives
of reducing attritiora- and increasing job satisfaction. Because of a

concern that potenti& 1 fatigue could lead to errors that would
jeopardize plant saf ty, the effect -f the 12-hour shift on safety
was assessed by comp& ring the number and severity of off-normal
events on the 8- and 1 2-hour shifts. The resul t of this analysis
indicates that there was no satisfactorily measurab e di ference
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between the 8- and I2-hour shifts ineither the number or severity
events. Error rates in keeping Techiul Spetification Complianc0
Logs was lower on the 12-hour shift. Operators definitely were

somewhat more fatigued on the 12-hourshift, but this 1-year trial

apparently did not lead to any sacrifice of plant performance or

safety (Lewis et al, 1986).

The final aspect of the recommendationsdealt with the total numbe

of control room operators at the plant. Aittiough PNL considered

recommending that each plant have enough corotrol room operators to

staff six shift crews, this idea was mjected on the basis that

setting limits on hours of work is a more cilirect way to deal with

overtime and fatigue. A recommendatthnwas made that NRC collect
data on the number of control room opentors currently on staff at

nuclear plants in order to assess thedegree to which understaffing

may be an underlying cause of overtime M the industry.

Conclusicm

Shift work, fatigue, overtime, and performance are hardly new issues

Because we initially found little wm* th this area done in the

nuclear power industry does not mean it is irrelevant to us. In 1

and 1982, the NRC and PNL held a seriesof workshops as a mechanism

for obtaining feedback from power plat marators. During these

workshops, operators expressed concern Oat fatigue could have sae 1.11V

implications (McGuire, Walsh, and Bowl, 1984). In a subsequent

survey carried out as an alternative fudback mechanism, over half
the operators surveyed said that overtime work sometimes creates

plant safety problems. That survey covered 520 personnel at 26

nuclear power plants ( eGuire, Walsh,and Morisseau, 1985).

This study was designed to bring together the best comprehensive

human factors knowledge availlable and 11!;e it Els a technical basis for--
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whateErver changes might be necessary to curreORC policy. These

recormamendations are still being studied to detrmi ne which are

manoieable or feasible while also taking inUcons ideration the

prodLLictivity and safety of nuclear installations i n the United

StateEas.
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T_E RAINING DEPARTMENT'S ROLE IN HUMAN FACTOR ANALYSIS DURING

POST-TRIP REVIEWS

Deborah Goodman, Ph.D.

ABSTRACT

"Provide training" is a frequent corrective action
spe4=ified in a post-trip review report. This corrective
nt-i on is most often decided upon by technical and opera-
tin=rial staff, not training staff, without a detailed analy-
sis of whether training can resolve the immediate problem
or tea,nhance employees' future performance. A more specific
humin factor or performance problem analysis would often
revceal that training cannot impact or resolve the concern
to ylvoid future occurrences. This human factor analysis is
sim=i_lar to Thomas Gilbert's "Behavior Engineering Model"
(Burman Competence, McGraw-Hill, 1978) or Robert Mager's/
PeteEr Pipe's "Performance Analysis" (Analying Performance_
Prolems, Pitman Learning, 1984). At Palo Verde Nuclear
Genrating Station, training analysts participate in post-
tri reviews in order to conduct or provide input to this
typ of human factor and performance problem analysis.
Tha:Etr goal is to keep "provide training" out of corrective
acton statements unless training can in fact impact or re-
sole the problem. The analysts follow a "plant specific"
log-c diagram to identify human factors and to identify
whoher changes to the environment or to the person would
beo- resolve the concern.

INTRODUCTION

Whal=i a plant trips, analyzing root causes, determining corrective

actions, end bringing the plant back on line are paramount concerns to

theopenaLting staff. The performance data from systems and components

amaithe r-eports of actions and observations by operators and support

personnel_ are analyzed to identify areas of concern. Questions are

radod as to how these concerns may have served as potential causes or

aiding faLcztors in the trip, and research is conducted to prove or dis-

prom thaLAt the identified concern is part of the root cause. As this

typeof r-eview progresses, concerns become findings, and recommendations
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for corrective aaicm are madee. Quite often, part of the corrective ac-
tion to many findinp is to p=rovide training--to place the item in the
operators' next requalificatin cycle, to embed it in initial training
lesson plans.

Many of thesetraining re7commendations are not appropriate co ac-
tive actions. A more specifi human factor or performance problem
analysis would reAvd that traEaining is not the solution to avoid future
occurrences. Modelsof this L=ype of analysis can be found in Robert

Mager's/Peter Pipe's"Performance Analysis' or Thomas Gilbert's

"Behavior EngineeringModel"2

MAGER: PERF&ORMANCE PROBLEM ANALYSIS

Mager definesaperforman._ce problem as an instance where people do
not do what they aresupposed to do or what some other person wants them
to do, and these problems are cmade evident by statements such as:

"They don't have the riers-t attitude."

"We need a cmIrse to teacEal people..."

"We've got atnnning proUblem because our workers aren't safety

conscious."(1, p.1)

Responding to such statements u....4ith training will help sometimes: if
people do not knowhow to perfc=rm, instruction is likely to help. How-
ever, when people have known bccDw to perform at one time or another,
teaching or tellingthem again is not likely to remedy the problem.

If the performance problemun really needs to be resolved, the first
question to ask inMager's anal _ysis is whether the non-performance is
based on a skill deficiency. IJ:-n other words, can people do what is
expected of them if their lives depend on it? If they cannot do what
is expected of thernithere is a skill deficiency and further analysis
related to the aeedfor trainin should be pursued. If people could
perform in the past,but not norw, the analysis should determine if they
perform infrequerqJyamd need prcractice or if they perform frequently but
need feedback on correct performrmance. The analysis should also deter-
mine if the performance is too c=omplex and results would be better
achieved by providingjob aids, procedures, greater on-the-job training,
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or actual work simplification. And if people have never beela able

perform as expected, the analysis should show theneed for f.ormalL

training followed by practice and feedback.

In Mager's analysis, if people can do what is expected cDf them "if

their lives depend on ," a skill deficiency does not exiSt. The per-

formance problem analysis should focus on other himmn factor-ts as causes

of the problem, with four courses generally examined:

1. People don't do what is expected because it is punihing to

perform.

2. ...because it is rewarding not to perform.

3. ...because it does not matter if they door don't peerforna.

4. ...because there are obstacles to performing. (1, P. 3)

GILBERT: BEHAVIOR ENGINEERING MODEL

The external environment and the personmatrixed against a grid

of Information, Instrumentation, and Motivationare the intracLing

areas which must be analyzed to solve performance problems ussing Gil-

bert's Behavior Engineering Model (Figure 1).

INFORMATION INSTRUMENTATION MOTlVA T ION

Environmental
upporta Data In:3trumants

--
In= entiv e a

Pereon'a
Repertory of
Be h avior

Knowledge Capacity otive

Figure 1. Behavior Engineering Model 2 pp. B
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Analysis of the Environment/Information cell calls for identify-
ir-ag whether people have the data they need to perform well.* This data
ir7ac1udes identification of expected performance, clear guides on how to
c=complish performance, identification of standards associated with per-

f=rmance, and relevant and frequent feedback regarding adequacy in meet-
ng standards of performance. Analysis of the Person/Information cell

oa =115 for identifying the skills and knowledges people will need to use
implement the data from the environment.

For the Environment/Instrumentation
cell, the analysis should

idc=ntify whether there are adequate and accessible references (proced-
urc=as and persons), tools, and equipment; correct data with which to
wer=7k; problem-solving authority; sati factory work facility; and ade-
qucmate work design and supervision. For the Person/Instrumentation cell,
tnes analysis should identify whether people have the capacity to perform
tnet_-m actual task; to learn the skills and knowledges needed to perform;
and_ to use the tools, equipment, references and other things available
to them in the environment.

Finally, for the Environment/Motivation cell, the analysis should
idemmatify whether there are meaningful incentives and rewards for per-
forr=ning as desired--incentives such as recognition, compensation,
auttnomy, and advancement. Analysis of the Person/Motivation cell
woul_ILd identify whether people have expectations or motivations which
ore compatible with the available incentives and which would lead them
to erform as desired in order to achieve the incentives.

THE TRAINING DEPARTMENT'S ROLE IN HUMAN FACTOR OR PERFORMANCE
PROBLEM ANALYSIS DURING FOST-TRIP REVIEWS

Given the technical background and orientation of most individuals
assi....qn,ned to post-trip reviews, analysis of the performance problem as-
soeiF=Ated with the trip focuses on Gilbert's Environment/Data and Environ-
ment,-.-/Instrumentation cells. Procedures are reviewed to determine

(Dicusslon of the cells includes Donald H. Bullock's amplific ion in
"UnliEerstanding Gilbert's Human Com etence."3)
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adequacy and accuracy for guiding performance and equipment/system fall

ures and malfunctions are analyzed for their root cause contribution.

Problems with the performance of people are most often assumed to be a

"skill deficiency (Mager) or a "lack of knowledge" (Gilbert).

Many times these assumptions are correct: the person could have

performed better as a result of training, practice, feedback, or infor

mation--the potential solutions to a skill deficiency. Quite often,

however, these assumptions are not well founded_ and commitments are

made to provide training which is inefficient and ineffective for re

solving the problem. Equally often, the Training Department has no in

volvement in making these commitments and sometimes even has no knowledge

that the commitment has been madeonly knowledge that it has not been

met.

To avoid these inefficient and ineffective commitments for training,

the Training Department should have an active role in identifying whether

a skill deficiency contributed to the performance problem and should

have responsibility for recommending the most effective and efficient

method for correcting the skill deficiency if one is found. Mager's

"Performance Problem Analysis" and Gilbert's "Behavior Engineering Model"

represent appropriate analysis tools. In both Mager's and Gilbert's

approach to performance problem analysis, factors which can contribute

to a training need are presented first--the analyses determine whether

people have the information, skills, knowledge, and practice necessary

to perform. If these factors are present or do not account for the per

formance problem, then the analyses consider other human factors which

training cannot affect to any significant degree. This is an important

sequence for Training Department personnel to follow, as it provides

informatior and feedback on necessary improvements to training or

clearly identifies that training cannot resolve the problem. The need

for analysis of other human factors can be identified and, if the

Training Department has the cooperation or authorization to examine

these factors, the analysis can proceed. If not, a skill deficiency

analysis can still be completed without s epping into sensitive areas.
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PVNGS EXPERIENCE

At Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, training analysts with
instructional design and occupational analysis backgrounds participate
in post-trip reviews. Every effort is made to have an analyst working
with the Duty Shift Technical Advisor at the time technical data has
been compiled to describe the events of the trip and rough concerns have
been drafted. The training analyst works with the STA to assimilate the
actual performance problem; discusses and resolves any obviously mis-
directed training recommendations or concerns; then researches, analyzes,

and resolves any remaining training concerns. This requires close in-
teraction with training instructors and supervisors to ensure an accu-
rate assessment of the problem and appropriate Training Department
response.

The training analysts' participation in post-trip reviews was a
direct response to the problem of having training commitments made by
external organizations without the Training Department's input and
without adequate analysis to determine the appropriateness of their
commitments. Through participation in trips which occurred as Units 1
and 2 went through power ascension tests and into commercian operation,

the analysts and the Training Manager assembled an analysis logie
and flowpath for post-trip reviews. Since the goal of participation
was to avoid inappropriate commitments, the analysis flowpath began
with investigation of human factors other than skills deficiencies as
possible contributors to the performan,_Le problem. The last factors
analyzed were whether the person possessed the skills and knowledges
needed to perform and whether the training program adequately presen ed
those skills and knowledges.

As the training analysts participated in more reviews and as the
process became more and more formalized, an internal concern was raised
about the appropriateness of investigating non-training human factors,
the potential for the analysts' internal and informal records to become
part of the official post-trip review, and, as a result of that escala-
tion, the need for having people sign interview notes to document their
responses to the analysts' questions.
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These concerns led to a reevaluation of the analysis flowpath and

a review of human factor and performance problem analysis literature

(Mager and Gilbert particularly). The following analysis

questionnaire and flowpath were developed to focus clearly on

identification of a skill or knowledge deficiency and the need for

training to correct that deficiency. This restructuring allows the

Training Department to carry out its appropriate role in human factor

analysis during post-trip reviews.

PVNGS TRAINING DEPARTMENT POST-TRIP REVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

1 Summary of Performance Problem (What was done which should not have
been done? What was not done which should have been done?)

2 Was adequate data available to guide performance? (Do procedures
or job aids exist to cover performance? Do the procedures or job
aids provide correct, clear, and understandable directions on per-
formance? Are standards of performance clearly stated in the pro-
cedures or job aids? Have standards of performance been communi-
cated well by other means?)

3. Was the available data used correctly? (Were procedures followed?)

4. Identify the skills and knowledges the person would need in order
to use the data or perform the task.

5. Are the skills and knowledges appropriate content for the training
program?

Have the skills and knowledges been included in the training pro-
gram? (Verify and list course(s) and lesson plan number(s) for
initial and continuing classroom, simulator, and on-the-job train-
ing as appropriate. List plant specific task numbers when possible.

7. Is the coverage of skills and knowledges of sufficient depth to
support use of data or performance of the task?

8. Did the person participat . in the training/retraining?

9. Has the person forgotten w to use the data or perform the task?
(How long has it been si,, the person participated in training/
retraining? Has the perso_ applied the skill or knowledge, used
the data, and performed the task since training? Has the person
gotten feedback on using the data or performing the task?)

10. Do the responses to questions 8-9 describe
None/few
Many/most

of the other persons who are also responsible to use the data or
perform the task?
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PVNGS TRAINING DEPARTMENT POST-TRIP REVIEW ANALYSIS FLOWPATH

1. Summarize
Problem

2.
Data

dequate tor
_ Correct-erformance

Poselble
Not Training

Problem

Recommend
Provide

Data

--
Date Uaed
Correctly?

Yea

Recommend
Use Data
Correctly

4. List-
Noceeocry
5kill and

Knowledge:a (SKs)

5.
$K8

Appropriate in
Training?
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PVNGS TRAINING DEPARTMENT POST-TRIP REVIEW ANALYSIS FLOWPATH
(Continued)

Yes

7.
SKa Covered
Su iciently?

Yes

8.
Person
Receive

Training?

Recommend
Corrective
Action for
Individual

9.
Person

Forgotten
Sky?

Recommend
Corrective
Action for
individuai
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PVNGS TRAINING DEPARTMENT POST-TRIP REVIEW ANALYSIS FLOWPATH
(Continued)

10.
Yes on
- 9 True
tor...

Recommend
Group

Corrective
Action

Stop
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HUMAN_FACTORS & TRAINrNG
THE PARTNERSHrP AGREEM-ENT

A.C. Macris
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S.T. Fleming
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Training Development Supe-:

INTRODUCTION

Pour fundamental activities directly affect human

performance in operating nuclear power plants:

Control Room Design Reviews (CRDR's)

Operating Procedures

Training Curriculum Materials

Simulator Training

Typically it was believed that multi-disciplined

core teams, for each activity, provided an integration

of all activities. Representatives of each discipline

(CRDR, Engineering, Training, Simulator Project) provided

real time inputs during team deliberations. While these

inputs affected team decisions, there were no assurances

that any functional follow-up would result. Futhermore,

no mechanism existed for systematic integration between

activities. Now, with a majority of the Control Room

Design Reviews complete, plant specific simulators becoming

a reality, and the incorporation of Safety Parameter

Display System (SPDS) and Symptom Based EOP's; the reality

is that these activities require more systematic integration

than was previously recognized.

This paper presents an innovative approach for

integrating the above four activities using Computer

Aided Drafting (CAD) and computerized Data Base Manage-

ment (DBM) to synergistically optimize human performance.
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ACTIVITIES AFFECTING HUMAN PERFORMANCE

With incre sed awareness regarding the need for
improved, human performance, an attempt to more clearly
define the substantive interrelationships is being
made. Each of the four activities affecting human er-
formance are discussed indicating the interrelationships
from our experience and perspective.

Control Room Design Reviews

The primary output of the CRDR is validated control
room design improvements which meet good human engineering
practices, and have the 'stamp of approval' from the
Operations Department. The control panel configuration
subsequent to the CRDR has a direct effect on the other
three activities. The magnitude of design modifications
will dictate the impact. The most obvious case is the
simulator. A CRDR project could relocate, and in selected
cases, extensively reconfigure a control panel subsequent
to the simulator's design freeze. A mechanism to system-
atically follow the design changes from the actual control
panels through to the simulator is essential. Similarly,
the design modifications could affect the content and/or
sequence of particular procedures. As a minimum, CRDR
projects tend to make extensive terminology changes
which need to be incorporated into procedures.

Other typical panel improvements involve modifica-
tions which would have a direct affect on the content
of training materials. A simple example is mimicking;
the system line diagrams used in the classroom should
correspond to the mimic arrangement on the panel as
well as the actual system configuration. As for the
procedures, terminology used in the training context
should correspond to the operational language used on
the control panels and in control room communications.
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A mechanism which ensures overall operational/training

consistency is necessary.

Operating Procedures

Operating procedures directly impact training curric-

ulum materials and simulator training, and are affected

by the CRDR. The upgrading of plant procedures per

CRDR operational terminology has been discussed. Further

considerations regarding procedure interrelationships

are the human factors aspects of the SPDS, the relation-

ship between SPDS deeign, procedure terminology, and

procedure restructuring to support the Symptom based

approach. The resultant procedures provide the basis

for "proceduralized" operational training, most frequently

conducted using the simulator.

Training Curriculum Materials

Training materials are on the 'receiving' end of

this process. The above discussed activities dictate

changes to the curriculum. Training's role is to facili-ate
learning. To do this effectively, plant configuration,

and procedure content and format are requisite inputs.

The essence of the interrelationships is to ensure that

training management and staff personnel are provided

the necessary information to efficiently upgrade training

materials.

Other aspects of training which are integral to

the overall issue of human performance, are training

feedback and training effectiveness. To close the loop
on the overall network, feedback is necessary. This

feedback relates to how well operators and teams perform,

and how well the training materials prep- ce operators

and teams.
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Simulator Training

Simulators have gained broad industry acceptance
and are being introduced into utility training programs.
To this end, the thrust has been toward gaining the
highest fidelity possible with the assumption that exposure
and pract'ce is the road to improved human performance.
Fc.om an Instructional Technology perspective, simulators
are part of the training process, but must be integrated
with the overall training scheme. Therefore, the training
conducted using the simulator is in support of an opera-
tional training curriculum, and must be developed and
conducted within that curriculum. These requirements
dictate the need for a mechanism which ties the human
performance activities together.

THE INTEGRATION PROCESS

In order to maximize the multi-disciplined team's
efforts, a system is needed to efficiently track and
integrate individual activities. The application of
Personal Computer (PC) based CAD/DEM provides this capa-
bility.

The Process

The detailed process for establishing the CAD/DBM
system is extensive and beyond the scope of this summary.
A synopsis is provided which illustrates the functional
steps involved in developing the DBM system and integrat-
ing CAD with it. Appendix A to this paper provides
additional insite into data-base relationships.

Seven basic steps were involved in the design of
the system:
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1. Determining and defining the need.

2. Defining the Activities which address the need.
3. Selection of Relational Database technology=
4. Defining the relationships between Activities

(including CAD).

5= Defining specific databases which support the
relationships.

6. Defining Outputs addressing user needs.
7. Implementation/debugging system.

Important characteristics of this system include:
o All databases should be able to be accessed from

any other database.

o Design and authoring occur, with the creation of

the database. Subsequent manipulations occur

within the DBM system.

CAD is to be a closely coupled subset of the

DBM system.

o Relationships designed to facilitate database

output tailored to user population.

THE POTENTIAL

The potential of such an approach to industry has
vast ramifications. This approach is applicable regard-

less of work completed and/or planned, in any of the four

activities discussed. The most intriguing and beneficial

aspect of this sy,stem is its ability to enhance and

strengthen existing mechanisms= The logical extension is

the 7iltimate realization of optimized human performance.

Database manipulation provides a constant monitoring and

integration of activities which guarantees improved

human performance.

Once the system is functioning, the expansion to

address further needs is limited only by the creativit

those responsible for improving human perfor ance.
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APPENDIX A

Functional & Relet onal Interaction

Figure 1.0 illust:ates the fundamental interaction of
the DSM system, while Figure 2.0 illustrates the rela-
tional interaction. The fundamental interactions are the
Design/Operational activities of the CRDR and Procedures
which act as the initiating activities. The Training
Materials and Simulator activities are the recipients and
facilitators of the Design/Operational activities. The
CAD/DBM block is the common link. The Reporting Database
provides for the systematic selection and retrieval of
information, for documentation, analysis, and reporting.

The relational intera tion (Figure 2.0) is an exten-
sion of the fundamental interaction. This figure defines
the database modules within a given activity, and illus-
trates the relationships. It should be noted that the
databases, can be accessed or manipulated on any field in
any database.

Figure 1.0

Figure 2.0
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FUNDAMENTAL DATA BASE INTERACTION

DESIGN/OPERATIONAL FEEDBACK LOOP

D=ION
IMPROVEMENT

PRINT5

TRAINING FEEDBACK LOOP

Figure 1. 0
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DEVELOP NG THE DESIRE FOR CHANGE

Bill G. Gooch

ABSTRACT

This article leads the reader through the process of
developing human potential by examining the assumption that
development and change are synonymous concepts, and that
many basic assumptions held regarding human reaction to
change are false. If trainees proceed down the path filled
with false premises, their task of improving performance is
made more difficult.

After resolution of basic truths concerning the nature
of change, the article examines the process of creating a
desire within individuals that will lead beyond motivation
to activation. The article attempts to identify and discuss
factors that are important to creating within individuals
the desire to improve their performance.

DEVELOPING HUMAN POTENTIAL

Introduction

The purpose of each article contained in this publication could be

classified in one of two ways. The article's purpose is either to make

new things become familiar to the reader, or to present familiar things

in new, interesting and, hopefully, useful ways. It should be obvious

to the reader that this discourse on developing desire fits within the

parameters of the second purpose.

The training challenge is to develop human potential. In this

developmental process, trainers are concerned about four primary factors.

These factors relate to increasing the knowledge hase of the trainee,

developing new (or refining old) skills, shaping proper attitudes and

developing appropriate habits. Professional development and improvement

can result only from development within these four areas.

III.B.1.1
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Developing KASH

The problem faced in developing human potential within the nuclear
training field is the same as the problem faced in improving the
potential of the people of the world. The solution to improving

performance is known by most but understood by few, i.e., each pers n's
KASH Formulal must be increased. The formula (K A 4- S ± H =

Improvement) appears simple; the process, however, is complex.

It should be noted that there is a natural progression contained in
the KASH Formula. The knowledge base that one possesses is instrumental
in forming the attitudes that one has, An adequate knowledge base and
an appropriate attitude are important in the development of desirable
skills. And the application of desirable skills over time leads to
desirable habits--that utopian state in which everyone takes the appro-
priate action and uses the appropriate method (does right things right).

Perhaps one of the reasons why development of the human resource is
seldom given the attention which it deserves is that the process is so
deceptively simple. Because every human being is different, each person
responds to training differently. The uninitiated are likely to hold
the belief that the important factor in the training process is to be
firm, fair and friendly; and fair, they interpret to be treating
everyone the same way.

It is not the intent of this paper to make the point that the equal
treatment of unequals may very well be the highest form of inequality,
nor is it the paper's purpose to point out that one of the greatest
paradoxes within the training and development field is that frequently
trainers accept the fact that everyone is different, but persist in
treating everyone the same way in the name of fairness. The intent is
to show that one of the trainer's major tasks is to create the desire
for change within each trainee, and success in this developmental
endeavor is directly related to the trainer's proficiency in recognizing
individual differences, managing change and achieving activation.
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Managing Change

A well known baseball player was quoted as having said, "It ain't

over 'till it's over." This quote is included for two reasons. First,

often there is value in stating the obvious and second the author feels

that the most appropriate way to introduce this section is by making the

following obvious statement: Unless people change, they remain the

same.
*

The primary fac or to consider in the task associated with the

training function is human reaction to the process of change. All

training and development activity is directed toward changing the

trainee. This change may relate to developing within an individual the

ability to think differently, perform differently, or to feel

differently. If it is given, then, that a basic truth within training

is that developing human potential involves stimulating people to change

in desired ways, then it is important for trainers to have some under-

standing of human reaction to change. This understanding is important

if one is to succeed in developing within a person the desire to change.

A good place to start in examining basic principles underlying the

change process is with the commonly accepted truth, "People resist

change." If one were to conduct a survey to determine how many trainers

agreed with this commonly held truth, it would probably be discovered

that most do. Because developing human beings to perform in desired

ways is so interrelated with change, it is important to examine this

"basic truth" more closely. For if the statement is indeed true, then

the basic assumption would have to be made that people resist improving

their performance or developing their potential.

*By making two obvious statements, it was hoped that the author's

anxiety level would be reduced by the fact that he was not the only one

who may have wasted peoples' time by asking them to consider the

obvious.
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Thoughtful consideration of the statement, "People resist change,"
would likely lead individuals to change their opinion regarding what
they believe to be true in this area. More defensible positions
regarding this issue would probably be (a) people resist some change and
(b) people resist being changed. If people are convinced that the
changes will lead to their improvement, they are less likely to resist
the change. There is, however, a force within each of us that causes us
to cling to the familiar and resist the unknown. Whether you label this
force maintaining equilibrium or homeostasis, the force's function seems
to be to control excessive change within an individual.

To illus rate how these two truths may work in an individual,
consider the following illustration. You have just been informed by
your supervisor that, because of your extremely high standard of

performance, your salary will be doubled. Do you resist this change, or

are you more likely to wonder why this increase had not occurred sooner?
Even though you may actively welcome the change, you do not perceive
that the change will cause you to change the way you are. You probably
feel that, even though you will have twice the income, you will be the
same person that you were before.

The second factor that should be considered in the change process
relates to a person's reaction to being changed. Most people perform
the way they do because they have always performed that way before.
Having performed in a particular manner over time, they have developed
proficiency. Old habits become old friends. And just as individuals
feel a deep sense of loss associated with the death of an old friend,
they feel a sense of loss at having to give up familiar ways of doing
things. Even if one is assured that he/she will receive a better
friend, the sense of loss is not totally negated. The point is that
even though improving the person's performance is the objective of
training, one should not be surpri ed to see negative attitudes during
the change (development) process.
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The title of this paper is "Developing the Desire for Change."

Basic considerations concerning human reaction to the change process

have been presented; however, a missing aspect at this point is careful

consideration of this phenomenon called human desire.

Creating Desire

If one were to investigate the psychological and sociological

literature associated with motivation a definition not too dissimilar

with the following may be discovered: motivation is an internal

construct, intervening between stimulus and response, which fashions the

nature of human response.

Perhaps one of the primary problems associated with human resource

development is that those who are responsible for shaping human

performance must understand motivation; whereas, those who write and

share their research findings about motivation do so in language that is

not easily understood.

To demys ify this force referred to as motivation, please consider

the following simplified definitions. The first consists of a two-word

ition that the author will call "want to". The second definition

c ists of three words--"desire for change". When it is said of a

person that he/she does not seem to be properly motivated to take a

desired course of action, all that is really being said is that the

person has insufficient desire or does not want to. This statement is

based on the assumption that the person hu the competence to perform

properly but seems to be lacking the will to perform properly. If the

situation exists in which an individual lacks sufficient skill, then the

problem is one of lack of competence rather than lack of motivation (or

desire).

Two of the major contributors to present-day practice in the area

of motivation would seem to be Maslow2 and Audrey3. Most people who are

associated with education, training, development or management are
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familiar with Maslow's theory regarding a hierarchy of human needs.

This hierarchy, classifying human needs (and wants), starts with bask

physiological needs and moves through security needs, social needs,

esteem needs ultimately to something that Maslow referred to as

self-actualization.

Much of Audrey's work reveals that people strive to achieve

security, stimulation, and identity and thereby eliminate feelings 0
anxiety related to insecurity, boredom, and anonymity.

A study of motivational literature roresented by the works of och
people as Maslow and Audrey would lead to a few basic assumptions that

may be important toxreating a desire for change within an individual.

Some of these assumptions are:

1 motivation is based in relative dissatisfaction,

2. motivation is an internal force (a desire within),

3. one cannot motivate, one merely stimulates others,

4. the probability associated with one taking a particular course
of action relates directly to the strength of that person's
desire, and

5. if people are satisfied with the way they are per orming, one
should not expect them to perform differently.

After careful consideration of these basic assumptions, it would

seem that the training challenge of shaping desirable human performaw
would be to create sufficient dissatisfaction within individuals

regarding their present performance compared to desired performance. In

addressing this challenge, trainers may need to address the following
two questions: 1) What are the greatest sources of human anxiety, and

2) What process can be used to adjust peoples' attitudes to the point

where they will take the desired action?

The literature relating to human anxiety reveals that the three
major sources of human anxiety and dissatisfaction are death, guilt, and
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lack of purpose and/or identity. It is probably no surprise to the

readers that death and guiltmade the list of humal dissatisfiers, but

soma may be asking the question, Are death and guilt commonly used to

create the dissatisfaction oges5 __ry to motivate someone to perform in a

certain way?"

One does not have to study Ma_rine Corps basic training methods to

realize that the answer to this du estion is, yes. Consideration of

Maslow's hierarchy of hwman need5 tmplies that death is the obvious

result if people are deprivedof mt-eeting their basic physiological needs

of oxygen, food, clothing amdshel ter. In addition, consider the

possible guilt feelings assodated with a person's inability to perform

in desirable ways especiallyat th (a esteem level.

It is obvious that people 1.01 are responsible for development of

the human resource need to use man_y forces that are intended to create

this desire for change. It is nex= essary for this desire to develop to

the point where individuals wig w ant to perform differently. To create

this desire, it is necessaryto ex amine the answer to the second

question.

There would seem to be four a.djustments in attitude necessary to

create desire that is strongenoug'hi to cause individuals to take proper

action. The first step in this at ititude adjustment process is to make

the individual aware of the desirer4d action or desired performance.

Second, the person should understarTld the performance expected. Third,

the individual should developconc..ern regarding this inability to

perform the desired task. Ad fou-,1-th, the individual should become

sufficiently dissatisfied with h lis/her presentepformance capacity when

compared to the performanwiesj -1-ed. Action results from the

dissatisfaction assoctated with ilDeing unable to perform in the desired

fashion.

To summarize the purpose of this article, the following example is

presented. Assume that Jod, a _ery valuable operator, was dangerously
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obse, and you wanted to st iniulate him to lose weight. The desi red
ac-7' ion is weight loss on th operator's part. Making hinaware of the
prblem is the first step in attitude adjustment.

Will those who are awat---e of the problem take the action desired?
Pr=sbably not. The next step is to make certain that he fully

un(=Ierstands the problem. Information shared with the typerator toensure
unerstanding will not 1 ikel y cause him to change his behavior regarding
hi eating and exercising ha_bits.

The next step would be to create a concern within -the operator
reg .arding his present perfoy-niance in relation to the de5ired performance.
One may want to use death as the anxiety stream to cred-teconcern within
the operator. Actuarial tab es showing higher mortali ty rates for obese
peoaDle may create concern wi -thin the operator. The world is filled with
people who are concerned abotit their weight, but who do utt do anything

t it.

The operator must reach the last level of atti tude adjustment to
tak appropriate action. He must be sufficiently dissatisfied wi th the
way he is in relation to the way he should be. Many pebple are eat ng
and exercising properly because a doctor may have told them that if they
did not get their weight under- control, they would not be around very
long - They must have suffici r'it desire for the change, and the doctor
prov ided the proper s imulati tDn.

John's behavior changed -through a very logical process of attitude
adju talent. The process invo ved awareness, understanding, concern,
diss.tisfaction and behavior hange. There is a tendency in the
trair--s ing area to fail to cons I der these necessary atti tude adjustments.
Why oinething should be perfor--med in a particuiar manner may be just as
in-pottwit as how to perform pr-operly.
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N-TRAINING RELATED ausEs
-F PERSONNEL PFOAlCE

PR
TF=E ROLE OF ORGANI2AMAL

VALUE SYSTE

R. Zaret

ABSTRACT

Trai_ ning is frequently viewed as
a panacea__ for all personnel nlated
probleMS- WhFznever an inexp1E2able
incident occurs, training IGverbal zed
by many a_s_ the solution, or worse,
as the ca_use of the incident. All to
freguentl_y, training organizations are
needlessl y commissioned to z3eve1op some
elaborata course, only to dimver that the
training is irrelevant to tneproblem.

Whil_e training as a solution
to an inc-ident is socially amptable, its'
use cloud_s the real issue. nepurpose of
this pap-&=r is to emphasize thatthere
are many reasons people do na
perform, many of which are eelated to
organizat_ lanai culture or val2s.
Values di_rectly influence all
activities which we are involved
in, even to the extent of how;m
view oufs=elves and how we Penive
our environment. They exert a
strong, Pb-ervasive influence mwhat
and how w---e perform.
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NON-TR INING_RELATED CAUSES

PERSONNEL PERFO _IANCE PROBLE

The Role of Or anizational

Training is frequently viewed as a panacea forall

pers _nel-related proble s. Whenever an In_ lieg

incident occurs, training is verbalized by m-ny sthe

solut on, or worse, as the cause of the incierit. All to

frequently, training organizations are needlessl

commissioned to develop some elaborate and experitVe

training course, only to discover that the tiagis

irrelevant to the problem.

Various reasons account for this tendeney t attach

trainin- to personnel-related cidents. Foeriotft is

socially acceptable; that i_, training is a °- solation

1for the personnel involved, especially for the 1_
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who is organizationally responsible and is being pressured

regarat_ng the incident, its' cause and its' fix. It is

msier to simply say that the personnel involved did not

how did not know enough than to admit any of a host of

other pQssible causes or worse, that they themselves

Md any-- link to inducing the incident. In other words,

the inividual responsible for resolving the problem,

u theL_r superiors who are doing the pressuring, may

be, at least indirectly, a contributor to initiating

the prou*blem.

tvia.m.st people will agree that individuals who are

dedicated, caring and who are genuinely interested in

ensurirg that everything is "right" are desirable

ernployes, whe her they are operators, technicians,

enginez==rs, supervisors or managers. Th person is one

Ao is characterized as being self-directed, naturally

mrious competent, able to see problems and resolve them,
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gets thing done even if not asked, andgoe= out of their

way to be helpful to others. At the superVLsory or

managerial level, this individual haslittl e difficulty

communicating with others, instills feeling s of mutual

respect and personal dignity, is confident -,and

self-assured without being arrogant, is tru=sting and

honest with superiors and subordinates, enec=purages

openness and honesty in subordinates, mcog==aizes the need

for and uses appropriate managerial styles %.--aith differing

people, knows where the organization is heatfed and how to

get involved. In other words, it can be sai_d that they

are good managers, are altruistic, possess i_nsi ht and

their orientation is both towards people anda their

accomplishments.

While the eonnectio_ between these type==s

individuals and the frequency of erron is riot direct, it

is certainly safe to say tha_ the pro abilit_y of gross

errors involving dedicated, committed indi i duals is

_y reduced. 162
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So the paramount cp_estions are how do we instill

or ncourge these desir±a.ble traits and their inherent

behaviors &iid how do we inaintain them? Why does it

seem that t I-Jere are so ff ve..7 people in organizations,

especially large organi. ations, that manifest these

behaviors? To discover -the answers to these questions,

we rriust to some degree, memove ourselves from the trees

so that we can see the crest; the forest being the

en_ or organizaLional culture in which

behavior ta_kes place anc the individual interpersonal

interactions which our c=:lalture promotes.

All Mliavior is a z-esult of the stimuli provided by our

environment . How we repond to these stimuli are in part, a

product of our organizaLi ional values system which is the

heart 0 oUr culture- 9E- hese values, which frequently are

not verbalL zed directly, ( hich represents a value in

itSelf) r-ovide us withx_ what the organization vie s as
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important, good, worthwhile and their converse. They also

help shape our perspectives in terms of how we view

ourselves, the people around us and our jobs.

To some small degre., organizational values are

f r ulated by individual organiza_ional managers,

especially when the organization is geographically

isolated from the, larger superstructure of the company.

But in most other cas s, the senior manager _f the

company sets the values. In either case, those values

are filtered, massaged and individualized as they get

pa_-ed on down through the corpora e hierarchy,

ultimately reflecting the personal beliefs and values

of the respective individual. Moreover, senior

managers tend t- have value systems whi stent

with that of the larger corporation, not

have been selected to move up the corporate hiera hy.
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Since values are not directly communicated,

employees at all levels learn the values at-play

through their perceptual filters and individual

experiences. They see what types of things are

emphasized, rewarded or frowned upon, whether they

involve personal interactions, manaaerial styles,

equipment, policies, communication itself, etc.

the organization emphasizes such values as

open-communications, personal w 11-being, trust,

cooperativeness and interpersonal respect (at all levels),

communicates these values and behaves consistently with

them, then the associated behaviors have a high

probabili y of occurring. If the organization

emphasizes things or objects such as equipment,

schedules, policies, etc. then our attitudes and focus

will be dire-__d toward these objects perhaps at the

expense of the human element. The fact that people are
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nvolved in all these things, or are required to

accomplish these objects, may become cursory or be

taken for granted. Furthermore, the fact that people have

needs, and those needs must be satisfied for those

desirable traits to manifest themselves, becomes

unimportant, una tended to or ignored. Ultimately, goals,

equipment maintenance, safety, etc. becomes depersonal z d

and entities onto themselves. Problems related to these

issu become safety problems, maintenance backlog

problems and control problems. As Mr. Ackoff co en ly

said at a recent seminarl' "there is no such thing as a

"safety" problem or a "backlog" problem but rather these

labels are attached to symptoms whi h represent the

perspective of the individual who is doing the labelin

We have become so object oriented and specialized that

when we analyze things that are not what they should be,

1. R.A. Ackoff, Keynote Address, Con Edison Central
Operations Seminar, January 1987
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all we can do is relate to them from our own narrow frame

reference. We then put labels on them, such as valve

line-up problems, engineering problems, training

problems, etc. Our labeling tends to encourage a more

narrow definition and further removes us from the ability to

see the big picture, as well as give us a false sense of

security. We sometimes have difficulty seeing that the

tardiness problem, maintenance backlog problem and the plant

trip problem may all be related and symptomatic of one big

problem; our fundamental inability to see the

interconnection of things and people and to provide them

with an environment which is conducive to satisfying their

needs and that clearly encourages those traits we all value.

The most dedicated, competent and committed

individual can become demoralized, demotivated, and

alienated given an environment which is inconsistent,
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ambiguous, & browbeats people or doesn't provide

avenues of communication, rewards the wrong people and

goes out of their way to control every asrect of one's

behavior.

Companies must recognize that over time and with

differing ganerations of employees, the value systems of

individuals vary. No longer is security a primary value of

younger employees (not that security isn't important).

These employees want and need to be involved in decisions

affecting them, they want and need to rece ve feelings of

accomplishment and well-being from the work they perform,

they want and need an environment that will allow them to

express their thoughts and feelings and above all, people

want and need to feel gooci about themselves, by gi-ing it

their all and by contributing successfully. Therefore,

it becomes clear, when organizations investigate deeper

than the surface to understand many performance problems,

that the culture, the value system of the organiation,

must be looked at in terms of the behavi_-s it conditions.
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The following paper was not received in time to be published in the pro-
ceedings. Space is provided below for notes.

Mental Models for Expart Systems to Technology of Training
Dr. Harold S. Blackman, EG&G, Idaho, Incorporated

NOTES:



WHY TRAINING DOESN'T TAKE

T. R. Hyldahl

ABSTRACT

For some reason, in spite of effective program design and devel-
opment and excellent instruction, trainees don't perform as expected
when they get back to the job. The industry's initial response to
this lack of performance is to assume that something is wrong with
the training. Our strategy has usually been to attempt to change the
program or the means of instruction. What we fail to realize is that
trainees, for some reason, choose not to learn or to forget what was
learned.

This presentation will deal with a number of other factors that
would account for trainee inability to assimilate or retain informa-
tion. It will also include the strategies for determining what these
factors are.

The factors that will be dealt -ith will include:
1. Lack of attention
2. Insufficient trainee knowledge (ineffective processing of

new data)
3. Emotional blocking of reception or memory
4. No immediate npplication of learning
5. Poor motivation for learning or remembering
6. Lack of response to trainee needs, concerns, or questions

Each of us, at one time or another, has fantasized being a famous

detective. We are called upon to solve an impossible case, and, as a

result of our brilliant analysis, clever strategy, and a dash of courage

the mystery is solved. Today, we are all going to have an opportunity

to be detectives and deal with the Great Training Caper.

Here are the clues: There is a well designed training course.

Not only is it well designed, it is also well developed. In addition

it has been superbly delivered. The mystery is, that in spite of all

this preparation and skill, the trainee goes back to the job and does

not perform as was expected. Scotland Yard, the NRG, or your manage-

ment (whoever the foil for your intelligence is going to be) speculates

that the solution of the mystery is to improve either the design,

III.B.4.1
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develop ent, or implementation of the program. Over your objections
they call in the designers, developers, and implementers and tell them
to do a better job. The designers, developers and implementers try
three times as hard. They even create multimedia events and have
Robert Redford do the instructing.

Still the trainees de not perform as they should. Scotland liard,
the NRC, or your management, throw up their arms in despair. "Wbo can
solve this problem?" they wail. This is your big opportunity, but
where do you begin?

You're probably saying by now, "This isn't that much of a fantasy,
I've seen this mystery repeated over and over again in many different
ways, and always with the same results."

I'll have to admit, it has always been a mystery to me why so
many individuals schooled in the scientific method forget all their
training when it comes to the area of training. It seems like
technical people say to themselves, "I'll go as far as I can systemat
ically, and then I'll depend on magic or guesswork." For the next few
minutes I'm going to try and remind you about those skills that we have
all been taug, ; and how they relate to the solving of the training
mystery.

Let's attack our problem with the use of cause and effect. In
this case the effect is that the employee is not performing as he/she
should be. Now, as good scientists, we realize that it doesn't make
good sense to just guess at what the cause for that effect is. If

someone were to tell us that the cause for cancer was radiation we
would be offended by their lack of scientific sophistication in making
such a judgment. But when someone says that a person does not perform
on the job as they should, and someone posits that the cause is training,
even bright people are willing to accept that conclusion as reasonable.

So what does the good scientist detective, do? First of all
he would probably have more than one hypothesis as to what the cause
for the effect might be. Take the person not performing on the job.
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There could be any number of causes to account for that effect. The

person may not understand what has to be done, he may not want to do

what has to be done, he may not be able to do what has to be done, his

supervisor might have given poor direction, the procedures may be poor,

the equipment he has to work with might be poor, he may have forgotten

how to do what has to be done, he may be on drugs, he may have had an

argument with his wife at breakfast, or he's just too fatigued to do it.

After having posited any number of causes to account for the

effect, the second step that the good scientist or detective does is

to systematically eliminate the possible hypotheses for the cause.

This is a difficult step and one for which you will not find a whole

lot of support. One reason, is that trainees and supervisors are some-

what reluctant to be included among the variables to explain why training

is not successful. It is far easier for them to explain the problem

away under the definition of "training". As a good detective you cannot

be deterred by the defenses of your suspects. Truth is always your goal,

so you will unrelentingly pursue your hypotheses.

There are any number of ways of going about doing an investigation.

An academic researcher has an arsenal of tests and statistical tools. I

perfer to ask the trainee.

Some may perceive that asking the trainee is somewhat simplistic and

not nearlyas sophisticated as the other diagnostic tools at the disposal

of the detective. My personal experience has been that the trainee is

probably the best source of determining why he/she has not performed as

was expected. This is not to say that this source is always reliable or

even accurate. There are many times when the trainee source does not

benefit from even being honest, but then if a detective cannot distin-

guish between honesty and dishonesty he is not deserving of the title,

detective.

To aid in the pursuit of the investigation, let me suggest some

variables that you may consider when probing the trainee for possible

causes of non-performance.
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1 Pre-Trainin Knowled I think we often forget that adults

have to know certain things in order for the new knowledge to make
sense. An absurd example would be to have someone explain something
to you in Chinese. The explanation would be meaningless. Studies
have shown that people retain a greater percentage of new information

when they are already familiar with 40% of the information being
presented.

What many trainers, and managers of trainers, forget is that

people have difficulty assimilating new knowledge unless they have a

structure or internal organization to deal with the new knowledge. If

the person has no place to store the information, nothing is going to
happen to it. If I tell you that all gwumps are smerthed it doesn't

mean anything unless you know what a gwump is and what the verb smerth
means.

One of our problems is the very shdrt memory span of "short term
memory". Short term memory only lasts for 30 seconds. Therefore the
brain has to do something with the new information it is handling with-

in 30 seconds or it is lost. What the brain cries very hard to do, is
find a file in long term memory to put the new information into so that

it can be called up again when it is needed.

If the learner is hav ng to build long term memory files at the

same time he is processing new information, the circuits are over-

taxed and the brain starts thinking of some hing more comfortable like

food or other pleasures.

From the detectives standpoint, one of the reasons that the train-

ing is not taking may be because the trainee does not have enough "ad-

vanced organizers" to handle the new information coming in. As a result,

no matter how good the material is, it still will not be processed. No
training has taken place.

How do you solve this problem? You can estimate on the basis of

the trainees experience what kind of organizers he is likely to have or

you can always ask him in different ways if he is following the discus-

sion.
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A good question to address for this discussion might be, "-What is

an advanced organizer?" If you don't understand the concept, you

may have difficulty following the discussion.

#2. Lack of Attention Closely tied to trainee knowledge is

the oft discussed area of attention. We're all experts on how to

get and keep. attention. We all have a long series of successes with

spouses, children and trainees, right? What most of us fail to

remember when we are sharing all our wisdom, is what we are competing

with. Take this situation for example. How many stimuli do you have

that are competing with my talking to you? There are assorted noises,

visual distractions, and any number of thoughts that you can call up

that might be more interesting than what I am saying. You can also

listen about s,Fiven times as fast as I can talk, so I am always running

behind your thought processes. Unfortunately if you're like most

adults it will be very hard to keep your attention for more than eight

minutes, so I've already lost most of you by now.

Why any trainer is arrogant enough to believe that someone would

listen to him for two hours is amazing to me. That does not mean that

people, (especially trainees) are not capable of feigning attention.

One of our early social skills is pretending that we are paying attention.

It is considered polite to pretend you are listening. The only problems

with this pretense is that it gives poor feedback to the trainer. This

poor soul thinks that you are hanging on his every word and are inter-

ested in what is being said. He also believes that you understand the

material. It isn't until there is a test or you get back on the job

that he realizes that you were faking attention.

From the detectives standpoint, one of the reasons that training

may not be taking is because the trainee is not attending. All thc

good information that you have to share is not getting processed be-

cause the trainee is attending to something else. There are millions

of pages written on how to get and keep peoples attention. I won't

take the time to reiterate all these ideas. What I have found over

the years is that the only thing that most people attend to consis-
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tently is themselves. The best approach for maintaining attention is
assuring that the trainee is as actively involved as he can be. Only
you know for sure how to do that in your area of expertise.

Emotional Blockium I'm sure it comes as no surprise to any-
one to share that your emotional state does in fact influence what you
learn. Trainees that are angry, anxious, or depressed are not parti-
cularly receptive to new ideas or information.

The anxious trainees because they are too busy dealing with what
they are anxious about or their anxiety symptoms. If your pulse is
147 you may not be thinking about valve maintenance.

The angry trainee because the angry person is either focused on
what he is angry about or, as is often the case is angry about having
to be in training.

The depresaed trainees because they usually are not motivated

sufficiently to feel that there is anything that you might say or do
that can be of any help to them.

When you talk to people who are doing a lot of emotional blocking

you receive "feeling" responses to the course.

The anxious trainee will say "The course seemed awfully long or
confused." What they are saying is they were uncomfortable in the
situation or because of their high anxiety everything seems confused
to them.

The angry person will almost always tell you that the course was a
waste of time. Either he already knew the material, the material wasn't
relevant, or he knew how to present it better. The bottom line is that

the angry individual usually feels undervalued, and he desires to be
taken more seriously. The dynamics of how to do this is beyond this
presentation, but do pay attention to those cues.

The depressed person will usually tell you the course wasn't

relevant or that it was boring. What they are saying is that nothing

has any value and what you are presenting isn't any different.
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So how does the detective determine if emotional blocking i the

reason that the training is not taking? As has been hinted at, you

listen to the amount of emotional resposes to the content. If your

trainees are talking about ideas and content, the likelihood is that

they are not doing a whole lot of blocking. If they are giving you

all sorts of "feelings" about the course, it is probable that some-

thing is getting in the way of receiving your information. Of course,

again, the way to find out this information is to listen to the students

or ask them questions about the course.

114. No Immediate Applica_ion People within a technical environ-

ment always perceive of themselves as being "practical", "common-sense"

types of people. This may be the case in other areas of their lives or

work, but it doesn't seem reflected when it comes to training. Where

else in the world would you tell someone how to do something and ask

him to do it six months later?

One of the most critical reasons that training doesn't take is

because trainees don't have an opportunity to practice what they learn

quickly enough. If people realize this, why does management wait so

long after training to implement the new knowledge? My hunch is that

people have a false assumption about how the human brain works. For

years I have been hearing strange statements like, "We only use 20%

-f our brains". I have never figured out what that means, but it

does lead people to visualize the brain as a bottomless pit into which

you can continually drop information and retrieve it whenever desired.

From our own experience, we know better.

I think we would be far better off if we compared the brain to a

computer, and thought of storing information in terms of an elaborate

filing system. This will help us to answer some very practical questions

about information.

What happens when we receive a letter for which we have no file?

We either create a file or we throw the letter away. The brain does

the same thing.

What happens when we run out of room in our filing cabinet? Unless

we like to proliferate filing cabinets all over our world, we clean the

cabinets out. We take the items we haven't been using and we dump them.
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The harsh reality is that we do the same thing with our brain. Now
this isn't as conscious a decision as cleaning our desk drawers and

we certainly don't get a printout. What we do get is, "I once knew
how to do this calculus problem but now I can't do it."

Another example that is closer to computer filing is 141 n che

information is still there but we don't remember where it is filed

or what commands to use t- get to it.

Who was the singer that sang "Mule Train"? Many of us, no matter
how young, may have that information stored someplace. The question is
how do you get to that knowledge? My way was by seeing a picture of a
wavy haired guy with a mule train on a TV show. Your way may be some

completely different approach.

The bottom line on this discussion is that the brain may not be

able to retrieve information if it does not use it for a while. The
brain may have dropped it from it's filing system or it may not recall

the commands necessary to get to it.

The good detective when confronted with a trainee that doesn't

perform as he should can always ask when the desired information was
learned, how quickly it was practiced, and how recently it was practiced.
Having this information, you can allow "common sense" to be your guide.

#5. Trininnot Responsive to Trainee Needs There is something

very selfcentered about the average adult. For the most part, he

desires something that is beneficial to him. For some unknown reason
he finds it difficult to retain information for which he can find no
useful application. The average adult will usually seek out the types
of things he needs to know. If he has to fill out a tax form or change
spark plugs, he will find out how to do it.

What the average adult has tremendous resistance to, is someone

else telling him what should be important to him. All you have to do

to rile up your neighbor or peer is tell him what he should learn for
his own good. Even worse is to demand that he learn something for
which he perceives he has no use.
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Probably one of the most useless things a trainer can do is to provide

an answer to a question that no one has asked. Ideally training should

be based on verbalized questions of the trainee. More realistically,

the training can be based on the anticipated questions of the trainee.

Where we often mess up is by answering the questions that we as trainers

are interested in, and assume that the trainee is interested in the same

question. The best means for determining what the trainee may be inter-

ested in, is some form of survey. Probably, the more informal the survey,

the better.

From the detectives standpoint, there is a good possibility that

the reason that the training didn't take is because the trainee didn't

perceive that there was any need for it in the first place. One of the

difficulties the trainer has is that the trainee usually doesn't share

this information with'the trainer. The average trainee allows ttut

trainer to go on teaching the irrelevant material without complaint.

After all, one wasn't allowed to ask for relevance as a child, and

many adults fail to realize that they have the right to ask for it as

an adult.

Your best bet as a detective/trainer is to create a climate where

the trainees share their feelings about the content of the training.

It will help you to better determine needs and also to find out why

certain information isn't passing the test back on the job.

We're coming to the stage where we're close to overloading your

receptors, but there is one more area that shouL_ be mentioned, its the

somewhat cliche oriented area of ....

#6. Motivation There has been a lot of time spent on trying to

figure out what motivates someone else. The library is filled with

books on the subject. There are movies on it, and you could probably

have a vendor at your office by Monday to present a program for all

your employees. The unfortunate thing, is, no one is quite sure what

motivation means or how to do it. This is another one of those

"common sense" areas.
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Oftentimes when someone doesn't perform as we expect him to, we
say he isn't motivated. The term "motivation" becomes a catchall for
all sorts of things we don't know how to explain. I have a hunch that
from a training standpoint we're better off without the term.

My reasoning is as follows: Who can motivate the trainee? Ulti-
mately, only the trainee, right? Who is responsible for the trainee
learning? Again the trainee, right? Can you make someone learn that
doesn't want to? Of course not? What is your responsibility to some-
one that doesn't want to learn? None...So the concept of motivation
is only of some value if you feel you have some responsibility to have
someone do something that they do not choose to do. In other words, to
go contrary to their will. There are people in the world that may have
those responsibilities. I find it hard to believe the trainer is one
of them.

What is helpful for the trainer is the realization that there is
a cause for every behavior. People do not wander around behaving random-
ly. They really are trying to achieve something by behaving the way they
do. The detective/trainer has to figure out what that is.

How does this apply to training? Returning to our initial problem.
Why would an individual who has been taught to perform a certain function
not perform it well? There could be a multitude of reasons. Why don't
I wash dishes well? It has nothing to do with ability or intelligence.
don't want to wash dishes, and I found out as a youth if I did it poorly

enough, no one would ask me to do it again. Not very noble, but ef-
fective.

A trainee does not respond to a question in class. Is it that
he does not know the answer? Or is it he is shy and doesn't like being
asked questions? Perhaps he is angry about being in class and is just
rebelling. There are any number of causes to explain a behavior and

the detectives concern is to determine which cause is the most plausible.
Having determined the cause he may be able to do something about elim-
inating the problem.
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I place a big emphasis on the word "may". One -f the weak areas

I've noted in our industry is the tendency to assume that we have solved

a problem once it has been identified. Unlike television and novels,

real life does not allow us the luxury of basking in success once we've

explained our flawless analysis of the problem. The real world requires

that others concur with our analysis, and that someone is willing to

work to rectify the problem.

Being a detective is not easy work. The reason that so ething

is a mystery is because the average person cannot solve it. The reason

training does not take is not always easy to discover. I think that

_'re getting sophisticated enough to move beyond the "butler or train-

ing did '-". There are a lot of suspects; knowledge, attention,

emotional blocking, no immediate application, not responsive to trainee

needs, and motivation are just the most likely of the lot.

Your most likely witness is the trainee himself. No effort

should be spared in examining him to find out what he thought, heard,

saw, and felt. If you remember what's involved in a good diagnosis,

you should be able to be a good detective. To quote Sherlock Holmes,

who spent most of his time training a scientist, "It's elementary, my

dear Watson".



SITUATIONS THAT CAN HELP YOU FAIL THE

NRC EXAMINATION_

J.I. MCMILLEN

ABSTRACT

Conditions which can lead to failure of the NRC examination

of persons who have shown great promise during the training program

are explored. Several of these conditions are cited through the

personel experiences of the author over the many years of adminis-

tration of examinations. Although these things do not happen very

often, it is concluded that training personnel should be aware of

what might happen and build on their relationship with the

trainees so that they can counsel them on the possible alterna-

tives that they have in the face of unusual circumstances.
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GENERIC MODELING: ENHANCING THE PRODUCTIVITY _OF

TRADITIONAL ISD METHODS AND_PRACTICES

Gary E. Zwissler

Patrick E. Smith

ABSTRACT

Traditional methods of Instructional Systems Development
(ISD) typically rely on task analysis for the identification
of knowledge and sill requirements for successful task
performance. Past experience with these methods has shown
them to be quite labor intensive and costly.

Since the results of task analysis are essential to writing
learning objectives, defining program content and_preparing
job performance measures, project managers traditionally have
had two options for dealing with this requirement:. 1)
Conduct Task Analysis - schedule the time and commit the
resources to complete this activity in the traditional
manner, or 2) Omit Task Analysis - develop instructional
materials without the requisite core information provided by
the analysis.

In response to the need for a task analysis in support of
systems training for plant operators at San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station (SONGS), an alternative task analysis
process was developed to meet the constraints of limited
project time and resources. The process, based on generic
modeling, identifies task analysis data which applies across
groupings of tasks for most plant systems.

Generic models represent the knowledge and skills required
for the operation of any plant system. These knowledge_and
skills are comprehensive and are derived from an analysis of
the operating requirements_of a typical plant system. When
applied to the task analysis process, these system_operating
requirements are equivalent_to groups of tasks logically
organized by their commonalities. Attributes, common_to ail
tasks within each group, provide the essential operating
requirements for each system. A generic model is created by
validating and sequencing these similarities into an order
which represents the training needed by the operator to
successfully perform the tasks associated with the system for
which training is being prepared.
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Developing gen ric models requires careful analysis for thecommon elements of tasks across systems and a careful
classification of their performance requirements.
Hypothetical models must be validated with the job incumbentsand revised to achieve the greatest possible fidelity betweenthe resulting performance objective and the requirements ofthe job.

Applying_generic models as part of the traditional 1SDprocess involves developing and implementing methods whichensure the consistent application of the model during thedesign and development phases. Many of these methods becomethe basis for improving the management of training
development projects and provide the basis for maintainingthe tzaining system in the future.

Use of generic models provides both quantitative and
qualitative benefits to development projects. For thoseprojects that must be completed with resource and time
constraints, generic modeling offers a systematic approach toconducting task analysis. Instructors using materials
developed with the aid of generic models report greaterconsistency among the instructional components than
previously available from materials developed without genericmodels. The net effect is increased utility of lesson
materials._ Future applications for generic models includetheir use in developing test items and identifying
instructional strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

This section describes the relationship between classical
task analysis methods and those of generic modeling. Both
approaches are reviewed within the context of the
performance-base training evolution currently taking place
within the nuclear industry. The following topics are
addressed;

traditional task analysis methods,

an alternative task analysis method.

Traditional Task Analysis Methods

Background The role of task analysis in instructional
systems development is regarded by most
program developers as an essential step in the
process. Some of the reasons include:

the identification of critical informa-
tion needed by the worker to competently
and safely perform his job,

reducing the possibility that essential
knowledge and skills will be omitted from
the training,

providing a basis for the remaining steps
of the program development process.

Constraints Regardless of the potential impact that task
of Task analysis can have on training program
Analysis development, the decision to engage in this

activity is not always an easy choice for
training management. There are typically two
reasons for this; they are as follows:

op Resources; task analysis is very labor-
intensive; it can consume 15 to 35 % of
project resources,

Time; on average, 12 tasks per analyst
per day.
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Traditional Task Analysis Methods, continued

Concerns of While resources and time are two Important
Management variables that are often considered in the

decision to conduct task analysis, there is
also a third factor that management usually
must face: that is,

"What will I gain from engaging in this
activity?"

When the anticipated results of the process
are described to management, the usual
response is often,

"Why do we need to analyze something we
already know how to do in order to
document information that is currently
available in existing training material
or plant procedures?"

Classical
Task
Analysis

Classical task analysis procedures require the
Training Analyst (TA) to focus on what the
worker does under the conditions that the job
is normally performed. Typically, the
procedure requires that the TA begin by:

reviewing all the major tasks for the
job,

listing the subtasks and steps included
in each task,

identifying the knowledge and skill
requirements for performing the task;
i.e., "What is it that a person must know
or be able to do in order to complete the
specified activity?

When the TA is satisfied that all that can be
known about the performance requirements of a
given task have been documented, another task
is selected and the process is repeated.
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Traditional Task Analysis Methods, continued

Classical
Task
Analysis,
continued

Analysis continues in a straight-line fashion
until all tasks that have been selected for
training have been analyzed. This process is
concluded with the writing of learning
objectives which are derived_from the
knowledge and skills identified for each task
or task element.

Instructor
Impact

The increased emphasis that the nuclear
industry has placed on the benefits of task
analysis as a basic tenet of performance-
based training is well founded in the.
"value added" to the quality of training
programs and materials. However, the
requirement to engage in this process adds
additional complexity to the development of
training material faced by the average
instructor, for example:

pressure from working in a high-risk
training environment,

new development processes which are a
significant departure from past
practices,

a shift from content to performance
objectives as the specification of what
should be trained,

a lack of training and experience using
task analysis and objectives development
methods.
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An Alternative Task Analysis Method

Improving
Task
Analysis
Methods

Task analysis as it is conducted in the real
world with complex systems and unavoidable
constraints, usually departs from straight-
line or classical methods. Often the approach
taken by the analyst working under imposed
time-resource constraints amounts to little
more than using rules of thumb or educated
guessing.

Improving
Task
Analysis
Methods,
continued

Clearly there is a n ed for a process that
combines the rigor of classical task analysis
methods with the availability of, and
orientation toward instructional content.
This should result in an accelerated and less
costly approach to the task analysis and the
-development of learning objectives; one which
is compatible with the systematic development
of performance-based training programs.

A system of generic models_for conducting task
analysis and writing learning objectives, such
as those prepared at San Onofre for the
development of Operator training programs
seems to offer an effective alternative to
traditional task analysis methods.

A key factor in the dSveloping generic models
is infomation; it is the primary outcome of
the task analysis prouQss. Emphasis is placed
on what is already known about what a worker
needs to know or be able to do in order to
perform certain types of tasks.

Essentially, generic model methodology
maximizes the use c:.f the information that is
available at the time the requirement for
performing task anal7sis arises. It takes
advantage of the fact, that for a given unit
of wcrk related tasks, such as those
associated with the operation of power plant
systems, general categories of information can
be applied to a specific tasks within that
work unit.
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DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF GENERIC MODELS

This section describes the methods for developing and
implementing generic models. The following topics are
addressed:

An Introduction to Generic Modeling,

The Generic Modeling Process Flowpath,

Descriptions of the Process Steps,

Process Control Methods.

An Introduction to Generic Modeling

Background Generic modeling is a method of conducting
task analysis which analyzes groups of tasks
for their common attributes, then generalizes
the attributes to a task family.

Definition: A task family is a group of tasks
which share a set of common characteristics.

When to Use The most appropriate use of generic modeling
Generic occurs in large scale task analysis efforts
Modeling where;

a high ratio of tasks to task analysts
exists,

the tasks may be grouped into families,

the time and resources available for
traditional task analysis is constrained.
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An Introduction to Generic Modeling

Continued,

Benefits When used in a task analysis project, generic
modeling provides the following benefits:

a viable task analysis approach for projects
with resource and/or schedule constraints,
and,

a controlled process for developing lesson
objectives.

Requirements The use of generic modeling requires strict
adherence to the following requirements in
order to ensure the quality of its results;

development of a strictly defined
process,

documentation of all activities,

defined methods for project management,
and process control,

commitment to ongoing maintenance and
support of the process.

.
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The Generic Modeling Process Flowpath

Introduction The generic modeling pr_cess follows a series
of well defined steps.

Since all projects have their own unique set
of constraints and problems, completion of
each step may vary from one project to the
next. Deviation from the methods described in
this paper are permissible as long as the
following criteria are met.

Each step should be performed with:

a clear understanding of necessary inputs
and required outputs,

proper process controls implemented to
ensure its consistent completion by all
individuals involved,

i.e.: Use of guidelines, checklists,
review and approvals, etc.

appropriate documentation to allow for
the repeatability and/or analysis of the
methods used.

Flowpath The flowpath diagram for the development and
Diagram and implementation of generic models (sae Figure 1)

provides a sequential listing of the steps to be
followed.

In the diagram, specifth steps will be highlighted
by capitalized text. _These steps will be defined
in the section, Descriptions of the Process Steps.
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The Generic Modeling Process Flowpath

START

PROJECT MEETS
GENERIC MODEL

CRITERIA?

Choose
other Task
Analysis
Methods

Yes

DEVELOP
KNOWLEDGE

MODEL

VALIDATE KNOW-
LEDGE MODEL

W/SME's

ALL TOPIC
ELEMENTS
PRESENT?

CONVERT TOPICS
TO KNOWEDGE
AND SKILL
STATEMENTS

VALIDATE MODEL
W/JOB

INCUMBENTS

Add/Modify
Knowledge
Statements

Figure 1, Generic Modeling Process Flowpeth
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The Generic Modeling Process Flowpath

Continued,

Knowledge
Statements

O.K.?

DEVELOP GENERIC
OBJECTIVES FOR

TRAINING
PROGRAMO

Author
Receives Les o

Authoring
Assignment

10
WRITE SYSTEM

LESSON
SPECIFIC

OBJECTIVES

1 _A

Add/Modify

Statements
Objective

odel Meet
Red!ts_of

Specific System
for Target
udience"?

Yes

N-

12

Author
Lesson
Plan

13
Yes Other

Lessons to
Author?

NO

grop

Figure 1, Generic Modeling Process Flowpath
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Description of the Process Steps

Step 1, Project Meets Generic Model Criteria

Introduction The first step requires that the project be
evaluated for its "fit" to the generic model
process.

Judging the The extent to which a project lends itself to
Fit generic modeling can be determined by

comparing project conditions to a defined set
of acceptance criteria.

Acceptance Judge the_applicability of generic modeling
for a project by using the criteria from the
table below.

Criteria

then..

the project includes the following
conditions:

0 a- ratio of tasks to task.analysis
which exceed approximately
MD: 1, and,

0 the tasks.can be divided into
groups which share common
traits, and,

o there are limited project
resources and/or time
constraints,

consider
using_the
generic
modeling
process.

the project includfes the following consider
conditions: using other

Task
Analysis

0 a requirement that extensive task
specific performance data be
collecteM and/or,

Methods

0 project resources and schedules
support traditional methods,

1QQ
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Description of the Process Steps

Step 1, Project Meets Generic Model Criteria, continued

Example At San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS),
developing,the Operations Training Program required
the analysis of all tasks associalted with the
operation of plant systems.

The project conditions were as follows:

analysis of 2448 tasks,

three task analysts for a task/analyst ratio
of 815:1,

completion of the project within 4 weeks.

Note: Many things must,be considered when
determining scheduling impact. For this
project, subject matter experts would only be
available on a part time basis. As a result
the projected daily throughput using
traditional methods was approximately 4
tasks/analyst/day, yielding a total time
reqnired of 735 man days or 147 man weeks.

Based,on the project conditions, a generic modeling
approach was determined to be appropriate.

Non Development of the SONGS Warehouse Training Program
Example the analysis of warehouse operations task data.

The project conditions were as follows:

analysis of 110 tasks,

a task/analyst ratio of 110:1,

completion of the project within 1 week.

Note: The task analyst was an experienced SME
available on a full time basis. Using
traditional analysis methods, the pxojected
throughput was 32 tasks/day, resulting in a
total time of 4 man days.
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Description of the Process Steps

Step 2, Develop the Knowledge Model

Introduction In step 2, the foundation for the generic
model is created. The Knowledge Model forms
the basis from which all other steps evolve.

The Knowledge Model is developed by completing
the following steps;

1. identify the task families,

2. create the Generic Knowledge Outline for
the task family.

Task Task families are groups of tasks which share a set
Families of common characteristics. Task families are

usually based on groups of tasks which;

combine to form an expected outcome, and,

involve similar equipment or processes.

With these characteristics in mind, task families
are usually identified as the Eigtemagty level of
the job analysis hierarchy, as defined in INFO
document, 83-003, Job and Task Analysis Users
Manual.

Example The task families for systems training in the SONGS
Operations training programs were based on the
systems within the plant:

feedwater system,

component cooling water system,

6.9 KV system, etc.
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Descr7:.ption of the Process Steps

Step 2, Develop the Knowledge Model, continued

Generic
Knowledge
Outline

The Generic Knowledge Outline is a
the_knowledge that is shared by the IL'r,k

families. The Generic Knowledge 0 'r

developed by completing the follow

Step Action

1. Determine the knowledge whi h are
common to all task families.

2. Order the common knowledge into an
outline using a suitable secluen ing
strategy (see Figure a )

Note: Sequencing strategies are best
selected according to the type of
knowledge identified. The strategies
most often used are:

0 logical ordm
o simple to complex,
0 most critical first.

Example t In the SONGS systems lesson
plan project, knowledge were sequenced
based on the logical order implied
by the equipment being operated.

Example 2: Knowledge dealing with the
response to events may be ordered
according to the most critical first
sequence. This sequence would place
the most critical knowledge in the
beginning of the oultline.

Example Figure 2 provides an abbreviated e,:ample of the
Generic Knowledge Outline_for the systems training
component of SONGS Operations Training.
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Description of the Process Steps

S ep 2, Develop the Knowledge Model Outline, continued

General Overview of the System

A.
B.
C.
D.

System purpose/function
System flow path
Theory of system operation
Design basis

II. Detailed Description of the System

A. Major system components

1. For each system component:

a. Name/Type
b. Location
c. Function
d. Principle of operation
e. Power supplies (normal/backup)

B. Controls and Instrumentation

1. For each control:

a. Name/Type
b. Location
c. Function
d. Principle of operation
e. Normal/Abnormal modes

2. For each instrument:

a. Name/Type
b. Location
c. Measurement location
d. Function/Parameter measured
e. Principle of operation
f. Setpoints/Alarms

Figure 2, Generic Knowledge Outline
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Description of the Process Steps

Step 2, Validate the Knowledge Model with Subject Ma --er
Experts

Introduction This step involves the first validation of the
Knowledge Model. The pUrpose of this
validation is to corect any significant
defects in the Generic Knowledge Outline
before further development of the model
occurs.

Steps To validate the Knowledge Model with subject matter
experts (SMEs), complete the following steps:

S- p
1

Action

1. Develop the validation questionnaire.

The validation questionnaire should
rate each knowledge listed on the
Generic Knowledge Outline by its
relative importance to job
performance (See Figure 3) .

2. Administer t-.- questionnaire.

3. Process the results.

Determine the score far each item
rated. Select or deselect the items
based on a predetermined cut-off
point.

4. Finalize the Generic Knowledge Outline

Based on the items scores select or
deselect the items.

Evaluate any items collected as
anecdotal data for addition to the
outline.
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Description of the Process Steps

Step 2, Validate the Knowledge Model with Subject Matter
Experts, continued

System:

Name:

PLANT SYSTEMS KNOWLEDGE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

Job/Position: NPEO ACO CRS SS

Date: Unit(s): 1 2/3

Use thr information in the table below to rate the importance
of each of the knowledge categories listed below to job
performance.

0 Not Applicable
1 Nice to Know .Info 4 Essential to Job Performance
2 Relevant to Job

IMportant to Job Performance

Knowledge Category

I. Generi Overview of the
System

Importance to Generic
Performing Job Object.

A. System purpose/function 0 1 2 4

B. System flow path 0 1 2 3 4

C. Theory of systOM
operation

0 1 2 3 4

D. Design basis 0 1 2 3 4

II.Detailed Description of
the System

A. Major system components

Figure 3, Generic Model Outline Validation Questionnaire
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Descr#gptlon of the Process Steps

Step St MWert Topis to Knowledge and Skill Statements

Introdt1tofl Knowlemdge and Skill statements describe how
job inuacumbents use the topics contained in the
Genert_c Knowledge Outline.

Application Knowleftmdge and Skill statements_provide a frame
rel-nce for the topics contained in the
Generi_c Knowledge Outline. In developing the
Knowle=edge and Skill statements, each knowledge
item from the outline is expanded to describe
itS apmpplication on the job. The final
statemuments cover two levels of information:

knowledge,

skills.

Note: Skills include both psychomotor and
cognit-ive processes.

B10171P1 es

K--2nowledge -- The foLmula for calculating
Leak Rate.

1. Use of a calculator.
2. Performing the Leak Rate

calculation.

Figu-e 4 provides examples of. Knowledge and
Skill 7=IstateimmVts for the Generic Knowledge
Outlinaw-im used in operations training systems
lesson plans at SONGS.
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Description of the Process Steps

Step 5, Convert Topi r- to Knowl dge and Skill Statem n s

I. General Overview of

A. System purpose

Remember Fact:

the System

function

State the purpose of the
system.

List the syste 's functions .

B. system flow path

Remember Fact:

C, Theory of

Draw the system flowpath.

system operation

Remember rinciple:

Use Princip e:

Use Principle:

D. De ign b sis

Remember Fact:

Explain the theoretical basis
of system operation.

Explain how the theoretical
basis of system operation
affects system performancc.

Use the theoretical basis of
system operations to predict
(evaluate, diagnose, etc.)
system performance.

State the design basis
criteria.

Figure 4, Sample Knowledge and Skill Statements
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Description of the Process Steps

Step 6, Validate the Knowledge Model with Job Incumbents

Purpose Since the Knowledge Model serves as the foundation
for the later steps in which lesson objectives are
developed, it must accurately reflect the Actual
job.

Method Validating the Knowledge_Model involves the
completion of the following steps;

Step Action

1. Assemble exper enced 'ob incumbents.

2. Review each of the Knowledge Model's
Knowledge and Skill Statements.

3. Solicit comments and suggestions from the
goup regarding the validity of the
Knowledge and Skill Statements.

Notz: A useful test of Knowledge and Skill
Statement validity is to collect examples
of their application to the job.

A Knowledge and Skill Statement that matches
the job will elict plausible examples.
One requiring revision will be difficult
to generalize through the use of examples.

4. Resolve the comments and obtain group
consensus.

5. Revise and finalize the Knowledge Model.
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Description of the Process Steps

Step 8, Develop Generic Objectives for Training Programs

Definition eric Ob'ectives are statements which link
the Knowledge Model to the training

irements of the actual job.

Derivation Generic Objectives are derived from the
Knowledge and Skill Statements. For each
statement, objectives are written which
describe how the statement applies to a
specific position.

Generality Generic Objectives expand on the Knowledge and
Skill Statements by adding content and
behaviors which are appropriate for the
position being trained.

In many applications of generic modeling, one
mOdel is developed which covers several
positions. For each position covered by the
model, a set of Generic Objectives are
developed from the Knowledge and Skill
Statements.

Example

The Knowledge Model developed for SONGS
Operations Training described the skills
and knowledge required by these
positions;

Nuclear Plant Equipment Opsrator,

Assistant Control Operator.

Example Figure 5 shows examples of position specific
Generic Objectives written from_a common Knowledge
and Skill Statement. The Generic Objectives were
developed for the SONGS Operations Training
Program.
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Description of the Process Steps

Step 8, Develop Generic Objec ives for Training Prog-a
continued

Knowledae_ and Skill statement

Explain the consequences of system failure.

Nuclear Plant Equipment Operator Generic Ob ective

Explain the consequences of a
on the system.

failure

Assistant Control 0-erator Generi- Ob ectives

Explain the --onsequences of a failure on
the system.

Predict the expected manipulations resulting from a
failure on the system.

Given the following transient, explain the expected trends
for the following System parameters:

Figure 5, Sample Generic Objectives

Application Generic Objectives are used as templater from
which lesson specific objectives are written.
As written, Generic Objectives include the
content andbehaviors appropriate for the
position being trained.

Still missing, however, are the conditions and
standards. These are.added in step 10, when
the Generic System Objectives are modified to
reflect the specific system being taught.
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Description of the Process Steps

Step 10, Write Lesson Specific Objectives

Int oduction In step 10, the lesson plan author uses the
Generic Objectives as a template from which
lesson specific objectives are written.

Steps The Generic Objectives are translated into lesson
specific objectives by completing the following
steps.

Step Action

1. Review the Generic Objectives for their
applicability to the topic being taught.

2. Rewrite the selected Generic Objectives
into lesson specific objectives by adding
,,onditions and standards which are appro-
priate for the topic being taught.

Complete the Lesson Specification fm-ms
for the lesson specific objectives (See
Figure 7) .

Example Figure 6 shows examples of lesson specific
objectives developed for SONGS Operations Training
Program from their parent Generic Objectives.
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Description of the Process Steps

Step 10, Write Lesson Specific Objectives

SYSTEM FLOWPATH

Generic Obtective

Describe the flowpath through the

Svstem.Soecific Lesson Objective

Describe the flowpath of power to the RCP buses during
shutdown/start-up and power operations, including all
transformers used in their most preferred order.

system

SYSTEM OPERATION

Generic Objective

Predict the consequences of (component name or system
name) failure on the system.

System_ Specific_Lesson Obiective

Explain the consequences to 6.9 KV System operAtions
resulting from a failure of the following compcnPnts:

Unit or Main Transformer
Reserve Auxiliary Transformer (same unit)
Reserve Auxiliary Transformer (different unit)

FigUre 6, Sample Lesson Specific Objectives
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Process Control Methods

Introduction The process associated with developing and
implementing generic modeling requires a
system of controls to ensure consistent
results.

The controls usually involve the following
activities:

collecting feedback on the accuracy and
validity of the Generic Objectives,

docu ent control,

user training,

product review and approvals.

Coll -ting Feedback

Background Although the Generic Objectives are written in
step 8, their development is really an
iterative process which_depends on subsequent
revision. As the experience base grows, areas
missing in the original Knowledge Model will
become evident by the lack of Generic
Objectives addressing those topics.

To correct this situation, Generic Objectives
must be written which cover the missing
topics. Revising the Generic Objectives list
should be accomplished by following the same
controlled process as used in the initial
development.
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Process Control Methods

Collecting Feedback, continued

Revising
the Generic
Objectives

To revise the Generic Objectives, follow the
steps in the table below.

Ste- Action

1. Collect feedback from the Generic
Objective Users.

Feedback should be specify the types
of content and behaviors missing from
the existing Generic Objectives.

2. Assemble a SME review committee to
determine che topics to be added to
the Generic Knowledge Outline. Refer
to Step 2 of the Process Flowpath.

3. Add the required topics to the Generic
Knowledge Outline.

__ Write Knowledge an-d Skill Statements
for each topic added to the Generic
Knowledge Outline.

: Validate the new Knowledge and Skill
Statements.

: Write Generic Objectives for each of
the new Knowledge and Skill
Statements.

7. Validate the new Generic Objectives
against the identified deficiencies.

S. Revise the current Generic Objectives
list and distribute to the user.
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Process Control Methods

Document Control

Background Step 8_in the process for revising the Generic
Objectives requires the new Generic Objectives
list to be distributed to the user. A
critical point of process control occurs in
this step.

Distributing successive revisions to the
Generic Objectives list to the users may
result in confusion. A method should be
developed which addresses the problems
associated with the users retaining and using
outdated revisions of the list.

Example During development of systems lesson plans for
SONGS Operations Training, the following document
control methods were used;

listing of date and revision numbers on the
cover page,

posting the date and revision number of the
current list in a specified location,

controlled distribution of the revised lists.

Note: As each successive revision to the
list was distributed, the previous list
was collected and destroyed.
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Process Control Methods

User Training

Background Training the users is an important part of
ensuring consistent and accurate application
of the Generic Objectives. For many users,
the Generic Objectives provide their first
exposure to a controlled systematic
development process. As a result, the new
process is often rece ved with considerable
anxiety.

Benefits
of Training

Training new users on the proper applica ion
of the Generic Objectives provides the
follow ng benefits:

anxiety reduction,

understanding of expectations,

delineation of responsibilities,

consistency of resulting products.

Implementing Training may be accomplished by using several
the Training different methods. At SONGS we used the

following:

classroom instruction,

On-The-Job training (OJT).

Classroom instruction was used for situations
involving more than four trainees.

OJT was selected for situations involving one
to three trainees.

Additional
Benefits

By formalizing the training, additional
benefits may be realized. At SONGS,
successful completion of the traning
satisfies the requirements for the Lesson Plan
Development portion of the Instructor Training
Program.
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Process Control Methods

Product Review and Approvals

Background A final step in the process of ensuring
consistent and accurate use of the Generic
Objectives involves a two phase review. This
review consists of an instructional check
followed by a technical check.

Instructional During this activity, a check is made of the
Review author's_use of the Generic Objectives by an

instructional technologist who evaluates the
objectives from a process perspective based on
the following:

accuracy of the content and behavior
translation from the Generic Objectives
to the lesson objectives,

completion of appropriate documentation,

construction of the lesson objectives
.

Technical
Review

During this activity, a check is made of the
author's use of the Generic Objectives by a
senior instructor/subject matter expert who
evaluates the objectives based on the
following:

accuracy of the technical content,

completeness of technical content.
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Process Control Methods

Product Review and Approvals, continued

Forms An important part of the review and approval
process involves consistent inputs and outputs.
The use of standardized forms aids in collecting
the same information from all authors.

At SONGS, lesson specific obiectives are written on
Lesson Specification Forms. The Lesson
Specification Forms privide the following
inforiaation:

the lesson specific objectives (developed from
the Generic Objectives),

the Generic.Objective from_which the lesson
specific objective was derived,

test item number(s)
objective,

applicable re -e enc
objective,

for the lesson specific

es for the lesson specific

suggested instructional strategy
lesson specific objective.

or the

Benefits
of Lesson
Specifications

Lesson Specifications which include the above
information provide the users with three
types of important information;

the material to be reviewed and approved,

an audit trail which documents the link
between the Generic Objectives (task
analysis), lesson objectives, test items
and instructional strategies,

the micro design of the training program
as represented by the instructional
strategies.

Example Figure 7 provides and example of the Lesson
Specification Form used at SONGS.
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Process Control Methods

Product Review and Approvals, continued

Lesson Title:

Lesson Specification Forit

Enabling Objective

Enabling Objective # (Lesson Specific Objective text
is written here)

Classification:

Related
Objective
Number:

Test Format: Short An wer ( ) Fill-in ( ) M/C ( )

T/F ( ) Performance

Related Test
Item Number:

Related OJT
Qual Card Item:

Related References:

STRATEGY

Main Idea:

Keypoints:

Presentation:

Examples:

Practices:

Feedback:

Figure 7, SONGS Lesson Specification Form
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FUTURE APPLICATIONS OF GENERIC MODELING TO TRAINING

Applications This paper has focused on the use of generic
Within ISD models in the analysis of tasks for the
Operations development of training materials. There are,

however, other potential uses for this concept
within the instructional systems development
process:

developing test items,

identifying appropriate inst:uctional
strategies.

Future
Applications
to Training

Generic models have potential application to
other areas of training_within the nuclear
industry. Those situations can be
characterized as follows:

tasks that can be logically grouped into
categories that share a common attribute;
i.e., system, component, duty area or
work unit;

the task pool exhibits a set of
informational data points or topics that
are common to all tasks in the category;

task performance within a_given category
has a. common set of learning or knowledge
prerequisites.

There are several areas of nuclear training_
where the generic model concept_can be applied
with potential success. These include:

Operating and Administrative Procedures
tasks;

Systems maintenance tasks, electrical,
mechanical, and electronic components
troubleshooting, repairing, diagnosing
and replacing tasks;

Quality Control inspection tasks.
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SUDDIARY

Benefi's Use of generic models at SONGS gave produced
several important benefits to the development of
Operations Training Programs. These benefits are:

increase in the level of information quality
and task consistency of both task analysis and
learning objectives;

reduction in the time required to complete
task analysis and objectives development by an
estimated 50 percent;

improved consistency in the development of
lessonplan elements and_in the process for
producing training Materials.
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Fi- re 1, Generic Modeling Process Flowpath

Figure 2, Generic Knowledge Outline

Figure 3, Generic Model Outline Validation Ouestionnaire

'PlgUre 4, Sample Knowledge and Skill Statments

Figure 5, Sample Generic Objectives

Figure 6, Sample Lesson Specific Objectives

Figure 7, SONGS Lesson Specification Form



USING A MICRO COMPUTER BASED TEST BANK

Reed T. Hamel

ABSTRACT

Utilizing a micro computer based test bank
offers a training department many advantages and
can have a positive impact upon training proced-
ures and examination standards. Prior to data
entry, Training Department management must pre-
review the examination questions and answers to
ensure compliance with examination standards and
to verify the validity of all questions. Manage-
ment must adhere to the TSD format since all
questions require an enabling objective numbering
scheme. Each question is entered under the
enabling objective upon which it is based. Then
the question is selected via the enabling objec-
tive. This eliminates any instructor bias
because a random number generator chooses the
test question._ However, the instructor may load
specific questions t create an emphasis theme
for any test. ThQ. quination, answer and cover
sheets are produce6 printed within minutes.
The test bank elimina-1 the large amount of
time that is normally quired for an instructor
to formulate an examination. The need for
clerical support is reduced by the elimination
of_typing examinations and also by the software's
ability to maintain and generate student/course
lists, attendance sheets, and grades. Software
security measures limit access to the test bank,
and the impromptu_method used to generate and
print an examination enhance its security.
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The Primary purpose of test bank is to utilize a

micro computer to generate an examination within a very

short time period. This is accomplished by the soft-

wa7-'s hierarchical design of one (1) course title linked

to many enabling objectives, and many enabling objectives
linked to even more test questions. (For example, the

Authority's goal is five (5) test questions per each

enabling objective.) After selecting an enabling objective,

test bank allo s the instructor to either select the test

questions randomly or to permit him/her to pre-review the

questions in order to make a selection,

Before accepting test questions into any bank, the

questions must bc reviewed to Ansure compliance with

plant Training Systems Development (TSD) policies and

Procedures. All test questions reauire an enabling

objective. Licensed operator questions follow a special

procedure noted in Table 1. (See Appendix.)

This procedure includes operations staff input to

the review cycle.

validation and is a

to training program

The loop ensures a high degree of

means to provide direct feedback

content. Licensed operator enabling

objectives receive a point value. This ensures that all

questions linked to an enabling objective have the same

point value. Another advantage of the review cycle is

the consensus attitude embodied in the cycle. RevieW

participants are asked to read the question and comPlete
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a short questionnaire, assign a point value, and draft an

answer. (Table 2, See Appendix.) The Training Department

evaluates the responses and strives to reach a consensus.

Once achieved, the question can then be entered into the

bank.

The micro computer based test bank was developed

in-house by New York Power Authority staff It is operated

by the instructor initiating the examination. It is menu

driven with each menu level password protected.

(See Table 3.)

Table 3. Test Bank Master Menu

TRAINING DEPARTMENT
MASTER MENU

1. Test Bank Data Entry Menu
2. Test Bank Report Menu
3. Student Information
4. SystemUtilities Menu
5. Supervisor Menu
6. Exit to Operating System

Please Enter Your Selection :

Please Enter Valid Password.

Test Bank has three major functions. The first is data

entry and editing of test questions. Second is the

examination output, and third is student information

and grades data.

Test bank utilizes Data lex by Data Access Corporation.,
Miami, Florida
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For data entry, the course description and

enabling objective are requested. (See Table 4.)

Table 4. Test Bark Question and Answer Data Entry Screen I

TRAINING DEPARTMENT
QUESTIOF AND ANSWER DATA ENTRY SCREENS

1. Please enter the Course Title:
Depress "F2 -Find Course

2. Please enter the Course Number & E.O.:

Spaces

Total number of questions presently for this E.O.

DEPRESS "F8" FOR HELP

Once entered the bank is ready to accept either a multiple

cno ce or essay question. This fixed record length pro-

gram will hold up to 1050 characters for the question and

over 1700 characters for answers. Essay is used for

typical essay questions, true-false, fill-in the-blanks

and matoilthg columns. (See Table 5.

Table 5. Test Bank Question and Answer
Data Entry Screen II

Total number of questions presently for this E.O.
Question Type: Multiple Choice or (E)ssay

DEPRESS ENTER TO ADVANCE TO THE ANSWER SCREENS
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Test bank has no graphics capabilities. Therefore, line

diagram or drawing answers must be noted by reference.

All test questions are saved in ASCII Code, This allows

most Greek letters and mathematical symbols to be used.

Of course, the real value of this micro computer

based test bank is the ease and efficiency of initiating

an examination. A specific examination can contain up to

75 test questions and is used for daily or weekly tests.

The licensed operation version also permits the instructor

to prepare mock "NRC License Operator" examinations via

the eight (8) NCR categories (Table 6, See Appendix.)

For either type of examination, the instructor must

answer the prompts. These include today's date, test

date, course title, test number and number of test

questions. e Table 7.)

Table 7. Test Bank Initiate Examination Screen I

TRAINING DEPARTMENT
INITIATION OF AN EXAMINATION

Today's Date: 1/29/87

Please enter the following information:

Course Title: Atomic Absorption
(Depress "F2")

Date the test is to be administered: 1/29/87
Section Number (if more than one secEran being taught
Test Number : 2 :

Number of req=ed questions for this test : 3 :

Remarks:

DEPRESS RETURN TO ENTER DATE-TAB TO RETURN TO PREVIOUS
WINDOWS DEPRESS "ESQ" TO EXIT

DEPRESS "F8" FOR HELP
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Then the course enabling objec_ives are displayed.

(See Table 8.) The instructor chooses from this list

until the number of questions selected equals the number

requested.

Table 8. Test Bank Selection of Enabling Objectives Screen 2

TRAINING DEPARTMENT
SELECTION OF ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Today's Date: 1/29/87

Course Title: Atomic Absorption Number: CSPT02

EO's for this Course: Questions Available
1 2.2.1 3
2 2.2.2 5
3 2.2.3 5
4 2.2.4

NO MORE EO's

To select an EO enter a number (1 - 10)

DEPRESS "F10" FOR MORE, DEPRESS "F9" TO START OVER,
DEPRESS "F8" FOR HELP

After selecting the enabling objective, the instructor

can choose to select a question randomly or preview the

first 70 characters of the question. (See Table 9.)
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Table 9. Test Bank Select Question Screen 3

TRAINING DEPARTMENT
SELECT TEST QUESTIONS RANDOMLY

Course Titlel ATOMIC ABSORPTION Number: CSIDT02

Choice

4

Selected E.0.. Questions Available

2.2.4 5

You have requested 5 questions for this test. 0 have been
selected so far.

How many questions do you want selected from this enabling
objective

Do you wish to pre-review Test Questions for the selected
E.O.? (Y/N)

DEPRESS "F8" FOR HELP

When the number of questions selected equals the

number requested, the test automatically prints one copy

of a pre-format exa ination, a separate answer sheet and

a cover sheet. All printing includes headers, spacing,

question numbers and page numbers, this whole process,

denending upon the number of questions chosen and how

much pre-review takes place, can literally take only

minutes. The number of test questions requested does not

inhibit the programs speed. The test is archived to a

file and the requisite examination copies are photocopied.

(Tables 10, 11 and 12. See Appendix.)
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The third major area is student information. It

compiles student data such as name, course, social security

number, title and test grade. Various reports permit

tracking student course enrollments, qrades and final

average grade.

In summary, the positive impacts of the micro

computer based test bank are as follows:

a. Management review cycle and consensus.

b. Significant time reductions in initiating

examinations. Typically a reduction from

two (2) hours to fifteen (15) minutes.

c. Ease of operation.

d. Elimination of clerical typing.

e. Security considerations through computer

login- password protection, and impromtu

test generation.

f. Training administration support through

c urse reports, student tracking and

grade matrix capabilities.

g. Database compatability for both weekly

examinations and mock "NRC Licensed Opera

examinations.

h. ProgranYs flexibility to operate in almost

any test environment utilizing an TSD for at.
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Table 1
FLOW CHART OF TEST QUESTION REVIEW CYCLE

SELECT
QUESTION

BY TRAINING

REVIEW &
VERIFY

QUESTION

REACH
CONCENSU-

VE1

NO

FINALIZE
& FORMAT
QUESTION

ENTER
INTO
BANK

STOP

STOP
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Table 2. Test Bank Questionnaire Used At
James A. FitzPatri k Nuclear Power Plant

The following guidance is offered in your evaluation of
the questions and answer(s):

(Y)(N)(N/A)

(Y. N ) (

1. Review the question BEFORE looking
at the answer provided.

Does the question adequately test the
knowledge requirements of its corres-
ponding Enabling Objective?

Does the question solicit a specific
response which is a "required"
knowledge or skill for your job
position?

4. Answer the question in your own way.

A) 5. Compare YOUR answer to the answer
key; are the same key points
identified?

(Y) (N) N A) 6. Does the point value(s) assigned to
the answer match your expectations
from the question? (An aid to
answering this question is the
qualification standard for your
job position.)

Make your comments in the space
provided below. (Please comment
to any "NO" response).
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Table 6. Initiate "NRC" Examination

Training Department
Initiation of Operator Examination

NRC CATEGORY

Principles of Nuclear Power Plant Operation,
Thermodynamics, Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow

2. Plant Design Including Safety and Emergency
Systems

3. Instrument and Cont-o_.

4. Procedures - Normal, Abnormal, Emergency
and Radiological Control

5 Theory of Nuclear Power Plant Operation,
Fluids and Thermodynamics

6 Plant Systems: Design, Control and
Instrumentation

7. Procedures: Normal, Abnormal, Emergency
and Radiological Control

8. Administrative Procedures,
Conditions and Limitations

Please Enter Your Selection :

DEPRESS "F8" FOR HELP
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Table 10. Sample Test Bank Examination

James A. FitzPatrick Training Department - Examination

Course #: CSPT02 Test Date: 01/29/87
Section #: 1 Test #: 2

1. Plot the following data in the best way possible and
use your plot to determine the concentration of an
unknown with a transmittance of 23%.
Standard Conc. (pPm)
0.0
0.5
1.2

% Transmittance
100%
40.2%
11.3%

2. Contrast high and low dispersion gratings and explainwhy one is preferred over the other.

When creating a dispersion grating, blazing is thetechnique used. What is it and why is it used?
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Table11. Sa ple= Test Bank Examination
An_ swer Sheet

JamesA. Fi
Exa

zloatrick Training Department
inati on Answer Sheet

Course #7 CSNO2 Test Date: 01/29 87
Section #: 1

E.O. #: 2.2.1
1. Percentage transmitta: mce =

0.0
---- 0. 396
... 0. 947
, 0.6 38

0.80
A =

ppm.
log (VT)

A = log (1/1) =

A = log (1/.402)
= log (11.113)

A = log (11.23)

Test #: 2

so the conc. =

Refer to Reference 1 -Supplement for plot drawing.

E.O. #: 2.2.4
2. High dispersion gratiligs have a much greater line

density 'which provide: z much greater interference
in soMe areas and muc=a1 greater additivity in others.
The resultis a bette7--r dispersal of wavelengths with
the high gspersion gz=rating which allows us to obtain
narroWer peaks and lezs interference, use larger slit
widths whthh in turn =results in less amplifier gain
and betterSemsitiVit= through the reduction of noise

E.O. #: 2.2.4
3. Blazing isthe proces of making gratings by carving

V-shaped grooves into a reflective surface. It
allows thecreation oz=f a diffaction grating which
gives gOodaccuracy ar=ad dispersion, yet is relatively
inexpensin.
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Table 12. Sample Test Bank Cover Sheet

New York Power Authority Examination/Quiz
James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant Cover Sheet

Examination Title: Atomic Almorption Test Date: 01/29/87

Examination Approval:
_Program A- inistrator)

Time Limit:Open Book ( ) Close Book

Authorized Reference
Material:

Mini um Acceptable Grade: Grade: Graded By:

Student Data

Name:
as _First)

E-ployer:

Department:

Guidelines

Date:

1. Remain seated and quiet during the examination.
2. If_you have any questions during the examination,

raise your hand. Your instructor will provide
clarification wherever possible.

3. You are expected to do your own work and not help
anyone else.

4. Use only the authorized reference material.
S. At the completion of this examination, you are to

sign the following certification.

I certify all answers contained in this examination
are my own. ln addition, 1 have not received nor
given any unauthorized assistance, nor have used any
unauthorized references.

Student Signature: Date:
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THE ROLE OF SIMULATOR TRAINING

TEAMWORK AND DIAGNOSTIC SKILLS

W. E. Crimme

ABSTRACT

A review of the evolution of the con_ 1 OotQam
is necessary to understand team rrainin5 Aa.eds. As
control room responsibilities have itereaa.dgld
members have been added to the operatil* Crea,
teamwork and strong leadership has becool% Clzial to
the efficiency of these operating crews. triorder

to conduct effective team training in a atinlubted
control room, it is essential that the f1wd6tental
principles of role definition and comMoll ceoulues
are fully developed.

The diagnostics model used to develop pr4
solving skills must be adaptable to tile clynasic
environment of the control room- Once the
fundamental principles of team building &nd spad
diagnostics model are mastered, many treknibg
techniques using a simulator are available to

perfect the development of team building end
diagnostic skills.

Any study of the current training technives being vStdto develop teas

work and diagnostic skills in control room crews is gtsday enhanced b:

a review of the evolution of todayis contV01 room rsOlm,Today's team

training programs are largely products of trainers ~aye had the op-

portunity to observe and work with hundrede of oPerarwmrer thousanc1 !

of hours during this evolutionary phase. Tbese trairi%vhave been sup-

ported by specialists in the fields of human bebavitz,r gdmanagement

techniques, and their combined efforts have resulted tridservable ion-

provements in the teamwork and diagnostic oapabilitle of the operators

and supervisors who have participated in the trainit15 programs develoPs

by them.

IV.A.3.1
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Probably the earliest idea in the movement toward team building in con-
trol room crews was the concept of the operator and the senior operator,

-

or the RO and the SRO. This early distinction seemed to provide some of
the elements

be needed in

such as leadership and coordination of efforts thought to

a successful team. In actual practice, however, the dis-

tinction really only indicated the depth of study required for each posi-
tion. While the RO studied how to operate systems and monitor parameters,

the SRO studied these RO skills and, in addition, the theory and the bases
for actions taken and limits observed. The end result of this effort

was essentially a control room with two operators, one of whom could ex-
plain why things were being done. Very little actual teamwork was seen
with this arrangement. Even though the RO and SRO may have worked well
together, there was really no guidance, leadership, or coordination of

effort to achieve efficiency.

The actual difference between the RO and the SRO became even less notice-
able after 1979 when increased emphasis was placed on training in thermo-
dynamics, degraded core concepts, and other areas of plant physics.

Suddenly, while the SRO was required to study more of the background

topic, the RO found himself being trained in areas previously thought to
be "SRO material."

In 1981, two new concepts came into play to furth,-/- complicate the struc-
ture of the control room team. One of these concepts was the addition
to the team of a degreed engineer to supplement the SRO in the engineering
aspects of plant operation. This engineer, the Shift Technical Advisor,
or STA, was potentially a very valuable resource, but to be used by whom.
and how? The answers to these questions wore not supplied with the STA.

The other concept affecting the control room team was the new requirement
that SROs receive training in the areas of problem-solving, decision-
making, and prioritizing. This training seemed to indicate that the SRO
was the man to whom the team could look for leadership. He would utilize
the resources of the ROs and the STA to solve problems, make decisions,
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and set priorities. One big obstacle to this goal was the fact that,

typically, the SROs were chosen based on their abilities as ROs: usually,

a good RO became an SRO. Often this new and poorly defined role was not

a comfortable move for the good operator and the new SROs were sometimes

slow to become leaders, problem-solvers, decision-makers, and priority-

setters.

Another problem started showing up in the 1980's. The established SR0s,

some with many years of experience, began to be left behind as the new

SROs continued to study the physical sciences in their training programs.

Also, the older SROs were faced with learning new ways to solve problems,

make decisions, and set priorities and sometimes couldn't understand why

their experience in these areas didn't seem to count. Why weren't the

techniques that they had developed over years of experience acceptable?

The general training situation that existed through 1985 was as follows:

1. ROs and SROs generally trained together, although not necessar-

ily with their own teams.

2. STAs typically did not train with the team the_ they suppo ted.

SROs continued to be trained in the team-leader skills of

problem-solving, decision-making, and setting priorities, but

these skills were not really catching on; most of the team

mombers elements required for successful implementation of

these skills were missing.

4. All the elements for a successful team consisting of supervisors,

operators, and technical resource people were in place but had

not really been brought together.
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In 1985, the team building and diagnostics movement began in earnest and
genuine commitments were made. INFO provided some good fundamental
guidance in TQ503 -- a team building plan using a four-module format.

The four modules were basically communications, diagnostics, case study,
and application; this last module was to be set in a simulated control
room.

The remainder of this paper describes General Electric's Nuclear Training
Services experience in assisting several utilities in their team training
efforts.

The first teams to experience team training based on the first three
modules of INFO TO503 consisted of operators, supervisors, and sometimes
STAs. Bringing these team elements together for the purpose of exploring
team building and diagnostics was very enlightening with regard to some
of the problems that needed to be overcome. One of the very first obser-
vations was that the individual team members did not really know what was
expected of them, nor did they know what they could reasonably expect
from the other team members. Another observation was that, in some cases,
the stresses resulting from undefined team responsibilities were causing
areas of personal conflict. These personal conflicts could not be re-
solved satisfactorily within the present team structure.

These two observations prompted the first modifications to the team
building and diagnostics training. The original training program seemed
to have been developed with too many assumptions; the program needed to

start with some even more fundamental concepts and exercises than hitherto.

The first improvement consisted of exercises and seminars aimed at de-
fining roles. The lecture format was deliberately avoided and seminar-

exercise techniques were used to turn role definition into a set of

solid expectations that the operators, supervisors, and technical advisors

could depend on. Each individual team member was asked to describe his

own perception of his role and his perception of other member's roles.
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Feedback from the other mem1Ders was then solicited. Eventually, the

perceived and real expectations matched. Thus, these seminar-exercises

relievad the stress of unknown responsibilities and tore down the initial

obstacles to effective team building; they also formed the basis for in-

dividual team member accountability.

The next step was to work on establishing team values. Without common

values, the energy of a team is diminished through dispersion. It was

observed in initial groups that, even though all the individual values had

the same name of "operate the plant safely," each team member typically

had a different idea with regard to achieving this goal. By establishing

common values, a team culture was formed whereby the common goal overrode

the personal preferences of the individual team members. The crew members

were actually beginning to form a team.

The title of this paper is "The Role of Simulator Training in Developing

Teamwork and Diagnostic Skills." By now, you are probably wondering if

there is a role for the simulator in developing'team building and diag-

nostic skills. The truth is that until a disciplined team, with common

values, with leaders who hold the team members accountable for their

actions and responsibilities, and with members who know what they can

expect from others and what is expected of them, enters the simulator,

team training may take place but team building cannot. The stresses

resulting from unknown responsibilities and conflicting goals, combined

with members holding back their performance because there is no account-

ability, can actually prevent a team from forming. But when the funda-

mentals are understood and team agreement is reached, the simulated

control room training becomes the team training.

With these fundamentals established, then, team building and diagnostics

moved into the simulated control room. The initial experience was very

good. Team members who had shared the classroom experience of team

building and diagnostics were visibly more comfortable in their roles and

exhibited more focussed energy in their approach in controlling the plant.
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Along with this new phase of training, however, came another observation
that called for a change in course strategy.

The second module in the team building and diagnostics training consists
of diagnostics (the problem-solving), while the third module consists of
tabletop case studies to practice diagnostic skills. The initial approach
used in diagnostics training was a management style problem-solving and
decision-making technique. The technique worked very well on "paper plant"
problems; however, the team participating in the training had a difficult
time making the transfer from paper to the simulated control room. The
diagnostics approach was not natural to a dynamic, operating environment
such as a simulator. A more natural problem-solving process was needed
in order to produce a functional problem-solving team. The source for
the new diagnostics system came from observation of the operating crews.
It was found that the strongest problem-solving crews used a process of
iterations on discrete pieces of information made in an orderly fashion.
Based on this observation, an algorithmic approach to problem-solving was
implemented in the team building and diagnostics training. This approach
proved to transfer more naturally into the dynamics of the control room.

With the team culture developed and established and the algorithmic
diagnostic model introduced, polished simulator team building and dia
nostics training could finally be conducted. Prior to each simulator
session, a review of the classroom concepts of team values, role defini-
tions, diagnostics, and communications is held. These reviews serve to
reinforce concepts and focus each team member's attention toward the
team building and diagnostics portion of the simulator training. The
review sessions include additional tabletop practice and experience report
case study. The topics are very well received by the members of the
operating teams. In fact, it seems that they welcome the opportunity to
begin their simulator training sessions with a "team warmup" in which
they can reestablish and reinforce the team culture development and review
the common team values.
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Following the classroom "warmup," the training is moved to the environment

of the simulated control room. Several approaches are utilized depending

upon the particular needs of the plant's Operations Department. Once the

training techniques are defined, they remain constant for all crews of an

Operations Departme

One training techr_, L.hat has become fairly common is the directing of

all trainer-to-cre4- questioning through the shift supervisor. The goals

of this technique are to strengthen the supervisor in the eyes of the

team members and to provide the supervisor with extensive practice in the

use of his team resources. The rules of this approach state that the

trainer, in his questioning of the team, will direct all questions to

the team supervisor. The team supervisor is, iu turn, free either to

"take the shot himself" or to seek assistance in answering the question

from any chosen member or members of the crew.

Besides the stated goals, this technique has other advantages. The

trainer can detect under-utilization of valuable team resources, such as

the STA, or over-utilization of the strong team members. The trainer can

then provide feedback to the supervisor to help improve his resource

utilization. It should come as no surprise that the more experienced

supervisors take to this technique better than the newer supervisors. In

fact, some of the more experienced supervisors will pose additional,

followup questions to their team to ensure that an area is solidly covered.

Another technique that has routinely been used is the technique of the

team self-critique. In this strategy, the trainer's critique notes are

supplied to the supervisor, who reviews and discusses them with the team.

This technique stresses accountability for individual actions or mistakes.

It is easy for the team to see that individual actions can greatly affect

the overall team performance. The self-critique concept can be likened

to the idea of reviewing the game film and it has the potential to be an

even more powerful tool if a video recording of the performance is

available.
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An overall evaluation of the team training experience by both trainers

and crew members indicates that the initial phases of team training have

been successful and that this training has produc-Id observable improvements

in operating crew performance as a team. A review ox team critiques

indicates a definite improvement in the teamwork and dia3nostic abilities
of the crews during exercises stressing normal and minor off-normal

activities, but a possible decline in these skills during increasingly

complex abnormal situations. This last observation provides trainers with
the continuing challenge of further improving the development of team
building and diagnostic skills.
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USE OF VIDEO_TAPING DURING SIMULA1 R TRAINING

Michael Helton
Phillip Young

ABSTRACT

The use of a video camera for training is not a new idea and is
used throughout the country for training in such areas as computers,
car repair, music and even in such non-technical areas as fishing.
Reviewing a taped simulator training session will aid the student in
his job performance regardless of the position he holds in his
organization. If the student is to be examined on simulator perfor-
mance, video will aid in this training in many different ways.

INTRODUCTION

Until recently, simulator training was done primarily by instructor to

student interface only. The student would perform and/or respond to a

casualty and the simulator instructor would critique the evolution.

Now the use of a small, self-contained video camera for simulator

training has been successfully used at various sites for improving tae

method of training personnel. The camera critique is effective in

improving instructor/student feedback, resulting in more highly skilled,

safer operators which are essential to the nuclear power generation

industry.

HISTORY

Simulator training for operators begins by performing a plant utartup

with ascension to 100% power, and then a complete shutdown. This

intense training program cOvers a period of several weeks. During the

training sessions, malfunctions (casualties) are introduced beginning

with the least severe (i.e. pump trips, failed valves, etc.) and

progressing to the most severe (i.e. steamline break, loss of feed-
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wl_tert etc.). The worst case malfunctions result in implementation
of the site Emergency Plan and are normally taught in sessions of

approximately 45 minutes to 1.5 hours in duration.

Following each training session, the simulator instructors critique
crew and individual student performance. The critique includes, but is
not limited to, student verbal response, physical actions taken,

sequence of events, what was observed versus what happened, and overall
performance.

It is not unusual for the critique to lead to a discussion of whether

or not a student actually did as the instructcrs said or if a problem

Wds overlooked or the session lasts as long as it seemed to the students.

Replay or backtrack features of a simulator are sufficient for some

types of critiques but they do not show student response or the actual
elapsed time of a training session. During final training sessions, a
video recording can be used as an invaluable training aid.

USES

Replaying a recorded simulator training session as soon as possible

after the session has ended not only reinforces the instructor critique

but also allows the student to learn from his errors almost immediately.

He can see for himself any needs for improving teamwork, communications,

control room manipulations, or any other areas discussed with the

instructors. A critique of a training session by viewing a video
recording benefits the instructor as well as the student by improving

his simulator instruction technique, the quality of student feedback,

and instructor to student relations.

Recording mid-course and/or end of course audit exams is another

valuable use of the video camera as a training tool, in that it aids

the student in improving his performance. The recording indicates his
weaknesses in exam-taking technique under stress, points out errors
in exam protocol, and enables him to take future exams with greater
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confidence by helping him overcome these problem areas. The video

replay shows weaknesses in performance, poor habits, and mistakes thus

allowing both the student and instructor the opportunity to see what

really occurred. Usually, the replay emphasizes to the student that

the actual elapsed time of the session was much longer than it seemed,

and allows the response to certain problems to be thought out.

Realization of the "real time" could reduce the chance of making

serious mistakes not only in the simulator but, more importantly,

the real control room by showing the operator that sometimes an

immediate res- nse is not aiways the desired response.

A replay can also reinforce an instructor's comments on previous

critiques about a student or crew problem, as shown by the following

examples:

During a taped audit exam, a student is irritated by questioning

d constantly evades the examiner. During the cLItique following

the exam, these observations are pointed out to him, and are

strongly denied. After reviewing the recording, the student and

his crew agree that the examiner observations were correct. The

crew also notes areas of weakness in both individual and team

perforidance. It should be noted that the critique of the video

recording may also prove the examiner/instructor to be incorrect

in his evaluation.

2. One crew has difficulty developing as a team, i.e. poor communi-

cations, poor use of procedures, weak team ability, etc.

Following several weeks of training with the instructors attempting

to correct the problems, it is decided to use video replay. The

video replay fails to help, so another crew, which has developed

these skills, is taped. This second crew's tape is shown to the

first crew, typically resulting in improving the skills which were

lacking before.
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EQUIPMENT

Any type of self-contained movie camera with a telephoto function can

be used. If a self-contained VES or Beta movie camera is used, it

would allow viewing to be done at home, and avoid tying up valuable

training time following the initial viewing.

The new models are relatively inexpensive and usually don't require any
special lighting. One problem, however, can be sound quality. Most of
the self-contained cameras have an externally mounted microphone. This
microphone receives the usual 60-cycle 'hum' from all the electronic

equipment in the simulator. Wireless or strategically placed micro-

phones can virtually solve this problem but adds to the expense.

A tripod is not essential but, if used/ should be of sturdy construction/

simple to use, and compact if availability of storage space is a concern.

Recently/ the use of multiple cameras is being tested at some facilities.

These cameras are program connected to the simulator computer and

respond to malfunctions just as they occur. Again, this is being tested

and cost could be a deciding factor.

If multiple, computer driven cameras are not possible, then the use of

another instructor, Who knows the evoluton, could be used as the camera
operator. Knowing the evolution, he is able to direct the camera to the

area affected by the malfunction, and eliminate the need to aim the
camera before the training session begins. The student is then unable

to anticipate the casualty from the direction the camera is pointing.
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

1. Shows strengths and weakncses of students during evolutions-

2. Shows the good as well as the bad habits of the students-

3. Shows student mistakes made during the evolution.

4. Shows any simulator problems affecting the evolution.

5. Reinforces instructor comments made during the training and

critique.

Allows the student to observe any problems with communications.

7 Cives the student a feel for real time during the evolution-

Prevents tractor/student conflict.

Disadvantages

1. Sound quality is somewhat poor due to typical 60-cycle h-

2. Cost of setup time since the camera cannot be left out at all times.

3. Equipment cost must be considered since budgets are of concern.

4. Camera fright of student while trying to perform during an exam*

5. Availability of non-interfering but effective camera location.

*This could be an advantage by helping the student to overcome the

uneasy feeling of being observed.

SUMMARY

Just a few years ago' reactor scrams were commonplace in nuclear plants

around the country; but today, as a result of intensive training/ it

can be seen that the best method for operating a plant safely and

reliably is to operate at full load, consistently. We train the

opecators to operate in this manner, monitor contcol room paramete

and respond to abnormal situzItions indicatNi by these parameters=
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Today, we are 7 re aware of how safe, reliable and consistent plant
operation is dependent on quality training. Public safety and the
financial health of the nuclear industry depends on the training
provided.

It is obvious that the advantages by far exceed the disadvantages of
improving training techniques to produce a more highly-skilled,

competent, and most importantly, a safe plant operator.

The use of video recorded training sessions is and will continue to be
a valuable training aid as long as there is a need for wel1 trained
operators.
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I&C MAINTENANCE TRAINING SIMULATORS

MEETING THE GOALS OF NUCLEAR PLANT TRAINING

Samson Shilmover, Jr.

ABSTRACT

As we examine the goals of training from the point of view of the
instructor, student, and employer, we will see that I&C maintenance
training simulators meet or exceed those goals.

An instructor's overall goal in T&C training is to impart as much skill
and knowledge as possible about the operation, tune up and
troubleshooting of a piece of equipment. _Through the use of a training
simulator, the instructor has the "actual" equipment to demonstrate the
principles he is trying to make.

A student's goal in trainin_ is to improve his skills by learning as
much as possible about the equipment he will be responsible for. When a
simulator is used, a student gets hands-on time with the equipment where
normal and abnormal conditions can be demonstrated. The students may be
asked to perform job-related tasks and be evaluated on their
performance.

An employer's goal is to get personnel who can quickly fit into their
work force. When training is performed using simulators, the employee
receives the knowledge and hands-on skills necessary to quickly fit into
the work force. The employee also gains confidence in working with the
equipment. Another advantage for the employer is that training can be
perfnrmed without shutting down the plant equipment. The employer thus
can use the trained employees sooner and mainstream them into the work
force.

In summary, the use of I&C maintenance simulator :. can greatly enhance
the quality of training and will prove to be beneficial to the
instructor, employee, and employer. Although other training methods can
meet some of the goals of training, the use of simulators will decrease
training time, increase the operational skills of employees, decrease
probability of equipment damage due to employee error, and increase
emploee productivity and safety.
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SIMULATOR TRAINING AND SAFETY ISSUES

"Training of personnel who operate and maintain nuclear power facilities
is a vital part of the safe operation of these facilities.- Assurance
that personnel have received the highest possible level of training is
one of the highest priorities of any industry where personal or public
safety is involved. In those industries where personal and public
safety is involved, training simulators are used to assure that
personnel receive the quality of training required to guaranty that
safety standards are maintained.

The utilization of simulators to meet learning objectives can be one of
the best means of assuring that critical skills can be performed safely
and in a timely manner. When a training simulator is tied into a course
of learning the benefits accrue to all involved in the training process.
By examination of the goals of the training process, and what is
required to effectively meet these goals, it can be clearly seen that
the use of training simulators greatly enhances the training process.

Simulation, while expensive, is regarded as the best - often the only -
way to approach some performance training needs. In most cases, the

expenses of simulation pay for themselves as soon as a condition arises
where it is obvious that training alone was responsible for averting
some serious problem. The more closely a simulator resembles the actual
equipment, and the responses of that equipment, the greater the benefits
will be to the training received. Pilots, at different stages in their
training, receive instruction in a simulated aircraft cockpit that
looks, feels and reacts like an actual airplane cockpit. The training
simulators utilized bv the airline industry are normally exact
duplicates of the actual equipment connected to a computer for simulated
response of the aircraft. This allows abnormal and normal conditions to
be evaluated for correct response without the risks of endangering
public safety.
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In the nuclear industry, control room operators are required to be

certified on a simulator prior to taking over control room watches.

Many utilities have gone to the expense of duplicating control rooms and

require their operators to spend off-shift time performing on the

simulator. In this way the utilities are assuring that operators can

handle normal and abnormal evaluations without the expense of lost

revenues of performing training evaluations on the plant.

ADVANTAGES OF USING SIMULATION IN TRAINING

The advantages of using training simulators in a I&C maintenance

training course must be examined from the point of view of the

instructor, trainee, and employer. To effectively utilize a simulator

in a course, the course must be structured around the use of the

simulator. In the I&C training environment this dictates that the

maximum time be spent either demonstrating or having the trainee perform

on the simulator. Experienced I&C and navy nuclear instructors claim

that early career training on a simulator has the following advantages:

1. The trainee is quickly put at ease about

working on the equipment;

2. The instructor can get a feel for the pace at

which the course o_ instruction should

geared; and,

The enthusiasm of both the trainee and the

instructor becomes heightened.

To an instructor, the use of a simulator in a course can be invaluable.

Key concepts can be demonstrated or pointed out directly on the

simulator thus reducing the amount of time required to "get the point

across." Demonstration and performance capability is the major

advantage to one-on-one instruction in a course where a simulator is

utilized. In a tutorial or small group se ting, the simulator
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instruccor can provide practice, can perform formative testing, and can
observe tool using skills to decide whether the trainees are ready to
move to the next step in their training. The feedback response of
observing the trainee, while performing on a simulator, is an invaluable
tool. It becomes readily apparent whether the key points where brought
across to the trainees by observing their performance while operating or
working on the simulator. Course pacing is another advantage of the use
of simulators for an instructor. The instructor can develop a feel for
"pacing" on a simulator, and can correct performance problems by further
review and trainee practice. When trainees satisfactorily demonstrate
their abilities to perform specific tasks the training cycle may move on
to on-the-job training, classroom, lab, or another simulator setting.

The use of a simulator has numerous advantages to the trainee. First,
there is a higher level of enthusiasm for the material to be covered.
When a training simulator is tied to a course of learning the trainees
become enthusiastic about not only the performance objectives but also
the theory of operation of the equipment. This Is because adult
learners are generally more satisfied when motor skills training and
co3nitive training are both present in a course. Second, trainees can
quickly build confidence in their abilities by the immediate feedback of
performing tasks correctly on the simulator. Trainees are required to
commit to a course of action and are able to see the responses to their
actions. When the trainees see that they can perform successfully on
the simulator their confidence that the knowledge and skills obtained on
the simulator can be transferred to job related tasks is assured.

In the risk-free environment provided by the training simulator,
experiments can be performed and trainees will be able to measure the
effects of their actions. This can be a major advantage especially
where abnormal evaluations are performed (i.e. troubleshooting and
equipment modification). Simulators can help trainees to develop a
systematic approach to exploring the cause and effects of abnormal
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operations of the equipment, and help them establish a basis for

evaluation of proper operation.

On-the-job training and classroom training often can take a longer

period of time to establish needed skills than does simulator training.

Employees, then, are often less productive for a longer period of time.

Down-time of essential equipment can be reduced with simulator training

since the employees will be more familiar with the proper operation of

tbe equipment, and be able to isolate faults at a faster rate. Normal

evaluation such as equipment alignment and general preventive

maintenance will also be performed with greater accuracy and with less

down-time of the equipment as a result of simulator training.

CONCLUSION

Simulators are a effective training tools, and their cost should be

measured in terms of the consequences of inadequate employee

performance.

Some sources estimate that an unplanned outage costs a utility

approximately one million dollars a day in lost revenues. The reasons

for an unplanned outage are many, and the duration of outages varies

widely. To the extent unplanned outages are a result of inadequate

training, the decision to use simulation as a method of reducing the

number and duration of unplanned outages should be evaluated carefully.

Employees generally respond well to simulation, and expert evaluators

can observe not only the level of trainee performance, but whether a

trainee exhibits any overt nervousness which may need to be addressed

through increased practice or other means.
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"No matter how carefully designed or how well the equipment functions,
the engineering systems cannot work without people... People are
necessary to monitor, correct, adjust and take other actions to maintain
the systems."2 Simulators can be a cost effective tool when used to
train employees who perform tasks which are relied upon to keep the
plant up and running in a safe and efficient manner.
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INCIDENTAL INSTRUCTOR TRAINING°
DUKE POWER'S ANSWER TO

PREPARE THE OCCASIONAL CLASSROOM
INSTRUCTOR_ OR VISITING VENDOR

Janet R. Salas, Ph.D.

ABSTRACT

To ensure occasional instructors deliver

instruction that is systematically organized Duke

Power's Production Training Services has developed an

Incidental Instructor Training Package in self-study

and group workshop formats. This paper describes the

training package, its implementation and results.

INTRODUCTION

At Duke Power, there is a commitment to the Systematic Approach to

Instruction. All full time classroom instructors complete a two week,

seventy-two-hour Instructor Training course which they must pass before

they deliver any classroom instruction. With this program well esta-

blished, Production Training Services recently tackled another training

need that of the occasional or incidental instructor. Incidental

instructors are defined as those plant subject matter experts, visiting

vendors, or guest speakers called upon to deliver infrequent or one-time-

only training. It is important that trainees in these occasional

instructors classrooms receive instruction that is also systematically

organized even though most of these instructors probably will not have

knowledge of the systematic approach or preparation of performance

objectives. In addition, Production Training Services wanted to

establish a method to verify ahead of time that any scheduled vendor

training did meet training needs and followed the systematic approach to

training. With budget constraints most companies face it is vital the

vendors selected to provide instruction are required to supply assurance

that the training to be delivered does meet training needs, will be

IV.A.6.1
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effectively delivered, and achieve desired results. To resolve both of

these instructional situations, Production Training Services developed

incidental Instructor Training and a key organizational tool The

Incidental instructor Preparation Plan. This paper will describe the

training package developed, how it has been implemented and results
date.

INCIDENTAL INSTRUCTOR TRAINING PACKAGE

Two formats have been designed to serve our three nuclear stations

individual needs: a self-study manual and a group working format. The

training package also includes a facilitator's guide for conductin

individual or group training, a video-tape, exercises to be completed by

participants and evaluation forms to allow for participant feedback.

THE INCIDENTAL INSTRUCTOR SELF-STUDY MANUAL

The self-study manual is designed to train an individual who has

his/her topic clearly in mind, in four to six hours followed by a

de-briefing with a trained facilitator. The facilitator is close by to

answer questions any time during training but is especially important

during the de-briefing when he/she evaluates the end product The

Incidental Instructor Preparation Plan - prepared by the participant

and offers clarification, guidance, and suggestions for improvement.

THE INCIDENTAL INSTRUCTOR GROUP WORKSHOP

The Incidental Instructor Lesson Plan allows a trained facilitator

to train eight (8) participants in approximately six (6) hours. Using

interactive discussion, a videotape and exercises the facilitator guides

participants through stages of learning, effective use of motivation,

language, and questioning techniques. When all participants have

completed an Incidental Instructor Preparation Plan each participant

briefly gives an overview to the group of (I) how the information or task
will be taught, (2) training aids that will be used, (3) questions to be
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asked and (4) points to be watched for to assess trainee's learning. The

group gives feedback to the Incidental Instructor on clarity, logic of

sequence, appropriateness of terminology, training aids, pace of

training, and any crucial delivery problems that may be noted. The

facilitator covers any content or presentation problems the group may

have overlooked. At the end of the session, the facilitator collects the

Incidental instructor Preparation Plans for more thorough evaluation.

The reviewed plans are returned in a day or so with more detailed

comments that may have been missed or were not appropriate to share with

the entire group. After each training session (Group Workshop

or SelfStudy) conducted facilitators return participant feedback evalu

ation sheets to Production Training Services. This information is

assessed to determine how the training is being received and areas where

it may need to be improved or revised.

THE INCIDENTAL INSTRUCTOR PREPARATION PLAN

This five page worksheet was developed to help an incidental

instructor with no previous knowledge of effective systematic training

prepare an organized classrlom presentation. The plan brings to mind

important items an inexperienced instructor needs to consider including

(1) attention to purpose, (2) motivating introduction, (3) sequence of

points to be discussed, (4) development of training aids, and (5)

effective summary. To reinforce training a handout containing guidelines

to review just prior to teaching is also included to remind the

occasional instructor of items to remember to do before the presentation,

during the presentation and after the presentation.

Attached to the plan is a suggested letter format which can be sent

to vendors (or guest speakers ) Items suggested to be covered in the

letter include-

an outline of expectations of the vendor/guest speaker

a list of objectives the vendor/guest speaker needs to

cover in his/her presentation
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available time for the presentation

training materials/audio/visual equipment available for

the vendor's use

date, prior to training, vendor must submit objectives,

lesson plan, materials for review, approval or

possible revision

FACILITATOR TRAINING

Facilitator who deliver the Incidental Instructor training have

completed a seventy-two (72) hour Instructor Training course or a similar
course and a three (3) hour Incidental Instructor facilitator training

program which train* participants to use the enti e training package.

INCIDENTAL INSTRUCTOR RESULTS

The Incidental Instructor Training program was implemented July 1,
1986. To date, seven (7) facilitators and fifty-five (55) Duke Power

occasional instructors have been trained. The feedback from participants
has been extremely positive. Incidental Instructors feel more organized,
prepared, and confident. They particularly appreciate the guidance the

facilitators offer. As one participant said, "I feel better about

instructing a group now than I did before."

Recently, facilitators met to talk about training effectiveness and
the need for changes and additions. This feedback from facilitators plus

comments from participants indicates a need to increase emphasis on

delivery and practice.

The Incidental Instructor Training is off to a successful start.

The next few years promise more efficient and effective occasional

instruction delivered by Duke employees as well as contacted vendors.

The payoff will be in the results:

1. Training which produces more competenly trained, satisfied
workers.

2. The best --e of our training dollars.
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"BRINGING IT HOME"

MAKING NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 'ThkINIING

RELEVANT

Henry C. Billings
Boston Edison Company

Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station
Plymouth, Massachusetts

Brian K. Hajek, Stephen F. Puffenberger
Advent/Nuclear Multi-Image

2691 Farmers Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43085-2766

ABSTRACT

In 1985, a new series of multi-image training modules was crevited for the
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station's General Employee Traiiiing (GE-1-) progrtm.
In the year since its initial delivery, the multi-image comonent cDf GET has
been highly praised by_ both Boston Edison mallagemelil and riNpo. Most
importantly, the multi-inmge modules, along with a newly izalplemented
curriculum have increased the effectiveness of GET at Pilgrim.
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r:NTROMICTION

General Employee Training (GET) is a requirement that often strikes fear andtrepidation in the heartsof nuclear power plant employees. It usually means having tosit through one or two days of bouig lectures about things which they already know aswell as they know die backs of their hands.

GET also strilc fear in the hearts of nuclear power station instructors, as theypresent the same infontion, day after day, in such a manner as to not bore theirtrttinees, meet the requirements of tIie NRC & INPO, and just maybe have their traineeslearn something. And, king an 0 utage, when it becomes absolutely necessmy to runthe trainees through CET efficiently, the instructors need to be able to do thei: jobwithout suffering burnout

One of the sointicusto this prt=iblem is t le use of videotape training materials thatarc abundantly avaiAle, la the pas Pilgrim had bought and used several of them, butbecause generic videotapes never qu=ite met our requirements, a nearly equal amount ofclass time needed to bespent expiai=ling the difference between the tape and the way itwas done at the plant

This was the cisc at the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, in Plymouth,Massachusetts, prior tc.) 190. Navin 77C-1- just completed a 2-year outage, our training staffhad gone beyond burnout OMOSt al I the way to meltdown. We wanted something tospice up and iniptov _keeping the attention of old employees, andeffectively communicating important: information to new employees. Most importantly,we wanted tools to lists ii instructio, not just a media piece to replace the instructors.We wanted media to tlicet the instrmictional objectives of our new curriculum withoutcompromise. And, we vinied the abElity to ettsily and quickly upthtte our progr4un whenchanges occurred in pkintoperation 04.C facilities.

Ti ULTI-I -AGE

First, a word about lit medium known as Multi-Im ge. Most people think_of it asnothing more than a Carlo slide sho\-,---r. While it's true that Multi-Image uses slides forvisual content, we've fouathat it is rklore than just a slide show!

Technically, Multi.laiage uses slide projectors controlled by a computer. Thecomputer_ receives 45 inknation fom a separate thlta. track on the audio tape. Itdecodes the d.ata into ikincions for tate projectors, causing them to show the right slideat :recisely the right inwt(with up to .01 second accurttcy), and to smoothly chitngefrom one slide to the nekt(from an la trint "cut" to a 99-second dissolve, or anywhere inbetween). The projectorsmay be conmcentrated onto a single screen for a maximum of
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slide change speed arid i--1.--nage complexity as wc use at Pilgrim), or they may be spre,4
out in a wide-screen foriralat for a panoramic effect. It's even possible to control 16i1-in
film, lights,or other specEal effects devices, in addition to the slide projectors.

Multi-Image hardw are has made quantum leaps in technology as computers have
become more sophistieatd and less expensive. Current state-of-the-art cquipmant giVes
the medium the same ran=lom access capabilities as videotape, and also makes it virtually
impossible (barring mcch anical failure of the projectors) for the slides to go out of sYl1C.

But, with video so onvenient to use, why did we decide to go with a mu
fom 9 The answers are fourfold:

I_ Image quality:

Our GET classes t7., verage 30 people, in a comfortably large training room t'er
adequate visibility by everyone, our image size is about _6-feet. across. We ore
currently using our video projector with VHS tapes for certain modules, but therc,- is
absolutely no cotup=arison in quality. In fact, the BEST videotape machine can or*
reproduce 525 line;=_ from top to bottom of the screen. VHS or Beta machines ore
far worse, so if tl1i is blown up to a big screen, the raster lines, color-shifts, itod
misalignment frorn a 3-tube video projector, become rather obvious. By controst,
the resolution of a typical slide measures over 4000 lines, and there iS never tt,IV
electronic distortio_

High Resolution _vadeotape formats arc currently under development, but
iatroduction is still years away. And, when they are introduced, high-icsolution
video projectors -will be cost prohibitive for most utilities. Even Wlia
high-resolution vidt_7.o is available, it will still stiffer from the other drawbacks of
video,

Flexibility:

With a videotape, w.vhat's on the tape is on the tape. It cannot be changed. With I
properly. designed 1`--..4ulti-Image program, minor updates arc easy . just shoqt
lew slide and drop it in! But not all multi-image shows are obsolete-proof. Dor
producer was Caralm.1 to note which information may be changed during the life eia
show and keep the specifics out of the soundtrack but presented on the scrQco,
Then, when the speilie item changes, a new slide can be dropped in . nO speei
training necessary.

Sometimes, howevr,r, audio changes are inevitable With one of our prog.rarns, ii

change was necewa ry in the soundtrack just weeks after it was delivered. pecator
the sound and vismAals are separate, it was very easy, and cost efficient, for
Advent/Nuclear to e-do the soundtrack and bring us a new tape. The wpe ova
changed the sequcm ,ing of the slides for the edited portion, without having to riloNe
them all. It was ito asy, convenient, no-compromise way to keep our show curreti
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3. Transferability:

Even though a Multi-Image show looks best projected on the screen, it can also betransferred tO either videotape or 16mm film. These other formats offer the optionof off-site GET classes, or, conducting small cl'asses without tying up the lugeclassroorn, However, if any slides are changed, new transfers must be made.

4. Production Convenience:

Photography in a nuclear power plant is a diffleult undertaking. Bringing in a largeamount of equipment to adequately shoot videotape or film is not only a touchysecurity issue, but it also is ft risk for the production crew as thousands of dollarsworth of equipment could be contaminated. And, lights and cameras can cause amajor interruption in work for employees. Photography with Multi-Image is donewith a professional 35mm still camera and flash combination. Photography can bedone, even in contaminated areas, with little risk to the photographer or equipment.And, since a minimum of equipment is used, disniption of daily work is minimized.

For our program, a six-projectorsingle-screen fommt was chosen to maximize thescreen impact within the given equipment budget. The training room was alreadyequipped with a rear-projection booth aid screen to which the system was adapted.

One of the benefits of today's Multi-Image systems is the availability ofequipment. While Advent/Nuclear was very specific about our equipment needs, wewere able to purchase our system from a local AV dealer, The local dealer providesprmipt technical support, which includes supplying backup units should anything breakdown. In i year tuid i half of use, the only technical problems encountered have been anoceasiorud burned out projector himp and dirty tape heiids.

PILGRIM STATION GET PROGRAM SUMMARY

In 1985, we had completed revising our curriculum for GET, and we wished toproduce media to help us One key element w .s that we Nwinted media toSUPPLEMENT our tear:::; oiace it. After much consideration, we choseMulti-Image. To fit o, c took delivery of our first three modules in1985:

1) Industrial
2) Radiation Protection Overview, and
3) Boiling Water Reactor (Plant Familiarizi_ ion).
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In 1986 ordered three additional

1) Quality Assurance,
2) Respiratory Protection, and
3) Biological Effects of Radiation Exposu_

(These last three have just been delivered after a pro onged production period caused by a
strike that hit our plant last summer.)

One of the very unusual ways chosen to treat the topics was to relate tasks our
workers perform at Pilgrim Station to tasks they perform at home. Some of the analogies
entertain and use humor to teach. Others really make the subjects "click". Here's a short
rundown on what we have:

Theme:

All the modules have one common theme running throughout: DO IT RIGHT!:
This includes a common graphic treatment as well as a music string that fits:
Advent/Nuclear discerned that this was the overriding rnessage we wanted our
workers to understand. If you're going to work here, do it right!

Boiling Water Reactor:

,For part of the "Plant Familiarization" segment of GET, a module on how a
Boiling Water Reactor works was created. With extensive use of the slide
animation capabilities of Multi-Image, we show neutron absorption, fission, the
chain reiAction, thcrmalization of neutrons, arid water flow through t BWR. The
amount of energy we produce is related to numbers of coal cars, volumes of
natural gas, and "six-million, seven hundred thousand 100-watt light bulbs."

Industrial Safety:

A film on Industrial Safety has the tendency to be a "do th s" and "do that" for
things ;Already well known. To improve on that approach, we chose to highlight
three major safety themes: Safe Attitudes, Safe Conditions, and Safe Practices.
Instead of continuously lecturing on these themes, several humorous scenarios
are acted out, including someone tripping over an open file drawer while not
paying attention, someone banging his head without a hardhat, and someone
coming to work with a hangover, thus encouraging trainees to be "mentally fit
for work."

Radiation Protection Overview:

This was a real challenge. In 20-minutes we asked to have ALL the radiation
safety instructional objectives normally taught in about 6 hours of classroom
instruction capsulized. We wished to use it as a review of the regular
instruction, just before giving the employees the test. Since delivery, we have
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also found it invaluable for requalification training It serves as an idealrefresher for people who have already had the tr4Uning and who work withradiation everyday.

Even with this usually new topic, we make it relate to the worker's everydaylife. For instance, the module begins with a comparison of familiar radiationssuch as sound and sunshine, and relates how these can be found to be pleasant,
and how they can also be harmful if their intensities are too great.

Quality Assurance:

uality Assurance also posed a challenge, since it is a concept which can bedifficult to communicate. We chose to mect this challenge by relating quality
assurance to things people do everyday - from buying a_car to fixing a hometoilet. Then, the show covers and summarizes the 18 criteria of QualityAssurance mandated by 10CFR50 Appendix 9, and graphically shows how thecriteria interrelate and are actually used in everyday life, even though we don't
quantify and record that we have completed them.

Respiratory Protection:

This module is designed for Level 2 workers who may use respiratory protectiondevices. It covers the reasons for using respiratory protection, and the exactprocedures for checking out, inspecting, wearing, removing, and returnin thcfull face mask respirators used at Pilgrim Station. While not too many analogiesarc used, the begimling highlights many of the warning signs of airborne
contamination that workers necd to be aware of.

Biological Effects:

This module is used to enhance one of the eight Radiation Protection modules
taught at Pilgrim Station. It spends its 20 minutes relating the health-physics
concepts of biological effects in a very understandable manner. Included are theenergy of a millirem, acute effects, chronic effects, and the linear and threshold
theories, all related to the risk of getting wet from exposure in a rainstorm. Thechances of health effects from _exposure are compared to one's chances of
winning the lottery, bringing this fairly complex topic down to some simplecommon denominators.

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE

Advent/Nuclear'. s approach to multi-image production is unique. From ourervations few media producers use th:is technique to assure client satisfaction from thestart. It's a Quality Assurance program for media!
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They begin by reviewing the plant's training objectives with the training staff - just
we want to teach in each module. In the ensuing discussions, they make

recommendations relative to what objectives may be handled best with multi-innge,
other media, or lecture.

Following this review and discussion with plant personnel, a Treatment is
developed. The treatment is a glorified outline, describing just how they propose to
"treat" the objectives selected, not only in the module in question, but also relative to the
entire GET program. It includes pieces of script and ideas for visualization, transitions,
and music. It's in this stage that everything is flexible. Without wasting a lot of time, We
czin see which ideas fly and Which ones don't.

The Treatment is presented to the training staff for our approval. Our policy is to
have the treatment reviewed by the appropriate subject nutttcr experts in the plant. Since
it is only on paper, anything can be changed at this point, and usually, a lively discussion
results in a revised treatment that fully meets everyone's expectations.

From the Treatment a visualized Script is _written, in the traditional format of
visuals on the left and audio on the right. This is a collaborative effort between
Advent/Nuelear's technical experts and script writers, and plant personnel, to assure ill
the audio and visual components will be authentic and correct.

The script is then sent to plant subject matter experts for review and for approval.
Since it has been written in such a cooperative manner, and based on the
already-approved treatment, major changes are rarely encountered.

From the_ script, the "Shot List" is repared. This is sent to us, and we work to set
up the appropriate shots, scheduling plant personnel to serveas models. A large number
of plant personnel are used_ on screen to humanize the final product. The shooting
schedule is finalized before photogr:iphers :trrive on site.

Outdoor scenes that relate the local plant ervirons to the program arc also used,
sometimes shot front the air. Both utility line helicopters and private aircraft luive been
used for these shots.

A number of scenes also are shot in Advent/Nucleat s Northwest Columbus studio
or around Central Ohio._ These are generic scenes that do not icquire specific plant
photography, but very effectively illustrate the object ves to be taught.

Meanwhile, Advent/Nuclear's artists work on creating the graphics for the show.
These provide vividly colored animated graphics that simulate movement with still im:
technology.

Also, the recording engineer receives the script and begins to lay down a rough
soundtrack in Advent/Nuele:tr's recording studio. Music fi ow their music libniry is
selected, and often voices and sound effects recorded on site are zidded for complete
authenticity. We are asked to approve music and voice selections.
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Once the photographers return from the plant with photography, and the graphics
and rough soundtrack are completed, assembly begins. The slides are cataloged, then
sequenced with the script. A computer is used to program the slide changes, using a
technique similar to the SMPTE time code commonly used in video production.

After the rough prognm is completed, a videotape "screen transfer" is made and
sent to us. We can thus 7review it at our convenience. We usually telephone our
comments to the productiol team and they begin the "polishing" phase, where timing,
image, and audio adjustrn2a..: are made.

After polishing is corn; :ete, the show is duplicated. The originals stay in
Columbus, and the duplicate is prepared and delivered to the plant site. The
AdvemfNuclear people take our training staff through the operation of the show, making
sure we understand how to screen it successfully. We were also left with thorough
written instructions.

Advent/Nuclear keeps the originals for several reasons: First, if something happens
as it is shipped to the plant, the original slides are not lost. Second, if something should
happen to our slides, Advent/Nuclear can quickly duplicate a new set and send out the
needed replacements. Thirdly, when the time comes for revisions, Advent/Nuclear
revises the originals, and sends the updates to us, so we never have down-time while a
show is revised.

RESULTS

The results of the Multi-Image training materials at Pilgrim Station have been very
gratifying. The most noticeable effect is a significant increase in attention span from our
trainees, thanks to the freshness of the media. Seeing themselves or other workers they
know on the screen also contributes to a positive attitude toward the training sessions by
the employees.

The most recent INPO review of GET at Pilgrim praised the Multi-Image portions
without criticism, and commented "(the Multi-Image) component is indicative of a strong
commitment to general employee training in radiological protection."

In summary, we are very satisfied with Multi-Image as a way of supplementing our
training efforts. Advent/Nuclear's expertise and creativity have succeeded in helping us
make our General Employee Training unique.

PRESENTATION

Our presentation will include a screening of several segments from the Pilgrim
Station GET program to illustrate how we use everyday ex mples to relate plant
requirements to the trainees.
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PROPOSED COMBINATION OF TRAINING AND EDUCATION TO

MEET THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS

Albert E. Wilson

ABSTRACT

The basic similarities and differences of the education and

training which, in the author's opinion, are actually needed by

reactor operators are outlined and compared with the NRC require-

ments. Examples of engineering degree programs are presented to

demonstrate that they are NOT the appropriate educational goal for

a senior reactor operator. A possible program of study which could

be implemented jointly by a utility and a nearby college or university

is presented. The program combines both education and training to

complete the requirements for a bachelors degree. Those student-

operators entering the program should be able to work as auxiliary

operators while pursuing the degree part time and qualify for the NRC

Reactor Operator exam in five years. Then, while working as RO's, they

should complete the degree requirements in another year. After an

additional year of RO experience they should meet the NRC require-

ments for Senior Operator.

Finally, some of the possible pitfalls of such a program are dis-

cussed. These include such things as drop-outs, union agreements,

inflexibility of educational institutions and, of course, cost.

INTRODUCTION

All of the utilities operating nuclear power plants have improved

their training programs for plant personnel and most, if not all, of

these training programs meet the standards of the Institute of Nuclear

Power Operations (INFO). However, none of them will meet the guide-

lines of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET)

for accreditation as engineering degree programs. The goals of TNPO
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and ABET are vastly different and it would be virtually impossible to

meet the accreditation requirements of both with a single program. ABET

considers engineering to be a "design profession", as do most engineering

educators. The ABET criteria are not the same as those of INFO. A

recent ABET publication- stated:

These criteria are intended to assure an adequate

foundation in science, the humanities and the social

sciences, engineering sciences and engineering design

methods, as well as preparation in a higher engineering

specialization appropriate to the challenge presented

by today's complex and difficult problems.

If it were not for the mind set of some of the people in the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) that an engineering degree in the control

room will solve all their problems, we could probably dismiss the

engineering degree as inappropriate just on the basis of the above

accreditation criteria.

If education is important, and it surely is, then we should develop

appropriate educational programs and convince the NRC that they are,

indeed, appropriate. Also, if the educational program is equivalent

to one leading to a bachelor of science degree, then a degree should

certainly be awarded at the end of the program. One such possible pro-

gram is presented at the end of this paper.

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

In order to implement a training/education program at a nuclear

power plant which will lead to an acceptable bachelor of science degree,

you will most certainly have to work closely with a nearby college or

university. It will require some changes in attitude of the leaders at

both the utility and the educational institution to make such a program

work. For example, most educators don't believe that learning to do a

job well is "education" While most utility managers probably don'
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understand why the plant operator should have an appreciation of music.

(The operators themselves probably don't understand that either.)

However, knowing how to do a job well is important to the plant and

having a broad education is a requirement for the degree.

It will help a great deal in working out a suitable program if you

have someone at the plant who has had considerable experience in a

college or university, preferably in an administrative capacity. You

need someone who speaks the right language. For example, colleges gen-

erally do not grant academic credit for "on-the-lob training". However,

there are many programs, such as nursing and education, which require,

and grant credit for, a "practicum". Webster
2

defines "practicum" as

A course of study designed especially for preparation

of teachers and clinicians that involves the supervised

practical application of previously studied theory.
,

So make sure you treat your operators as "clinicians and always

say "practicum" and not "OJT".

The instructors which you use in the program are also going to have

to be approved by the college. I don't know how it became established

that doing some (usually useless) independent research and publishing

the results in some (usually obsure) scientific journal was a necessary

requirement for teaching courses which carry college credit but that is a

"fact" which you will have to consider.

The above examples may seem a bit facetious but, in all seriousness

if you are asking an educational institution to grant their degree for your

program, your program has to, somehow, be made to fit their mold.

THE PROGRAM

The curriculum for one possible program is given in an Appendix to

this paper. I have called the degree "BS in the Physics of Reactor Oper-

ation"-but you must recognize that there are usually political implications
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to any new degree. Early in the planning, a Task Force of leaders from

both the Local State College (LSC) and the Nuclear Power Plant (NPP)

should be formed to work out potential problems. A few of the potential

problems which this Task Force may need to resolve, in addition to the

name of the degree, are given below.

Curriculum

The possible curriculum given in the Appendix is a very rough out

line of what might be appropriate. The cc ,i11 have to be carefully

screened by the Task Force or an academic t _sory committee established

for that purpose. New courses will almost certainly have to be approved

by the Curriculum Committee of the LSC.

Faculty

The NPF will have to hire faculty who meet, or exceed, the minimum

requirements of the LSC to teach the special courses. These persons,

while employees of the utility, will require adjunct appointment at the
LSC.

Course Scheduling

Scheduling of courses at the NPF presents particular problem if the

studentoperators are working a rotating shift. Assuming a six crew

rotation, it should be possible for all students to attend a class which

is taught twice during the same day: once from 0800 to 1100 and again from

1245 to 1545. The day crew and relief crew could trade off, the training

week crew could attend either, the swing crew could come in early, and the

mids crew could stay late. Anyone with that day off would have to come in

for one session or the other. Two such courses, perhaps one on Tuesday

and one on Thursday, would fit the schedule in the Appendix. Each course

would meet 17 times for three credits.
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Costs

The program is going to be expensive. How you work out the details

of possible compenaation for hack shift employees attending day classes

and those coming in on a day off will depend on your particular per-

sonnel policies. Also, any regular LSC faculty who teach at the plant

should probably be given extra compensation unless the college counts it

as part of their regular teaching load. There will also have to be extra

operators in the program, at least six, to accommodate the semester on

campus and, of course, the NPP must hire special faculty for part of the

program.

Retention in the Program

Serious thought needs to be given to the question of retention.

What happens when someone gets part way through the program and fails a

course? How many times can he fail before he is dropped from the program?

What happens if one quits the program? Questions such as these need to be

answered by the Task Force before the program is implemented.

Other

There are a host of other questions which must be answered early in

the planning process. A few of the questions which will face the Task

Force are:

How do you fit in the Requal program for operators? How does some-

one with previous experience "test-out" of part of the program? What

about vacations? How can work be made up if a student is sick? How

does an operator get in his control room time during the campus semester?

What transfer credit will be accepted? What if a regular college student

wants to take one of the NPP courses?

The specific answers to these and other questions wiil depend on the

particular Nuclear Power Plant and Local State College. I don't feel that
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any of the problems are insurmountable, however, provided the

following three conditions are met:

(1) The utility believes that it is in their best interest to have

degreed operators and is ready and willing to pay the bill.

(2) The Local State College sees the program as important to their

mission of filling the educational needs of the region. (And they

mit;ht make money from the program.)

) The operators really want an education and a degree and are

willing to work for it.

CONCLUSIONS

Maybe some of you have tried such a program. I know that several

have similar cooperative programs set up at the associate degree level.

don't know of one at the bachelors degree level. I'm not even sure it

can be done. However, if such a program can be implemented, I think it

will load to a higher knowledge level for your senior operators, increased

job satisfaction for the operators in general and more stable operating

crews.
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APPENDIX A

PaIBLE CURRICULUM FOR THE PHYSICS

OF REACTOR OPERATION DEGREE

YEAR ONE

Fall (NM

Present Auxiliary Operator
Training Program and initial
qualifications. Should also
include remedial math and
other academics as required.

Summer (NNP)

Analytical Geometry...3 cr.

YEAR TWO

Fall (NPP)

Calculus I ........ ........ 3 cr.
Classical Physics ........ 3 cr.

(mechanics)
Practicum for Turbin Bldg. 5 cr.

TOTAL......I1 cr.

Summer (NNP)

Classical Physics... 3 cr.
(heat, light & sound)

YEAR THREE

Fall (NPP)

Atomic and Nuclear Phys... 3 cr.
Electricity............... 3 cr.
Practicum- 5 cr.

TOTAL......11 cr.

Summer (NPP)

Heat Transfer 3 cr.

Spring (LSC)

First semester at LSC
English Composition 3 cr.
Speech 3 cr.
Algebra and Trig 5 cr.
Chemistry 5 cr.

TOTAL.......16 cr.

Spring (NPP)

Calculus II..... .......... 3 cr.
Classical Physics 3 cr.

(electricity)
Practicum for Reactor Bldg 5 cr.

TOTAL 11 cr.

Spring (NPP)

Nuclear Reactor Physics..... 3 cr.
Fluid Mechanics 3 cr.
Practicum 5 cr.

TOTAL.. ....11 cr.
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YEAR FOUR

Fall (NPP) Spring (NPP)

Reactor Dynamics . 3 cr. Reactor Control 3 cr.
Radiation Chemistry 3 cr. Radiation Protection.. 3 cr.
Practicum....... .... .. 5 cr. Practicum 5 cr.

TOTAL 11 cr. TOTAL 11 cr.

Summer (NPP)

Mitigating Core
Damage 3 cr.

YEAR FIVE

Fall (NPP) Spring NPP)

Control Room Time Practicum 5 cr. Control Room Time Practicum.. 5 cr.
Training Reactor Week 1 cr. Simulator Training- 3 cr.

TOTAL 6 cr. TOTAL 8 cr.

Summer (NTT)

NRC Reactor Operato
Exam 0 cr.

YEAR SIX

Fall (NPP) Spring (LSC)

Computer Progra g

Personnel Mgt. &
3 cr. Second Semester at LSC to

complete the general
Supervision 3 cr education requirements 15 cr.

Practicum _ 5 cr. TOTAL... ..15 cr.
TOTAL ......11 cr.
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Robert E. Norton
COnSortiu Manager and

Senior Research D velopment Specialist
National Center for ci in Vocational Education

and

Terry M. Williams
Consortium President and

Manager-Power Training Services
Virginia Powet

ABSTRACT

Wh. This proposed development effort would
accomplish three major objectives, as follows

1. To identify and verify, through job analysis,
the r that must be
performed by electric utility instructors.

2. To adapt and revise
tnndiiJ to make them self-contained
and highly specific to the professional
knowledge and skills needed by electric utility
instructors.

3. To develop n rnQ1, if
needed, to meet utility instructor training
needs that are not addressed by any existing
materials.

it is anticipated that approximately twenty
(20) modules will be needed to address all of the criti-
cal instructor tasks identified during tne job analysis
phase. The National Center for Research in Vocational
Education proposes that it would be very cost-effective
and time-efficient to cooperatively undertake the devel-
ornent of the needed instructor training modules with a
consortium of about to ten lnterested electric utility
companies.
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On November 1, 1986, six electric power companies
and the National Center for Research in Vocational
Education at The Ohio State University organized the
Electric Utility Instructor Training Consortium. The
companies giving leadership to and sponsoring Phase I of
the Consortium included: Cleveland Electric, Detroit
Edison, Duke Power, South Carolina Electric and Gas,
Tennessee Valley Authority, and Virginia Power.

The purpose of the Consortium is to achieve three
major objectives designed to develop and upgrade the
professional skills of new and continuing instructors
within the industry. The three objectives are as
follows:

Identify the critical professional tasks that
must be performed by electric utility instructors
by using job analysis

Adapt and revise existing instructor training
modules to make them highly specific to the
professional skills and knowledge needed by
electric utility instructors

Develop new instructor training modules to meet
training needs that are not addressed in existing
materials

WHY A CONSORTIUM

High-quality employee training programs are e sential to
the safe, reliable, and efficient production of electric
power. However, such training is only as effective as
the instructor conducting it. "Training the trainer" is
therefore an activity essential to any company's employ-
ee training efforts.
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The Electric Utility Instructor Training Consortium
provides a cost-effective method for preparing training

materials that support the development and the improve-
ment of the skills of new and continuing instructors.

Sharing the cost of materials development through a

consortium allows individual companies to receive great-
er benefits than they could afford working alone.

HOW DOES THE CONSORTIUM OPEPATE

The consortium is directed by a board represented
by one member per company. Upon joining and financially
supporting the consortium, each company has an equal
voice in setting policy and providing input into work
activities. Staff from member companies serve as tech-
nical consultants in the development of Daterials, and

also review all materials to ensure their accuracy and
relevance to the electric utility work environment.

The Consortium staff at the National Center manacle

the work activities and are responsible for conducting
job analysis, task analysis, task verification, and

module conceptualization, development, revision, and
publication.

Funding to support Consortium activities comes from
membership fees paid to the National Center. The fees

support work authorized by terms of the membership con-

tract and in accordance with the policies established by
the Board of Members.
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The current Consortium scope of work consists of
two phases. Phase I, the initial job and task analysis,
task verification, and task clustering for module devel-
opment, took place during the period November 1, 1986--
February 28, 1987. Phase II, involving the materials
development field review, revision, and publication
began March 1, 1987, and will continue through June of
1988, at which time, 20 modules will have been devel-
oped.

Work on Phase I began in earnest on November 12-15
1986, when eleven representatives of the six member
companies convened at the National Center in Columbus
for the Electric Utility Instructor DACUM Workshop. For
those of you who may be unfamiliar with DACUM

(Developing a Curriculum), it is simply a structured,
small group, modified brainstorming type of process for
conducting a very high-quality job analysis of any
occupation in a short period of time at low cost. The
National Center has used the DACUM process extensively
since 1980 in its own curriculum development efforts and
has conducted over 100 workshops for various industry,
business, governmental, and educational agencies.

The DACUM committee was selected by asking each
member company to provide two of their most expert in-
structors. To provide fair representation of all as-
pects of instruction, the Consortium Board specified
that the experts were to be identified bv stratifying
the committee around fiv, specialities: (1) classroom
instructor, (2) shop/lab instructor, (3) OJT instructor,
(4) simulator instructor, and (5) instructional develop-
ment specialist. At least two persons were selected to
represent each of these specialities.
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Under the leadership of two National Center experi-
enced DACUM facilitators, the committee worked hard for

four days to identify all of the duties and tasks they

believed to be important to the instructor's job.

Before reaching closure on the fourth day, the committee

was asked to review three literature-based task lists1

to help insure that no important tasks were overlooked.

A few tasks were added as a result of this

procedure but mostly the committee felt reassured that

they had indeed done a thorough and high-quality job.

When closure was reached, the committee had identified

130 tasks clustered into 12 duty areas. The duty areas
include:

A. Develop and Maintain Technical Proficiency
B. Develop and Maintain Instructional Proficiency
C. Assess Training Needs
D. Develop/Revise Instructional Material
E. Prepare for Instruction
F. Coordinate and Schedule Training
G. Operate and Maintain instruction Equipment
H. Deliver Instruction
I. Supervise Trainees
J. Evaluate Trainees
K. Evaluate Training Effectiveness
L. Perform Administrative Activities

The next task was to develop a verification instru-

ment for submitting the tasks identified by the DACUM

committee by mail to five to ten instructors in 13

electric power companies. The instrument was submitted

to all member companies and to several other companies

The literature-based task lists included the Region I
generic instructor task list assembled in 1986, the
INPO Instructor Job Survey compiled in 1986, and the
Pennsylvania Power and Light task list for simulator
instructor developed by Janice Reitmeyer.
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who indicated an interest in Phase 11 and a willingness
to participate in the verification procedure.

The verification respondents were asked to rate
each task statement on (1) the importance of the task,
(2) task learning difficulty, and (3) frequency with
which the task is likely to be performed, using a six-
point Likert scale ranging from 0-5. A total of 120
instructors, employed by 13 electric power companies and
who worked at 19 different plants, responded to the
survey by the initial cutoff date.

In addition to the questions asked about each task,
questions were also asked about such items as:

(1) Number of instructors employed by the company
(2) Number of years served as an instructor
(3) Occupational area of assignment
(4) Type of instructor training received
(5) Adequacy of the training received
(6) Worker traits and attitudes most important to

being a successful instructor
(7) Type of training materials most valuable for

new instructors
8) References found to be most valuable in their

job

A report entitled au_maly_of Taak_VerifiLati2n
DAta_l 1987 EleQtrig_Utility_Inatvaztpx Zurmay was
prepared and submitted to member companies and to the
institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INP0).

As of this writing, the 130 tasks have been veri-
fied as important and have been tentatively clustered
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for module development purposes. A significant number
of additional electric power companies has also shown

considerable interest in possibly joining the Consortium
for the Phase Il development effort. A report on the

current status of membership will be provided at the

time this activity is reported on at the Orlando April
1987 meeting.

BENE ITS OF THE CONSORTIUM

The benefits of developing instructional materials

cooperatively are many:

Each company receives 20 modules specific to its
instructor training needs, yet pays the cost for
only 2 modules.

By sharing development expertise, the National
Center and member companies produce higher quali-
ty materials than could be produced alone.

Use of the resulting, industry-specific modules
will help companies produce more Qualified in-
structors, which leads to more qualified employ-
ees.

Companies will be better able to meet
accrediation standards for industry instructor
training programs.

Company personnel participating in the module
development process will grow professionally when
they discuss common problems and solutions with
their counterparts from other companies.

WHAT IS THE NATIONAL CENTER

Since many of you are unfamiliar with your Nat _nal
Center for Research in Vocational Education, I hope
you'll permit me to describe the organization and its
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purposes briefly. The National Center is a full-
service, non-profit, research, development, training,
and information systems organization located at The Ohio
State University. In operation since 1965, the organi-
zation was officially designated the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education in 1978 by the U.S.
Department of Education based on a successful but very
competitive bidding process.

The National Center's mission is to increase the
ability of diverse agencies, institutions, and organiza-
tions to solve educational problems relating to individ-
ual career planning, preparation, and progression, The
National Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational programs and products
Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes
Providing
policy

information for national planning and

Installing educational programs and products
Operating information systems and services
Conducting
programs

leadership development and training

The National Center ensures high-quality service in
this effort by combining its over 20 years of experience
in developing performance-based curriculum for teachers
and educational administrators with its 10 years of con-
sortia leadership. Six consortia with over 70 members
presently operate under National Center leadership to
provide a range of services to members. The organiza-
tion is in a unique position to be able to develop high-
quality performance based materials for the electric
utility industry because it:

Has had extensive and very successful experience
in developing 132 performance-based teacher
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education (PBTS) modules designed specifically
for the preservice and inservice education of
vocational teachers.

11, Has had extensive and very successful experience
in working with 14 state departments of education
since 1978 through a consortium arrangement to
develop 34 competency-based modules and 11 guides
for vocational administrators.

Is responsible for the National Center Clearing-
house, as well as the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Adult, Career, and Vocational Education.

Operates the National Academy for Vocational
Education, which has conducted over 600 workshops
and conferences on a wide range of topics.

Employs a highly professional staff that is
experienced in many fields, including business,
industry, and labor; and in the development of
performance-based training materials.

Has successfully managed over 900 contracts
including over 25 contracts with various compa-
nies in its 21 years of existence.

Has the world's largest library of materials on
all phases of career development, preparation,
and advancement.

Is an integral part of The Ohio State University
and can readily access its extensive human and
material resources.
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JOB RELEVANCE OF ENGINEERING AND SPECIALIZED EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS FOR LICENSED REACTOR OPERATORS

Barbara D. Melber
Lise M. Saari

ABSTRACT

This study investigates the extent to which tradltional
baccalaureate engineering degree programs and specialized
educational programs for reactor operators cover academic
knowledge needed for licensed operator job functions. Academic
knowledge items identified by a job analysis were systematically
compared to the curricula of a sample of the educational
programs. Approximately 65% of the academic knowledge
identified as necessary for the positions of RO and SRO is
taught in college level engineering courses. College
engineering curriculum provides considerable material beyond
that identified as necessary for licensed operators. There is a
great deal of variation among specialized programs for reactor
operators, ranging from coverage of 15% to 65% of jobrelated
academic knowledge. Half of the schools cover at least 50%, and
half cover less than 30% of this knowledge content.

INTRODUCTION

This paper ana_yzes the lob relevance of (I) accredited baccalaureate

engineering degree programs, and (2) specialized college credit

educational programs designed for licensed nuclear reactor operators.

The purpose of these studies 1-
'

2
, carried out for the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, was to determine the extent to which existing

educational programs covered academic material necessary for carrying out

the job functions of nuclear reactor operators.

Academic knowledge identified by a job analysis prepared for the

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) as necessary for reactor

operator functions was systematically compared with the content of

curricula of baccalaureate degree engineering programs and with tailored

educational programs for reactor operators. The INPO job analysis
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identified over 200 knowledge categories (e.g., division ) across 12 m jor
subject areas: Mathematics, Electrical Science, Chemistry, Materials,
Classical Physics, Nuclear Physics, Reactor Theory, Instrumentation and
Control, leactor Plant Protection, Health Physics, Heat Transfer and
Fluid Flow, and Engineering Drawing.

Subject matter experts (SME in engineering curriculum and nuclear
operations training carried out the comparison task to identify the

coverage of job-related academic knowledge by the 7ious programs.

Eight engineering schools offering B.S. degrees in mechanical,

electrical, chemical, and nuclear engineering and eight schools offering
tailored educational programs for reactor operators including non-degree,
A.S. degree, and B.S. degree programs made up the sample of programs
studied.

For the traditional engineering B.S. degree programs, the SMEs
indicated whether or not a particular academic knowledge item was
covered, and if covered, at what level: (1) a high school level

prerequisite to entrance, (2) in the first two years of the core

curriculum, or (3) in required upper division major courses. For the
specialized educational programs the SMEs indicated whether or not each
knowledge item was (1) a prerequisite to the program, (2) covered by the
program curriculum.

Extent of Job-Relevant Knowledge Covered by

B.S. Engineering Degree Programs

Overall there was considerable consistency across the SMEs in rating
the items ov the knowledge list. Only 5% of knowledge categories could
not be assigned specific educational level ratings due to a high degree
of variation in ratings among the SMEs. Thus, it appears there is
substantial similarity across engineering schools in the coverage of
items on the knowledge list.
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The distribution of the educational level ratings for the over 200

knowledge categories on the total knowledge list is shown in Table l.

For example, 9% of the knowledge categories were rated as being covered

in high school courses required for entry into college engineering

programs.

Table. 1. Distribution of Educational Level Ratings for
Total Knowledge List

Educational
Level

Percentage
Distribution

High School 9%
Core Curriculum 17%
Upper Division 47%

Nuclear (36%)
Other than Nuclear (11%)

(Chemical, Electrical,
Mechanical)

Not Covered 22%
No Ratinga 5%

aDue to insufficient agreement among SMEs as to whether knowledge
category was covered or not covered.

Table 1 indicates where the knowledge is taught by specific

educational levels and majors. The percentages indicate the percent of

knowledge categories covered in required courses. It is thus a

conservative estimate of coverage of job-related knowledge because

elective courses are not included. The percentages do not indicate what

an individual student would cover because students major only in one area

and take a considerable number of elective courses in addition to
requirements. This table shows the extent to which job-related academic

knowledge is college-level material.

A major conclusion of Table 1 is that of the academic knowledge

required for nuclear power plant operators, about 65% is covered in

college engineering required courses. To translate In terms of
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individual students, it can be said that a student with a bachelor's
degree in nuclear engineering would cover, at a minimum, 62% of the

academic job-related knowledge (9% in high school prerequisites, 17% in
-e requirements, and 36% in nuclear engineering upper division

requirements).

These findings indicate that much of the academic knowledge needed by
nuclear power plant licensed operators is covered in college nuclear
engineering curriculum. Thus it might seem reasonable to consider a
college engineering degree as an educational qualification. However, it
is also important to consider whether a potential educational

qualification may be excessive. In other words, a large proportion of
the academic knowledge needed by nuclear power plant licensed operators
could be obtained by earning a baccalaureate degree in nuclear

engineering, but there may be much more academic content in a nuclear

engineering degree program than what is required on the job for a nuclear
power plant operator position.

The SMEs estimated the amount the covered job-related academic

knowledge represented of the total material covered in the engineeTing

curriculum. There was a great deal of variation among the SMEs In these

estimates, indicating both the difficulty of making such a global
judgment and variation across individual school curricula. However, the
mean ratings indicate that from 60% to 80% of engineering Core
curriculum covers material outside that which was specifically identified
as job-relevant by the job analysis, and from 40% to 60% of the nuclear

engineering upper division curriculum covers material not on the academic
knowledge list for reactor operators.

Extent of Job-Relevant Knowledge Covered by

Specialized Educational Programs

The sample of eight programs studied cover the spectrum of the types

specialized educational programs baing used by the nuclear industry
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for licensed reactor operators. All of the programs in the sample serve

workers at nuclear power plants who are currently licensed or in training

for licensing at the RO and/or SRO level(s); two of the programs are

directed at Shift Technical Advisors. In addition, some of the programs

serve a general student population in preparation for entry into reactor

operator positions in the nuclear industry. In most cases, the

continuing education section of the educational institution coordinates

the development of programs, which generally involves combining courses

from engineering or engineering technology departments, science and

mathematics departments, and at times junior college courses and plant

training courses which have been evaluated for granting of college

credits.

The three coursework programs are all associated with degree

programs, so that students may apply credits earned toward a degree. Two

of the coursework programs serve Shift Technical Advisors as well as

Senior Operators. The three associate degree programs are all in nuclear

technology, in contrast to the two bachelor degree programs in the sample

which are not in nuclear technology nor in nuclear engineering.

The three coursework programs (Schools C-1 C-2, and C-3 ) re drawn

from the wide range of these type of programs. School C-3 encompasses 36

credit hours, compared to 66 hours for School C-1 and 122 hours for

School C-2 (converted to quarter credit hours). All of the coursework

programs are comprised of a set of required technical courses; they do

not have elective or non-technical courses as part of the program.

The A.S. degree programs (Schools AS-1, AS-2, and AS-3) also vary in

terms of total credit hours, (from 65 to 120 credit hours). All the A.S.

degree programs also require some credits in non-technical areas such as

humanities and 3ocial sciences.

The B.S. degree programs (Schools BS-1 and BS-2) are the most

extensive in terms of total credit hours (203 and 192 hours,
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respectively). Their number of required technical credits are similar to
the more extensive coursework and A.S. degree programs but they have the
greatest non-technical credit requirements. They also include technical
electives as part of the program, which generally is not part of the
coursework and A.S. degree programs.

The extent of coverage of the complete list of job-related academic

knowledge by specialized educational programs was determined hy computing

the percentage of the over 200 knowledge categories from the academic
knowledge list receiving a mean rating of "substantial coverage- (mean

score greater than 3.5 on a 5 point rating scale). When at least two of
the three raters for an individual program indicated the content of a

knowledge category was not directly taught in a school curriculum but
would be 21-Ifquisite to other content in the curriculum, the category
was designated as

be covered was no

high school level

prerequisite. Where this prerequisite knowledge would

addressed; presumably it would be covered either in

coursework or in plant training courses taken prior to
entry into the specialized educational programs.

The results indicate that there is very little knowledge list content
that is prerequisite to the content taught in the specialized educational
programs. On average, only 4% of the knowledge categories were
identified as prerequisites; the individual programs ranged from 2% to 8%
of the knowledge list content as prerequisite material.

A review of the overall coverage of identified job-related knowledge

by individual programs indicates that the curriculum of School C-2
provides the greatest coverage of the knowledge list content; 63% of all
the knowledge categories are taught in this coursework program. School
AS-1, School BS-2, and School C-1 all cover approximately half of the
total knowledge list content. The remaining programs, Schools AS-2 and
AS-3, School BS-1, and School -3 cover less than one third of the
knowledge categories. In five of the eight schools (C-1, C-2, C-3, A5-1,
and AS-2) approximately two thirds of the technical coursework covers
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items from the knowledge list; in the rema ning three schools (AS-3

BS-1, 55-2) a little less than half of all the required technical

material is devoted to the knowledge list items.

The most striking feature of the school profiles is the variation

across the individual programs. The schools differ substantially in the

extent of job-related content being taught.

Combining -,:he results of the individual schools by program type

indicates no differences among the types of programs in terms of extent

of overall coverage. On the average, each type of program covers

approximate4 35%-40% of the knowledge categories. This is due to the

variation across individual programs within each type, described above.

Two of the three coursework programs, one of the three A.S. degree

programs, and one of the tw4D B.S. degree programs cover half or more of

the total knowledge list, while one coursework program, two A.S. degree

programs, and one B.S. degree program covers lees than a third of the

knowledge list content.

These findings demonstrate that there is no particular type of

specialized educational program that consistently provides more

substantial coverage of the job-related knowledge than other program

types.

Comparison of Subject Matter Coverage by Specialized

Programs and B.S. Degree in Nuclear Engineering

Mathematics was the only subject area where a considerable portion of

_ _e job-relevant knowledge was a prerequisite to the math courses in each

program. For most of the programs, between 1/3 and 1/2 of the

mathematics knowledge categories were prerequisites to the mathematics

taught in a curriculum. Combining prerequisites and direct coverage in

the curriculum, Mathematics also was the subject most completely covered

across all schools. At completion of the programs, students would have
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covered at least 2/3 of the ?lathen!atics knowledge on the knowledge list

in seven of the eight schools.

Atomic and Nuclear Physics is substantially covered by six of the

schools, ranging from almost 60% to over 90% coverage of knowledge

categories in that subject area. In addition, five of the schools cover
the majority of the knowledge catewries in the areas

and Health Physics.
Reactor Theory

Reactor Plant Protection is not covered at all by five scheols and is

taught minimally by two schools (wi h less than 25% coverage of this
area).

Chemistry and Engineering Drawing are the subject areas least covered

in the specialized educational programs. Engineering Drawing is not
covered by any of the programs. Seven of the eight schools cover little

or none of the job-related chemistry identified on the knowledge list.

Four teach none; three teach less than 20%. This is likely to be due to
the narrow focus of chemistry that is directly relevant to nuclear

reactor operators, which is limited primarily to water chemistry. This

specialized area of chemistry is only one small area covered in basic
college-level chemistry courses.

The individual schools vary with respect to coverage of the remaining
subject areas. For example, half of the schools cover most of Heat
Transfer (from 66% to 88%), while half cover little or none. The

curricula of the individual schools in the areas of Electrical Science,

Materials, Classical Physics, and Instrumentation and Control, similarly,

are spread across the range from minival to substantial coverage of the
knowledge categories within these subjects.

Turning to the individual programs, School C-2 provides substanti 1

coverage of most of the subject areas with the exception of Chemistry and
Engineering Drawing. Schools AS-1, C-1 and BS-2 also cover a broad range
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of the subject areas. School AS-3 appears to be focused primarily in the

areas related to physics, covering some job-related knowledge in

Mathematics, Classical Physics, Atomic and Nuclear Physics, Reactor

Theory, Health Physics, and Heat Transfer, and not covering knowledge

identified in the other subject areas. School C-3 teaches courses

primarily in the areas of Materials, Atomic and Nuclear Physics and

Health Physics. Schools BS-1 and AS-2 cover some material across a

broader range of subject areas, but only two to three of the subject

areas show substantial coverage.

The variation across the schools most likely reflects the tailored

nature of these specialized educational programs. These A.S. degree,

B.S. degree and coursework programs are, for the most part, used to teach

specific areas in conjunction witil particular plant training programs.

The nuclear engineering B.S. degree programs cover both basic

fundamentals (Mathematics, Electrical Science, Materials, Classical

Physics, Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow) and nuclear-oriented subjects

(Atomic and Nuclear Physics, Reactor Theory, and Health Physics) quite

extensively. Coverage of these subject areas (including prerequisites)

ranges from 60% (Electrical Science and Heat Transfer) to 100% (Classical

Physics and Atomic and Nuclear Physics).

The B.S.N.E. programs are similar to the specialized programs In the

very limited coverage of job-related chemistry and engineering drawing.
They differ from the specialized pro rams in their lack of coverage of

instrumentation and Control.

CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions of the comparat ve analysis are:

o Approximately 10% of the academic knowledge needed by ROs and SROs

is covered in high school courses that are prerequisites for
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entrance into college engineering degree programs. This knowledge
is primarily in the subject area of mathematics.

A substantial amount approximately 2/3) of job-related academic

knowledge is covered in college engineering courses.

ApproNimately 65% of the academic knowledge identified as

necessary for the positions of RO and SRO is taught in College

level engineering courses, either in the core curriculum taken

in the first two years (17%), in upper division requirements for

the nuclear engineering major (36%), or in other upper divis on

majors (11%).

- Approximately 20% of the academic knowledge needed by ROs and

SROs is not covered either in high school or college engineering

programs. This material is primarily in the areas of: water

chemistry, reactor plant protection and engineering drawing.

College engineering curriculum provides considerable material

beyond that identified as necessary for licensed operators.

- Overall, no more than half of the total engineering core

curriculum and the total upper division nuclear engineering

major overlaps with academic knowledge needed by licensed
operators.

There is a great deal of variation among specialized programs f--

reactor operators, ranging from coverage of 15% to 65% of

job-related academic knowledge. Half of the schools cover at

least 50%, and half cover less than 30% of this knowledge content.

There is no systematic difference in the j b-relatedness of the

different types of specialized educational programs: A.S. degree,

B.S. degree, and coursework.
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Traditional B.S. degree programs in nuclear engineering cover at

least as much job-related knowledge as most of the specialized

educational programs.
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1XPERIENCES IN SOLVING THE CHALLENGES OF ON7SITE DEGREE PROGRAMS

J. M. Christenson L. E. Eckert
Nuclear Ereering Program
University of Cincinnati

The University of Cin-innati (UC) Nuclear Engineering Program

F:aculty has now had six years of experience in delivering on-site

educational programs to nuclear power plant technical personnel.

Programs of this type preaent a variety of challenges to the faculty,

the management of the client utility and to the students who become

involved in a particular program. This paper describes hc(.7 each of

these groups ean identify and successfully solve these challenges. The

solutions we describe are drawn from our awn experiences which have been
described in SOMe detail elsewhere1-3. Other solutions to these

challenges are certainly possible. We make no claim for the particular

ones we offer, beyond the fact that they have worked over a sustained

period.of time and that results they have produced have left all three

parties mutually satisfied.

FACULTY CHALLENGES

The first and foremost challenge to a nuclear engineering faculty

is deciding whether on..site education is an activity that it wants to

undertake. The U.C. Nuclear Engineering Faculty is relatively small (6

full-time members) and supports a full range of on-campus academic

programs at the BS, MS and PhD levels. Facu ty members are also

involved in funded research and consulting activities. Supporting an

on-site (end off-campus) educational program is obviously an additional

commitment by the faculty and one that will inevitably subtract from the

faculty man-hours available for on-campus activities. Is the extra

effort worthwhile? What are the benefits to the Nuclear Engineering

Program as a whole and to the faculty members as individuals? Are these

benefits worth the effort and risks that such a non-traditional program

entails? Obviously the answer by our faculty has been in the

affirmative, but in our view it is essential that the faculty seriously

consider the pros and cons of becoming involved in an on-site program

before it undertakes such a Lommitment. The outcome of such faculty

considerations has two distinct benefits:

IV,E.4.1
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1. If the outcome is a decision to proceed with an on-site program,
then there is a high probability of widespread faculty consensus and
willingness to contribute to the prograM. Our experience is that a
worthwhile on-site program involves so much effort that the
existence of the foregoing conditions are essential prerequisites to
a successful program.

2. The considerations produce a thought-provoking debate and analysis
of the options and trade-offs involved in different types of on-site
program. The outcome helps to define the type of program that the
facuty regards as being academically appropriate and worthy of their
involvement.

At UC we have gone through this process on at least three
occasions. Each time the consensus faculty view has been that
involvement in an on- ite program is sufficiently positive that the
effort should be unde taken provided that the program can be properly
structured, the feculty effort level can be controlled, appropriately

compensated, and planned for in an orderly fashion. Realizing that
these features are essential preconditions to faculty support and
involvement, we have beet able to shape our program proposals so that
they have had these characteristics. Having a clearly defined se..

necessary conditions for faculty acceptance prior to entering into
internal and external negotiating sessions has allowed us to leave such
sessions with client and University administra ion approval of the
desired policies. It is unlikely that such an outcome could have been
achieved without the prior existence of a consensus faculty viewpoint.

UTILITY MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES

The management of the client utility sponsoring an on- ite

educational program must answer questions similar to those considered by
the faculty. Is such a program worthwhile? Does it produce sufficient
benefits to justify the resources it will consume? Again these

questions are most appropriately considered priorto making the decision
to sponsor the program. In all the programs we have been associated
with there is no doubt that the management has seriously debated these

questions, although not always on the time scale we suggest.
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Generally we have not been pa ticipants in the utility management

sessions where these /4uestions have been considered. All we can report

are the answers tbe sessions have produced as reflected in the policy

pos 'ell:Ins stated by management representatives. Certainly the primary

justification for the utility management of the first U.C. on-site

programs was the perceived necessity of responding to the TMI Action

Plan RequivArients set forth by the NRC in late 19e0.4-5 In that era the

simplest answer to the foregoing questions for utility management was

"mandated by regulatory requirements". Even at the time, however, some

elements in utility managzment realized that there were other reasons

ftr providing on-site educational programs for their technical

personnel, and one of the U.C. programs was requested and sponsored for

non-mandated reasons. Currently our perception is that a though

regulatory mandates still play a role in the utility decision-making

process they are no longer the primary reason for utility sponsorship

of our programs.

The primary benefits from the utility management viewpoint appear

to us to be the following:

1. Some degree of genuine enhancement in the technical proficiency of

on-site engineering personnel.

2. A reasonably objective, external measure of the intellectual

ability, professionsl maturity and depth of professional commitment

f a portion of their engineering staff. The usefulness of

objective information of this type (even though incomplete and

imperfect) can be of significant benefit in making personnel

decisions.

3. A safety-valve f the more determined and ambitious on-site

professional staff. The rate of turnover among the professional

staff is a continual and legitimate concern of the utility

management. The perception of staff members that management is

providing a way for them to develop and advance their professional

skills furnishes some degree of relief from the common daily demands

of their job assignments. The significance of this aspect to

utility management is enhanced because the individuals who become

involved in on-site programs are often exactly the same people who

are most important in maintaining the utility's technical

proficiency on an independent basis.
sr_
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4. The availability of an on-site program makez site employment
significantly more attractive. This feature can contribute
significantly in the recruitment of new employees and in making site
assignments more attractive to current employees.

STUDENT CHALLENGES

In our experience the primary challenge facing a student who
becomes involved in an on-site program is finding the time to make the
extra effort that academic courses require while still carrying out
their daily professional responsibilities. Since these responstbillties
often seem to require more than 40 hours per week and at least
occasional traveling it is a real challenge for a student to arrange
his schedule so that he can simultaneously undertake academic course
work. A further challenge is provided by the necessarily "long-haul"
aspect of programs that meet all of the operational constraints and
still have the desired characteristics: On-site programs (at least for
professional engineering personnel who usually have many other essential
commitments), are always part-time and often after-bour e forts for the
students. With these constraints it is inevitable that a multi-year
commitment is required on the part of the student if he is to obtain a
degree.

ONE SET OF SOLUTIONS: THE PEP PROGRAM

U.C. with the suppo t of Cleveland Electric Illumniating Company
(CU) has developed an on-site graduate level educational program (PEP)
for professional engineers at the Perry site. The program is now in its
third year of operation and provides CEI employees with the opportunity
to earn a Masters degree in Nuclear Engineering. CEI (and other on-site
engineers) can also take selected individual courses for purposes of
professional development without pursuing the entire M.S. degree

program. A unique feature of the program is the use of the "mixed-mode"
format to deliver most of the instruction. The mixed-mode format
appears to be the optimum way to deliver a multi-year graduate program

to an off-campus site, particularly when all of the instructors involved
bave a variety of other commitments.
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PEP was initiated ill the Sammer of 1984 after several meetings

between CEI management and iseuMty members of U.C. Dluclear Engineering
Program. The outcome of these =leetings was the decision tL=P proceed with
the program and to provide it wW_th the following features:
1. The majority (at leastthts-quarters) of the instructon to take

place at the Perry site,

2. The delivery rate of the eotmrse material to be at a rapscold enough
pace that participants can =ee they are making real promagress towards
a graduate degree. One cotaae per calendar quarter wa= the delivery

rate decided upon.
3. The course delivery rate to be compatible with the copse= traint that

the partcipants have 40.hout- per week professional ohlL _gations while
a course is being taught.

4. The course delivery mode to laave sufficient flexibi ity to
accomodate the needs of part l_cipants who miss an occasi--onal class
because of shift Work assignents or higher priority pr-lofessional
obligation

5. An integral part of tile progam will be a practically oie ted
thesis or pro _ct (probably IM?erry-specific) carried out by the

participants on an indhritheia= basis.
6. All program costs incerred b the University of Cincinnti to be met

by Cleveland Electrl.c.
Several methods of course d _livery were investigated bfore a

mixed-mode delivery tomatoes dcided upon. In the rnixed-sode delivery
format, courses are presented in a combination of in-person lectures and
videotape films. Typically, thremme of the four courses offer-7ed each year
use the mixed-mode ea-rraa t. The ourth course is delivered ITZLn-person by
a faculty member who spends cue (=ay each week on-site. In eLlther format,
the class meets for 2 1/2 hours, one evening per week for a total of 10
weeks. Students also have homeec.xk and study assignments whemich
typically require an additional 5--7 hours per week.

In the mixed-mode format, th-ie instructor conducts the f -Irst class
session in-person which allows IiLi to establish personnl Cpntact with
the students, distribyte books, p --x'ocess registration materta is , present
the first lecture and explain the course format. The instru-,ctor can

also use this visit to collect te.el=lanical information about tilie Perry
Plant that can be used as exemple for the course.
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The second week typaeically heOrts the first of three, 3-week cycles
of videotape instrutLo t and in-parson letures. Each cycle commences
with two weeks of videoape delivery foll.wed by a third week in which
the videotapes are auppl,emented with 40 inl_--person lecture session. The
last week of the third c_----vcie culminates irL_ a 1-hour in-person review
session followed by a fi=lal examination co _ilducted by the instructor,.
During the videotape del=divery mode wceks, the instructor is available at
a specified time (telephrte office hours) ---to receive telephone calls
from members of the cias, either individully initiated, or on a
conference call basis.

The selected delivey mode has the adwantage of being able to

reschedule videotapes fo= partizipants who have not been able to be
present for the sehadule showing. It ats,=) has the advantage that an
entire course: can be repated ate later clte at a considerably reduced
cost. Despite the many emands on their tme 45 students have
partipated in at least forme or more of the 5.r.st eleven PEP courses. The
first M.S. degree graduaes of the program are projected for June 1988.
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GETTING THE MOST OUT OF TRAI WING AND EDU ATT-ION

THROUGH PERSONAL AWARENESS

John E. Carroll

It should be a fairly simple premisetosay th t ==he sum total of
all of the efforts in Education and Trainingshould be a safe, efficient
and productive operation. i would narrowthe focus evertn more for the

moment, however, to the point of concentraion on the :.7;afety aspect.

Hans Kix, the Director General of the International At comIc Energy Agency,

in his presentation at the INFO CEO Workshopin Novembe r_r 1986 addressed

this when he pointed out that, "Safety, Whether in aviation, neuclear

power or any other industry, is a cobtinuosly evolvitu : business." He

continued, "The occurrence of two significant neuclear accidelts in two
leading neuclear states in the course of oven years s raised questions
about whether, and to what extent, some baic safety prz inciples might

usefully be defined to which all States woldmore stromnngly commit them-
selves."

Now an initial reaction could rightlyhe that we hamave always had

safety of operation as the foundation of allplanning fc=Dr our Education
and Training programs. In addition, our screening and t3testing of job

applicants, the state-of-the-art of trainingequipment a=and the automation
of various functions and safety equipment have all been calculated to
arrive at an absolute minimum of incidentsor accidents-- With all the

attention that has been given in this regard,Why then Ls it a fact that
in 1983 and 1984 more than 50% of all S igvificant Evencszg in the U. S.

Neuclear Industry were a result of inadequateHuman Per-E!ormance? Why is
the record unchanged today?

In the report on the Chernobyl aceidea,the Intern_Jmational Atomic
Energy Agency stated "Complacency by operacq's, manager -s and infrastruc-

ture, engendered by many years of successfiloperation a-1nd by the belief
that the unexpected cannot happen appearstohave been - a root cause of
the Chernobyl accident. It was a major coaributor to tf7he Three Mile
accident, and it is a central issue in illemmagement of neuclear safety
at any reacto Other root causes in thtsald other SiaLsnificant Events

IV.B.5.1 299
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have been the human interface with hardware, procedures and, to my mind

most importantly, other humans.

The t aditional approach in Education and Training has been to pri-

marily address the human interface with hardware and procedures and we

can take pride in knowing the effort has been successful when we recog-

nize that today the causal factor in the majority of our events is no

longer a problem with the hardware or the procedures. Specifically, at

Chernobyl, again quoting Hans Blix, "We learned that flagrant disregard

by operating personnel of safety rules and procedures during a testing

operation placed Chernobyl,pnit 4 in an unstable state from which it

surged out of control."

Whenever an investigation

is conducted, the focus seems -o

CO

be

I would suggest we should shift the

one of these incidents or accidents

to try to determine what happened.

emphasis more to why it happened.

Why should individuals who have been through an intense selection, educa-

tion and training process perform in less than an optimum manner? Espe-
cially when the results could be catastrophic? If the answer can be

found, then the approach to formulating Education and Training programs

could be refocused to provide more satisfying and safer results. However,

rather than looking for the answer to "why" individuals have acted the way

they have in these events, our reaction, in most cases, has been to look

for ways to design the individual out the system to automate more

and thereby make the system more inherently safe and forgiving of operator
errors. This approach can be carried just so far, though, before we have

to deal with the underlying problem of human action and interaction.

There could be the temptation, on the part of some Utilities, to say

that since they haven't had any incidents or accidents of this type that

it is not their problem. Consider, however, that event that receives

public attention impacts the entire industry and not just the utility in-
volved. In his address, Hans Blix made the point that "INPO neuelear

safety programmes were

collective fortunes of

vidual member and that

developed after TMI, out of recognition that the

the members depended on the fortune of each indi-

the credibility of the strongest depends in no

small measure on the credibility of the weakest." At the same CEO work-
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shop, Bill Lee- Chairman of the Board of Duke Power Company, followed

Hans Blix on the program and put it even more plainly when he said, "Each

of you is hostage to the performance of the poorest in this room!"

I know that every utility has addressed the subject of Human Factors

and that courses for supervisors and managers have included subjects to

enhance their abilities. The programs have covered items such as Leader-

ship, Interpersonal Communication, Command-responsibilities and Limits,

Motivation of Personnel, Problem Analysis and Decision Making. In most

cases, though, there is no opportunity for the individual to become aware

of how their implementation of the knowledge gained in these areas impacts

those with whom they interface and therefore, how the overall operation is

affected.

Two recent publications, Good Practice TQ_503 and NUREG/CR-4258 have

addressed the subject of Team Training. The emphasis in both cases is on

individuals gaining the

operate in concert with

through a team effort.

recognition, the personal awareness, of how they

others and that synergy can only be achieved

It should also be noted that every member of a

team needs to be involved in the training and not just the supervisors.

The aviation industry accident experience closely parallels that

of the utility industry and they have embarked upoa a program of training

their cockpit crewr that I think can be considered as easily transferable

to the utilities control room personnel and ultimately to the plant posi-

tions with whom they closely relate.

There are many versions of Team Training or Resource _anagement

Training, but one of the more thorough and proven programs is one imple-

mented by United Airlines in 1981. The goals of the program were, in

part, to establish an atmosphere of openness in the cockpit, to allow

each individual to gain an insight into their style of operation, to

understand the various command and leadership responsibilities to under-

stand how external influences can affect the operation and how synergy can

be achieved.

To reach these goals, it was agreed that the trv.ining had to be

given to all crewmembers that it had to be a participative program, not

n
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a passive one and that it had to be made a part of the recurrent trainin

as well.

A precept of any team training should be that it allows for the rec-

ognition and subsequent internalization of the need for a behavioral

change, if necessary, on the part of the individual. United's course

enables this to take place, because the traditional approach of a stand-

up form of instruction is not used, but rather the learning takes place

primarily in a team environment vhere one's peers supply the feedback

from which the individual benefits.

The first phase is the use of a text to establish the frame of ref-

erance to be used. Next, a seminar is scheduled in which the intellectua

understanding of team dynamics is applied in a time-constrained atmospher

Recurrent training is then given each year, this time in the simulator,

using scenarios designed to emphasize the need for teamwork. This train-

ing L.- video-taped and selected portions played back in the debriefing

period for peer discussion rather than the traditional instructor critiqu

In the six years since the training was implemented by United, there

have been some very gratifying results. Broad acceptance by the crewmem-

bers is evidenced by the reports written by Instructors and Supervisors.

Individual crews have stated how the principles and concepts imparted in

the training have enabled them to handle irregular and emergency situa-

tions more effectively. Accident investigations have shown how use of th

results of the training have minimized the seriousness of a situation.

The most important result, however, is the recognition that individuals

have gained on how they impact the operation and that what counts is What

is right, not Who is right.

Before the inception of the Resource Management training, United's

experience in the loss of airplanes was only slightly better than others

in the industry, both domestically and worldwide. Today United's record

is 'our times better than the rest of the world. While it may not be the

only factor, Resource Management Training, or team training, certainly

has had an unquestioned influence.

Anyone embarking on a team training program must know what the
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ob -ctives are and then answer the following questions:

- What should be the content of the training?

- How should the training be given?

- When should the training be given?

should conduct the training?

If a thorough approach to the planning and implementation of this

form of training is taken, the desired results can be achieved. If not,

be "jus another training program", a square filler that wastes

time, energy and resources. Worse yet, the Human Performance causal

factor will still dominate in our Significant Events.

United has extended the principles of their team training into every

facet of their programs for cockpit crewmembers. As a result, it has be-

come apparent that every training experience is more productive than had

been true in the past. With this recognition, I feel secure in saying

that a heightened personal awareness gained through team training will

enable every individual to get the most from their future education and

training experiences.



TEAM TRAINING PROCESS
FOR

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT TECHNICIANS

A.C. Macris

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of team training is the cooperative and

coordinated actions of individuals to attain a common goal.

Such training requires the development of more sophisti-

cated educational techniques than those previously established

for training individuals alone. Extensive research has been

conducted to devise methods and techniques to bring about

effective team training. This paper discusses current team

traning methods and presents an instructional strategy for

the application of effective team training techniques.

CURRENT TEAM TRAINING

Only recently have attempts been made to define train-

ing systems that result in proficient teams. The difficulties

with present-day team training are categorized and explained

in the following sections.

Individual Training in a Group

Current "text trainin_ ' is primarily individual train-
ing in a team context. Instructors administer programs

that focus on the application of individual skills.

Individual skills and knowledge are necessary prerequisites

to team training. Training of individual skills is fairly

straightforward, but the techniques used to train "team

behaviors" are quite different. Team actions are based on

communication and interaction within a structured group of
individuals. lam training will not be effective when the

individual skills are not on a par with those of other
members. A team cannot develop team behaviors when team

members are being used to compensate for a lack of any

team member's individual proficiency.

V .A.1.1
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Training Through Testing Techniques

Current team training typically begins with a short
classroom session in which pertinent aspects of the team
task are reviewed. This is followed by a series of exercises
designed to provide individuals with experience in their
respective jobs.

The typical instructor's role is one of recording his
observations for a critique of the exercise results. The
team is later gathered for discussion of errors. This
approach to training stresses the negative aspects of per-
formance while providing little positive feedback for correct
and desirable actions. As a result, teams acquire a good
deal of practice in a trial-and-error fashion.

The most desirable approach to learning is a combination
of correction of errors and reward for proper goal-directed
behaviors. This shaping procedure is designed to promote a
positive and successful team training environment.

Research has established that correction must be based
on feedback that is properly timed and appropriate to the
level of the team. Many factors must be considered when pro-
viding knowledge of performance to a team:

o The information to be provided.
o When to provide the information.
o The form of the information feedback.
o Who provides the feedback.
o How much information should be provided at each

stage of learning.

Research suggests that individuals rely on feedback
inherent in the tasks as well as information external to the
immediate environment. This makes the .source and timing of
external feedback critical. Too much knowledge of performance
early in training can cause the team to emphasize deficient
areas to the exclusion of other important elements of a
problem.



Defining Team Behaviors

A variety of definitions exist for team behaviors.

These definitions tend to confuse the establishment of stan-

dards for effective training. The most familiar team

behaviors defined thus far ar munications and coordination.

Attempts at training these team behaviors have tended to

revert back to individual training techniques. More precise

definitions of team behaviors as related to training of

technicians are provided in this paper which better define

the team training needs.

Team Concept

Historically, the structure and function of individuals

designated as a team has not been well understood. In

addition, there have been inconstancies, in definitions on

what constitutes a team. This presents obstacles to the

development of effective team training techniques.

In summary, difficulties with team training, such aS

training individuals in groups, at empting to train through

testing, inadequate definition of team behaviors, and an

inconsistent concept of team structure, have contributed to

the difficulties in applying the team training research in

real world situations.

APPROACH TO TEAM TRAINING

Three steps are necessary in developing team training:

o Team definition.

o Identifying desired and appropriate qualities.

o Development of necessary training techniques.

The above represent the logical sequence for any training

approach, starting with statements of how is trained and

ending with how the training is conducted. The last step in

this approach is discussed in the "Instructional Delivery

System" discussed later in this paper.
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Team Characteristics

Reviews of current team training li erature provide
diverse definitions of teams. Klaus and Glasser (1968) have
determined a list of characteristics that are particularly
well suited to operational team definition. These character-
istics, with minor modifications, embody the concept of
team as it applies to the nuclear industry.

A team is:

o Relatively rigid in structure, organization and
communication.

Well defined for member assignments so that each
member's contribution can be anticipated.

Dependent on cooperative, coordinated participation
of several specialized individuals whose activities
contain little overlap and who must perform their
tasks to some minimum level of proficiency.
Often involved with systems or tasks requiring
perceptual-motor activities.

o Able to be guided in on-the-job performance based
on a task analysis of the team's equipment, goals,
or situations.

Definitions -f Maintenance Teams

The focus of team definiti.-- has been di ected at
operational teams. These teams are relatively easy to define
based upon the above characteristics and their defined
structure. Definitions of maintenance teams is difficult,
but can be generalized into three categories; Core, Augmented
and Support Discipline Teams. Each team is discussed below.
These definitions are linked to the definitions of mainte-
nance baselines discussed later in this paper. The size
and composition of maintenance teams may vary depending upon
the maintenance discipline and task. As a result, the
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following presents definitions based upon these unique

considerations.

Core Team

The core maintenance team is defined as, the requisite

group of technical personnel within a specific maintenance

discipline, necessary to perform a specified task. In

general, the individual skills and knowledge of the team

members is at a nominal level for frequent and routine tasks.

Augmented Team

The augmented maintenance team is defined as the core

team with additional membera added from the same discipline.

These members usually possess a higher degree of skill

and/or knowledge necessary to complete a specific task.

Support Di_ipline Team

A support discipline team may be a core team or an
augmented team from another discipline. This team is intro-

duced when task performance requires additional support in

an area outside the expertise of the designated core team.

Qualities of a Team

In an applied setting, team behaviors fall into two

major categories: interactive and attitudinal. Interactive

behaviors deal with how team members relate to one another

and how these interactions impact the accomplishment of team

goals. Attitudes are reflections of member views of the

team as a capable functional unit.

Classical training system development starts with

specific behaviors and translates these into skills/knowledge

and resultant training objectives. Team training assumes

that prerequisite individual skills and knowledge have been

attained and focuses on interactive and attitudinal behaviors.

Team behaviors are specified in Table 1.



TABLE I. QUALITIES OF TEAM DEVELOPMENT

Level

Uses plant data to develop

useful information

Agreement on team pro
cedures

Adapt to most situatio

requirements

Aw- eness of team and goals

Coope azive

Produce required results

Willing to supply team
needs

Understands role in team

Level II

Effectively uses most data
available

Team procedures

accomplished smoothly

Adapt standards to all

situational requirements

Awareness of other member's

needs and his individual

requirements

Enthusiastic

Level III

Anticipates data needs and correlates
all data available

Shifts to different procedures with

out disruption as situation changes

Innovative response to emergent

requirements

Mutual suppor_ ia overload condition

Aggressive

Ready for new challenges Meet all situational demands

Maximize team effort

Good role understanding

and team ideatity

Aware of team's dependence on him

Exhibits camaraderie
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Levels of proficiency for these behaviors have also

been defined. (See Table 1.) Level I is a formative stage
in which individuals are as igned positions and given

an initial goal to function as a cohesive unit. The result
of this level is a competent functioning unit able to

perform routine maintenance tasks. In Level II training,

the individuals have as their goal a growth in knowledge

and refinement of skills so that upper level3 of team quali-

ties may be achieved. Intermediate level goals are projected
as a logical midway training point between the extremes of

having a complete absence of team behaviors and having an

expert team. Level III's goal is to have an expert quality

team capable of handling a wide range of emergent situations.

To illustrate this progression in trainirg, consider

"awareness". As an interactive behavior, members of Level I

must understand that they are part of a team with specific

goals. One level further in team development (Level II)

would be an awareness of other individual member functions

and needs in addition to the awareness of a team situation

and goals. An expert team (Level III) consists of members

who mutually support one another in overload conditions,

which require an understanding based on the first two

levels of team awareness.

TECHNIQUES FOR TRAINING

Separation of Learning and Testing

Training sessions must be divided into processes of

acquiring knowledge (learning) and testing of that knowledge.

The Optimum environment for learning provides a moderate

amount of stress to . enhance motivation. Constant evaluation

through testing inhibits learning and provides a minimum of

learnable information to team members. Tests should logically
follow the learning and acquisition stage of instruct!Dn.

The majority of the team training course is designed Zor

instruction. Evaluation is used to verify that the team has,
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in fact, mastered specific objectives or to demonstrate
training system effectiveness. Only after the team has
demonstrated a readiness for evaluation should it be tested.
Tests should positively reinforce achievement and monitor
progress.

Positive Approach to Training

Learning theory and research have well established the
need for constant positive feedbaak along with correction as
the optimum learning environment. Positive learning techniques
are aimed at preventing mistakes before they occur and thereby
minimizing the need for negative feedback. The approach is
guided by these points:

All training is designed to keep the team in control
of the problem. Correct performance is rewarded by
the instructor during training and afterwards during
discussion of the training event.

o Team training assumes that individual skills and
knowledges are compatible with the level of instruc-
tion. When necessary, refresher training is included
as a preteam training condition.

o Learning should occur under non-evaluation conditions.
To ensure compliance with these conditions, the
instructor gives at least a short introduction to
training problems sensitizing the team to important
exercise parameters.

Team performance diagnostics are separate from train-
ing sequences.

o The team is given opportunities to demonstrate
achievement periodically, usually at the end of a
training level sequence. This assessment through
demonstration can be a positive means of tracking the
team's performance.
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Teams have direct involvement in the overall learning
process. Instructors encourage teams to self-evaluate

their performance at the completion of an exercise.

InteoP:ated Approach to Training

Implementing the positive approach to training is

accomplished by integrating the overall instructional strategy
with the design of instructional materials. Desirable team
behaviors are developed in two fundamental phases. These
phases will be referred to as Prerequisite Behavioral Awa e-
ness and Maintenance Baseline Operations. The integrated
approach comes about through an instructional delivery system
that provides step-by-step instructor guidance. The instructor
has leeway in adjusting the rate of progress to the needs of
the team, by accelerating fast learners or giving additional
training for slower learners.

Prerequis e -_haviora_ Awareness

This first phase of the integrated approach attempts to
ensure that uniform behaviors and attitudes (characterist cs

of productive teams) shaped and encouraged through group
interactions. These interactions ace designed to foster
cooperation and mutual respect among group/team members.
Achieving the characteristics of productive teams entails
changing or eliminating behaviors and reinforcing positive
behaviors through training. This in turn creates the funda-

meatal prerequisite training which is exercised, expanded and
improved in the next phase Maintenance Baseline Operations.

Maintenance Baseline Operations

Training logically begins at the initial competence
level of the team. The word "baseline" means the "beginning
at the beginning" concept. A baseline of a maintenance evolu-
tion is defined as the simplest form of the evolution repre-
senting responses to normally encountered situations within

optimum conditionb.
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Each baseline is a conceptual ca-egory of maintenance
operations based on established goals. Although listed dis-
creetly, baselines overlap and are expected to frequently
co-occur. Coincident baselines are used in complex situations
as adaptations to emergent conditions.

The training of a team, therefore, logically begins with
the baseline alone. Once the baseline is mastered, complicat-
ing factors are introduced as a means of tempering teams to
stressful conditions. Empha.,is is consistently directed

toward maintaining baseline procedures when accommodating to
increased situational demands. Complications are- designed
to be assimilated into baseline workings so that fundamental
procedures and team actions remain relatively fixed. Adapta-

_n to emergent co,Aditions does n t necessitate completely

novel sequences of behavior from a team. Teams are trained
so that baseline procedures attain a degree of automaticity,
leaving more time and mental energy for addressing the
unpredictable.

Training baseline behaviors and variations requires a
formally structured training program. Each step is based on
a clear objective for progressing the team from baseline

performance to the expe=t level.

Four fundamental maintenance baselines have been defined
in figures 4-1 thru 4-4. The specifics of each are dependent
upon the evolution and maintenance discipline.

TRAINING LEVELS

Need for Levels of Training

Teams must start training at levels appropriate to their
capabilities and progress as far as possible during the
designated training time period. Improvement with training,
c.epends on the particular characteristics of each unit (team).

Teams should not be administered training beyond their
skills and abilities. This can be demoralizing and confusing.
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Capabilities of teams vary according to combined past
individual tra ning, experience, and time spent together
as a unit. The training level concept is a recognition of

team differences in proficiency and an attempt to tailor the
training system to each team's needs. Graduated difficulty
of training sessions allows definite starting points tailored
to a team's abilities and serves to identify training gains

within and between levels.

Three Training Levels

Levels of team proficiency are difficult to establish

absolutely and must be somewhat flexible. Proficiency of
a team can be expected to vary somewhat from one task to
another. Team capabilities are, however, expected to

transfer across specific operations, allowing general agree-
ment

team

about broad categories (levels) of ability.

The first

abilities

step in

was the
operationally defining categories of

specification of team qualities
(Table 1). The next step is the definition, in appropriate

terms, of what is expected from the team at each training
level. The three training levels are defined as follows:

Level I represents the minimum level of performance

required of a core team and/or augmented core team, such

that the team can successfully perform the normal maintenance

baselines. The goal of training in Level I

the

The

all

individual members of the team function

team must meet the minimum

normal baselines with

requirements

is to have the

as a unit.

for accompli

sufficient team behaviors and

ing

proficiency.

Level II. A Level II team should function as a unit

with increased proficiency, capable of completing normal and

abnormal baselines and variations. Completion of Level II

training is designed to be the norm. Initially, the norm

will be arbitrarily set at a level based on Level II training

objectives and subjective capability def nitions. After
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training is in place, data collection over many team training
periods will be used to identify specific performance stan-
dards that can be normalized to the average.

Level III represents advanced team achievement. This
level represents complex interactions of baselines and
variations where the team must exercise the most sophisticated
of emergent qualities. Whore Level III training is adminis-
tered, it actually enhances the team's experience levels
to an "expert" team.

INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY SYSTEM

Instructional delivery includes the training process,
training techniques, and the development of curriculum
materials. Incorporated within these elements are the
approaches to team training previously discussed. Team train-
ing consists of behavioral awareness, refresher of behavioral
aspects, theory/systems refresher, operational refresher
(as necessary), and team training. Theory and operator
refresher training should be limited to those areas that if
not refreshed could degrade team learning. The need for
behavioral or, individual technician refresher training can
be determined by instructors. Each team member has to be
capable at a level compatible with Level I demands to
effectively interact as a team member.

Individual capabilities are expected to progress as
the team progresses with experience and knowledge gained
from time spent in the training environment. Through
corrective feedback from instructors and other team members,
individuals become better technicians and better team members.

The proposed training techniques have been designed to
positively reinforce desirable correct behaviors within teams.
The curriculum structure ensures that the team is challenged
and interested but not overwhelmed.

Team attitudes, a critical component of team motivation,
are enhanced in this manner, resulting in positive feelings
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about i ridividual and team abilities. Along with implementing
this pr- (="posed training st_ ategy, some form of instructor
orienta_tion to the program is necessary. it is difficult for
instruc tors trained in trditional techniques to quickly
assimil .ate "new and improed" programs. Skepticism and
trepida tion about a new px=ogram can be alleviated by pilot
familia _ization programs. A pilot program would yield infor-
mation ==)n the success and feasibility of the new training
technig

The T=aining Process

Te-..m training is divid d into sections, each covering
a major area of performane. Each section consists of topics
related to training that ..zidress areas of performance. A

demonsta-=ation exercise is used only after a team has mastered
the conent of each sectic>n. Demonstration affords the team
an oppo=tunity to show it 4. expertise for a type of task
before E?roceeding to the mext topic or section.

Team Trzaining Exercises

PoLar distinct componnts comprise each exercise:
(1) prexercise discussiorx (2) preexercise briefing, (3)
adrninisration of the exe-cise, and (4) postexercise discus-
sion. rg2hese are essential for each training exercise to
foster ositive attitudes toward learning and to reduce the
probabj:P ity of errors duri ng exercises.

o Preexercise discus.mions - clarify the objectives,
intent, and major ,elements of an exercise.

o Preexercise brieft ngs - outline initial conditions

f the ensuisig execcise for the team.

o Administration of xercise - the instructors note

team and individuai compliance with discussed goals.
o Postexercise discu sion - instructor leads the team

in a discussion of the good and bad aspects of its

performance. The _instructor s attitude is crucial
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at this point since his comments can color what the
team thinks of its performance. Instructors can ask
leading questions, offer suggestions about alternative
actions, and point out deficiencies or mistakes in
a manner that constructively examines exercise results.

Instructors are the pivotal factor upon which program
success depends. The best training program design is useless
unless implemented in the manner for which it was intended.

Assessment Exercises

Opportunities for teams to convince themselves of their
abilities is important. An option for the instructor involves
the use of assessment exercised. These exercises must, how-
ever cover only those elements previously trained, therefore,
well within the team's ability. Upon completion of the
assessment exercise, instructors can positively reinforce
the desired team behaviors while making an assessment of
performance. The aim of assessment is to show positive
progress with a fair examination.

Use of the Training Process

The proposed training effort takes more instructional
effort than traditional trial-and-error training, but also
results in more efficient training. Increased efficiency
saves training time since fewer exercises are necessary in
this structured program. Using the baseline/variation-to-
baseline structure, teams can develop the capacity to handle
emergent situations with flexibility. An optimum predeter-
mined learning sequence is followed to develop those team
qualities shown in Table 1. Periodic assessment ensures
progress and provides guidance to the instructor.
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EVALUATION OF TEAM SKILLS

FOR CONTROL ROOM CREWS

C. D. Gaddy

J. L. Koontz

ABSTRACT

Although team training has received
considerable attention throughout industry, a
systematic approach to team skills training has
only recently been proposed for control room
crews. One important step of the approach to team
skills training is evaluation of team skills.
This paper describes methods and resources, and
program considerations in team skills evaluation.
The three areas pertaining to methods and
resources are: development of evaluation
criteria, preparation of event scenarios, and
instructor trainino and additional resources. The
program considerations include sequencing and
coordination of team skills evaluation in the
context of an overall operator training program.

Team training has received considerable attention from

practitioners and researchers. However, much less attention has

been paid bo developing, practicing, and evaluating team skills.

Rather, teams are trained as a unit with the focus on technical

skills but without explicit consideration of nontechnical skills

such as communications and effective influence.

An approach bo team skills training for control room crews

has been proposed based on an extensive literature review and a

workshop attended by team training experts.1,2 The five phases of

the proposed approach are shown in Figure 1. The focus of this

327
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paper is on the fourth phase of the approach, Team Skills

Evaluation. Since diagnosis is a team skill that has received

considerable attention in the industry, diagnostic activities are

also considered in this paper.

EVALUATION METHODS AND RESOURCES

The evaluation of knowledge regarding team skills can be

assessed effectively using paper-and-pencil tests following

classroom presentationJ. Examples are provided in Figure 2. The

evaluation of team skills is a somewhat more challenging

undertaking. An evaluation of team skills will likely take place

in a simulator or other simulation such as a control room

mockup. The evaluation of team skills in the dynamic conteL_ of a

simulator requires development of criteria, preparation of

scenarios, and instructor training and resources. These three

considerations are discussed further in sections that follow.

Development of Evaluation Cr -er'--

Evaluation criteria must be developed based on the learning

objectives for the simulator training program. Objectives and

criteria can be specified at two levels - generic and operational

team skills. Generic team skills are the skills that apply to

team performance regardless of the industrial setting. Generic

team skills include communications, feedback, effective influence,

conflict resolution, and leadership. TO assist in the evaluation

of generic team skills in the simulator, operational team skills

can be used as examples. Operational team skills are situation-

specific interaction requirements. A sample section of a

checklist for crew evaluation is provided in Figure 3. Sources of
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information for developing operational team skill examples include

job analysis data, and positive and negative critical incidents

from past plant operation.

The generic team skills and accompanying operational team

skill examples can be prepared in a checklist form for simulator

instructors to use during observation and debriefing.

Identification of specific points in time during a scenario at

which specific team skills can be observed is difficult because of

the dynamic nature of crew activities. However, a review of the

scenario by the instructors, before the exercise, can identify

critical or complex points during the exercise at which effective

team skills are most important. Cues or flags for the instructor

can then be inserted at these points in the technical portion of

the simulator lesson plan.

Preparation of Event Scenarios

Simulator scenarios for use in team skills practice and

evaluation can be developed to target critical, complex, or

frequent crew interactions in which team skills are part cularly

important for crew performance.

Ideas for scenarios that can be developed are listed in

Figure 4. These types of events often involve requirements for

crew interactions that are complex, critical, and frequent. Thus,

scenarios that have the characteristics 1 .3ted in Figure 4 usually

provide good opportunities for observati,_ of team skills.

Instructor Training and Additional Resources

Simulator instructor skills of observation and debriefing are

particularly critical for team skills evaluation since many of the

examples of operational team skills must be inferred from

observable crew performance, and checked for accuracy during
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debriefing. Simulator instructors must observe both the technical

and nontechnical skills of the crew.

During the observation, one important consideration is

maintaining realism so that crew interactions are performed as

they would be during actual plant operation. If, for example,

communications within, or to points outside, the control room are

not simulated realistically, the crew and the instructors will not

have the opportunity to observe this team skill.

Instructor intervention during a simulator exercise is

appropriL'' in certain situations. However, the instructor may

want to avoid interjecting comments for the crew, or to avoid

freezing an exercise before completion of a task, so that the

instructor can observe realistic crew interactions.

During the debriefing, a nondirective approach has been

reoommended.1'2 The nondirective approach involves the instructor

asking an open-ended question to begin the debriefing, and posing

additional questions as needed for a comprehensive debrief.

However, most of the debrief can be conducted by the crew members

themselves. The crew should be given the opportunity to describe

their performance and explain their perceptions of what

occurred. Crew members should be encouraged to use good feedback

skills among themselves and reinforce good performance. If the

crew experienced difficulties, they should be encouraged to

generate strategies for overcoming the problem in future identical

or similar operational sequences. The advantages of the non-

directive approach are numerous: crew members are usually self-

critical and often provide insights and criticisms that the

simulator instructor might not have been able to observe or

interpret, crew members will often accept the peer critique and

self critique with less defensiveness than if the suggestions come

from an "outsider," and crew metbers may be more likely to accept

strategies for overcoming problems in an exercise if they generate

the strategies. Thus, the instructor's role is one of
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facilitator. The instructor may find the use of videotapes of

selected portions of the exercise helpful in stimulating crew

discussions of the scenario. Simulator computer printouts from

the exercise can also be useful as a reference aid to the crew

during debriefing.

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS

Program considerations in team skills training include

sequencing and coordination of team skills evaluation with other

training. Team skills training and evaluation may be most

effective if individual crew members are proficient in the

technical skills and knowledge required for their jobs. Team

skills can then be practiced and evaluated to improve coordination

among the individual crew members.

After an initial introduction to team skills for

requalification crews during a retraining session, subsequent

requalification sessions may include a review of team skills and

practice targeted to plant-specific problems encountered in using

team skills on shift.

Team skills evaluation can be coordinated with related non-

technical training evaluation in areas such as supervisory skills,

communication skills, and diagnostic skills, to avoid unnecessary

overlap or potentially confusing differences in jargon among

similar courses. Team skills evaluation can also be coordinated

with relevant technical skills training evaluation such as

erdergency operating procedures training or mitigation of cora

damage training.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A systematic approach to team skills training for control

room crews has been proposed recently .1,2 One phase in the
approach is team skills evaluation. This paper has discussed

considerations in the simulator evaluation of control room crew
team skills. The development of evaluation criteria, preparation
of scenarios, and instructor training and additional resources
have been discussed. The program issues of sequencing and

coordination of team skills evaluation in the context of an

overall operator training program were also described.

The team skills training area is a relati-"ely new focus for

control room crew training. Ongoing research and development

efforts in the industry will contribute to improved team skills

training in the future. As examples, the Electric Power Research
Institute is sponsoring research on a simulator instructor

training module and on operator reliability models, the Institute
of Nuclear Power Operations is continuing work in the area of

developing teamwork and diagnostic skills, and the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission is sponsoring research on operator cognitive
modeling. These efforts will provide a greater knowledge base of
control room crew performance and training from which to refine
team skills training and evaluation.
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TEAM SKILL OHJECTIVES

Identify Generic
Team Skills

Identify Operational
Team Skills

Prepare Team Skill
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BASIC TEAM SKILLS TRAINING

Conduct
Familiarization Training
of Generic Team Skills

Conduct Practice
Training of Operational

Team Skills

TEAM TASK TRAINING

Select Team Tasks
for Training -=41. Develop Team Task

Training Scenarios
--trw

TEAM SKILLS
EVALUATION

TEAM TRAINING
PROGRAM

EVALUATION

Approach to Team Skills Training
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YES NO N/A
2. Feedback

Team members received feedback from other
team members which helped them to deter-
mine the appropriateness and effectiveness
of their actions.

Examples:

a. Accuracy of information was evalu-
ated by asking questions, inter-
preting the information, and
verifying the information with
other team members.

b. Performance feedback was given that
enabled team members to maintain
appropriate actions or to correct
deficient performance.

c. Both positive and negative feedback
were used.

d. Feedback was given as soon after the
behavior as possible.

Comments:

Fig. 3. Sample Portion of Team Skills Evalua -on Checklist
Page 1 of 2
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YES NO
3. Effective infl ence

Team meMbers successfully got their views
across and persuaded others that certain
action should be taken.

Examples:

a. Team me:fibers designated other team
members to perform specific tasks.

b. Team members asked questions to
get information required to estab-
lish a position or resolve a
question.

c. Team members assertively stated
and defended their positions.

d. When involved in group problem
solving and decision making, team
meMbers asked questions, obtained
additional information, and stated
their opinions.

Comments:

N/A

Fig. 3. Sample Portion of Team Skills Evaluation Checklist
Page 2 of 2
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Single Po sible Cause

One Non-Obvious Action
Multiple Obvious Actions
Multiple Non-Obvious Actions

o Multiple Possible Causes

One Non-Obvious Action
Multiple Obvious Actions
Multiple Non-Obvious Actions

Symptoms of Event Closely Resemble Those of a Different Event

o Low Probability Even':

o Time-Critical Events

h Serious Consequences

o Necessity for Consideration of Plant Historical Data (Past
Few Hours of Operation)

o In trumenta _on Failure

o Confederate on Crew

Operator Withholds Information
Sabotage

Fig. 4. Types of Operating Event Scenarios for
TeaM Skills Training and Evaluation



DEVELOPMENT OF BWR AND PWR EVENT DESCRIPTIONS

FOR NUCLEAR FACILITY SIMULATOR TRAINING *

R. J. Carter
C. R. Bovell

ABSTRACT

A number of tools that can aid nuclear facility
training developers in designing realistic simulator
scenarios have been developed. This paper describes each of
the tools, i.e., event lists, events-by-competencies
matrices, and event descriptions, and illustrates how the
tools can be used to construct scenarios.

INTRODUCTION

Background

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is responsible for:

prescribing uniform conditions for licensing individuals as operators

of nuclear production and utilization facilities; determining the

qualifications of these individuals; and issuing licenses to such

individuals (Ref. This operator licensing system is comprised of

both a written and an operating examination. The operating exam is

further divided into two parts, oral and simulator. These three

examinations are oriented towards determining whether the applicant

for an operator's license has learned to operate a facility

competently and safely, and additionally, in the case of a senior

reactor operator (SRO), whether the applicant has learned to direct

the activities of licensed operators competently and safely.

* The research was sponsored by the NRC under U.S. Department of

Energy (DOE) interagency agreement 40-550-75 with Martin Marietta

Energy Systems, Inc. under contract no. DE-AC05-84R21400 with DOE.
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Guidance to the facility licensee in regards to the simulator
exam is detailed in paragraph 23 of part 55 to title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (Ref. 2). It sta es that the simulator
examinations for reactor operator (RO) and SRO applicants are
generally similar in scope and require each applicant to demonstrate
an understanding of and the ability to perform the actions necessary
to accomplish a list of 13 items. Paragraph 23 also says that the
content is identified, in part, from information in the final safety
analysis report, operating manuals, facility license and license
amendments, licensee event reports, and learning objectives derived
from a systematic training analysis performed by each facility
licensee.

NUREG-1021 (Ref. 3) provides the policy and guidance to NRC
operator licensing examiners and establishes the procedures and
practices for the examination and licensing of applicants for NRC
operator licenses. It is intended to assist NRC examiners and
facility licensees to understand the exam process better and to
provide equitable and consistent administration of examinations to all
candidates for either RO or SRO licenses by NRC examiners. Guidance
and policy on the administration, scope, and objectives of the
operating and simulator exams are detailed in examiner standards (ES)

301 - 305 and 501 - 502, respectively.

Overview

In 1982, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation at the NRC
started a program which is oriented towards improving the validity of
the operator licensing examination and the reliability of the exam
process. Spilberg described the project and the issues and problems
which are being addressed at a previous Training of Nuclear Facility
Personnel symposium (Ref. 4) Oak Ridge National Laboratory has
recently completed a research pr- ect which was peformed in support of
this NRC program. The purpose of the effort was to develop a set of
tools for examiners to use during the construction of scenarios for
boiling-water reactor (BWR) and pressurized-water reactor (BWR)
simulator exams. The focus of the project was on the generation of
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BWR and PWR event lIsts, a mapping of the competencies which are

scored on the simulator examination to the events, and the design of

off-normal, i.e., abnormal and emergency, event descriptions. While

these tools were created for use by the NRC in operator licensing,

they seem to be applicable to the nuclear power industry as a whole

and can be used by a facility's training department in its design of

scenarios for simulator training.

SCENARIO PREPARATION TOOLS

Event Lists

Four event lists consisting of 87 events were constructed. The

breakdown of these events in terms of reactor type and severi y of

event are as follows:

a. BWR-abnormal 26

b. MR-emergency - 22

c. PWR-abnormal - 26

d= PWR-emergency 13

The events were selected based on the following c-iteria:

a. The event should be a significant casualty or abnormality.

b. The event should be able to be replicated on the majority of

plant-referenced simulators In use tedayt

c. The event should be able to be effectively administered and

evaluated within the time limits of a typical simulator exam.

d. The event should provide a useful base upon which to evaluate

candidate eligibility for licensure.

The source data for the generation of the event lists consisted of the

Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) job-task analysis=

American National Standard 3.5 (Ref. 5), an event list derived during

an NRC examiners workshop**, emergency procedure guidelines (EPG), and

other related references. Tables 1 - 4 present the four event

lists.

Events-By-Competencies Matrices

The eight competencies, as described in revision 2 to ES-302 in

NUREG-1021 were mapped to the BWR and PWR events. Each event was
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Table 1. Boiling-Water Reactor Abnormal Events

Master Feedwater Controller Failure
Nuclear Instrument Channel Failure

Rod Position indicating System Failure
One Reactor Recirculation Pump Trip
Trip of Both Recirculation Pumps
Recirculation Pump Seal Failure

Scoop Tube Lock
Increasing Suppression Pool Temperature

Drywell Cooler Failure
Stuck Control Rod

Uncoupled Control Rod
Control Rod Drift

Control Rod Drive Hydraulic Pump Trip
Loss of All CRD Hydraulic Pumps
CRD Flow Control Valve Failure

Condensate or Condensate Booster Pump Trip
Reactor Feedwater Pump Trip

Loss of Feedwater Heater Extraction Steam
Stator Cooling Water Pump Trip

Steam Jet Air Ejector Malfunction
Loss of One Reactor Protection System Bus
Area Radiation Monitoring System Alarm

High Main Steam Line Radiation
High Ventilation Exhaust Radiation
Inadvertant HPCI or RCIC Initiation

Loss of One RBCCW Pump
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Table 2. BoJlIngWater Reactor Abnormal Events

Reactor Scram With MSIVs Open
Reactor Scram With MSIVs Closed

Loss of Shutdown Cooling
Gross Fuel Failure

Excessive Reactor Cooldown Rate
Anticipated Transient Without Scram

-_ck Open Main Steam Safety/Relief Valve
Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident

Reactor Coolant Leakage Outside Primary Containment
Jet Pump Failure

High Suppression Pool Water Temperature
Main Turbine or Generator Trip

Main Turbine or Generator Trip Without Bypass Valves
Loss of Condenser Circulating Water

Loss of Feedwater System
Loss of All High Pressure Feedwater
Loss of Plant Control/Instrument Air

EHG Pressure Regulator Failure (All Valves Open)
Loss of Nuclear Service Water

Loss of Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water System
Loss of Off-Site Power

Loss of All AC Power (Station Blackout)
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Table 3. Pressurized-Water Reactor Abnormal Events

Loss of RCS Makeup
Loss of Automatic Pressurizer Pressure Control

Failure of Pressurizer Spray Valve
Loss of Automatic Pressurizer Level Control

Progressive Failure of No. I Seal in RCP
Failure of Steam Dump to Open

Steam Generator Safety Valve Fails Open and Fails to Reseat
Steam Generator Level Control Failure High/Low

Dropped Control Rod
Inoperable or Stuck Control Rod
inadvertant Horation at Power
Inadvertant Dilution at Power

Failure of N-44 High
Loss of Instrument Air

Failure of Turbine to Runback Automatically and Manually
Failure of impulse Pressure Transmitter (Low)

Steam Generator Tube Leak Within Capacity of Charging Pump
Loss of Condenser Circulating Pump
Criticality Outside Expected Band

Failure of Loop Temperature Instrumentation High/bow
Loss of One Main Feedwater Pump at High Power

Spontaneous Opening of the Main Generator Output Breakers
Loss of RCP Without Reactor Trip

Main Steam Leak Inside Containment
Rupture in Letdown NonregeneratAve Heatexchanger to CCW

Failure of Pressurizer Control Bank Heaters
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Table 4. Pressu zed-Water Reactor Emergency Even--

Reactor Trip
Large Break LOCA Reactor Trip With Safety Injection

PZR/PORV Failure to Open
Steam Generator Tube Rupture

Failure of Main Turbine to Trip
Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident
Anticipated Transient Without Scram

Loss of Auxiliary Feedwater Inadequate Core Cooling
Loss of Off-Site Power

Station Blackout - Loss of All AC Power
Control Room Fire Requiring Evacuation
Main Steam Break Inside Containment

RHR LOCA - Complete Loss of RHR
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analyzed in an itera ive fashion by job pos-ion, i.e., RO. SRO, and

balance-of-plant operator (BOP). The purpose of this analysis was to

determine whether the event provided enough opportunity for the

examiner to observe each of the competencies. Four events-by-

competencies matrices were arranged based upon the results of the

analyses. In each matrix -Me events are the rows and the competencies

are the columns; an "X" appears in a cell of the matrix if it was

determined that a competency is exercised by a specific operator

during an event. These matrices aid in the selection of a sufficient

number of events and ensure that each candidate demonstrates each of

the applicable competencies over the course of the simulator

examination. A page from one of the competency matrices is shown in

Table 5.

Event Descriptions

An event description of about 2-4 pages was prepared for each

the events. Each was written to be as generic, i.e., apply to many

plants, as possible. The descriptions for the abnormal events were

designed using available event-based plant procedures. The emergency

event descriptions were developed using symptom-based EPGs from

various owners groups (Refs. 6-9). Each event description is

organized into -t-7-%"* major parts: a cover sheet and a progression of

operator actior- An example event description is exhibited as Table

6.

Cover_Sheet.

The cover sheet presents the following general information:

1. 0 eratin- Se uence--The title of the event.

2 Nuclear Steam Supply_ayEtom Vendor/Reactor Type--The nuclear

steam supply system vendor(s), I.e., General Electric,

Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering. and/or Babcock &

Wilcox, and the type of reactor.

The examiners workshop was held at the NRC headquarters in

Bethesda, Maryland on August 8. 1985.
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Table 5. A Page from a Competency Matrix

S SRO
R RO

Bop

PRE ABNORMAL EvENTs COMPETENCY MATRIX

C OMPE T EN CI ES

Loss of RCS Makeup S

R X x
e

Loss el Automatic
Pressurizer Pressure
Control

s

R X X

B

Failure of Pr ,72ssurizer
Spray Valve

S X

R X X

a

Loss of Automatic s
Pressurizer Level R
Control

a

Progressive Failure s
of No. 1 Seal in RCP R

a

Failure of Steam s
Dump to Open R X

B

Steam Generator Safety S

Valve Fails Open and R X x X X
Fails to Reseat

,

u

Steam Generator Level S X
Control Failure High/ R
Low

a

Dropped Control Rod s X XRXX X

B X

Inoperable or Stuck _S X X
Control Rod R X X X

U X
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Table 6. An Example Event Deseript

Operating Sequence: Failure of Loop Temperature Instrumentation High/Low

NSSS/Type: Westinghouse/PWR

Initial PLant State: Reactor Controls in Automatic Power Level at About
75%, All Other Control Systems in Automatic

Sequence Initiator: Loop (X) Hot Leg RTD (Narrow Range) ails High/Low

Important Plant Parameters: 1) RCS Temperature/Pressure, '4') Reactor
Power, 3) PZR Level, 4) Rod Position

Progression of Operator Actions: See Flow Chart

Final Plant State: The reactor/turbine plant is at steady state. The
temperature defeat switches (delta T and Tave) in loop (x) are defeated.
The affected loop bistabIes for overtemperature/overpower delta T have
been placed in the tripped condition,

Major Plant Systems: Rod Control, Reactor Proection and Control. RCS

Tolerance Range: The reactor/turbine plant is stable. The operator must
place the rods in manual to mitigate the casualty. The bistables should
be placed in the tripped position; the loop Tave and delta T inputs
should be defeated.

Competencies Tested:

SRO - Compliance/Use of Technical Specifications
Supervisory Ability

RO - Understanding/Interpretation of Annunciator/Alarm Signals
Diagnosis of Events/Conditions Based on Signals/Readings
Understanding of Instrument/System Response
Control Board Operation

BOP - Control Board Operati 0

NOTE: Most C-E units have similar system response. but operator response
and corrective actions are different.



Table 6. Cont.

FAILURE OF LOOP TEMTERATHRE IHSTRUKENTATION HIGH/LOW
Progression of Operator Actions:

RO

Failure High
No Rod Motion
Duo to Failure Lov

Acknowledge
diagnose
alarms

RO RO

*Alarms
(1) Failure High (TR)

- RCS TREF-TAUCT Hi/Lc
- RCS AT Deviation
TAVG-TREF Deviation

- OT AT Trip Alert
- OP.NT Trip Alert

(2) Failure Low (TH)

- RCS AT Deviation
- RCS TREF-TAUCT Hi/Lo
- Possible Rod Insertion

Limit Alarm

Place rod
control to
manual

SRO

Refer to
_tech. skets.
Re prot.
channels

SRO

Hot' y I&C

349

Restore
TAVE-TREF

RO

TAVG

Defeated on
Mn. Cont.
Hrd.

l&C

Trip OP.
OT. AT
bistables

SRO

Not_ify
Plant
Managmt.
per
procedure

HOP/R0

Stabilize
reactor/
turbine
power

RO

Inform
Supervi::

RO

Return rod
control to
automatic

SRO

Initiate
repalrs
Report/
Record

ISC
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3, Initial Plant State--The operating status of the'plant at the
time the event starts. The initial plant state may be

obtained either by use of the initial conditions input into

the simulator computer, or by instructing the candidates to

take the plant into the desired state.

4. Se-uence InitiatorA brief description of the equipment

failure(s) that causes the event.

5. Im-o tent Plant Parameters--Those plant parameters that

should be monitored by candidates daring the course of the
event. Only parameters which are unique to the event are

listed; parameters that are important in virtually every

off-normal condition, such as primary system pressure, water

levels, and reactor power, are not repeated in each

description. The important plant -arameters are intended to

provide objective bases for use in candidate evaluations,

including the ability to diagnose plant conditions, comply

with procedures, and observe technical specification limits.
6. Pro ression of 0 erator Events--This is discussed below.
7 . Ma'or Plant Systems--Those plant systems that are uniquely

affected by the event. The plant systems which are listed

either experience the failure(s) or are used in mitigating

the consequences of the failure(s).

Tolerauce-The tolerance range of operator actions

represents the bounds within which the candidates must

respond before the technical limits are exceeded. Similar to

"important plant parameters", tolerance ranges are intended

to prf- ide objective bases for use in candidate evaluation.

9 Final_Piant_State--The possible plant conditions by which a

judgment can be made to end the event and move on to the next
part of the scenario/examination. The event may be ended

before this point is reached provided that enough information

has been ga hered to adequately assess candidate performance.

However, if time permits, the event should be taken to the

indicated final plant state.

10. Com etencies Tested--This was discussed above.
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Progre_ssion of Operator Actions

The progression of operator actions depicts in a flow chart
manner the representative sequence(s) of expected immediate and
subsequent candidate actions, including communication, that can be
observed during the event. These flow charts are intended to be as
generic as possible for a given reactor/vendor type. The flow charts
indicate that, in some cases, there is more than one path which the
event can take. The path taken will depend on the likely pertubations
of the system, the decisions of the candidates, and/or choices made by
the examiner. The objective of these multiple paths is provide as
much flexibility as possible, while retaining simplicity.

_SCENARIO PREPARATION

Development of effective scenarios using
is a five-step process:

Selection of the events.

2. Listing of the events.

3. Completion of the simulator scenario form.

4. Completion of the simulator administration form.
5. Completion of the competency checklist.

event descriptions

Ste. ine: Sel-ctiun of the Events

The event descriptions are intended to aid the examiner in

selecting simulator events for compliance with the criteria described
in ES-302. These criteria include:

1. Events requiring candidates to operate in normal evolutions.

instrument failures, component failures, and major plant
transients.

2. Events requiring candidates to operate under a range of

conditions within each category as listed in item #1 above,

such as degraded heat removal, degraded electrical power,

containment challenges, and degraded pressure control.
3. Events that impact important safety systems such as the

systems identified in PWR/BWR knowledge and ability

catalogues, i.e., NUREGS-1122/1123 (Refs. 10 & 11).
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4, Events that, together, will provide ample opportunity to

evaluate each candidate on each relevant candidate

competency.

5. Events that will complement and/or supplement information

gained on the candidates during the written and oral

examinations.

The events-by-competencies matrices should be used as an aid during
the selection of events. They will be helpful in choosing a

sufficient number of events and ensuring that the candidates
demonstrate each of the applicable competencies over the course of the
simulator exam. At a minimum, enough events should be selected so

that each competency is demonstrated at least once more than once.

i- in of the Events_

Each exam scenario should present the candidate with a logical
and realistic set of problems to which he/she is to respond For
example, component

to major

and instrument failures can

casualties. This will fulfill two

be used as precursors

or three examination

requirements while achieving scenario realism. A rough list of the

events that are to be used in each scenario should be made. The

events should be placed in a sequence which is logical and in which

they will be initiated during the scenario.

he Simulato- Scenario Form

The simulator scenario form (ES-302, Attachment 3) provides the

simulator operator with a set of instructions for entering initial
conditions and malfunctions into the simulator computer. The

information for this form is obtained from the event description cover
sheets and simulator reference materials, particularly the initial
conditions and the malfunction cause-and-effect descriptions. -The

cover sheets are useful for providing information on the initial plant
state for a given event and the simulator malfunctions that may be
used to initiate the event. The first item is to select the
appropriate plant condition from the initial conditions menu. For
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event description specifies that the event should be

initiated from high power, an

may be selected from the menu,

and the candidates directed to

initial condition for this power level

or a lower power level may be selected

perform a cower escalation. This will

meet the requirements for a normal evolution or reactivity change, and

a major casualty. The malfunctions to be run during the scenario,

along with the elapsed time that the malfunction should be initiated,

should then be included on the simulator scenario form.

Ste. Four: Crn.Jetionof the Simulator Administration_Form

The simulator administration form (ES-302, Attachment 5) should

include the observable candidate behaviors for use in evaluating

candidates. The progression of operator actions can be used as an aid

in developing these expected actions/behaviors. This informa ion

should be compared to the plant specific Procedures and technical

specifications to ensure the appropriateness of the flow chart

information for that facility.

Each action block in the flow charts indicates the candidate

primarily responsible for the action. This is intended as a guide and

may not be accurate for every situation. In general, the SRO is

responsible for directing the actions of the RO and the BOP,

communication with the auxiliary operator and other support personnel,

and all administrative duties. The RO is primarily responsible for

the reactor and reactor auxiliaries within easy reach of the reactor

panel. The BOP is responsible for all plant secondary systems,

electrical distribution, emergency core cooling systems, and

process/area radiation monitoring. However, when the workload on one

operator becomes excessive, assistance may be g ven by another

operator. When an action is entered on the simulator administration

form, the candidate responsible for the action is indicated in the

"position" column.

Ste Five: Com letion of the Competency Checklis

After the first scenario has been drafted, the expected acti ns/

behaviors listed on the simulator administration form should be
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reviewed, along with the competencies tested which are identified on

the event description cover sheet or the applicable events-by-

Competencies matrix, to determine which competencies should be

addressed for each candidate. Subsequently, these competencies should

be entered onto the competency checklist (ES-302. Attachment 8). If

the checklist contains competencies that have not been checked off,

the selection of events for the next scenarios should be chosen, in

part, to evaluate these competencies.
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MAINTENANCE T NING - A MODERN NECESSITY

William Bushall

ABSTRACT

In recent years, there has been an increase in technically
advanced systems and equipment and a need for highly skilled
and knowledgeable maintenance technicians to maintain them.
To implement an effective training program, training groups'
and plant staffs' key to success must be cooperation and
creativity. This paper deals with plant staff interface and
how to effectively conduct performance-based training while
holding the line on costs.

This paper includes cost effective and innovative measures
to produce performance-based training for maintenance dis-
ciplines including:

o Using the plant staff as a resource as subject
matter experts in the development and verifica-
tion of training materials.

o Using the plant staff as a resource for the
construction of training aids.

o Using salvage and surplus to produce high quality,
low cost training aids.

o Using cutaways for better understanding of the
theory of equipment operation.

These cost saving practices are currently being used at
Gulf States Utilities' River Bend Nuclear Station.
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MAINTENANCE TRAINING A MODERN NECESSITY

The Plant Scrams -- the lights go out. Minutes seem like hours

as Technicians scramble to restore the system. Operators are idle, as
maintenance proceeds. The phone calls and questions begin -- What

the problem ", "When will we be back up?","This is costing us a fortune!"

The next day the inquisition is held. Why did it take so long to

make the repairs and get the system back up? The Technicians were train-
ed, weren't they!? Eyes turn to the Trainers. It seems that training on

this particular equipment was planned last month but was cancelled due to
"overhead", budget cuts lack of manpower.

We know through data collected over the past few years that maint-

enance training is a necessity and that it has increased effectiveness in
the field, reduced down time and saved money. This training is necessary

due to modern advances in technology and complexities of the equipment

and systems throughout the industry.

The man-hours and dollars expended on downtime and lost customer

service certainly aren't considered overhead! How can you provide Maint-

enance Technicians the effective knowledge and performance training needed

__ troubleshoot and repair sophisticated equipment and systems AND stay

within your training budget? The answer:

USING THE PLANT STAFF, AS A RESOURCE FOR SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS,

IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION OF TRAINING MATERIALS.

USING THE PLANT STAFF AS A RESOURCE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION r7

TRAINING AIDS.

° USING SALVAGE AND SURPLUS TO PRODUCE HIGH QUALITY,

TRAINING AIDS.

USING CUTAWAYS FOR BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE THEORY OF EQUIPMENT

OPERATION.

Who better to obtain information from, for training materials devel-

opment, than the plant system experts; both engineering or technician types

who have first hand experience of the system or component. This is a
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valuable resource, as no one person can be an expert on all components

or systems, due to modern complexities. These experts do not have the

time to be training instructors. By utilizing them, as a source of in-

formation and vrification, many hidden problems may be discovered and

a better understanding of the systems may be included in the training

material for presentation in the classroom.

Another factor to be considered is that many companies rely heavily

on vendors, in many cases this is very good, but you must realize that

their knowledge and expertise is on a component and not on the plant

specific system application in which the component is installed. We

have all found manufacturer's literature to be vague and generic, since

it is written for multiple applications. The plant staff subject matter

expert, "SME", is familiar with the plant specific application and can

provide more pertinent information for your training material.

Direct interface between training and plant staff should be on a

"one on one" basis between the SME and the instructor, which is generally

volunteered without hesitation. For verification of both vendor and in-

house training, and to add operating experiences and ensure correct infor-

mation dissemination, class attendees should be comprised of experienced

personnel, as well as non-experienced personnel. Consider also these

SME's as guest lecturers and material developers for lesson plans on the

more complex equipment and systems, which are in use. Do not neglect

considering operations personnel for either development or lectures, this

gives another point of view of systems and operating experiences, espe-

cially in regard to troubleshooting and analysis.

Sources for seminars, outside of plant staff, may be provided "free

for the asking" from local dealers or distributors. These seminars are

excellent for that extra information on speciality items, eg; heatshrinks,

fittings, fuses, bearings, seals, and consumable items.

After training material has been developed to present theory and

knowledge concepts to the trainee; the next step would be to produce or

procure equipment and material for the performance portion of the train-

ing.
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Remembering we have a very limited budget, the closest source of
supplies would be the plant itself.

Plant staff personnel can produce needed training aids, such as
mock Is and stands from salvaged, damaged out of spec, QA rejects or

scrE16,,A equipment and materials; also to be considered is material
considered excess, or from decommissioned or canceled units.

Even though plant staff manpower is lim _ed at times, training is
a continuous program. There are slack work periods in the plant, during
which cutaway machining, welding and fabrication of training aids can be
accomplished. Utilitzation of the trainees to build or erect the training
aids also serves a dual purpose; this exercise provides knowledge of the
actual construction of the training aid and gives the trainee practical
performance training.

The use of salvaged or surplus material as a training aid requires
nothing more than an understanding of the company's procurement and
accounting procedures. Gaining this understanding may be a complicated
and time consuming process, but the reward is procurement of inexpensive
training aids that are plant specific.

Understanding procurement and
accounting procedures enables those involved to become more familiar

with these procedures and policies and helps them to recognize what items
may be available within their own companies as well as from other sources.

Utilization of existing materials and facilities only takes a few
moments of time. Now have you thought of the easiest places to obtain
materials? These are the dump, bone yards, junk pile or garbage heap, all
you have to do is go and look you never know; and how about the manufact-
urer, local distributors or agents, who assisted during construction;
those that have contracts with .the plant will usually donate scraps or
sample items for training. These are also very good sources of infor-
mation as well for providing short seminars or demonstrations.

Cutaways are an invaluable training aid. They provide a better
understanding of equipment operation, especially for complicated and

multi-component constructed equipment; by showing the physical internal
construction of the component, eg, fuel injectors, multi-part valves,
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gear boxes and pumps. Cutaways allow the technician to actually see how

the theoretical concept of the item is utilized in that application.

All of these training aids help the technician to actually see,

feel and perform specific tasks associated with their job in an effort

to increase their effectiveness in the field in making quick and

accurate repairs.

By utilizing the company's assets which are sometimes overlooked or

forgotten, this training may be completed under budget.

Attached is a list of items, procured through the methods described

in this paper, with approximate savings incurred.

would like to acknowledge the assistance given by Leroy East,

Chuck Campbell and Jimmy Allen for their effort in the identification

and procurement of many of the listed training aids.
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ATTACHMENT

EQUIPMENT PROCURED ESTIMATED SAVINGS
TRAINING

480V Switchgear with breaker and relays

_TO

$ 3,000.00
4160V Switchgear with relays class 1E lost 6,000.000 due to damage

Class 1E battery cells in hot storage
(on loan) 10

Weider and rod oven
2,000=00

200 hp motor & pump assembly
2,000.00

25 hp motor
500.00

Cummings Dies 1 Fire Pump complete 15,000.00
Control Rod Drive Mechanism and

50,000.00Hydraulic Power Skid

Vertical multi-stage pump
500.00

Small Air Compressor
500.00

Recirc Pump Motor Stand and Seal
60,000.00Stuffing Box w/tools

Various small valves
500.00

END Diesel Fuel Injectors
2,000.00

Pipe threader, Drill press
1,000=00

Out of Cal M&TE, Recorders, sc Transmitters,
used trip unit cards 5,000.00

1200 HP Vertical Motor
60 000.00

$218,000.00

IPNENT IN PROCESS OF BEING PROCURED

SMB000 MOV's
5,000.00

Nash Vacuum Pump
25,000.00

Safety Relief Valve
10,000.00

Testable Check Valve
5,000.00

45,000.00

ITEMS BUILT BY PLANT STAFF PERSONNEL

Alignment mockups
2,000.00

Cutaway Fuel Injectors
1,000.00

Valve Cutaways
1,000.00

Control Rod Drive Tools
,000.00

7,000.00
TOTAL ESTIr, TED SAVINGS

$270,000.00
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The following paper was not received in time to be published in the pro-
ceedings. Space is provided below for notes.

Maintenance Training: An Historical Perspective.......................
George Shaw, Rochester Gas and Electric

NOTES:

V.A.5.1
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EFFECTIVE_TRA N NG_FOR THE_NUCLEAR FIELD USING COMPUTERS

S. E. Forrer
G. J. Dickelman

ABSTRACT

Since the introduction of microcomputers there
have been training applications in many
disciplines; the nuclear field is no exception.
Because of the use of computers in training, a
variety of development tools known as authori_nq
systems have emerged for creating instruction.
There is clearly a connection between the
capabilities of the authoring systems and the
effectiveness of the training they produce.
Unfortunately, it is too often the case that the
limitations of the authoring systems drive the
instructional design of the programs they produce.
The result is very poor or limited instruction.

This paper deals with the instructional design
of good nuclear training material and its
implications for features that must exist in an
authoring system. The paper looks at four
categories: visual displays, sound, interaction,
and realism. Each category is examined from the
standpoint of training program content and
instructional design, then the authoring system
features that are required to support each category
are determined. Consideration is given not only to
the list of features, but also to their
integration, ease of use, and flexibility.

The reader will ultimately be provided with a
good sense of which features and characteristics
must exist in an authoring system in order to
produce effective nuclear training material. In
particular, the reader will find useful information
to apply to the process of authoring system
selection.
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Computer% have been used in education and trai ing
many yea s. It would seem to follow that the task of

adopting computers for your training material would be an
easy one. This might be the case if computer technology

grew at a relatively slow rate, but this is not the case.
Since 1983. there have been a tremendous number of changes
What follows are instructional tools and techniques which
take advantage of the technological changes. The result
is an environment which is extremely rich in alternatives
for creating, delivering, and managi-A instruction on the
computer.

Instructional technology consists of instructional

strategies and procedures, software, and hardware. The

primary focus of this paper is on the software and how it
can support your designs- those which support training in
the nuclear field. The name given to software products

which support the lesson creation process is authoring_
ly2IEm. The following sections define and discuss this
term, then determine features which must exist in an

authoring system in order to support effective nuclear
_raining material. While the ideas discussed here are

applicable to most computer systems, the focus will be
primarily on the m crocomputer since it currently has the

widest application in training.

AUTHORING SYSTEMS - WHAT ARE THEY?

Loosely spea , an authoring system is a collection
of software tools which assists in the creation, delivery,
and management of computer-based instruction. While

general purpose computer languages (BASIC, FORTRAN,

PASCAL, C) can be used to create instruction it is
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recognized that they lack the specialization for

instructional design; it is tedious, time consuming. and

therefore costly to create instruction us ng general
purpose languages.

In particular, an authoring system provides the means

to create display frames or screens, link the frames in

some order, provide the opportunity for student

interaction, process and respond to student input, and
manacle the process. The degree to which programming is

necessary varies from system to system, hut it iG

generally the case that the feature% they provide

substantially reduce the time and effort associated with

creating instruction. Table I give% a general list of

features which define an authoring system.

Table 1. General Features of an Authoring Sys em

Frame Creation (Text & Graphics Editors)

Frame Logic (Branching)

Question and Answer Creation

Interaction

Lesson Debugging

Student Data Storage

Program Management

Language Sy tem Versus MenuDri 'len System

The e are two opposing designs for authoring systems:

language systems versus menu-driven systems. Language

systems are programming languaaes which have the specialty
items of Table I built in; menu-driven systems as the

name implies, require no programming. Each approach has
its merits and pitfalls.
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Generally speakng, menu-driven systems are easy to
use but are restrictive because, without programming, you
cannot make use of many of the computer's capabilities.
Language systems are rich with capbilities but are more
complicated and time consuming to use because programming
is involved. A greater level of computer expertise is

required to use language systems than menu-driven systems,
but the end product can generally be mare sophisticated if
language features are utilized to created certain effects.

An emerging alternative to these approaches is the
hybrid authoring system which incorporates the best of
both worlds. That is' it has a variety of levels at which
it may be used% The "novice level is primarily a menu-
driven system' but "expert" levels allow the user to
access a language or languages) for applications in wh ch
the menus do not provide sufficient alternatives. The
best hybrid system will adapt to your level of
sophistication to the extent that you can "drop out" to a
general purpose language for the most demanding effects
while s ill using menu-driven editors to perform routine
tasks. Figure 1 illustrates the distinction between menu-
driven and language authoring systems and their

relationship to the hybrid system.

MENU-DRIVEN SYSTEMS LANGU GE SYSTEMS

WUID
SYSTEMS

Figure _ Menu-Driven, Language, and Hybrid Authoring
Systems
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AUTHORING SYSTEMS FOR THE NUCLEAR FIELD

In order to sel- t the proper au boring tool for any

training application you must first examine the content

domain and instructional design of the program. It

often the case that training organ zations attempt to

select the "best" authoring system for computer-based

programs by comparing authoring systems rAther than by

considering the programs they wish to deliver by computer.

The result of this approach, unfortunately, is often the

selection of an authoring system which restricts, or even

dictates, the instructional design of computer-based

programs. (By definition, a system is not the universe

and will therefore contain mitations; choosing the wrong

set of limitations can be d sastrous to instructional

design.)

Trai ing programs for the nuclear field are numerous

and vary widely in content and design. The ultimate

mission of the training, however., is the safe operation of

nuclear generating stations. Whether a program trains

operators on the use of safety injection systems, how to

safely approach criticality, or emergency procedures in

the cse of a steam generator tube rupture, there are

specific standards that a computer-based program must meet

in order to satisfy the mission. In particular the

programs must create meaningful visual cVisplays, in some

cases reproduce actual sound, provide meaningful

'nteraction, and must be realist_iC in content. The

following sections define precisely what these mean in

terms of authoring system capabilities.
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Visual Displays

Nuclear training material is demanding with regard
ual displays. When an operator first learns a

mechanical or electrical system, he or she must become
familiar with conceptual line drawings (P&IDs) as well as
identify physical panels and displays. Athorind software
must therefore provide the capability to produce graphics
with good resolution at a reasonable cost in terms of time
and effort. Ideally, the authoring system should be
flexible enough to import graphics created oith other
popular graphics programs and= provide the means to modify
the imported graphics.

The authoring system must allow for the creat _n and
display of custom text characters. Trainers in the
nuclear field are routinely frustrated by the absence of
the industry-standard characters used in nuclear science
(reactivity, delayed neutron fraction, chemical symbols,
etc.) on microcomputer displays and word processing
packages. The graphics mode of all standard
microcomputers is fully capable of displaying custom
characters and fonts and allowing for their creation via
special software programs. At a minimum, the authoring
system you select for nuclear training applications should
support custom characters and fonts.

The authoring system must also allow for the
combination of text and graphics. That is, text and
graphics are separate items as far as most computer
hardware is concerned. Combining the two on the same
display requires special handling by the authoring
software; not every system will do this. In fact, many
authoring systems cannot produce or display pixel-based
graphics at all. (Beware of the system which boasts "full
attribute character graphics" as this is not graphics at
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all but simply special text characters. You cannot, for

example, draw a diagonal line or an arc with such
system.)

If the system supports graphics there are addi ional

questions to ask. Does your training program require

animation, and if so, does the authoring system support

animation? Many systems will only support static

displays, and sometimes at great cost in terms of computer

disk space. In order to produce the dynamic displays and

simulations that are so crucial in nuclear training, the

authoring system must provide animation. In the ideal

case, the system will have the ability to do both: import

static displays, then allow you to enhance them in a

variety of ways, including the addition of animation.

In addition to text and graphics, nuclear training

applications often require video. Many authoring systems

will drive a videotape or videodisc player via the

computer. Videodiscs have the advantage of relati ly

quick random access over videotape and therefore lend

themselves better to interactive training. The

disadvantage, however, is a significant increase in cost

to produce such a computer-based program.

There are several important considerations regarding

the video-based authoring system, the most important being

whether or not computer generated text and graphics can be

displayed simultaneously with the video image. Generally,

the electronic video signal and the computer text and

graphics signal are different types (NTSC or composite

versus RGB). At the low end, separate monitors are

required for each. Special monitors are now available

which determine the nature of the incoming signal and

display images accordingly--but they may not show video

and computer text/graphics simultaneously.

Authoring systems which incorporate video and provide
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the coTputer graphics/text overlay capabil ty
(simultaneous display) are available, but be aware that
hardware costs escalate for this capability. Special
video and graphics adapter boards and monitors are
necessary to convert signals and provide the overlay
capability. These hardware costs start at several
thousand dollars.

The degree of fri ndliness of authoring softvare ith

regard to video management is extremely important. Some
systems allow you to link with almost any video-driver

ftware program and are therefore not tied to specific
hardware configurations. This adds a degree of

complexity, however, to program development. Other

systems support specific hardware configurations and have
many editing features built in. A caveat applies here:
examine the requirements of the proposed training program
before making a software decision.

Table 2 summarizes authoring system features for
visual display.

Table 2. Authoring System Support For Visual Displays

Crea e, Edit, and Display...

Text
Graphics
Animation

Text over graphics
Custom characters/fonts

Import, edit, and display graphics

Support for...

Videotape or dic
Text/graphics overlay
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Sound

There are many training applications for which sound

is important. At the low end an occasional "beep" from

the computer can provide useful feedback. At the opposite

extreme, the reproduction of control room enunciators

might be the best approach in some pre-simulator or

refresher training.

At the very least the authoring system should allow

you to program the computer's speaker for the simple
applications. This is often done via "music" editors that

are sometimes part of the graphic% package_ Be aware that

many systems do not have this capability, as simple as it

may seem.

There are many option% available for reproducing

recorded sound, and those options are growing rapidly.

The simplest (but seldom used) me_hod Is to drive a tape

recorder. Some authoring systems will allow you to link

to software which will drive a recorder. An alternative

is to use an audio track of a video tape or videodisc.

There are problems, however, associated with providing

sound over still images using this option. Digitized

sound is also an option, but it generally takes a

relatively massive amount of disk space to star, -Iihort

segment% of audio.

Compact disc technology (CD-ROM and CD1) is emerging

as the solution to the storage space problem, but adopting

it Introduces new hardware and software options. At the

time Of this writing few authoring systems fully support

compact disc technology. If you must use it, it is wise

to choose hardware carefully and to select an authoring

system that can easily import digitized audio files and

play them at any me in a lesson.
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Table 3 summarizes authoring system features
associated with sound.

Table 3. Authoring Sys em Support For Sou d

Program the computer's speaker ("beeps" and music)
Drive tape recorder

Play audio track of video tape or disc
Digitized sound

Compact disc (CD-ROM or CDI)

Interaction

Without meaningful interaction there is perhaps
little need for using computers in training. While
traditional computer-based training cannot reproduce the
complex interactions that take place in training

environments such as the classroom, the simulator, or on-
the-job training, there are clearly minimum interaction
requirements for computer-based training programs to be
meaningful. "The computer" must have the ability to

accept and process more than mere multiple choice

responses if the safety mission of nuclear training is to

be satisfied. Moreover, the computer must be able to
provide feedback based on the judgment of a studen
response. In authoring system terms, it must lnave the
ability to provide sophisticated, conditional answer
processing and branching.

It is at the level of answer judging and branching
that language features should begin to appear in an
authoring system That is, some primitive rules of

inference are required if interaction is to remotely

resemble human interac ion. This implies that there must
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be some "if...then..." capability built into the system.

At the high end, this means an artificial intelligence

inference engine; but this is not what most authoring

systems support. Rather, a language is embedded within

the authoring system which allows you to say, "If the

answer is close to 'source range detectors' then judge it

correctly and present frame #32 as feedback" and the like.

It should also have a simple but comprehensive means of

specifying which answers are close to "source range

detectors." For example, key word searches, spelling

checks, wild cards, string parsing and concatenation

should all be done without significant effort on the part

of the author. There should be few or no restrictions on

the number of paths to which to branch from a given

interaction point. In addition, backward branching should

also be possible.

The judgment of interaction other than keyboard input

must also be possible. At a minimum the authoring system

must provide some sort of pointing device (via cursor

keys, mouse, light pen, etc.) and the ability to define

"touch sensitive" areas of the screen. This provides for

training in which a mechanical system's components must be

identified, far example. At a more sophisticated level,

the authoring system should allow the trainee to

manipulate portions of a graphic display to simulate the

movement of switches and dials or the performance of

maintenance operations in which assembly and disassembly

is important.

You will find that the ability of authoring systems

to provide for interactive training varies from the barely

capable to the most sophisticated. For most nuclear

applications, those systems which approach the most

sophisticated are preferred.
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Table 4 summarizes authoring system features
asso iated w th interaction.

Table 4. Authoring System Support For Interaction

Multiple input on a single scre

Conditional answer judging

Key word search, spelling check, ild cards
Forward & backward branching

Conditional branching

Pointing device(s) & 'touch-sensitive screen
Manipulate screen areas

a -eas

Realism

Realism in the nuclear training environment means, at
the least, the use of actual plant operating parameters.
Whether the training application is on a routine plant-
related calculation or involves complex simulation, real
information must be used. Incorporating such realism into
computer-based instruction should require the least amount
of by-hand data collection and program management. That
is, computers are used to create and maintain databases of
many classes of information. Plant operating parameters,
parts inventory, operating history, emergency procedures,
and many other bits of information are routinely stored in
databases. The authoring system should be the vehicle by
which this information is tapped and kept up to date in
training programs.

What this means is that the authoring system must
have the ability to access external databases, select

relevant information from them, and use this information
in lesson material. While this process may seem rather
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demanding, it can be broken into simple steps: searching

databases, writing selected information to files, reading

external files, and assigning information found in the

files to authoring system variables. If the authoring

system and database system in combination can perform

these steps, then the process is possible. The process

guarantees that training programs are realistic and up-to-

date (at least a- far as the databases are up-to-date).

Moreover, it removes a level of error associated with

human retrieval of realistic data and incorporating it

into training material by hand.

In the category of realism, as defined above, there

are few authoring systems which provide such

sophistication. In fact, most authoring systems do

provide user-definable variables and therefore cannot even

pass data from frame to frame, let alone from external

application to the lesson and vice-versa. Some systems

will execute external applications, bItt do not have the

ability to pass data back and forth or read and write data

files.

Nuclear trainers should carefully consider realism in

their training programs. It is not a simple matter to

search out the required features within authoring systems;

it is perhaps even more difficult to find a working

demonstration of such features. If you are tasked with

authoring systems selection, it is well worth the time a d

effort to determine which system(s) contain the features
which support realism.

Table 5 summarizes authoring system feature
associated with realism.
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-1-ble 5. Authoring System Support For Realism

Author-definable vari4bles

Access external databases

Pass data between lessons and databases

Read and write data files

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The mission of nuclear tra ning places stringent

standards on the content and design of its programs.

Computers provide an attractive means of presenting

instruction, but must meet the rigorous standards imposed

on all presentation media. As such, the tools for

creating computer-based instruction must be carefully

scrutinized for their capabilities to produce training

material which satisfies the standards.

Authoring syst0M5 for computer-based instruction are

numerous and diverse in their capabilites. Many do not

support features capable of creating instruction to

nuclear field standards. It is incumbent upon trainers in

this field to carefully examine both the content and

instructional design of programs they wish to deliver via

computer, and then embark on the authoring system

evaluation and selection process. This Is different than

selecting the "best" authoring system by comparing

authoring systems. An authoring system is not a single

tool but a collection of tools; it is only after the job

is understood that the right collection of tools can be

selected.

A list of articles and publications related to the

authoring systems evaluation process is attached to assist

those who are fac ng the process.
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COMPUTER BASZD TRAINING FOR_ NPP PERSONNEL
INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATION S'YSTEMS

AND FUNCTIONAL TRAINBRS)

H.D. Martin

ABSTRACT

KWU as a manufacturer of thermal and nuclear power
plants has extensive customer training obligations within
its power plant contracts. In this respect KWU has gained
large experience in training of personnel, in the product-
ion of training material including video tapes and in the
design of simulators.

KWU developed interactive communication systems (ICS)
for training and retraining purposes with a personnel com-
puter operating a video disc player on which video in-
struction is stored. The training program is edited with
the help of a self developed editing system which enables
the author to easily enter his instructions into the
computer. Another special application is designed for a
motoric repetition and testing of interlocks in complex
systems, where the operating staff has to recheck its
knowledge in short intervals. Further mathematical model-
ling of system behaviour is performed through simple simu-
lation procedures in order to intensify the interaction
between the trainee and the training system. ICS enables
the plant management to better monitor the performance of
its personnel through computerized training results and
helps to save training manpower.

German NPPs differ very much from other designs with
respect to a more complex and integrated reactor control
system and an additional reactor limitation system. Simu-
lators for such plants therefore have also to simulate
these systems. KWU developed a "Functional Trainer" (FT)
which is a replica of the primary system, the auxiliary
systems linked to it and the associated control, limita-
tion and protection systems including the influences of
the turbine operation and control. It calls for approxi-
mately 30 % of the investment cost and can cover almost
80 % of the training program of a full scope simulator.

Another approach is the "Nuclear Plant Analyzer"
(NPA) which provides graphical displays and systems status
on coloured CRTs coming from design codes run on a main-
frame computer via telephone line.
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'NU'S TRAINING PHILOSOPHY AND STRUCTURE

KWU's function as a manufacturer of nuclear power
plants in the Federal Republic of Germany differs signi-

ficantly from that of foreign manufacturers. This i8 main-

ly due to the fact that KWU is a turnkey contractor. From
the initial fuel loading of the reactor until handover to
the operating company, KWU is a joint applicant for and
holder of the licence under the terms of the West German

Atomic Energy Act. In addition, KWU is responsible for the

plant-oriented training of the customer's staff and provi-
des a large variety of training 4ervices for German and
foreign customers.

KWU developed a modular training system with which it
is possible to take into account the differing require-
ments of various projects and customers, without having to

work out a new program each time. The essential parts of
the training system are basic training and specialist

training. Basic training comprises basic technical courses
up to instructor courses.

Specialist training encompasses six groups of train-
ing modules. The first group consists of technical system
and plant courses, the second group is similarly
structured, and provides simulator courses. All the theo-
retical courses for specialists are included in the third
group; the fourth and fifth groups cover practical
on-the-job courses. And the sixth and last group comprises
the phase of familiarization with the customer's own plant
during erection and commissioning.

The training program for NPFs in the FRG can be di-
vided into five steps (Fig. 1)

The preparatory phase with basic theoretical training

The practical training on-the-job in similar instal-
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lations

- The plant related special training

- The simulator training

The commissioning of the own plant.

The basic theoretical training consists normally of a
3 months course in a research center, at a technical uni-
versity or in a utility owned school and a 6 weeks systems
introductory course at KWU. Practical training is orga-
nized by tb2 utilities themselves while the plant related
special training is provided by KWU.

Before KWU offers the customer a training program for
the various groups of personnel, an optimum organization
of the plant, with job descriptions and job specifica-
tions, is proposed. This is of particular interest to for-
eign customers. The personnel to be trained is categorized
by qualifications. By-means of this procedure and with the
aid of the modular training system, standardized training
courses can be compiled from the individual training
modules.

Each participant of a theoretical course receives ac-
companying training material for each topic with text, da-

ta and graphics. Lectures are held in the morning; the af-

ternoons are reserved for seminars. At the end, the pa ti-
cipants in the seminars present their results before the
whole class.

At the end of each subject section, a colloquium is
held, in which an expert answers questio:is that are still
open, and gives a final survey. At regillar intervals,
written tests are given; part of them consist of multiple-

choice questions, which can be evaluated quickly with the
help of a minicomputer. At the end of a training session,
which does not normally last longer than two months, a

formal intermediate examination is held.
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The training programs developed by KWU are part of
the programs which West German operators must submit to

the regulatory agency in order to obtain an operating li-
cence. The intermediate examinations of the plant courses

are approved by the authority as written parts of the li-
censing exam. In part, representatives of authorities ob-
serve or participate in [(WU courses.

Simulator training for German utility personnel nor-
mally is within the scope of the utility run simulator
training center. However, since 1983 KWU is heavily invol-
ved both in simulator initial and retraining activities

for the German preconvoy and convoy plants.

For all this KWU disposes of a customer training or-
ganization with studio facilities for professional video
and film production, the manufacture of training materia-.
and specialists for the design of training programs and
individual courses as well as the instructors for the va-
rious special subjects.

INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

For the purpose of individual training and retraining
KWU developed an interactive communication system (ICS,

Fig. 2).

ICS is a media where the flow of information is no

one way street from the media to the trainee. The success

of the trainee in digesting the information can easily be
monitored and thus Ls kept evident compared to other

media.

ICS consists of a training course, ructured with
the help of a table of contents and various types of test

questions after each section w th additional instructions
or branching.
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The trainee can start any section through the table
of contents or in defining a subject word. In this case,
the computer starts the program on video disc at this sec
tion whe,:e the subject word is explained. The final test
is randomly organized so that never the same test sequence
is provided. The trainee gets an immediate feedback on his
performance after each question. He can delete individual
questions or he can decide to answer them later. At the
end he gets his personal result and an indication of those
sections of the lesson where he gave wrong answers.

For those subjects where the real working environment
has to be shown, I. e. repair manipulations etc. or where
complex technological phenomenon can only be displayed by
animation a video disc is used which is linked to the PC
via an especially developed video mixing equipment. In the
case of repetition of logical conditions of plant systems
and procedures as part of the retraining program only a

motoric test is necessary. This is performed by the PC _

self without requiring video instructions, the PC genera
ting the P&ID directly on screen.

An editor software package was developed which re
quires no programming knowledge and is easy to use. The

user can design training courses, divided into sections by
himself following the program menu. After the sections he
integrates test questions for which the editor provides
various types of question formats.

Text overlays to video images are possible as well as
area assignment or user assignments on screen. Modifica-
tion of inputs are easy to make as well as the addressing
of images. No time code conversion is required.

Also small simulation applications are included in

the system in order to make the training more practical
oriented.
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The video material is produced in the KWU owned stu-
dio, mastering is done outside. The hardware used consists
of a Siemens PC compatible with IBM standard, a standard
video disc player and the electronic video mixing equip-
ment. if a utility wishes to document the training result
or individual screens a printer can be added. All this

equipment is integrated in the KWU Teach Tower.

NUCLEAR PLANT ANALYZER

The KWU "Nuclear Plant Analyzer" (NPA) is a real time

engineering simulator based on the KWU computer programs
used in plant transient analysis and licensing.

The [-.Timary objective is to promote the understanding

of complex technical and physical processes of a NPP du-
ring malfunctions or malfunction combinations.

This has been achieved by the application of the

transient code NLOOP and operator interaction including
all simulator functions normally available in training
simulators. The mainframe computer in the KWU computing
center drives four colour graphic displays controlled by a
dedicated graphic computer by telecommunication via te-

lephone.

No coatrol room is available since emphasis is put on
the graphical display of variables and system status
(Fig 3).

Three types of pictu es are provided:

semigraphic pictures (symbolic plant diagrams e. g.)
with process data as alphanumeric data, analog bars (wa-
ter level e. g.) and graphic symbols (pressurized
spraying e. g.)

curve pictures containing up to 6 axes with up to 6 cur-

ves each (trend curves for power, mass flows etc.)
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- lists with alpha-numeric data (annunciations, operator
interactions etc.)

Some pictures contain fields where user defined va-

riables can be displayed. The assignment of a specific

picture tp a display is at the liberty of the operator.

One version of the NPA based on the code NLOOP is in
operation for_ KWU 1300 MW Standard PWR plants. It can be

by some reprogramming toadapted to suit other PWR plan

meet the individual demands especially in the field

control and instrumentation.

The objective of the NPA is to be used for training
of higher level, managerial NPP personnel, not directly

involved in shift operation. Another application is to be

used for transient analysis giving a prompt feedback even

if parameters are changed. Thus it can also be used as a

means of malfunctions logistics and to assist the techni-

cal support center in case of emergencies.

FUNCTIONAL TRAINER

During 5500 h of training of shift personnel on a

full scope simulator both for initial training and re-

training purposes KWU has run an evaluation program about

the amount of utilization of the different areas of the

simulator control room. The analysis lead to the conclu-
sion that up to 80 % of the total training can be provided

by representing only 30 % of the full scope control room.

This is mainly due to the fact that German NPPs in
addition to other designs have a special reactor limita-
tion system separate from the reactor control system and
the protection system. It is designed on the basis of the

.

same safety standards as the protection system I. e.
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4 channels and initiates automatic actions to locally and
globally p=rotect the core and the primary system in case
of transiersoats before the protection systems is activated.

The tr=aining of these complex systems therefore plays
an importsm=nt part in the overall simulator training pro-
gram althoLagh it requires only a part of the simulator.
The design of this "Functional Trainer (FT) calls for the
deta lied s ulation and representation of the primary
system, th, e auxiliary systems directly connected like
emergency =ore cooling, volume control or extra borating
system. Them secondary system is simulated as a closed cy-

cle with dtailed representation of life steam, feedwater
supply and - emergency feed water.

Other systems are represented by replacement simula-
tion. Redun dant trains, I. e. EGOS are totally simulated,
however, on ly 1 of 4 trains is represented in the control
room with a _ciditional position switches for the indication
of the othe-c-r- parallel trains.

'The FT also contains a high resolution computer aided

process infrIrmation system (PRINS) for the display of mul-
tifunctionsia diagrams, trend indications or system status
displays (F=ig. 4). The FT uses two SU. computers of the
32 series which are connected with the control room
int__ face villa fiber optics.

The FT is mainly used for practical exercises and fa-
miliarizatin with the reactor control systems, limitation
systems, twmrbine controls and reactor protection system.
This requir es a scope of simulation which allows load
follow operation, 3 loop operation, hot start-up after re-
actor or tirArbine trip, load rejec ion to inplant supply
and total st art-up and shut-down.

It goes without saying that the FT can also be used
for design- objective-oriented strategy and behaviour
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training.

The instructor can morogram e ercises in paralle 1 with

the training session by defining initial corditions ml-
functions or degradatiomms, trend recordeI QrCRT d isplay

parameters a.s.o.

The FT is also used for the further clevelnpmEnt of

the computer aided proca ss information sys m(PRIN=5") for

new plants. If installed- at site the FT can be linced in

parallel to the real pla via the data acclutsition =ornfin-

tars which normally feecl the PRINS proCessing corniputer.

nus it caz1 be used as an "On-line Predictive Ana:Lyzing

ad Learning System" (Oge-,...L).
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GURE LIST

Calion

Fig. I. Training Frogram for NPP Personnel in the FRG
Fig. 2. KWU ICS Teach Tower

Fig. 3. KWU Nuclear Plant Ana lyzer
Fig. 4. KWU Functional Traine
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COMPARING INTERACTIVE VIDEODISC TRAINING
EFFECTIVENESS TO TRADITIONAL TRAINING METHODS

Nancy W. Kenworthy

ABSTRACT

Videodisc skills training programs developed by
industrial Training Corporation are being used
and evaluated by major industrial facilities. In
one such study, interactiveyideodisc training
programs were compared to videotape and
instructor-based training to determine the
effectiveness of videodisc in_terms of
performance, training time and trainee
attitudes. Results showed that when initial
training was done using the interactive videodisc
system, trainee performance was_superior to the
performance_of trainees using videotape, and
approximately equal to the performance of those
trained by an instructor. When each method was
used in follow-up training, interactive videodisc
was definitely the most effective. Results also
indicate that training time can be reduced using
interactive _videodisc. Attitudes of both
trainees and instructors toward the interactive
videodisc training were positive.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

This evaluation methodology was designed and
carried out_by the training staff at a major
industrial_facility. _The purpose of the study
was to evaluate the effectiveness of interactive
videodisc training compared to videotape and
instructor-based lessons.

In this study, journeymen mechanics with little
or no formal training in electrical/electronic
skills were trained in two electrical skills
areas: using an oscilloscope and using a
multimeter. Participants in the study were
volunteers.
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Z-NaTIAL fl MING EVALUATION

Bdore the tr=aining, instructors at the facility
thweloped trszaining objectives in the two content
ueas. From these objectives, a written pretest,
pat-test, arad performance tasks were developed
for each cont=ent area. All trainees were given
ate written F=Dretest and were evaluated on the
performance t-asks. The pretests were left
ungraded, anal locked away until the conclusion of
training in cum.rder to avoid biasing the results of
ae study.

Trainees wer-E randomly divided into three
grcups. Trai_nees in each group received initial
training in t_ :he content area through a specific
method -- int eractive videodisc, videotape, or
inEtructor-baL sed classroom training.

Ve trainees in the interactive videodisc group
rueived trailming from two interactive videodisc
lessons devel..oped by Industrial Training
Corporation. Both lessons are Level III
interactive vr:Ideodisc training programs. These
off-the-shelf lessons consist of a videodisc, the
nuessary conleputer software, a user's reference
containing thame lesson objectives, and a user's
handbook whicIlh provides the information necessary
tooperate tbame hardware delivery system. Before
beginning the training, each of the trainees
using the vidcEaodisc system received a five-minute
explanation oJiT how to use the system. After this
igtial explaxmation, trainees were permitted to
ask questions about system operation if
necessary. Ec=pwever, the instructor was not
pumitted to F=riswer questions about lesson
catent.

Tninees in thae videotape training group used
off-the-shelf videotape training programa in the
content areas-- These videotape programs were
selected by tl-m.e training staff at the facility
Tninees had he videotape and accompanying
workbook. Trasaining was done on an individual
basis so that each trainee could review materil
as much as ne(---essary within the time limit.
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Trainees in the instructor-based training gmu
received training through a classroom lePtue
format with demonstrations. Training was dme tin
small groups. Average trainer-trainee ratiowa2s
1:3. The instructors were experienced in de
content area and had taught these subjects
previously. Instructors.were permitted to
provide demonstrations with actual equipment, arad
use handouts and the chalkboard as teachingaidg.

Each group was given a time limit of two hous tto
complete each lesson. All groups used die enti=e
two hours.

After.completing the lesson, trainees were
administered the written post-test and
performance tasks. The effectiveness of the
training for each method was based on the
improvement shown by comparing pretest and
post-test scores and performance task
evaluations.

PERFORMANCE -- INITIAL TRAINING

By comparing the mean pretest and mean post-tee-
for each group, it is possible to determinebor
much each group improved as a result of the
particular training method. Written tests we
scored as a percentage of correct answers.
Performance evaluation scores reflect the
percentage of tasks.performed according to
specified criteria.After initial training,, the
improvement resulting from interactive videdisc
training was comparable to the_improvement
resulting from the instructor-based training--
both on the written test and on the_performwe
task evaluation. The improvement after videotap.me

instruction was substantially lower. The
improvement percentages were consistent forboth
the oscilloscope lesson and the multimeter
lesson.
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Initial Training

Mem Scow.res Oscilloscope
Written -A formanceVideod is- z- c

Pretest
Poet-tes t
Improvem._-- t
VlOptflp-=--e

29%
48%
19%

30%
40%
10%

33%
50%
17%

'07
477.
477.

0%
27%
27%

0%
53%
53%

Preteat
Poet-tes t
trnprovera.ent

Ustru c

Pretest
Poot-test
Irnprovetnament

Mean Scoes Muitimeter
Wr itten P or manceV_ideoci I,

Pretest
Poet-tessat
Ireprovem-----nt

47%
66%
19%

40%
50%
10%

32%
50%
18%

7%
53%
46%

13%
47%
34%

0%
53%
53%

Y14.toiMA

Pretest
Pcst-te sim
Improvemnt

Irietruet_3r
Pretest
Post-te a
Ireprovemnt
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FOLLOW-UP TRAINING EVALUATION

After completing the initial training lesson,
each group was scheduled for follow-up training
using the other two methods of instruction tested
in this study. The purpose of this follow-up
training was twofold:

- to give each trainee an exposure to each
method so Chat trainee attitudes toward
each method could be evaluated

- to provide some indication of the
effectiveness of each method as follow-up
training.

At the conclusion of each lesson, trainees were
again administered the written post-test and
performance task evPluation so that any
improvement could h noted.

PERFORMANCE -- FOLLOW-UP TRAINING

Here, some surprising results were noted. After
completing the interactive videodisc lesson,
trainee scores improved significantly, no matter
whether they received the videodisc training
first, second, or third in the rotation.
Performance improvement using interactive
videodisc for follow-up was superior to both
instructor-based and videotape methods. These
results were_ consistent for both the oscilloscope
lesson and the multimeter lesson.

The interactive videodisc seemed especially
effective in improving scorL3 on the performance
tasks after initial training. The trainees
improved their performance scores an average of
more than 30% following the videodisc training.

Since the follow-up training results were a
corrollary to the primary study of initial
training evaluation, they provide food for
thought rather than conclusive results.
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This is an area that ITC intends to pursue in
future studies. One possible explanation for the
dramatic increase in performance scores may be
that ITC's videodisc skills training lessons are
designed around simulations fo hands-on tasks
that provide practice for the trainees.

Improvement After Initial Training

Oscilloscoe

Videodisc
Videotape
Instructor

Written Per -ormar_l

11% 30%
2% 4%
9% 20%

Multimeter

Videodisc 13%
Videotape 4%
Instructor 8%

T _INING TIME

36%
7%

27%

Each lesson was limited to two hours in order to
provide a fair basis for comparing performance.
However, surveys of trainees and instructors
after training indicated that interactive
videodisc may provide a way to reduce training
time.

Trainers in the instructor-based training
complained of a lack of time_to adequately cover
the material. Trainees in the instructor-based
groups described the speed of presentation as ate
primary weakness of this method of training.
Trainees in the interactive videodisc training
groups felt they had adequate time to complete
each lesson.
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TRAINEE/TRAINER ATTITUDES

After completing the lessons in each of the three
training methods, trainees were surveyed to
determine their attitudes toward each training
method. Trainees were encouraged to comment on
the strengths and weaknesses of each method, and
to suggest ways that the training might be
improved. Instructor comments were also
solicited.

Trainee attitudes paralleled performance in terms
of which methods were most effective. When asked
what method of instruction they thought worked
best, trainees were fairly evenly divided between
interactive videodisc_ and instructor-based
training. However, when the question was
rephrased to_ask which training method they would
prefer if only one method were available, a clear
majority chose videodisc. When asked why,
trainees gave two reasons:

The instructor often went too fast.

- The interactive videodisc protected
trainees from the embarrassment of giving
an incorrect answer in front of other
people.

Trainers were positive about the flexibility of
interactive videodisc in terms of where and when
it can be used for training. They also approved
of its use for independent training. The
instructors compared the effectiveness of
interactive videodisc to their best instructor.

Trainees using the interactive videodisc made one .
suggestion for increasing the effectiveness of
the training that would be simple to implement.
In this case, since the training op the videodisc
was generic in nature, trainees thought it would
be helpful to have the specific equipment that
they would_be using on the job available for
practice after completing the simulations on the
videodisc.



METHODS FOR EVALUATION OF
INDUSTRY TRAINING PROGRAMS

DolOres S. Morisseau
Mary Louise Roe

Julius J. Persensky

ABSTRACT

The NRC Policy Statement on Training and Qualification
endorses the INPO-managed Training Accreditation Program
in that it encompasses the elements of effective
performance-based training. Those elements are:
analysis of the job, performance-based learning
objectives, training design and implementation, trainee
evaluation, and program evaluation.

As part of the NRC independent evalua ion of utilities'
implementation of training improvement programs, the
staff developed_training review criteria and procedures
that address all five elements of effective performance-
based training. The staff uses these criteria to perform
reviews of utility training programs that have already
received accreditation. Although no performance-based
training program can be said to be complete unless all
five elements are in place, the last two, trainee and
program evaluation, are perhaps the most important
because they determine how well the first three elements
have been implemented and ensure the dynamic nature of
training.

This paper discusses the evaluation elements of the NRC
training review criteria. The discussion will detail the
elements of evaluation methods and techniques that the
staff expects to find as integral parts of performance-
based training programs at accredited utilities.
Further, the review of the effectiveness of
implementation of the evaluation methods is discussed.
The paper also addresses some of the qualitative
differences between what is minimally acceptable and what
is most desirable with respect to trainee and program
evaluation mechanisms and their implementation.
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BACKGROUND

On March 20, 1985, the NRC issued a Final Policy Statement on Training

and Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel. This guidance

endorsed the INPO-Managed Training Accreditation Program because the

NRC believed that the Accreditation Program encompasses the elements

of effective performanced-based training. These elements are:

analyses of the job, performanced-based learning objectives, training

design and implementation, trainee evaluation, and program evaluation.

Additionally, the NRC developed NUREG-1220, "Training Review Criteria

and Procedures." to assist the NRC staff in performing independent

evaluations of industry training improvement programs including post-

accreditation audits. The evaluation criteria and accompanying

procedures provide detailed questions for determining the extent of

implementation of the five elements of effective performanced-based
training. While all the elements are essential for effective

training, perhaps the last two, trainee and program evaluation, are

more important because they determine how well the first three are

implemented and are the basis for continuing improvement of training.

The focus of this paper will, therefore, be concentrated on evaluation

methodology including what the NRC staff expects to find as the

integral part of performanced-based training evaluation at accredited

utilities, and how effectively those mechanisms are implemented. The

paper also addresses some of the qualitative differences between what

is minimally acceptable and what is most desirable with respect to

trainee and program evaluations.

The trainee evaluation process includes an assessment of the

individual prior to entry into the training program, evaluations

during training, and evaluations while the individual is on the job.

Aspects of th.L, assessment include: exemptions from training based on

experience, prior training or performance-based testing; regular

job-related evaluations with feedback; and remediation. The
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focus of program evaluation is to determine the training program's

effectiveness as it is implemented, and to revise it as necessary.

Aspects would include aggregate evaluation of trainee test

performance, trainee and instructor critiques, on-the-job evaluations

by trainees, feedback from supervisors, formal program evaluation, and

evaluation of training staff performance. The NRC staff performing an

audit of industry training programs reviews training procedures,

records, and tests and also interviews the training staff, trainees

and job supervisors to determine the effectiveness of trainee and

program evaluation. A more detailed discussion of evaluation

methodologies is presented in the remainder of this paper.

TRAINEE EVALUATION

Exemption's

The first question included under the element of trainee evaluation is

that of exemptions from any portion of training. A determination is

made as to the circumstances under which exemptions from training may

be granted. Minimal standards would allow exemptions without any

auditable record. A more acceptable criterion for exemptions would be

documented evaluation of equivalent training or performance-based

testing. The most desirable method for granting exemption from

training would depend exclusively on performance-based testing, i.e.,

testing based on the knowledges and skills needed to perform the

specific job.

Test Items

Trainee evaluation should be appropriate to job performance

requirements and training objectives. Test items for tasks selected

are reviewed to determine that test items for all tasks are consistent

with the learning objectives and job performance requirements. The
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most appropriate test items would require faii.htul indication of

required actions given the stated conditions to a predetermined

standard of performance, so that knowledges and skills are determined

to be adequate.

Feedback

The trainees should be provided prompt, regular, objective feedback on

their performance. Examples include the self-checks which can be

scored by the trainee, as in self-study workbooks, or instructor-

administered and scored tests. In the latter case, tests should be

scored and returned within a day, but in no more than a week_ In

addition to feedback provided for the overall performance, feedback

should also be provided relating to specific skills and knowledges

that do not meet job performance re uirements (i.e., learning

objective standards).

Performance Below Minimum Standards

Trainees who perform below minimum standards should be provided

remedial training, retested and removed from the training program if

minimum standards are not met. When difficulties occur in original

training, special training techniques should be used to correct them.

This would require careful analysis with input from the trainee.

Information regarding trainee deficiencies should also be used as

feedback into the program. Job incumbents performing below minimum

standards during requalification or continuing training should be

removed from associated job duties and provided with remedial

training. Root causes of failures in continuing training programs

should also be identified and used to improve that phase of the

program. During a post-accreditation audit, the staff reviews

specific examples of the remediation process including additional

training provided, procedures for retesting and procedures for removal
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from the program or job duties for failure to meet the minimum

standards.

Compromise of Test Contents

Training procedures should define the steps that are taken to preclude

compromise of test contents. For instance, a sufficient number of

questions in the test bank facilitates variations in examinations so

that questions need not be repeated between tests. A single

administration of a particular examination (or several versions per

administration), regular examination proctoring, and effective

procedures for and implementation of measures taken against exam

compromise are other measures reviewed by the staff.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

The audit team looks for evidence that the utility has a systematic

method in place not only to evaluate the training program's

effectiveness, but also to revise the program when necessary. There

are a number of mechanisms that are good parameters for program

evaluation, e.g., evaluation of test results, programmatic critiques,

on-the-job feedback, formal evaluations and evaluation of training

staff performance.

Evaluation of Test Results

Identification of trainees' weaknesses is relatively straightforward.

Finding the cause of those weaknesses is not as simple and more

training is not always the answer. One method of identifying

weaknesses is evaluation of aggregate results of both written and

operating tests to improve testing and to provide feedback to improve

training. A good evaluation of test results usually includes a test

item analysis. Test items that are consistently answered incorrectly
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may pinpoint the cause of program weakness and narrow the decision as

to whether the fault may lie with the adequacy of procedures or other

job performance aids provided, selection criteria, sequence of

training or the qualifications and performance of the instructor.

Evidence that such an analysis is implemented is usually found in

procedures or an actual evaluation of test results from a recently

completed course.

Instructor and Trainee Critiques

Both trainees and instructors are in unique positions to provide

valuable input to the program eveuation process. Instructors can

identify problems with technical accuracy, completeness, sequencing,

and trainees' difficulties with training materials. Trainees can

identify the same type of problems from the perspective of the target
population. As part of a post-accreditation review, the staff

determines if there is evidence that instructor critiques of training

are required, are an ongoing part of the conduct of courses, and, most

importantly, that there is a formal method for the timely

implementation of appropriate changes to the program. The staff also

reviews requirements for trainee critiques and ensures, through

documentation, that they are structured, focused on desired

information, and used for program evaluation.

On-the-Job Experience

A formal program for collecting on-the-job experience information from
job incumbents 3 to 6 months after they complete training should be

implemented and the data used for program evaluation of initial

training. Continuing training can also be evaluated using similar

experience information from job incumbents. The information collected

should include:
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(I) unexpected difficulties in performing tasks on the job,

2) those tasks that are particularly difficult or easy

nerform,

any difference between the way tasks are performed on the

job and the way they are taught,

additional training needed to do the job, and

kinds of errors committed :- the job.

The staff reviews documentation to determine the existence of a formal

program to collect on-the-job experience in the five areas above and

to determine if the information is part of the evaluation and

modification of initial and continuing training programs.

Supervisor Feedback

A formal program to periodically solicit supervisor feedback on job

performance problems is an integral part of program evaluation and the

information obtained should be used to improve both initial and

continuing training. Information collected from supervisors should

include (I) tasks for which job incumbents are inadequately prepared,

(2) kinds of errors committed by job incumbents, (3) additional

training received by new job incumbents once they are on the job,

(4) suggestions for improvements in initial and continuing training

programs, and (5) expected changes in job assignments, procedures, or

equipment. The NRC reviews evidence to ensure that this feedback is

proceduralized as a part of the program evaluation process and that

the information is actually used to evaluate and improve initial and

continuing training.
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Internal and External Program Evaluation

The NRC audit determines if there have been internal or external

program evaluations for the two most recent years and determines if

the findings have been incorporated in the program. If the findings

are not used, there should be evidence of appropriate rebuttal of the

findings. External evaluations can be either from outside of the

utility or merely external to the training organization, e.g., utility

performed QA audit.

Training Staff Performance Evaluation

Training procedures should be in place that require a periodic (once

every 12 months at a minimum) evaluation of the performance of

training staff members. The NRC reviews to ensure that there is

evidence that these procedures are being implemented in a consistent,

accountable manner.

CONCLUSION

Without trainee and program evaluation elements, performance-based

training would not have true substance or be effectively modified.

For training to be truly performance-based it must be dynamic; without

evaluation and feedback any training program will become static.

Information derived from the evaluation process must be used to

determine program strengths and weaknesses which are then used as

feedback to further enhance the training program's content and

effectiveness. The review criteria of NUREG-1220 used by the NRC are

designed to determine if utility training programs include consistent

evaluation methodology with evidence of auditable documentation.

Appropriate implementation of these two elements will ensure the

dynamic nature of industry training.



ACCREDITATION SELF-EVALUATION: AN EFFECTIVE
PROGRAM EVALUATION TOOL

Ronald L. Fritchley

ABSTRACT

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operation's (INPO)
Accreditation Program includes a systematic
evaluation that subsequently improves nuclear
utility training programs. The process begins with
a utility-conducted self-evaluation that measures
its training programs against the accreditation
criteria and objectives. When properly
conducted, the self-evaluation results should
identify weaknesses within each program as well as
program strengths. Utilities are then expected to
take the necessary actions to correct the
weaknesses that have been found. Experience with
the .process has shown that a properly conducted
self-evaluation can also be an effective program
evaluation. In addition, much of the data and
information that are collected and used during the
self-evaluation process are also used in
conducting other evaluations of the training
organization and programs. This paper will
discuss using the self-evaluation process as a
tool for conducting program evaluations.

INTRODUCTION

At the last Symposium, INPO staff provided an update c

the status of accreditation in the nuclear power industry.

At that time half of the utilities had filed an acceptable

self-evaluation report for at least one training program ar

slightly more than 30 programs had achieved accreditation.

On December 16, 1986, the nuclear power industry achieved e

significant goal by having 10 primary training programs at

61 specific operator plants accredited or ready for

accreditation with over half of these 610 programs having

achieved accreditation.

407
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During the first few years of implementing the INPO
accreditation program, all of us have learned a great deal
about the process and how it can be used to improve traininc

programs. My discussion today is based to a large extent on

observations of the self-evaluation procwas and how it has
been conducted by several nuclear utility training

organizations. The following is a description of how the
accreditation self-evaluation and program evaluation

processes can be combined to make both of them more

effective and efficient. This paper pr_marily addresses

program evaluation as a measure of the effectiveness of the

training process and the proper conduct of the training

program. It does not include evaluating the results of

training by assessing job performance.

SELF-EVALUATION

The self-evaluation process as it has evolved in the
IMP() Accreditation Program has three principal purposes-- it
is intended to help the training organization and its
programs improve; it provides a framework for action plans

and resource requirement estimates; and it provides a firm
foundation for the preparation of the accreditation

self-evaluation report to be submitted to INPO. The

self-evaluation is the most important part of the entire
accreditation process.

The task of conducting and managing a self-evaluation

requires a team effort to produce the desired results.

Therefore, the process must be planned in detail and

conducted in an efficient manner. In addition, it is

desirable for a self-qvaluation to have the following

attributes:

o The process should be internally motivated. The

literature on self-evaluation and organizational
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effectiveness suggest that an internally motiva ed

self-evaluation is far more successful than one tiu

is conducted with the single purpose of responding

to an external agency.

o The plant and utility ma agement is committed to thE

process. Management can demonstrate this commitment

through goals and objectives, their advice

and recommendations on key training issues and

making resources available to take corrective
actions.

o The design of the self-evaluation should be

appropriate to the utility, plant, and training

organization. This should include participation of

personnel that represent the various organizational

units inc uding plant departments involved with

training.

o The process should be well led. Effective group

process, problem clarification and solving, and

group leadership skills must be used.

o The participants should be commi 'ed to a thorough

and critical self-evaluation.

The properly conducted self-evaluation is a thorough
and critical comparison of a utility's training programs na
only to the INPO accreditation objectives and criteria, but
also to the utility's own standards aS defined by policies

and procedures. The utility conducted self-evaluation

identifies strengths and weaknesses within each program
being evaluated. Solutions and action plans are developed
for tize weaknesses identified and corrective actions taken.
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PROGRAM EVALUATION

Program evaluation is an integral part of all training

system models and is widely used as the principal method for

determining the effectiveness of There are many

ways to approach program evaluations; there is no single

evaluation method, that is best for all cases.

A great deal of -eser-oh has been conducted to identify

the key components of a training program that can contribute

to its effectiveness. These components are: organization

and management, personnel/staff, training process and

materials, content of the program, and utilization of

resources and facilities. The accreditation objectives and

criteria closely parallel these components.

The literature indicates that program evaluation is

most useful when it is treated as a process--a way of

decision making--and when it is applied as such. For
example, while specific assessment and measurement methods

can be applied to the evaluation of a given training

program, the decision-making approach itself is a process

that can be generalized. Decision areas must be identified,

sources for data specified, methods of analysis indicated,

and evaluative decisions made. These steps would make up

the evaluative process for determining the effectiveness of

any training program. They too, are common to the

self-evaluation process.

COMBINING THE TWO

Most program evaluations focus on the implementation of

an individual training program or a cluster of similar

programs. Rarely does the program evaluation provide a

comprehensive and in-depth evaluation of the training

program, the training processes, or the training

organization. The areas of organization and management are
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nearly always given the least amount of attention. The

accreditation self-evaluation process provides an in-depth

and comprehensive evaluation of the systematic approach to

training as well as organization and management, training

staff, and resources and facilities. When viewed

pragmatically, a properly conducted self-evaluation is a

comprehensive program evaluation.

The INPO Accreditation Program is implemented en a four

year cycle. At a minimum a self-evaluation must be

conducted for a training program every four years. The
resources needed to conduct an entirely new self-evaluation

every four years can be significant, and the quantity of

data and information to be analyzed can be overwhelming.

Since much of the infoIluation collected and used in the

self-evaluation process is also used for other training

related evaluations, the existing self-evaluation should be

a living process. This can be done by establishing and

maintaining a data and information base for each criterion.

As changes are made to criteria or as data are generated the

files are updated. This provides the training staff with

the most current information to use for conducting

self-evaluations, preparing reports, or responding to the
needs of other evaluations. The self-evaluation process
that has been structured to be an on-going or living process
can be an effective tool to provide up-to-date data to meet

the evaluation needs of the training organization. The

self-evaluation has now been made a part of the management
process for evaluation and planning.

THE BENEFITS

The benefits that a utility may derive by using the

self-evaluation process as a program evaluation tool can be
many. While organizational structure, management

philosophies, and administrative policies vary from

utility-to-utility the benefits to be derived will vary
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accordingly. However, some of the benefits that can be
expected are as follows:

o The utility is provided with an on-going thorough

and comprehensive evaluation of the training

organization and its processes and programs.

o The redundancy of evaluations is reduced.

o A single evaluation program is more cost effective

than separate evaluation efforts.

o There is less impact on the time of the plant

staff--less intrusion to collect redundant data.

o The training staff can prepare evaluation reports

(including self-evaluation reports) and respond to

external agency information needs more efficiently
and effectively.

o Training management is provided with up-to-date

information for planning and decision making.

SUMMARY

Th accreditation self-evaluation process is an

effective evaluation tool. Properly conducted, the

self-evaluation is a thorough and comprehensive program

evaluation. Experience has shown that much of the data and

information used to conduct a self-evaluation are used in
other evaluations of the training organization and its

processes and programs The self-evaluation process that

has been structured to be an on-going or living process can
be an effective tool for providing up-to-date information to

meet the changing evaluation needs of the training
organization.
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TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS FEEDBACK

Neal A. Wiggin

ABSTRACT

A formal method of getting feedback about the job performance of
employees is a necessary part of all our training programs. The foimal
process may prove to be inadequate if it is the only process in use.
There are many ways and many opportunities to get good feedback about
employee performance. We need to document these methods and specific
instances to supplement the more formalized process. The key is to
identify them, encourage them, use them, and document the training
actions that result from them. This paper describes one plant's
method of getting feedback about performance of technicians in the
field.

Wa s To Get Feedback

Recently I heard some training feedback that I wasn't expecting:

"You trained my group on how to do an inspection, and scared them so

bad that most of them won't do the task at all, because they're afraid

they will make a mistake!"

Wow! We thought we had a terrific program, and we do! But we

created a fear of failure by not being aware of the attitude we were

creating in the learning activities! We could respond with a remark

about people refusing to do the tasks they are assigned. But would we

get any more feedback from that source? Probably not.

No matter what methods we use to facilitate feedback about train-

ing effectiveness, they will soon cease to function unless our re-

ponses are clear and positive. It would do no good to get defensive

about our program. If somebody is providing us essential information,

they need to know that we are listening and responding. If we are not

getting feedback now, we must not make the mistake of thinking that the

clients are satisfied; they may only be convinced that no one is going

to listen anyway. Silence is our cue to get proactive, immediately.
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There are many good ways to get feedback; the clue is to en-

courage them, enhance them and use them to make program improvements.

Te look for feedback only after the training program has been pro-

vided is to wait five phases too late. Begin with the needs analysis

phase. What methods do you have for plant personnel to request train-

ing? Do you think of that request as an opportunity for feedback. If

you have programs in effect already, the request for training may -

dicate a gap in the curriculum. Use the request as an opportunity to

get the client to talk about training services.

Who are the trainees? If you already have training programs for

these trainees, the current request may be already covered by one of

them. Does the requestor know this? if so, does this request mean

that the existing program needs to be revised or enlarged?

Is this request the result of some new tasks? If not, is this

task on the task lists for this position?

changed the status of this task? That is, if we are not training on

this task now, is it one that we deselected or that had a low

priority? If so, why is it now on the front burner?

Have some priorities

What prompted this request? An audit? A safety report? An

employee concern? A plant event? How did we become aware of this

need for training? If there is some plant or industry event driving

the request, the caller may be able to provide the necessary reference

so that you can analyze it for scope and depth of training needed.

The Fo- al Method

I consider anything that tells me that we have a gap in training

to be feedback about the effectiveness of the training program. Keep-

ing that in mind, let's look at the formalized method that is expected

of us, to solicit and respond to feedback about the performance of

employees after they have completed a training program; it is clear

that we have to have a formalized method; what we also hc.7,2 to make

clear is that such a method cannot be the only method, nor will it

even provide the best information out of all the techniquet: nu use.
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At Seabrook Station, our training procedures call for us to

follow up training with a request for feedback from job incumbents

and from supervisors, anytime from three to six months after the

completion of a training program. Two forms that we use appear at

the end of this paper. Some of the things we have learned from this

are the following:

a. Many of the employess that we trained have not used the

skills since they completed training.

b. Employees often comment on training in general, whether or

not they comment about the program they evaluated.

c. We get a high percentage of response from the survey. A

follow-up phone call usually will bring in the remainder.

Supervisors return their responses promptly, but because they

have often not seen the trainee perfom tasks, the informa-

tion is not particularly helpful. It is generally true that

the classe :1T7 scheduled on bases that have little to do

with when th- trainee is expected to perform the work; this

is partly due to the fact that we are an NTOL plant; we ex-

pect that when we are planning for outages, there will be a

much greater likelihood that an employee will perform the

tasks soon after training.

Feedback in the TSD Process

We started this scenario with a hypothetical request for train-

ing, and looked at how we could use that request to get training

effectiveness feedback. As we proceed through the training system

development procedure, we have continuing opportunities for feedback,

not just about the program being developed, but about existing pro-

grams.

In the design phase, we create a scope and tentative objectives

for the new program. Then we involve the client by soliciting comments

on the scope and objectives, i.e., who is going to be trained, how

long it will take to develop the program, how long we expect the
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program to run, what training setting(s) will be used etc. We can

and should compare this design to other programs which we consider

successful, with the intent of using what has worked well for us in

the past. Now we ask the client; "What do you think?" "Will these

objectives cover the tasks you want people trained to do?" "We think

this is the optimum number of hours, based on experience with other

courses of this type; is this feasible for you?" "How many trainees

can we expect to have at a time, based on current workload?" "Do you

want to continue with half-day training sessions?" "We could go gull

days or non-consecutive days if you need some other arrangement?"

"Which scheduling arrangement is best for you?"

Each phase of the development process should be treated the same

way, that is, we should be looking for comments that will help not only

with the new program, but also provide feedback about existing ones.

Docum ntin- the Process

We have begun a Training Effectiveness Feedback File. In it we

keep the initiating document and a copy of any response we have made to

modify training activities as a result of it. Do you have a way to

get information about employee performance over the course of the

year? Do you get data from Health Physics about the number and types

of errors and omissions committed by radiation workers? Is that in-

formation useful as training effectiveness feedback? Of course it

is! You use it to change emphasis or to add information to your

radiation worker training. You know that! You do it all the time.

Do you document it? Do you have a log or memo file where you can

track the changes in training that you made as a result of performance

indicators? If so, put these things in it if they initiated a program

or a revision to one:

1. Non-conformance reports.

2. Audit findings on the performance or work or work requests.

3. Safety reports/lost-time accidents.

4. Station Incident Reports.

5. Memoi, from supervisors on any aspect of training, along with
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the responses.

6. Memos from you to the file, about telephone conversations

concerning any aspect of training.

7. Minutes of training committee meetings.

8. Summaries of cour;e critiques from participants.

9. Formalized feedback forms from employees and supervisors.

10. Memos from the training department to others, detailing your

response to feedback. (This is an essential step in insuring

that others know you really want feedback and will take

action when it is warranted.)

11. Responses to Independent Safety Engineering recommendati

when these address training effectiveness.

12. Did you say thanks on your responses? If so, did you mean

it?

We have to have a means of getting feedback.

We have to document that we have it.

We have to use the feedback to modify training activities; we

have to document that.

We have to insure that the feedback keeps coming. To do that,

we need to show that we are listening by responding non-defen-

sively.

When we do all that, we make the employees and the supervisors

partners with the training department in quality improvement.
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T INEE'S EVALUATION OF T INING EFFECTIVENESS

TRAINING GROUP:

PROGRAM_

COURSE:

PHASE:_

LESSON:

DATE(s):

1. What additional training have you received since being last

assigned to your job?

2. What unexpected difficulties or problems in job performance have

you experienced?

Has your supervisor given you instructions different from those

received in training? YES NO (circle one). If YES, what are

the differences?

4. Have there been other differences between the training received

and what is now expected of you on the job? YES NO (circle one).

If YES, please explain:

5. What changes have

to it?

occurred in yoU job isnce you were last assigned

6. What tasks do you find easiest in performing your job?

Which tasks do you find expecially challenging in your job?

PLEASE COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE AND RETURN TO THE TRAINING DEPT.

Fig. 1. Trainee's Evaluation of Training Effectiveness.
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Looking back, what specific training most benefited you in job

performance?

9. What kind of errors have been committed on the job?

10. How could training have better prepared you for your job?_

What suggestions would you make to improve the training you re-

ceived?

12. What additional training do you need for your job?

13. Do you have other comment- about training and/or its affect on

your job performance?

Date:

Trainee's Name (Optional):

Fig. 2. Traineels Evaluation of Training Effectiveness.
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S ERVISOR'S EVALUATION OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

TRAINING GROUP:

PROGRAM:

COURSE:

PHASE:

LESSON:

ATTENDEE'

DATE(s):

How well do trainees -perform on the job compared to experienced

employees?

2. What tasks were newly trained employees best prepared to perform?

3. For which tasks were they inadequately prepared?

What kinds of errors have employees committed?

5. Which tasks require excessive time for trainees to complete?

6. How do recent trainees compare with those receiving earlier

training?

What additional training have trainees received since they were

assigned their present job responsibilities?

Have trainee errors caused equipment damage or failure?

Has rework by maintenance personnel been required due to per-

sonnel errors or lack of adequate training?

PLEASE COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE
Fig. 4 Supervisor's Evaluation of Training Effectiveness.
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9. Have employees been commended or warned for unusually good or bad

job performances?

10. Have you observed unexpected results from training?._

11. Has training created any new problems?

12. What suggestions would you make to improve inita1or
training?

nt inur-ng

13. Do 37ti anticipate any changes in job assignments or equimenv

will require additional training or changes in existing traing?

14. What current training do you consider to be excessive or un

necessary?

SUPERVISOR:

DEPARTMENT:

PLEASE ATTACH A SEPARATE SHEET FOR ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS. RETURt-4 TO

THE TRAINING DEPARTMENT.

DATE:

Fig. 5. Supervisor's Evaluation of Training Effectiveness.
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Fig. 1. Trainee's Evaluation of Training Effectiveness.

Fig. 2. Trainee's Evaluation of Training Effectiveness, page 2.

Fig. 3. Supervisor's Evaluation of Training Effectiveness.

Fg 4. Supervisor's Evaluation of Training Effectiveness, page 2.
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TRAINING EVALUATION AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONFNT OF
TRAINING FOR_PERFORMANCF

H.J. Lapp, Jr.

ABSTRACT

A training evaluation system should address four major areas:
reaction, learning, behavior, and results. The trainingeation
system at GPU Nuclear Corporation addresses each of theaethrLlugh
practical approaches such as course and program evaluation, 132be
maior aspects of each practical component of this systeM are
described along with an organizational structure to implement. A
training evaluation system is an important tool of iMprOvingp=olant
performance by assessing trainee performance both in tr4Wing and is
the plant.

INTRODUCTION

Utilities can be thought of as process cultures whic_ are

characterized as low risk and slow feedback organizations. Fcmar the

nuclear power industry that changed in 1979 after the TM14

accident. Nuclear utilities were jettisoned through tbat culure

into high level visability on a variety of issues. A4 a result of

the accident, the industry now has long lists of aliditorser

checkers. Today these external auditors attempt to provide eur

evaluation function for us. In some areas this may Vork wnl, but

in areas like training and plant performance, it may not. Tra ining

evaluation ia a critical link in the plant performance etvetia-7-11,

hence the idea of Training for Performance. Internal training

evaluation must become an integral component of nuclear Utilit=5"

training. Safe reliable, and economic plant performance are the

principle goals for our industry. To be successful, Our induSIbry

must become more serious about generating an internal capOili-Ity at

training course or program evaluation.

423
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Traditional audits, whether done by QA, INPO, o- the NRC tend to

identify our mistakes. These processes reflect a belief that

finding our problems is someone else's responsibility. This article

presents the conceptual ideas upon which a practical evaluation

system is based and the organizational arrangement needed to

implement. This evaluation system helps us as an industry to

prevent training caused performance mistakes before they can occur.

Finally, if performance based training is to be the overall goal for

training, then the term "performance" needs to be explained

further. The use of the word "performance" does not mean successful

only performance of trainees in a given training program. This is

certainly desirable but is not the real reason why the training is

happening. "Performance" in this case means performance on the job;

which leads to successful plant performance. The real purpose of

training is to improve job performance - Training for Performance.

An evaluation system must reflect that reality.

TRAINING EVALUATION SCHEMES

The purpose of training evaluation is to provide data to training

and line management so that intelligent, prudent, and economic

decisions can be made about training courses and/or programs.
1

This process is accomplished by identifying the strengths and

weaknesses of the training. No one evaluation instrument can

provide all the valid data that we require.

P.R. Clark, CEO of GPU Nuclear Corporation in his talk in Lyon,

France at the Human Performance Workshop stated, "... in nuclear

activities, it is not the admitted lack of perfection but the

inability or unwillingness to learn from experience that is

intolerable. Since evaluation is an important tool of capturing
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experience, several evaluation schemes or processes exist at GPU

Nuclear to identify our strengths and weaknesses. The following

evaluation schemes are important tools in ensuring that we are

training for performance:

Program
course
Instructor
Trainee (while in training
Trainee (once back on the job)

program Evaluation

The two most common labels used to describe training are training

programs and training courses. These two labels describe training

that differs primarily due to length. Training programs are usually

large scale training efforts which we use to develop new personnel

by certification or qualification to do specific jobs. Since each

varies significantly in length, it is more practical to approach

their evaluation with appropriately scaled processes. This ensures

that our evaluation activities will remain manageable and

economical. Some typical training programs include the Non-Lxcensed

Operator and the Radiological controls Technician training programs.

To better understand the complexity of a progra-- it may be helpful

to briefly describe its anatomy. Many training programs are broken

Up into segments or phases such as clt..room, laboratory/simulator,

and am. The classroom may be furthe ubdivided into fundamentals

or systems. It is not unusual for the to be further broken into

specific courses such as heat transfer, pump principles, rigging, or

the RHE system.
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Instructor involvement is another aspect about training programs

which generally differs from individual courses. The conduct of our

largest training program generally requires the coordination of

several different instructors. This aspect can often complicate the

evaluation but is an important facet that should be recognized and

addressed where possible.

The continuity of a program iS generally difficult to achieve when

many instructors are assigned to teach. Program evaluation should

be sen..five to this issue, and point out problems in this area when

observed.

Since programs are generally made up of courses which are frequently

grouped into segments or phases, it is important to evaluate how

well the phases are tied together. Program evaluation should not

only collect data about specific pieces of the training but also how

well these are integrated together. I have found that in many

training programs the phases are generally well designed, when

viewed by themselves. However, frequent problems are found in how

the phases link together or the instructors utilize the content

taught in the earlier phase.

The logistics of evaluating such large blocks of training requires

the evaluator to carefully determine the proper quantity and level

of data to collect. If too detailed, then the evaluation process

becomes unwieldly and may demand an unreasonable amount of

resources to complete. Most of us are familiar with the INPO Self

Evaluation Reports
3
(SER) and the resource requirements we needed

to complete them. The SER is a form of program evaluation.

I have several concerns with the INPO SER process if it is used as a

utility's program evaluation process as I have heard suggested.
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First 's not very suitable for those programs that are not

presenty under the accreditation process such as General Employee

Training Program. Second, implementation of the SER required an

extremely large and costly resource commitment, particularly in

manpower. And third, the SER process is an open process as opposed

to forced choice. The criteria are shaped in open-ended terms which

made it difficult for less than fully experienced eValuators to

arrive at consistent conclusions. I base that conclusion on the

last three years of industry experience. Many utilities had to

resubmit their SER's to INPO before they were acceptable so a site

visit could be scheduled. There are a variety of reasons that could

be attributed to resubmissions, but I believe this format to be one

of the more important reasons.

NUREG 1220, Training Review Criteria and Procedures,
4
has recently

been released as the NRC's check on the INFO process. This process

is also another example of a program evaluation instrument.

NUREG 1220 appears to overcome my last concern about the

accreditation process and SER format. NUREG 1220 evaluates each

objective on a numerical scale of 1, 2, 3. These numerical criteria

are defined in the context of the objective (see Figure 1).

The NRC expects that two evaluators can complete a 1220 evaluation

in two to four days. If a program lasts up to a year, that means

that the evaluators are seeing an extremely small part of the actual

course. They would essentially be doing an,evaluation of the

training documents.
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Figure 1: Example from NuREG 1220

Review Guidanc

2.2 Are learning objectives derived from or related to the

knowledge, skills, and abilities needed for successful 3 b

performance?

Scoring Guidance

For the three to six tasks selected for the review, srore

question as
this

if learning objectives are not derived or related to the

skills, knowledge, and abilities that enable the trainee to

perform these tasks.

2 if learning objectives are derived from or related to the

skills, knowledge, and abilities that enable the trainee to

perform tasks:

° Selected for initial training,

° Related to emergency/abnormal operations

(the only exce-tions being any skills/knowledge that are

assumed to

be entry-level skills/knowledge).

if learning objectives are derived from or related to the

skills, knowledge, and abilities that enable the trainee to

perform all the tasks selected for this review (the only

exception being any skills/knowledge that are assumed to be

entry-level skills/knowledge).
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I am leary of paper drill exercises. The reality of the actual

training is normally quite different from that cryptically described

in the training documents. I can't overstate the fact that Training

for performance is our goal. To achieve maximum validil7Y,

evaluations should be done in the arena where performe tcur

in the classroom, in the simulator or lab, and after qzz- ,cation
on the job. The program evaluation instrument that i part of our

system accomplishes this since it directs the evaluat-or to follow

the entire teaching cycle of the program. The evaluator monitors

the effectiveness of the training through a reasonable number of

classes through all phases. This includes going on shift to observe

trainees during OJT. Additionally, it can also be done by one

person!

The program eval ation instrument which I have designed evaluates

these long qualification oriented training programs. It examines

each program in eight areas (See Figure 2). After initial

experience, the instrument was revised and now includes some

objectives/criteria of the accreditation process. One of the

advantages of our evaluation instrument format is the use of the

Likert scale (see Figure 3). Many questions are framed in a forced

selection format. These are generally followed by a rating question

which rates the overall quality as seen by the evaluator. An

opportunity is generally provided so the evaluator can follow up

with narrative comments if desired.
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Figur- Program Evaluat on Instrument Major Categories

I. Task Development

II. Objectives

III. Program Outline

IV. Instruction

V. Instructional Material

VI. StUdent Evaluation

VII. Training Staff

VIII. Miscellaneous

Figure 3: Typical Page from Program Evaluation Instrument

SILMEEM

To coanlete thie 00Ct1on. prOiItI1y ten percent of ell
A WilietS of inatrue onsl should be

hould beobserved by the evaluetor(
chosen if eppropriate.

1. e,e the tieeeteum Activities cleerly releted
te each oth_- end the les ?geeleie the oasis for your conClusion end cite exemplae.

Always Frequently SometiMes Infrequently Nver

3 2

Is the eubj_ matter erranged and taught in an o_ a 'Jana*? Esslaiathe basis for your conclusion.

3. Are the instructionel methods' (demonstration'.
seeding assignments, labiClop work imulator) clearly releted to the content being taught? Earlethe basis fer your conclusion a*d cite examples.

Alwaye frequently

4

Sometimes Infrequently Never

Is the content of the program
-derstendeble to the student es (bbibibbb bystudent feedback forme( Explain the basis for your conclusion.

Always Frequently SOMAtiOSS Infroquantly Nova.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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This instrument is formatted to simplify the creation of the

evaluation report. The report is written as the evaluation

instrument is being completed. Experience has found this aspect a

real plus in reducing administrative resources needed to conduct a

major program evaluation. Additionally, it standardizes the

evaluation reports format from one evaluation to another.

At GET Nuclear, the major focus of our efforts over the last two

years has been oriented towards obtaining accreditation for our last

15 major training programs. The major part of this work was in the

analysis and design phases of TSD which left little time for program

evaluation.
6

Since we see the value of program evaluation, we are

now placing considerable emphasis on more formal evaluations.

Course Evaluation

many of our large training programs run six months or more on

average. These programs are made up of many small courses as

already described. What does one do when problems emerge in only

one or two courses within a long training program or in a very short

program like General Employee Training?

As previously mentioned, the program evaluation instrument is big

picture oriented and wasn,t designed to collect detailed data. To

overcome this limitation, a course evaluation process was

designed.
7

Course evalua ion should achieve several objectives:

1) collect detailed-specific data, 2) obtain maximum input from

involved participants, and 3) collate data into a narrative summary

for quick disposition.
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For course evaluation, whether for existing-mature courses or for

new ones just being piloted, it's important to get as many

independent points of view as possible. The trainees themselves

have a unique vantage perspective. But the same can be said of the

instructor(s). many excellent instructors have complained that

evaluation activities typically ignores their insights. some even

feel "ganged up on" so to speak, since we work in a highly regulated

industry. The course evaluation process being described here

mandates that the instructors have a formal input.

The major players In course evaluation are: the trainees, the

instructor(s), and a thid party individual called the course

evaluator. TO standardize the process from application to

application, a series of forms exist to keep the focus of each

activity on target. The course evaluator and one or more of the

instructors review the major tests after administration. It is

suggested that this review be done independently. Finally, the

course evaluator pulls everything together into a narrative summary

report.

This summary highlights the major strengths that were observed. It

also identifies the most significant areas of concern and who made

the identification. This last aspect is important to add to the

validity and/or comprehensiveness of the finding. The lead

instructor or supervisor has an opportunity to review the narrative

summary before a face to face meeting is held. This step is very

conducive to generating trust and rapport. It does not, as some

might think, lead to compromise. In fact, that is the process INFO

utilizes in finalizing its accreditation report after its site

visit. In our process, if no serious disagreements exist, then a

meeting is scheduled.
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This meeting should be attended by the evaluator, instructor(s), the

supervisor, and senior training manager. At this time, the issues

are discussed. First the strengths of the coarse are reviewed then

the concerns. Not all sited concerns will result in follow-up

actions. Much depends on the severity of the concern and how

frequently it was cited. mutual agreement is sought to strengthen

the commitment to the follow-up effort.

Follow-up actions are planned for those concerns that are accepted

in this review meeting. These are classified into two categories:

those needing correction before the course is retaught and those

that can be addressed long term. Accountabilities are assigned to

individuals to accomplish these actions (the individuals who have

the capability to complete these revisions are generally the ones

attending this meeting). The process is problem solving focused.

Both the evaluator and the lead instructor or supervisor make a

joint presentation to the senior training manager. This provides

them with an opportunity to show off the quality of the course by

providing an objective picture of the course's current status.

To date, nearly twelve course evaluations have been completed,

several evaluated newly developed courses taught for the first

time. The attitude towards course evaluations by many of our

instructors and supervisors is changing as a result of the methods

I've described particularly getting them involved. That is

something I didn't expect but am very grateful for.

In our course evaluation experience, several interesting findings

have been identified. One important finding deals with theory. In

our industry, it appears that in many cases, we often provide too

much theory for the practical aspects being taught. In several
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evaluations we've completed, the trainees cited this repeatedly.

And this was often independently noted by the course evaluator. It

became difficult for learners to see the forest for the trees. In

another area, findings pointed out insufficient opportunity to

practice practical skills or tasks. Sequencing the material was

taught in was another rather common finding identified. More

practical suggestions were found via trainee and course evaluator

comments or reactions on how to correct sequence problems. After

all, our instructors are subject matter experts, and it's difficult

for them to sense the impact one sequence can have over another on

learning effectiveness. But trainees and course evaluators can. In

retrospect, most insk:ructors agreed to be more sensitive to

course-content sequence.

Trainee Evaluation (while in training)

This is an important area in the evaluation process. Most utility

training organizations expend more energy in this area than any

other. Our own work at GPU Nuclear is strongly oriented towards

evaluating group paced training. T hope that we will be able to

shift towards diagnostic assessment as the individual enters

training. That way he or she will only receive training in areas

when a true need exists. This does not have to be done by expensive

computer based training. It can be done economically with more

traditional approaches.

Trainee Evaluation (once back on the

This area has been an especially fruitful area of pursuit for us.

With the finalization of our TS]) process, we saw this as an

important evaluation activity.-
8

In the past yea the Educational
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Development Section (EDs) of the Training and Education Department

has begun playing a more active role in this kind of evaluation.

In 1986 the Oyster Creek operator Training Manager requested that

EDs do the post training evaluations (as they are sometimes called)

for one of his recently completed licensed operator training

programs. The trainees had already been on shift for about six

months after qualification. The primary reason for our assistance

was to improve the objectivity of the collected data. The first

attemot by Operator Training at getting the data was made by mailing

a questionnaire to the participants and their supervisors. Returns

were difficult to get, and the information collected was of little

value. The former trainees and their supervisors appeared to be

uncomfortable with filling out perhaps wanother form.° The Operator

Training Manager thought in person interviews would likely be more

useful. He was uncomfortable with having his instructors ask former

clients, so to speak, how the program worked in a face-to-face

interaction. In essence, the instructor would likely feel he was

asking the trainees to now rate him personally.

EDS conducted the interviews anonymously using a series of questions

in the evaluation procedure. The operators were a little nervous at

first, but the Educational Development Coordinator ot

careful to stress the purpose of the evaluation.

to evaluate the former trainee since

evaluated during their training. To

The

they had been so

the contrary,

to help evaluate their learning experience.

minimize the threat, they were told they

questions they were uncomfortable with.

myself were

purpose wasn't

stringently

was their turn

In addition, to

were not required to

We were pleasantly

surprised that no one refused to answer any of our questions.

used the interview questions from the procedure.
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They willingly answered each question even one which asked them if

they had made mistakes back on the job. To set the record i:traight,

we are proud of all our training programs and our instructors.

However, we learned a great deal about the program and identified

about six key areas where _- could be enhanced.

In one area, several ex-trainees told us they had a great deal of

difficulty absorbing or retaining all the system knowledge which was

taught in one continuous block. We asked them to provide

suggestions. The reply we got was to integrate OJT into the systems

phase. This recommendation was readily accepted by the Oyster Creek

Operator Training Section.

Instructor Evaluation

One other important aspect of our evaluation efforts is instructor

evaluation.
9

This evaluation area has been in place for many

years now and is working quite well. Each instructor experiences

several evaluations each year. Most of these are by his or her

supervision to include section manager and manager of plant

training. These primarily focus on technical content evaluations

with secondary emphasis on the quality of the classroom

instructional skills.

EDS performs one annual evaluation of each instructor. The primary

focus of this evaluation is on the instructional skills. Lately the

fOcLis is shifting from what was almost a singular emphasis on

teaching skills towards a balance between teaching skills and

curriculum development. This latter area is exhibited through

behavioral learning objectives and teaching materials such as lesson

plan and trainee texts. Annually EDS evaluates all comp]eted

A 11
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instructor evaluations to identify the overall strengths and

weaknesses of our instructors. Two of these analyses have been wi h

good results. The identified a eas of difficulty are relatively

minor. In our latest analysis, we have seen generic weaknesses in

the use of audio-visual media and in application of effective

questioning techniques. TWO advanced instructor training modules

are under development as a result of identifying these needs through

evaluation.

ORGANIZATION

If your plant has been through the accreditation process, you have

developed and documented your systematic approach to training. It's

effectiveness is highly dependent on your organization and how

accountabilities are balanced. At GPO Nuclear, we have evolved to a

team approach to training program development: subject matter

expert, instructor, and instructional technologists.

Special attention is also being placed on knowledgeable but

reasonably objective evaluations being done to support the

department efforts.

To accomplish this, the Director of Training and Education

Department (TED) established EDS. As our development efforts shift

from TSD'S front-end analysis phase to evaluation, EDS is continuing

to play an active role. Figure 4 shows the TED's organization. I

have added the dotted lines from EDS to the other managers to show

how I perceive the emerging operational philosophy. EDS is a small,

but dynamic, department resource with three (3) Educational

Development Coordinators, one (1) Audio Visual Specialist (who

operates our video tape studio) a secretary, and the manager.
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Figure : Organiza ion of OK' Nuclear's T6E Department
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(TM I)

MANAGER ,
EDUCAT IONAL
DEVELOPMENT

The manager/coordinators are training-learning specialists who

posses advanced degrees. Three were former educators with both

secondary and some college teaching experience. In addition, three

have military training experience. To balance the educational

perspective with practical utility experience, one coordinator has

over 30 years with the utility. He was one of the original Oyster

Creek startup staff whose nuclear experience predates 1967.

over the past two years, I have made a serious effort to further

develop and enhance their training development and evaluation

competencies. I achieved this by coaching sessions and °LIT which

closely parallels apprenticeship.
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This small cadre of training specialists supports approximately 80

instructional staff located at three training sites and supports

training development and evaluation efforts for corporate clients.

Since our resources are quite small, we have sought ways to increase

the span of our reach. A module was recently developed on course

evaluation Which was taught to departmental instructors. We have

used instructors/supervisors as course evaluators. The educational

development coordinator coaches them through the process as it is

done after taking the module mentioned above.

THEORY

Evaluation has always been the soft underbelly of the educational as

well as the industrial training function. There are no shortage of

opinions and concepts on what it is. But training staff generally

dread being assigned to do evaluations. I believe this is

principally due to a lack of tangible-objective mechanisms or

processes.

In the early 1960's, Kirkpatrick, 10
one of the early thinkers on

industrial training evaluation, developed an evaluation model.

Almost all other models available today are based on his original

plan. The Kirkpatrick evaluation model has four major components:

1) reaction, 2) learning, 3) behavior, and 4) results.

step 1: Reaction

Reaction is based on the premise that adults are knowledgeable and

experienced. They generally have important things to say. Whenever

possible, an evaluation system should tap into this valuable

resource. In our course evaluation process, we have reaction forms
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for the trainees, the instructor(s), and the course evaluator (This

process of soliciting reactions carries over to interviewing the

former trainees and their supervisors four to six months after

qualification

easy to do

evaluation

tendencies

in our model). Reaction evaluations are relatively

wh...ch is likely why it is so popular. when reaction type

constitutes the bulk of the evaluation system, there are

to draw conclusions which are based on assumpt ons. TO

prevent arriving

based on other c

of that training

underwent drastic

senior management

been training cou

at questionable conclusions, evaluation must be

iteria as well such as learning. It isn't unheard

courses or programs have been cancelled or

revision based on one negative comment from a

petson alone. From the other extreme, there have

ses which have received strong positive reactions

which only entertained. These courses would have been dramatically

changed if other data had been available. Neither of these extremes

are desirable which motivates us to evaluate on other levels as well.

Step 2: Learning

Learning is not guaranteed just on the basis that a program has

received a favorable reaction. Learning in this context implies

retention of the facts, principles, and skills that were taught and

understood by the trainees. There are five (5) guidelines that

Kirkpatrick recommends be observed for measuring the amount of

learning.

O Learning should be measured quantitatively.
O Where possible, pre and post tests should be used.
o Assessment must be based on behavioral learning objectives.
O Where possible, a control group should be evaluated and

compared to the group that had received the training.
Where possible, the results should be analyzed with
statistical procedures for correlation and confidence
verification for learning.
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The principal methods which iMpaiplement this guidance are ganal ly
used in the nuclear power indLis 4a.try: classroom demonstration ark
performance as Weil as pencil a_and paper tests.

Step Et:3: Behavior

Knowing a particular principle c. or possessing a skill does sot

guarantee that these will be usm4ed out on the job. Over the las

three years, nuineous articles tChave been written in training

journals abod 01 ED problem of le,earning transfer to the workplace?.

environment. Perhaps that is Or7me of the biggest challenges tha-
remains to be solved for many iltzlaclear utility training programs -
Many millions of Collars have t:)en spent designing the finest
training programs with excelletl training materials, facilities,, and
instructors only t o find that Ct=ained or qualified people dono

perform back on the job (in sorne cases, they are able to but

prevented fran per forming for ot =her environmental constraints).

Kirkpatrick's evaluation system = provides five (5) guidelines that
should be considered when evalua-7_ting behavior. They are:

A systerntic appraisal should be made of on-the-job
performer-ice on a before* e and after basis.
The appreaisal of perfOrrxmance should be made by nine or more
of Ole fc>llowing groupeLs (the more the better):
- The person receiving the training
- The peson's supervor
- The person's subordir=ates
- The person's peers o other people thoroughly aellir

with hi_ s or her pecorrnance
A statistical analysiO should be made to compare
performarace before arid, after to relate changes to the
training program.*
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The post-trairang a- -r=aisal should be made three months or
more afterthe trainimrag so that trainees have an
opportunityto put itlf7770 practice what they have learned.
Subsequentapraisele may add to the validity of the study.

A control group (not r=eceiving the training) should be
used.*

The standard items amnot now &z=ommon to our industry. They are

areas which should recdve fUtOr7=e consideration if additional

improvements are going to be madE3e.

Step 4 Results

What is the purpose ofthe train_zing course or program? is it to

obtain licenses? Produe a speo_=ific number of qualified individuals

for a particular jobpoition? These have been some of the

traditional measuresofthe resU=,lts for some of our nuclear industry

training programs. Inn persona ally remember several years ago

working with a very practical ano,d hard nosed training manager. Our

discussion centered oldentifyinrig the licensed operator training

program results. Thediscussion covered considerable territory.

Shortly after that, hereceived Wthe pass/fail results from his

plant's last-- -f nexams. A majority of his operators had

failed their _ams. This same scxmcenario repeated itself with the

next group of candidates. That bEhard nosed and practical manager was

very much beside himself. He kneew his job was on the line. If the

training department auldn't oht-Etin licenses, then there wasn't much

purpose for it as far as eeniot p=blant management were concerned. No

One knew this fact of lLfe better71 than that training manager.

However, to succeed in the face c=bf our new industry challenges, we

must establish betterguas and c=blojectives for our training courses

and programs than justam number= of licenses we obtain. We must
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look for better measures that reach out into the real environment of

the plant. For mechanics, the number of rework tickets and the time

it takes to complete routine jobs are examples that may be

considered. The Utility Nuclear Power Oversight Committee

(UNPOC)
11

has just been organized. One of its prime objectives is

to improve the operational performance of nuclear power facilitiez,.

One of their primary goals is stated as a question. "How can the

nuclear utilities accelerate the achievement of exemplary

operational performance by all u.s. nuclear electric generating

units?"

Initially ten (10) a eas have been identified by UNPOC as prime

candidates for plant performance. Training organizations should

start with these and expand them while looking for other more

applicable results oriented indicators for their training

evaluations. In the meantime, training organizations should

aggressively evaluate in terms of reaction, learning, and behavior.
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USING EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK TO IMPROVE PERFORNANCE

Steven Ketcham

ABSTRACT

Training programs throughout the nuclear industry
have undergone considerable changes in the last several
years. TMI caused us to go back and take a hard look
at existing training and make modifications where
necessary to conform to new regulatory requirements.
INPO, through the performance-based training concept,
has had us again go back and look at our training
to ensure that each identified performance task is
addressed. Because of these and other related re-
quirements, I believe that all of our training programs
have improved. However, to ensure that these programs
continue to provide relevant and meaningful training,
evaluation and feedback must be an integral part of
the process.
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EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK

Evaluation and feedback are essential ingredients to a successful

training program. They provide both a direct measurement of the

effectiveness of the training program and also solicit criticism

and comments from the students.

Evaluations are given to test a person's knowledge of a speci ic

topic or his ability to perform a given task. There are several

different types of performance evaluations utilized throughout our

training programs: WRITTEN, ORAL, and PRACTICAL (shop, lab, simulator,

on-the-job qualification). Each of these has a specific purpose

and place in the evaluation process.

Written examinations provide for short- and long-term retention

evaluation, but may not allow the individual to fully express his

knowledge or mastery of a subject.

This is where the oral evaluation or examination takes over.

It allows the individual to express, in his own words, his under-

standing of a topic. This gives the evaluator a better view of his

overall knowledge and allows the evaluator a chance to thoroughly

investigate the individual's knowledge through additional questioning.

This process also provides for immediate feedback to the trainee.

Pi%1-tical evaluations also have a very specific place in the

evaluaL,n process, especially where performance related tasks such

as maintenance, calibration, and equipment operation are involved.

Practical evaluations are given on the specific equipment and tools

utilized by the trainee in the shops, laboratories and simulators

or on the job utilizing the actual plant equipment.
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Written examinations are a very important part of the evaluation

process. Since a majoity of the training that we conduct is through

classroom presentations and requires the student to obtain a specific

level of knowledge of the presented material, the written examination

affords us a convenient mechanism for measuring how effective our

training has been. However, in order for the examination itself

to be effective, it must be based on the instructional objectives

derived from the job analysis and task listings.

To ensure that the written exam is providing the desired evalu-

ative information, a multiphase process is employed. First, each

test question is referenced to a specific instructional objective.

Second, the exam ie reviewed by another member of the training de-

partment responsible for that training. This helps to remove any

bias that may have been present during the development of the exam.

The examination is then approved by the Training Supervisor of that

department. This approval may also take the place of the second

member review. Certain exams, such as the license operator requalifi-

cation exams, are also reviewed by an instructional technologist.

This review looks at format to ensure that each question is in-

structionally accurate. In addition, each requalification exam is

reviewed and approved by the station General Manager. This development,

review and approval process ensures that each examination will accurately

measure the appropriate knowledge and/or skills of the student.

Oral evaluations or examinations are another method of measuring

the effectiveness of training. Through oral examination, the in-

structor is better able to determine the actual extent of the student's

knowledge.

Many people have difficulty in taking written exams, especially

when they are required to write out their throughts or a sequence

of operations. Oral exams are a great supplement to the written

exam and provide for immediate feedback to the student when a wrong
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response is obtained. However, like the written exam, the oral exam

must also be carefully prepared and reviewed to ensure that it accu-

rately evaluates the appropriate training material. This includes

preparing the questions in advance and ensuring that each question

is referenced to an instructional objective. Assigning a point value

to the questions and indicating the key items expected in the answer

will help in maintaining objectivity and provide for immediate feedback

to the student when the correct answer is not obtained. When a re-

sponse requires the use of a specific piece of equipment or other

reference material, ensure that it is made available to the studont

or that he knows that he is responsible to obtain that material in

order to answer the question. Just being able to obtain the material

may be a key factor in being able to answer the question, and would

be worth a majority of the point value. For this type of situation,

this should be indicated on the evaluation form. As with all evalu-

ations, the oral evaluation form should be well documented and retained

on file for future reference (Figure 1).

The third type of evaluation used to measure the -_ffectiveness

of training is the performance evaluation. This is similar to the

oral examination but generally involves the student demonstrating

proficiency of a specified task using appropriate procedures, tools,

equipment or simulators as necessary. Performance proficiency is

an important aspect of training in the areas of Maintenance, Chemistry,

Radiological Protection and LW, as well as Operations. We are seeing

a much greater emphasis being placed in these now, then we have in

the past. This can be attributed to the fact that we have had to

take a much closer look at these areas and evaluate the needs of

the individual to complete the INPO requirements of the job task

analysis. The need to evaulate each student in his performance of

each identified performance task, has caused the proficiency level

of the individuals to be raised greatly by the time he is assigned

to the plant as a technician. Although he may still be required

to complete some in plant qualifications, he is a more productive

member of the department and requires less direct supervision.
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The performance evalu_ tion, as tk-ie oral evalua ion, must be
well documented to include the appropmiate procedur e. s, necessary

equipment and the minimum requirement to successfuL ly complete
performance evaluation (Figure 2).

For any of these forms of evaluat ion to be effe .tive in the

training process, they must be used a an evaluating tool. This

means that not only will they measure che student's -3nowledge of
a specific topic or his ability to per- form a specifi task, but the
evaluation must be reviewed to determir-ie if the resu ats are in line
with what is expected, In a word, if what we get is not what we
wanted, then we must determine why. TI-ris is commonl----7 referred to
as feedback.

Feedback is the second ingredient to a success fr -11 training
program. It comes in many forms. From aninforroal =onversation
with a technician performing an instrument calibratic=>n who states
that using a specific piece of test eqr_iipment during training would
have helped him in the field, to the fcirmal End of et==,urse Feedback

Form obtained at the end of every clas . No matter 1-..-hat type of

feedback used, it is essential that it is docurnented reviewed for
relevance and incorporated into the tr.m.ining program-

Several types of feedback may be zased througho t_ a training
program at any one tio. We use three NNUthus types of formal
feedback in our programs.

First, there are the Immediate-End of Course Fee dback Forms
(Figure 3). These forms are handed out by the instru -c tor and filled

in by the students at the end of each program. For 1 -0.nng duration
programs , several feedback forms may be reques ted thr .,w7Dughout the

program to get a representative sample to f the student s comments

These forms are divided into three majc)r categories:
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o program content and training material

o instructor competence and technical knowledge

o evaluation criteria

In addition, there is room for the student's written comments.

These feedback forms are reviewed and summarized by the Training

Supervisor. He will generate specific action items as necessary

to correct any deficiencies noted. This summary and action plan

are then reviewed and approved by the Principal Training Supervisor

and Department Head.

It is then placed into a tracking system where it is followed

until completion of all action items (Figure 4). Upon completion,

the summary and action plan are filed as an integral part of the

training program (Figure 5).

Second, there is the Post Training Feedback Form (Figure 6a,b).

These forms are sent out 90 to 120 days following the completion

of a training program. One form is sent to the student and a second

form is sent to his or her supervisor. The student's form asks him

what he expected to learn from the training and whether or not the

program met his expectations. The supervisor's form asks what he

expected the student to learn from the training and whether or not

the student's performance has improved as a result of the training.

The feedback forms are returned to the Training Center where they

are reviewed and summarized by the responsible Training Supervisor.

The Training Supervisor will again produce an action plan to ensure

that any significant comments or deficiencies are incorporated into

the program for future presentations. The feedback summary and the

action plan are reviewed and approved by the Principal Training

Supervisor and the Department Head and they, too, are tracked until

completion (Figure 4, Figure 7).
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A third source of training feedback is the Performance Evaluation

of Training Effectiveness or the P.E.T.E. Program (Figure 8, Figure 9).

This program provides for a measured evaluation of specific tasks

by supervisory and management personnel, as well as training personnel.

Selected tasks from the task listing are scheduled to coincide with

plant activities. This allows the evaluation to be performed on

a specific task being performed by a qualified individual under actual

plant conditions using the approved plant procedures. These evalu-

ations are reviewed by both the training department, as well as plant

management personnel. As with all feedback information, these are

summarized and appropriate action i___s generated.

The P.E.T.E. Program was established in response to an INPO

station evaluation item. This program has been in place since October

1985. In the beginning, this program required only an annual evalu-

ation of each job classification group, machinist, chemist, etc. In

April of 1986, this program was integrated with the Salem station's

on-the-job evaluation process. This now causes, on the average,

t-_io observations a month for each job classification group. As of

September 1986, twenty observations have been reported, of which

three have resulted in modifications to the training process.

In essence, the station publishes a schedule of on-the-job

evaluations to be conducted during a given time period. Using this

schedule, training department personnel will schedule a P.E.T.E.

observation. To ensure that a single task is not being observed

each time, a log is maintained. Using this log, the individual will

select a specific task to be observed. Upon selection of the task,

the Training Supervisor will approve the selection. The instructor

shall then review the appropriate lesson material to determine the

"as taught" method used for training of the task. During the obser-

vation, the evaluator does not interfere with the performance of

the task unless, in his opinion, there is a significant and immediate

concern for the safety of personnel or equipment. In this case,

he may take whatever action is necessary to prevent personnel injury
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or equipment damage. As with all feedback forms, the completed evalu-

ation is forwarded to the Training Supervisor for review (Figure 10).

Corrective actions are noted and forwarded along with the evaluation

to be placed into the tracking system. Completed evaluations are

filed for future reference.

Using a combination of each of these feedback programs, a large

sampling of comments and criticism, as well as a visual indication

of the training program's effectiveness is possible. Incorporation

of the action plans into a tracking system ensures that necessary

corrections or modifications to the program are made.

Another method of using evaluation and feedback to improve

performance is through the use of Training Review Groups. Training

Rewiew Groups have been established for each specific area of training

(Operations, Chemistry, Radiation Protection, Maintenance, I&C, and

Engineering). These groups are comprised of the training Department

Head and the Principal Training Supervisor, the plant Department

Head and supervisory personnel as necessary, and a representative

of the bargaining unit where applicable. These groups meet at least

quarterly to discuss upcoming schedules, class loading, course feedback

comments and course content. In addition, these groups review changes

to the task listings to ensure accuracy. The use of the Training

Review Groups has caused the plant personnel to become more involved

in training so as to give them a feeling of ownership.

Alone, each of these areas would have a small impact

overall training process. However, through a sustained. ,-2!

effort, the evaluation and feedback programs help to ens

are providing effective and relevant training to each i



Figure 1

ORAL EXAMINATION PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION

GRADING FORK AND INSTRUCTIONS

1. On the Form No. 301-1, fill in:

a. Student name
b. Evaluator name(s)

c. Course

d. Date of examinati_n

e. After the examination, number the pages of 2,

2 of 2, etc.)

f. Location of examination

The emphasis on the oral examination should be On task
performance. Each task discussed or simulated shall be
listed in the nTASK/QUESTION" column. The trainee shall be

evaluated on his/her ability to perform (simulate) specific

tasks in accordance -ith the applicable procedures.

Evaluated questions/tasks must be graded Sat. (S) or Unsat.

(U) by marking an X in the appropriate block. All Unsat.
(U) grades require comments

4. If on the spot remedial training is conducted and a question

is repeated, regrade it by marking a / in the appropriate
block.

On the final page, mark the appropriate box for the overall

grade, sign as the evaluator and comment as necessary.

6. Conduct an examination review and have the student sign the

final page. Sign as the evaluator.

7 File in accordance with procedures.

Attachment 1 DATE: 09/ 85
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:dent

aud4or

irse

ORAL EXAMINATION FORM
Date

Page

Location
__ ----

Task/Question Summary Comments

teral Comments: Overall EVal.

Evaluator Stgnature

ATTACHMENT
Page

I

2 of 2

Form No. 301-

DATE: 0 17/84
REV.: 4-

5tud-nt F view
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Fioure

POINTS
501-157.02-LAB 040-02

SULFURIC ACID BY TITRIMETRY

M00-05-05000 POSSIBLE/
ACHIEVED

NOTE: USE MANUAL TITRATING BURET

AFETY OF
ERSONNEL

15 /
EYE PROTECTION (2 PTS.)
RUBBER GLOVES (1 PT.)
LAB COAT (2 PTS.)
MSDS INFORMATION (10 PTS.)

AFETY OF
QUIPMENT

5 / CAREFUL HANDLING OF BURET 5 PTS.)

PERATION OF
QUIPMENT

10 / PROPER FILLING TECHNIQUE (5 PTS.)
PROPER TITRATING TECHNIQUE (5 PTS.)

ET UP OF
XPERIMENT

10 / STANDARDIZE NaOH TITRANT CORRECTLY (5 PTS.)
PREPARATION OF KAP (5 PTS.)

OLLOW THE
ROCEDURES

15 / PROPERLY MEASURED SAMPLE (5 PTS.)
TITRATE TO PROPER END POINT (5 PTS.)
DATA RECORDED CORRECTLY (5 PTS.)

ATH 0 / INCLUDED IN CORRECT RESULTS

ORRECT
ESULTS

45 /
CONCENTRATION OF UNKNOWNS - % RECOVERY:
90% 110%
CORRECT NORMALITY (10 PTS. EA.)
CORRECT PERCENT (5 PTS. EA.)

INAL
RADE

100 /
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COURSE TITLE

V.B.5.12

TRAINING CENTER COURSE FEEDBACK FORN

4144 OF INSTRUCTOR

OATE(S) OF ATTENDANCE

DIRECTIONS:

LOCATi_

Figure 3

"'OUR 4ANE (OPTIONAL)

Neale circle yOur responati oo scale of 1 - 3 for eaCh Question. It you teal that you ov ny

To a aaMTICOlar Question. leave IT unangwered. If tnere ere other araa$ ThaT you wikh To ,..roresa.

a1e1S0 00 SO On a **Dare, snaat and artacn vo irtin Feedback Fool% Thank yeki tee yoUr niIon in

Wain US OTSIU4t, Our effectivness.

-wfweeeTiweemeeeklewweeewwwwerweameweTweeewew

Ar T begInfilng of ach lassoo .

the objeOtIvoe were preSented

and xplained.

2. nem eall ware yOUr resoOnsibilitIos

enlia at th* Training Center

explained?

3. Training materials. provided to you

=UWE EVALUATION

5

AlwaYs Never

ThOrOughly 041Uately 1

3

WIWO E- reeelk
keiptei

4. NOR oftan will the contents of Tr'

COUrka aid yOU In doing your Job

MOr0 OSTOCTIv011a

5. Overall. I fee! that VI _ontent of

tha MSTOrlal preterites) In tmls COUrSO

6. Tha dads of thla COuraa was:

5

SuftIOISOt

3

lnoacluato

Frequently

OUT

5

nding

Appropriate

Often Rarely

3

oTIO0OTory

3

SOwewhat TOO
Fast (510w)

2

in need of

Revision

Ruch ton

Fast (Slow)

I. The instructorls Wiley tO COnvay

their knOwledge Of the alokidet seS

2. How often

will.preper-

MO InStruCtOr

3. mow often war0 'rho araaanTatIOns

Clear and In a logical order?

4. The Instructor encouragad laarning

and was motivator

5. The opportunity to intaraot with

the Instructor was

6. The InstructoW was apie to

SPeOlfIcaIly relate the training

To my job _

7. Tha Instructor vea ffective In

meeting tile odors'. onjactlyes

IMWMACIIMEMATICM

5

Outstanding

MMOMMMMOMUMMW

4

SatIsfactory

3

Poor

Alwayi

5

Always

5

Often

2

Rarely

4

Fraquently Rarely

AlwOYS FroodahTly

Always

Present

5 A

0 Fran

Rarely

Rarely

CoMpletely SOmetimas

4 3 2

col

COMO TOT I y Scekeokak Seldom

emeemeweeieelkeeeldeauwaelkekeeeeeeemesekeee aewireawlemewwwwwa
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V.B.5.1i

PROGRAM/COURSE EVALUATION RIBPORT

COURSE:
Figure 4

SEGMENT;

EVALUATION TYPE;

=DATE:

IMMEDIATE COURSE FEEDBACK

POST TRAINING FEEDBACK

REVIEW

PETE

REFER TO CHAPTER 9 OF THE 11:04 FOR AN ExPLANATION OF THE ACTIONS REQUIRED (PARA(RAPHS INDICATED). ONCE

THE ACTION IS COmPLETED INITIAL. DATE AND ROUTE TO THE NEXT INDICATED POSITION IN THE ROUTING PROCESS.

IANEDIATE COURSE

_FEEDBACK

_ _UCT

URVEY INST INIT/DATE

9.2.3.1

POST TRAINING PROGRAM
FEEDBACK REVIEW

RECEIVES/

DISTRIL, TES ASA INIT/DATE

9.3_5.1

CONDUCTS

REVIEW

/

9.4.3.2

TSPEA INIT/DATE

PETE

RECEIVES/

DISTR BUTES INIT DATE

REVIEW/

SUMMARIZES

EVALUATES TS INIT/DATE

9.2.3.2

9.5.3.2

9.4.3.3

9.5.3.2

REVIEWS/

RECOMMENDS

_

REVIEWS/

APPROVES

PTS INIT/OATE

9.2.3.3

9.5.5.5

9.4.3.4

9.5.3.5

RECORDS

WHEN APPROPRIATE

RRG INIT/DATE

9.2.4

9.5.4

9.4.4

9.5.4

LEGEND

INST - INSTRUCTOR

ASA . ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF ASSISTANT

TS - TRAINING SUPERVISOR

PTS - PRINCIPAL TRAINING SUPERVISOR

D.H. - DEPARTMENT HEAD

RRG - RECORDS AND REPORTS GROUP

TSPEA - TRAINING SUPERvISOR - PROGRAM
EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT

MANAGER

NTC

INFORMED

PROJECT

TRACKING

SYSTEM

ATTACHMENT B

PAGE 20,
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INIT/DATE

DATE; 04/09/BA

REV: 3

NTC-140



V.B.5.14

IMMEDIATE COURSE FEEDBACK PROCESSFLOW CHART

CONDUCTS SURVEY

REVIEWS
EVALUATES
SUMMARIZES

REVIEWS AND
RECOMMENDS

REVIEWS AND
APPROVES

Figure 5

ACTION COLUMN INFORMATION COLUMN

2 DAYS

TRAINING SUPERVISOR

10 DAYS

VERIFIES
IMPLEMENTATION

ACTION ITEM
TRACKING

143DIA

[

PRINCIPAL

1:7

ING SUPERVISOR

DEPARTMENT HEAD

TRNG. SUPV. FOR
PROGRAM EVALUATION

ANO AUDIT

PROJECT
TRACKING
SYSTEM

ATTACHMENT 4

f

1

1

1

1

MANAGER - N.T.C.

RECORDS

DATE 12/20/85
REV. 9



Supervisor

V.B.5.15

CEEKISTRY SUPERVISOR
POST TRAINING FEEDBACK SURVEY

Area of Responsibility

Trainee Name

Course Name

Date

Figure 6a

Course Number

Course Date

This form was designed to give you an opportunity to provide feedback information
concerning the training your personnel received at the Nuclear Training Center. The
comments that you afford may impact upon or redirect training.

4.

The trainee's knowledge of the job has improved:

Comments:

1

2

3

= not at all
= adequately
= significantly

= not at all
= adequately
- significantly

= not at all
= adequately
= significantly

= not at ell
= adequately
= significantly

The trainee's ability to perform (skills) on the job has
improved:

Comments:

1

2

3

The trainee's awareness of safety on the job has improved:

Comments:

1

2

3

The -ainee's confidence on the job has improved:

Comments:

1

2

3

(over)

459

DATE: 06 16
REV.:
NTC -171



V.B.5J6

5. The trainee's understanding and follow through on
chemistry procedures has improved:

Com ents:

6. The reinee's need for supervision has decreased:

Comments:

7. The trainee's ability to plan and organize has mproved:

not at all
2 adequately
3 === significantly

1 not at all
2 = adequately
3 = significantly

1 = not at all
2 = adequately
3 significantly

B. Please identify any obvious strengths or weaknesses not covered above.

Please return completed form to
your training coordinator or to
M. Paredes, NTC, 14C120.
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Employee Name
(optional)

,7ourse Title

CIINISTRY TRAINM
POST TRAINING FEDBACK FORM

Date

Figure 6b

Course No.

rhis form you are about to complete will give theAiuclear Training Center important
feedback about its training programs. This information will be used to revise and
improve this program.

?lease circle the appropriate number. If your circle either 2 or 1 please comment on
your specific concerns.

5 4

Good
3

Satisfactory
2 1

Poor

I. The training program as compared to
my job responsibilities was:

Specific comments:

5 4 3 2 1

As compared to typical job duties,
the lab exercises were:

specific comments:

5 4 3 2

The ability of the course to
relate to the knowledges and ski
needed for my job was:

Specific comments:

5 4 3 2

When used, the plant specific course
material was:

Specific c-mments:

5432

-1/NR PLEASE)

Return compIeted fora to your
training coordinator or to
M. Paredea, NTC, MC120

4 61

DATE: 06/16/8E
RSV.: 0

NTC-172



5 4

V.B.5.18

3 2 1

Good Satisfactory Poor

Please circle the response most clearly

CONTENT in the program you attended.

esenting the applicability of the

WORKER

1. Lab techniques
and procedures

2. Plant systems

3. Fireand safety

Commen

5

5

5

4

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

APPRENTICE

1. Chemistry 5 4

fundamentals

2. Analytical . 5 4

3. Radiation 5 4

fundamentals

4. Radiation 5 4

detection

5. Chemical 5 4

controls

6. Station training 5 4

Comments:

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

TECHNICIAN

1 Chemistry
fund. review

2. Radiation
fund. review

3. Chem. lab
instrumentation

4. Count room
instrumentation

5. Chemical controls
and systems review

6. Station tra ning

Comments:

54321

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2

CONTINUING TRAINING

Content 5 4

Comments:

3 2 1
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POST TRAINING FEEDBACK PROCESS FLOW CHART

SENDS OUT SURVEY

RECEIVES AND
FORWARDS SURVEY

COMPLETES
SURVEY

Figure 7

ACTION COLUMN INFORMATION COLUMN

ADMINISTRATIVE
STAFF ASSISTANT

90 - 120 DAYS AFTER
COURSE COMPLETION

TRAINEE'S
MANAGER

TRAINEE

1ST FOLLOWUP :13 DAYS

2N0 FOLLOWUP 60 DAYS

TRAINEE'S
SUPERVISOR

RETURNS
COMPLETED
SURVEYS

RECEIVES AND
DISTRIBUTES

SURVEY

REVIEWS AND
PREPARES RESPONSE

REVIEWS AND
RECOMMENDS

REVIEWS AND
APPROVES

VERIFIES
IMPLEMENTATION

ACTION ITEM
TRACKING

TRAINEE'S MANAGER

ADMINISTRATIVE
STAFF ASSISTANT

TRAINING
SUPERVISOR

10 DAYS

PRINCIPAL
TRAINING SUPERVISOR

DEPARTMENT HEAD

TRNG SUPV. FOR
PROGRAM EVALUATION

AND AUDIT

MANAGER - N.T.C.

PROJECT
TRACKING
SYSTEM

ATTACHMENT 5
144DIA REV. 9

DATE 12/20/65

4 63



V.B.5.20

NUCLEAR TRAiNING CENTER

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS (PETE)

OBSER%;ATION FORM

'ION: 5 - NC JOB CLASSIFICATION(5)

NTC-174A
DATE: 10/27/86
REV.:

Figure 8
E: ORSERVER(S):

1K ORDER *

DESCRIPTION:

10 JTA / DUTY AREA.

35ERvATiONIEVALDATION ITEMS OuT5TANDIND SATISRAcTORy LINSATISFAcTORY - wHy7

Did personnel follow approved Procedure(s)?
a. Procedure *: AP-31 (Cleanliness)
b. Procedure #:
c. Procedure #:
d= Procedure #:
e. Procedure #:
f. Procedure #:

iMMENTS:

Did personnel use proper tagging verification procedures?

WIMENTS:

Were there delays in commencing lob due to improper planning?
a. List:

DMMENTS:

a. Were proper tools pre-staged for the job?
b. Was proper tool usage observed?

IMMENTS:

Was calibration verification observed?

)NiMENT5:

4 64



V .B.5.21

PETE ObServation FOrM

NTC-174A
DATE: 10/27/86
REv.: 1

Page 2

Figure
UNSATISFACTORY - vviIRSERVATIONrEVALUATION ITEMS OUTSTANDING

Were ALARA concepts followed?

SATISFACTORy

DMMENTS:

7. Were Safety Procedures followed?

:OMMENTS:

Were communications between depar n ctive?

SW SS: RO:

HP: Security:

:OMMENTS:

QAJQC involvement observed?

:OMMENTS:

10. Did the job performance indicate the wo ker understanding of
basic theorical knowledge?

:OMMENTS:

Skill Observations

MERVATION/EVALUATION ITEMS OUTSTANDING

I 1. During performance of the jOb, wha skills were observed?

a.

SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY -WHY?

b.

c

4 5
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PETE Observation Form

DATE: 10/17/86

REV I

Page 3

Fi ure 8

ple/INTS:

i okarit Change Retorn m en., ,N datiOnS:

,_.....---=---==.--..--..---,----..-

PigaBd Actions:

Dg be Cor.y pate Comfile edi

kola By: Approved By:

Date: D_ e:
e-a.kning Supyrj

A0PI35upyr,

Training Department Head



V.B.5.23

NUCLEAR TRAINING CENTER
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

"PETE- PROGRAM
OPERATION OBSERVATION FORM

STATION: HC JOB CLASSIFICATION(S):

DATE: OBSERVER(S):

TIME(S):

JTA #:

JOB DESCRIPTION:

DUTY AREA:

a II !I N.-

SAT LINSAT
MMIC

NIA

1.
--

UTILIZATION OF PROCEDURES
_

2. COMPLIANCE WITH TAGGING RULES

3. JOB PLANNING

4. SAFETY PRACTICES

5. LOG KEEPING

6. COMMUNICATIONS

a. Face-to-Face

b. Remote

7. ALARA APPLICATION(5)

8 UNDERSTANDING AND PERFORMANCE OF TASK(S) -
9. USE OF GOOD ENGINEERING PRACTICES

10. OVERALL PERFORMANCE

* REQUIRES COMMENT

COMMENTS/TRAINING NEEDS

CiATE: 10/27 6
REV.:
F.JTC-174B



V.B.5.24

Figure 9
PAGE 2

1

*SIGNIFICANT CHANGE RECOMMENDATIONS:

* PROPOSED ACTIONS:

ACTIVITY TO BE COMPLETED BY DATE COMPLETED

SUBMITTED BY: APPROVED BY:

DATE: DATE:
PRIN. TRAINING SUPVII.,
TRAINING SUPVII.

TRAINING DEPARTMENT HEAD

DATE: 10/27/86
REV.: 0
NTC-174B
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

FORWARD REPORT

REVIEWS
EVALUATES
SUMMARIZES

REVIEWS AND
RECOMMENDS

REVIEWS ANO
APPROVES

VERIFIES
IMPLEMENTATION

ACTION ITEM
TRACKING

31501A

V.B.5.25

PROCESS FLOW CHART

ACTION COLU N INFORMATION COLUMN

INSTRUC7OR

TRAINING SUPERVISOR

10 DAYS I

PRINCIPAL
TRAINING SUPERVISOR

DEPARTMENT HEAD MANAGER - NTC. 1

1 I

I

I

I

TRNG. SUPV. FOR
PROGRAM EVALUATION

AND AUDIT

N7

PROJECT
TRACKING
SYSTEM

RECORDS

ATTACHMENT 7 DATE 04/22/85
REV. 0
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FACTS:

QUESTIOMIAIRE
MEASURING TRAINING'S IMPACT

R.A. Corfield

Is your utility orgL1iiatiQIi Uitg aIry systematic,
objective, quantitative method for Measuring Training's
Impact?

2. If so, can you describe what you are doing?

3. Do you know of any_utility using a systemat"c approach to
Measuring Training's Impact?

Do you know of any published results of hard data on this
subject either within our industry or in a similar or
related industry?

Do you know if INPO is doing anything in this area?

OPINION:

1. Can we devise a systematic qua titative approach?

2. If so, what would that approach be?

3. How accurate might the results be?

4. How much effort (__ expense) do you think is involved?

5. Will your utility (or the industry) financially support
the development of such a systematic approach?

6. What will the money buy them (us)?
(What would be the value of the results in terms of
increased, decreased, or redirected efforts or application
of resources?)

Should we even ask the questions if we are afraid of the
answers?

8. Should INFO be responsible to do this?

IDEAS:

1. What else should we be considering?

2. Would you like tJ be involved?
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THE PAYBACK ON OUR TRAINING INVESTMENT

William A. Nichols

ABSTRACT

A tremendous amount of resources have been invest-d in
training over the past few years. The return on the
training investment will be evident over the next severa1
vears. The return will be in the form of financial savings
to companies and improved performance of personnel. At the
Cook Plant, we expect the return to outweigh the investment.

The D. C. Cook Plant is a large, two unit PWR that has been in

operation since 1975. Following the TMI accident, we, along with

the entire nuclear industry, began reassessing how training was

being done and how it could be improved to more effectively prepare

personnel to perform their jobs. At the Cook Plant, we faced the

potential of major changes to existing training programs to make

them truly performance based. The outcome of our effort is that the

NLO, RO, SRO, STA, and Chemistry programs were accredited in October

1986 and the remaining 5 programs will be evaluated by INPO during

an Accreditation Vie:t the week of May 4th, 1987.

The large investment n training made at the Gook Hant is

exactly that, an investment. As with any investment that is made,

the return is expected to be worth the investment. The investment

that has been made is two-fold, human resources and financial

resources. Since early 1984, our Training staff has grown from 20

professionals, involved primarily in Operator and GET training, to

today's 57, which includes all skills programs and staffing for our

simulator. Along with the growth in the Training staff,

approximately 15 man-years of subject matter expertise was used to

supplement our Training staff in the development and revision of all

v1.2.471



V1.2.2

of our training programs. The financial investment being made

focuses aroundan 85,000 -ft2 training facility that will house a

full scope simulator alonms with laboratory, shop and classrooms to

support all ofour traininong programs. The financial investment for

the training facility and simulator is approximately $30,000,000.

Measuringthe paybacNEk on this large investment is difficult.

Many of the areas in whicEal training is a contributor do not have a

direct financial value asFsociated with them. Many of the areas that

do have a financial valu e associated with them are affected by many

factors of which traininFcg is only one. On January Ilth of this

year, a new consecutive day run record was established for the Cook

Plant. We subsequently e=Ktended that record to over 200 consecutive

days. This ispardcular=ay significant since we are an ice

condenser plentwhich reqtwaires additional planned shutdowns to

perform ice condenser sureillances. The improved availability of

the plant has adirect fitmnancial payback to the company. Training

is a contributor to this EBEactor, but how much of a contriburot

cannot be measred.

The savings to our cc=nmpany by investing in our own site

specific simuLaor will beEa difficult to measure. The cost per year

to our companyto operate our own simulator should not change much

from what we spend now tO contract this training. What we do expect

is to be able toprovide rtmore quality time on our simulator since it

will replicate= plant. We are looking at using our simulator for

practicing startup and alntdown operations prior to performing these

evolutions on dm plant. This extra practice by the operating

shifts followingan exte011ed shutdown or a record run could save

time on eitherend of an clocyutage. Each day's savings on an outage,

because we've bum able comn degas or heat up more efficiently as a

result of the practice, Wi=l1 save our company approximately

$500,000. Saving one day each year for 30 years will result in a

financial saviw to the c=ompany of $15,000,000.



VI.2.3

Another area in which we expect a benefit from having ourom

simulator is in th,, area of unplanned reactor trips. The Cooknant

is susceptible to reactor trips during startups resulting from

manual control of steam generator levels. Controlling steam

generator levels on a startup is very difficult since we do nahave

bypass valves around our main feed regulating valves. During the

last SAL? appraisal period, there were 3 reactor trips during

startups when feedwater control was in manual. Recovery from this

trip can take a day. We plan on using our simulator for extensive

practice on controlling steam generator levels. We feel this

practice will reduce the number of unplanned trips during startups.

For each trip that is prevented, we expect to save $500,000 a day.

Saving one day a year from these trips, over 30 years again results

in a $15,000,000 savings to our company.

One of the programs that changed dramatically as a resultof

the accreditation process was our SRO program. Since the changes

were made, cur pass rate has improved from approximately 75% to92%.

The cost of putting an SRO candidate through this program is

approximately $20,000. Improving the pass rate resulLs in fewer

repeats in the program at $20,000 each. We conduct the SRO program

for about 12 candidates per year. TWo additional passes per yen
applied over the next 30 years will result in a savings to our
company of $1.2 million. This same logic can be applied to theRO

program; however, at this time, data is not available since our

first group going through our revised program will not take the

license exam until August. The savings for the RO program couldhe

much higher since it costs approximately $50,000 for each candidate.

We expect the addition of our own site specific simulator to further

improve our pass rates on license exams.

A performance appraisal of each nuclear utility's operationis

conducted each year by the NRC. Training can have a large impactor'

a plant's SALE' rating. In the last SALP report of the Cook Plant,

training was discussed directly in 8 of the 11 categories measured.
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Since training is a contributerto such at wide range of plant

operations, it stands to rest othat impr-oved training can lead t. o

improved SAL? ratings. The q-vgimtion (DE our plant's performance by

the NRC and by INFO is eXtretrielyimportamt to our company.

We expect returns on adning lrtvestment in many other

areas and will be evaluating these over he coming year. We expe.4kot

that some tasks in all progr4omy take less time to perform aa

result of improved performaiKebased trsa_ning. This has an added

benefit of reduced radiation eposures. 'We expect to see more

consistency in the performanceoftasks. Related to this will be a

more efficient utilization of resources.

A lot has been invested jotratning over the past few years.

The financial savings to a Cclopany resulting from training is jusRrt

one measure of the payback. Cur paybacb from training that areme

not easily measured but are eamely important include increased

confidence in job performance,shaping of attitudes, and improved

efficiency of operations. At theCook Flemt we feel the payoff fAcrom

training will more than justifythe investment.
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INITIATIVES IN TRAINING PROGRAM EVALUATION OUTSI/D5 THE
NUCLEAR UTILITY INDUSTRY

C. James Allen

ABSTRACT

literature is reviewed, and progr m evaluative pc=)ractices
outside the nuclear utility industry are reported. The findj-ags indi-
cate cyrngse innovations in philosophy and practice ofpropram 01r,-.7a1uation,although not necessarily in the context of evaluatimas a r)Itzate to
assessing, g :he impact of training. Program evaluationis desCribed inthe centeext of the impact of training, suggesting cmtinued Of7fortsto acceRM-T a multivariate concept of individual and organizati,o:anal per-formance--

INTRODUCTION

Th philosophies and practices that define anstruc ionel 3rstetms in

the nuels-lear utility industry has roots in the exper enees of tther indus-
tries arldiff businesses, in the annals of educational rmearcher$ and in the
theorie - and concepts of the disciplines of Education and Psycfr7lology,
among c)Olers. As the nuclear utility industry evolves its MetNrlodologies
and philo4 sophies via symposia, industry groups, regplatory maticlEtates, and
procedLital 1 refinement, it is invaluable to return to those roOt--7s, to "ex-
pand the k gene pool" of knowledge, practice, and sound educatiOnsmal princi-
ple. As n-Lhe past six to eight years have witnesaed on explos1o7,on in in-

structiol sophistication in the industry, other industries olu_d businesses
have compZ=iled many lessons learned. As economic tides dictate r business
neoessits, training managers in countless types of organizatio ons strpie
to justj= and demonstrate training's contribution to the bottoma-a line.

Cenral to the notion of measuring training's impact is tii et. more
fundamenVatl concept of training program evaluation. While acidtssing

impact iri1p1ies assessing training's value to the organization, Ja_I.e. to
the bottOnuca line, training program evaluation encompasses assesent of
training value to individual trainees, departments, and otheY components
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of the organization. Assumptions are made about relationships of 'hose

parts to the whole. Indeed, program evaluation remains somewhat a neces-

sary but not sufficient mechanism in efforts to measure training's impact.

THE LITERATURE

Sara Steele described trends in program evaluation in 1973-1 . Her

observations seem yet to be realities in many evaluative endeavors:

1) Program evaluation is a process rather than a product; it is more

than a specific methodology (estimates are that more than 50 evalua-

tion methodologies evolved in the late 60's and early 70's). Yet,

in order to maximize the utility of evaluation, it must serve as a

means of forming judgments about programs and a means of collecting

information to use in comparing alternatives.

Program evaluation is more than examining attainment of objectives.

Objectives undoubtedly provide a focus for our attention, but training

also produces unexpected side effects, good and bad. Sadler
2

describes

"goal-free" evaluation, in which objectives of a program are set aside

while evaluation occurs; prespecified objectives might not be met at

all, while other results appear that are too positive to ignore.

Steele goes on to state that examining attainment of objectives is

primarily a descriptive activity, while evaluation, insofar as value

is its central tenet, addresses whether the results of training are

Important, whether training contributed more than other events that

could have occurred, and whether results contributed to overall needs

of the organization.

Program evaluation is more than evaluating program results. Summative

(end-of-program) evaluations are well established in most training

organizations. Formative evaluations, performed while training is

in process or even development, provides more immediate feedback and

influences the current program as well as future ones. Komras3 sug-

gests conducting the first evaluation after completing the first draft

of traiuing materials. The emphasis on evaluation, according to

Steele, is shifting from solely the summative to the relatedness of

summative and formative.
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Program evaluation is more than instructional evaluation. Instruc-
tional evaluation is concerned primarily with specific course or
program activities. Program evaluation is concerned with the cumula-
tive effects of a series of instructional events. Program evaluation
focuses more on overall organizational needs than on specific objec-

tives or individual states of learning.

So the contemporary trends in program evaluat on expand its role

beyond assessment of training for the sake of the training system alone.

Evaluative methodologies cannot be far behind. Kelley, Orgel, and Baer 4

state, "The development of evaluation methods that identify a training

program's benefits and cos s accurately and thoroughly may become the

most Important contribution of training and human resource development
in the 1980's" (p. 32). They advocate the statistical analysis of pre-
and post-training performance measurements taken with trained and untrained

(control) employees. Further, they recommend using graphic comparisons
of performance data to illustrate how great the differences in performance
actually are. Indeed, statistical analyses identify the results of

training beyond what chance might produce. Finally, they espouse the
collection of on-the-job performance data in lieu of only trainee and/or

supervisory questionnaire data. This advice, although well-based in sound
theory, is fraught with difficulties of implementation. Most notably,
the use of untrained control groups for statistical comparison continues

to be a logistical and ethical near-impossibility.

Quinn and Karp
5

also recommend the use of pre- and post-training

assessment, but utilizing questionnaires that are validated (by, for
example, correlation of alternate form questionnaire responses).

The training, educational, and psychological literature does not
abound with true innovations in methodologies or practice in the program
evaluation. Philosophies are evolving and will ultimately find expression
in varying degrees.
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IN OTHER INDUSTRIES

Lessons are being learned in industries other than nuclear utilities.

Salinger6 surveyed evaluative practices in the Federal government and

described several innovations. A program of the Department of Agriculture

teaches evaluators both the techniques and orientation of evaluation.

The Department of Education turned trainers into evaluators, assessing

via interview the success of trainees' application of learned skills

some time after training. The U.S. General Accounting Office employed

both formative (assessing trainee reactions and knowledge gained) and

summative (assessing application of learned skills on the job) evalua-

tions - process and product evaluations, respectively. The Department

of Labor compared productivity goals and actual achievements as a means

of assessing course effectiveness.

In a iight manufacturing Industry in Texas, e7aluation of training

of QC inspectors was conducted following an e:',ght-week course. The

evaluation deemed the program successful. The course was reduced to

three weeks in duration; no evaluation was conducted again. The commit-

ment to evaluation must be ongoing to assure that changes in the programs,

the participants, the instructors, and/or the )rganization do not render

initially positive evaluation results invalid.

Likewise, an industrial construction firm evaluated training via

informal field testing, then abandoned evaluation efforts after few

attempts. Neither employees nor trainers welcomed the evaluation, sug-

gesting the need to de-personalize such activities and to stress the

positive aspects of evaluation.

A major oil/gas refining industry evaluated the success of a

modular program for technical/production personnel. The program was

designed on the basis of a needs assessment involving 1,100 employees'

responses to need-for-training on 88-89 "competencies." A statistical

cluster analysis identified the content of modules. The first few modules

were implemented in a pilot program with experienced supervisors and

managers. Pre- and post-training questionnaires assessed which behaviors

were affected by training. Performance improvements were indicated.
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There are numbers of fossil utilities adopting performance-Used

qualification procedures which double as assessments of training effectiv

Training program evaluation is certainly but one asp ct of ,,$sessing

the impact of training. Both the literature and industry exper41.0

outside nuclear utilities support generalizations about common progems

to be solved in assessing the impact of training. Human behavior is
affected by many factors; job performance, only one category Of behavior,

can be explained partially by factors attributable to training, butmly
partially. Second, organizational performance - and the bottom
is also affected by many variables of which human performance Mona

The attempts to assess the impact of training will improva AsSuCceSE=
is achieved in identifying and controlling the intervening vatifiblelin

both human behavior and organizational perfornonce.
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EVALUATING PERFORMANCE MFASURES TO DETERMI E TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

Dr. Robert W. Klemm

Anthony S. Feiza

ABSTRACT

This research was conceived and dedicated to helping the CBCo train-
ing organization become a more integrated part of the corporate business.
The target population for this study was nuclear and fossil generating
Station employees who directly impacted the produi:i;ion of electricity.
The target sample (n=150) included: instrument, mechanical, and elec-
trical maintenance personnel; control room operators; engineers, radia-
tion chemists, and other technical specialists; and equipment operators
and atterndants. A total of four instruments were utilized by this
study. Three instruments were administered to the generating station
personnel. These included a demographic form, a learning style profile,
and a motivational style profile. The focal instrument, a performance
skills rating form, was administered to supervisory personnel. Data
analysis consisted of three major parts. Part one established internal
consistency through Cronbach alpha statiStics. Part two provides summary
statistics and breakdown tables for important variables. Part three
provides inferential statistics responding to the research questions.
All six Performance Skills variables discriminated significantly between
the "trained" and "non-trained" groups (p .001). In all cases, the
mean value for the "trained" group exceeded the mean value for the "non-
trained" group. Implications for further research indicate that training
does have a quantifiable effect on job performance.
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BACKGROUND

The relationship between training and performance has long been an

issue that has defied objective research [1]. Commonwealth Edison

(CBCo), as well as other utilities have a need to know "how" to relate

training benefits with the overall corporate mission: generating

megawatts efficiently and safely.

An article in the Feauary 1987 issue of the -Training and Development

Journal" best expressed the changing role of trainers. This article

states, "... that instead of training and developing others in the

time-honored way, many more of you will be involved in managing training

better, accounting for it better, and finding ways to do it better.

You will, in short, be doing work that supports and advances a critical

business function [2]."

This research wan zonceived and dedicated to helping the CECo training

organization become a more integrated part of the corporate business.

It was hoped that the process of doing this research would heighten

the awareness or Management and trainers to the fact that the training

function does, and will continue to, improve employee performance, and

contribute in a significant way to overall corporate objectives.

METHODOLOGY

The target population for this study was nuclear and fossil generating

station employees who directly impacted the proauction of electricity.

The target sample (n--150) included: instrument, mechalical, and elec-

trical maintenance personnel; control room operators; engineers, radi-

ation chemists, and other technical specialists; and equipment operators

and attendants. Training records from each participating station were

used to identify employees who received more task-specific training

than their counterparts. The quantity of training received was the

criterion used to form the "trained" and "non-trained" research groups,
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ou ificily, less than 50% of required coursea completed versus persons
g 80-100% or courses. This method excluded the "annual-type"

-a1r courses!.

collection was conducted at each participating generating stati n.

TIoL-) methods were used to selee.: participants. First, convenience sam-
1-7iing Which included all available perSonnel. These subjects were asked
,by their supervisors to complete the survey instrumento. Subjects were
randomly selected from the convenience sample, and then assigned to
either trained or non-trained research groups based on training records.
Second, specific sampling, which included participants identified by the
researChers through training records. These subjects were randomly
selected from training records prior to data collection.

All participants were asked to complete a series of three questionnaires.
The immediate supervisor of each participant was asked to rate their
subordinate using the performance skills instrument. Instruments re-
lating to each participant, those completed by the employee and his
reepective supervisor, Weve stapled together to form a packet. Each
packet was coded either "trained group," or "non-trained group." All
names and identifying markings were removed from these packets to main-
tain anonymity.

ThroUghout this project, only the researchers knew the group status of
each participant. Selection biasee [3], Hawthorne and "halo effects"
ELI), and other threats to internal validity [5] were minimized by the
randomized, single-blind, selection process [6].

INSTRUMENTATION

A total of four instruments were utilized by this study. Three ins _u-
ments were administered to the generating station personnel. These
instruments will be highlighted more specifically in a follow-up study
of employee learning profiles. These included a demographic form, a
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learning style profile, and a motivational style profile. The focal

instrument, a performance skills rating form, was administered to

supervisory personnel. This instrument was designed to elicit super-

visory performance ratings for each participant.

The demographic questionnaire included age categories, gender, current

and past job classifications and years spent in current and past job

classifications.

The learning style profile [7] was designed as a self-analysis tool for

identifying four basic styles through which the mind receives and pro-

cessea cognitive information. These styles are Conrrete Random (CR),

Concrete Sequential Abstract Random (AR), and Abstract Sequential

(AS. Each style is ctaracterized by learning, environmental, and

interactional prefnrences for the learner (see Table 1 below). Learn-

ing style preferences among generating station personnel may provide

valuable insights for training departments. Internal consistency coef-

ficients [8] ranged from 9.89 to 0.92 for each learning style. Test-

retest coefficients ranged from 0.85 to 0.88 for each learning style.

Construct validity coefficients ranged from 0.55 to 0.76.

Table 1: Learning Style Themes

Relationship RelationshiR
Style Environment to Instructor to Students__.
(US) low tolerance traditional ordered

for distraction subordinate

(AR) high tolerance "guide" role collegial

(AS) low tolerance expert minimal
for distraction

(CR) stimulus-rich instruction varied
guide

The motivating traits instrument [] was designed to identify motiva-

ti-lnal preferences. Each item represents a different motivating need-
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state (10]. Internal consietency coefficients for each of three motiva-
tional clusters ranged from 0.71 to 0.79. Cluster one represented self-
esteem needs coupled with affiliative and self-protective neede. Cluster
t:N.(0 represented job security and orderliness needs. Cluster three
represented ambition and creativity needs coupled with respect for
authority and :?egulations.

The performance skills quest .onnaire was designed to elicit performance
ratings of plant personnel from their immediate supervisors. Six per-
formance skills themes were identified by subject-matter experts
the generating stations, Program Development, and literature review
[11]. These performance themes are: 1), concentration and awareness
c.0 hazards; 2)- handling stress and pressure in job tasks; 3), experience
and background skills; 4), resourcefulness and problem-solving approaehes
to job-related tasks; 5), responsibility for equipment and procedures;
and 6), manual dexterity. Five items were written for each performance
theme. The items were written to provide a difficulty range for each
performance theme. For example, item #1 was the simplest skill for the
category; item #5 was the most difficillt skill for the category. A one
(low) to ten (high) Likert scale was chosen to rate each item. The
one-to-ten scale conforms to traditional, "base ten" rating norms, and
counteracts any response biases from the customary one-to-five scale
used by the Company.

Internal consistency coefficients ranged from 0.93 to 0.97 for each per-
formance theme (see Table 2). These high reliability estimatee ale° sup-
port content validity issueS. That is, the items appear to be inter-
preted alike by both subject-matter exports designing the ins.,rument,
and station supervisors utilizing the instrument. The internal con-
sistency coefficient for the total instrument was 0.74. This indicates
that separate subscores representing each of the six performance themee

more appropriate than an overall, total se_ e.
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Table 2: Performance Skills Reliability Coefficients

THEME COEFFICIENT ALPHA

Concentration/Hazards 0.9353

Stress/Pressure 0.9455

Experience/Background 0.9654

Resourdefulness/Froblem-solving 0.9442

Responsibility for Equipment, etc. 0.9587

Manual Dexterity 0.9688

DATA ANALYSIS

Part One

Data analysis consisted of three major parts. Part one established

internal consistency through CTonbach alpha statistics [12]. Factor

analysis of the Performance Skills and Motivational Traits instruments

ware used to establish fewer, manageable, item clusters. These item

clusters were interpreted and named according to the underlying thematic

content. Principal components extraction with varmax rotation was

used for these analyses [13]. Factors with eigenvalues greater than

1.00 were retained. P--:t two providea summary statistics and breakdown

tables for iMportant variables. Part three provides inferential sta-

tistics responding to the research questions. Discriminant analysis

[14] determined differences in predictor variables between employees

classified by the criterion variable.

Part Two

Factor analysis [15] was performed on the Performance Skills instrument.

The results indicated a one-factor instrument: Factor 1 (eigenvalue

22.16), Factor 2 (eigenvalue 1.34). The one-factor solution was dis-

carded for two reasons. First, factor analysis was more sensitive to

global rating from supervisors. Supervisors were suspected of applying

a global image of each participant toward the instrument. The one-

factor solution represents the one-factor rating system applied by the
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respondents. Second, the reliability analysis demonstrated that all

eix performance skills themes were appropriate to use ae separate

measures.

The Motivational Profile was aubjected to data reduction usin- principal-

components factor analysis with varimax rotation. A three-factor solu-

tion was retained for interpretation. Factor One (eigenvalue = 4.63)

represented self-esteem needs coupled with affiliative and self-protec-
tive needs. ?actor two (eigenvalue = 2.58) represented job security

and orderliness needs. Factor three (eigenvalue = 1.96) represented

ambition and creativity needs coupled with respect for authority and

regulations.

fi

Tab Motivational Themee Reliability Coefficients

THEME COEFFICIENT_ALPHA

Factor One 0.7420

Factor Two 0.7063

Factor Three 0.6176

Part Three

A variety of descriptive statistics were calculated for the overall sam-

ple, "trained" group, and "non-trained" group. Important variables

and statistics will be highlighted.

Of the 150 participant- 76 represe ed the "trained" group, and 74

represeni:ed the "non-trained" group. Males comprised 98% of the par-

ticipants. Job Classifications were summarized as follows: maintenance

(52%), operators (8%), ED/EA (11%), health physicist (2%), all others

(17%), and missing (10%). The average value for Years in Current Job

was 5.1 years. The predominant learning style wae Concrete Sequential

(74%).

The following statistic& were computed for the n rained" statue group.
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The average age range was 30-39 years old (50%). The average value

for Years in Current Job was 4.6 years. The average score on the Per-

formance Skills form was 165 out of 300 possible points.

A stepwise discriminant analysis prog am [16] was computed to detect

differences between the "trained" and "non-trained" groups from among the

six Performance Skills variables. The Performance Skills variables

must meet or exceed a significance level of 0.05 ( = 0.05) to qualify

as discriminating variables. A test for the appropriateness of multi-

variate normality was demonstrated by Box's M statistic [17]. The value

for M was 2.3120; not significant, indicating that the disci,iminant

analysis was appropriate given these data.

All six Performance Skills variables discriminated significantly between

the "trained" and "non-trained" groups (p .001). In all cases, the

mean value for the "trained" gvoup exceeded the mean value for r-le

"non-trained" group. A classification program was performed to predict

nn group membership (trained vs. non-trained) given the raw scores

from all six Performance Skills themes. Training group status was

correctly predicted in 78% of the cases. Non-training group status

was correctly predicted in 72% of the cases. (50% correct predictions

would be expected by random guessing, or chance).

Specific results for each Performance Skill Theme are shown in the

following table. The results are expressed in percentages.



Performance
SkillS

Table 4: Performance Skills

Non7Trained

Percentages and Summary

Trained Percefitage

56.6

53.8

Increase
1.

2

Aware/Hazards

a/Pressure_

72.8

67.2

16.2%

13.4%
3. Experience 57.0 72.6 15.6%
4. Problem-solving 53.6 67.6 14.0%
5. Responsibility 55.0 69.4 14.4%
6. Manual Dexterity 54.4 70.4 16.0%

Overall 55.1 70.0 14.9%

Median Age Level 35.0 35.0
Years in Current 4.6 5.7
Jot

SUMMARY

Implications for further research indicate that training does lave a
quantifiable effect on job perforMance. The following questions --
"Were the results what one would expect "Is there enough improvement?";
and, "How much are we saving, or are we spending too much?" -- can only
be answered in the context of this study.

Expectations were optimistic, that is, we expected positive results
from our training. How much? That was not an issue given the newness
of our "performance-based" training efforts over thr past two-and-one-
half years. To better understand the questions of expectation and ade-
quate improvement, one has to know where the standard, or baseline,
exists. We now know where CECo's baseline exists, and subsequent im-
provement measures may be developed from this point.

The question of "bottom-line" dollars is an implication that builds
upon the results of this research. The next step, or "Phase Two" of the
project, is to incorporate these data and methodology into research
designed to correlate human performance (as Impacted by training) with
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plant performance. The corresponding correlations should yield bot_om-

line data regarding cost-effectiveness and training programs.
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